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FOREWORD

This is the best and most comprehensive study of an extra-

ordinary and important subject.
Dowiing for water, minerals or other hidden objects is one of

those strange activities on the borderline between magic and

science. Under one name or another the art has been practiced for
hundreds of years and even in the skeptical twentieth century the

hard scrutiny of conventional science has been unable to dispose

of what it wbuld clearly prefer to regard as outmoded superstition.
yet eminent scientiitJ have testified to the truth of the claims

of dowsers or water-witchers' Hard-headed business men have

engaged the services of dowsers, while government officials in many

difrer-ent countries have recognized that modern diviners can

achieve practical results beyond those of scientific instruments.

This book is the first detiiled factual, historical and theoretical

survey of dowsing. As a reliable, unprejudiced, scientific work.by
two distinguished-authors it has played an important part in making

water divilning acceptable in modern times. Both authors are also

noted figures in the field of parapsychology'

SIR WILLIAM FLETCHER BARRETT, born February 10,

1844, had a notable scientific background. At the "J o,f l? l'"
was assistant to the famous physicist John Tyndall' In 1899 he

developed a valuable silicon-iron alloy, and from 1905 to 1907

conducted important researches on entoptic vision. Barrett was a

Fellow of the Royal Society, the Philosophical Society, the Royal

Society of Literaiure, and a Member of the Institute of Electrical

Enginiers, and the Royal Irish Academy. Apart from his various

sciJntific publications B"tt"tt was also responsible for several books

on psychical research. In 1882 he was a principal founder of the

So&iy for Psychical Research, London, becoming President in
1904. He *a, Editor of the S.P.R . lournal1884-99 and also made

important contribution to the lournal and the Proceedtngs over

some fifty years. He died May 26, 1925.

THEODORE BESTERMAN, born November 18, 1904, is a
celebrated editor, author, librarian and bibliographer' From 1944

to 1946 he was Editor and Executive officer for the important
v
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British Union Catalogue ol Periodicals, and from 1945 to 1947
Editor of the lournal ol Documentation. He was successively
Counsellor of the World Bibliographical and Library Centre, and
Director, Department for Exchange of Information, UNESCO,
1946-49, Librarians and researchers owe him a special debt of
gratitude for his magnificent compilation World Bibliography ol
Bibliographies (1939-40; 1947-49). He is responsible for a score
of other important books on a wide range of subjects from bibli-
ography to parapsychology (including a fine work on Crystal
Gazing, reissued University Books, New Yorl.<, 1965). From 1927
to 1931 he compiled the catalogue and supplements of the library
of the Society for Psychical Research, London, serving as Librarian
from 1929 to 1935, and as Investigations Officer 1933-35. He
took part in various research projects and sittings with famous
mediums, notably Mrs. Osborne Leonard and Rudi Schneider.

The present book stems from some six years' research and experi-
ment by Sir William Barrett, during the course of which he wrote
nearly seven thousand letters and studied thousands of books. His
preliminary findings were first published in two volumes of the
Proceedings of the S.P.R. (1897 and 1900). This book, published
after Barrett's death, is a revised and greatly amplified version of
those original reports; the arrangement and writing are by Theodore
Besterman, who collaborated in the preparation of the book for
some time before Barrett's death.

There was a curious anticipation of this work by Andrew Lang
as early as 1884. In an essay on "The Divining Rod" in his book
Custom and Myth he wrote:

"There are two ways of investigating the facts or fancies about
the divining rod. One is to examine it in its actual operation-a
task of considerable labor, which will doubtless be undertaken by
the Society for Psychical Research; the other, and easier way,
is to study the appearances of the divining wand in history."

This book more than fulfills Lang's suggestions, and makes a
clear case for the reality of dowsing phenomena. Its excellent
bibliography of more than six hundred items indicates a fruitful
field for further researchers.

Dowsing or water-divining has been known under many names.
In America it is "water-witching." In Germany the rod is known as
ll/iinschelrute or Zauberrute and the operator Rutengiinger, Was-
sermuter or Vl/asserschmecker. In France the rod is baguette or
baguette divinatoire and the diviner baguettiste, sourcier or balan-
cier. ln Switzerland the diviner is Riltlimiinner, in Holland, roede-
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loper, waterloper or rhabdomant In Denmark the rod is Spiistikke,

in Norway, iinskekvist, in Sweden slagruta.
Nobody really knows how old dowsing is, or where it first

started. With proper caution Barrett and Besterman separate

water-divining itself from other early forms of divination by rods,

and their earliest dowsing references do not date before medieval
times. But there are many accounts of the power of rods in the

Bible-in particular that of Moses smiting the rocks and water
gushing forth (Exodus xvii, 5-6) -which 

suggest an earlier
origin. Descriptions of the preparation of a magician's wand in
the old magical treatises clearly have something in common with
dowsing. The Grimorium Verum (ptblished l5l7) directs the
operator to prepare wands of elder and hazel, upon which magical
characters must be engraved. The Grand Grimoire specifies a wand

of hazel which is cut at sunrise with the following invocation: "I
beseech Thee, O Grand ADONAY, ELOIM, ARIEL and JEHO-
VAM, to be propitious unto me, and to endow this Wand which I
am cutting with the power and virtue of the rods of Jacob, of Moses

and of the mighty Joshua! . . ." The folklore of many countries

abounds with stories of the strange powers of the hazel wand.

Since this book was published, an article in Reader's Digest

October 1958 suggests a remote antiquity for dowsing. It describes

the caves of Tassili-n-Ajjer in the Sahara, where archaeologist

Henry Lhote investigated levels eight thousand years old. A scene

on one of the cave paintings is described as "an eager crowd watch-
ing a diviner's search for water" . . .

Over the centuries much controversy has raged around the
question of the action of the divining rod. In the sixteenth century
Melancthon and others claimed that the movement arose in the
rod itself through "the law of sympathy." In the following century
the Jesuit Father Kircher demonstrated that it was the dowser

himself who communicated movement to the rod. Half a century
later other investigators insisted on an explanation that has also
been applied to spiritualist phenomena like table-turning-that it
was due to "mischievous devils." Barrett and Besterman favored
the more practical and scientific view that the movement of the
rod was due to unconscious muscular action, arising from the firm
grasp of the operator. It seems that in most cases the tension of
the grip is converted to sudden clonic spasms when the operator
is in tle presence of water, but we have yet to understand the
precise mechanism of the nervous displacement, and the exact
complex of external influences. And there may have been occa-
sionil cases when rods moved without direct contact, as did tables
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in spiritualist seances. So it is not so simple as one might think.
General theories on dowsing fall roughly into two categories-

the psychical and physical explanations. On the psychical side,
Barrett relates the movement of the rod to parapsychological
phenomena like table-turning and planchette-writing. Other investi-
gators have preferred a complete physical explanation in which the
dowser is considered a human indicator of physical stimuli.
Champions of the physical theory claim that psychical or ESP
assumptions attempt to explain one unknown process by another
unknown. However, the postulation of "rays", "magnetic currents"
and "radiations" is often equally vague and not always in line with
modern physics.

Actually there need be no real discrepancy between the known
facts of the psychical and physical explanations. Both theories
agree that some kind of radiation from hidden water or minerals
causes a neuro-muscular reaction in the dowser. Undoubtedly a
number of complex physical forces are involved, some of them
very subtle. The dowser is sensitive to these influences and, through
his rod or other device, able to act as an automatic indicator. Long
and patient experiment enables the dowser to assess his own
reactions with considerable accuracy, leading to estimation of depth
and yield. The theoretical system which he uses for this work may
be only a rationalization or an oversimplification, but so long as
it works well it is sensible to be more interested in the empirical
result than the theory.

The dowsing reaction certainly has a physical basis inasmuch
as there is a chain of events which begins with a physical fact and
ends with a physical indication, but the estimation of depth and
yield of springs, or of the nature and quantity of metals, undoubt-
edly involves a more intuitive factor. The physical schools do not
deny that some psychical or ESP factors are operative in many
cases, but prefer to ignore them in favor of a mainstream of
straightforward physical dowsing.

The difficulty for these physicalists is that nowadays the practice
of the art is not confined to discovery of underground water or
minerals. Closely related to dowsing for water is the newer field of
radiesthesia-an extension of dowsing into the realms of medical
diagnosis and treatment, telepathy, clairvoyance, tracing of missing
persons, acquisition of hidden information, and divination at a
distance. Much of this dates from the French revival of interest in
dowsing from 1913 onwards, when many operators began to use
pendulums instead of rods. The movement of suspended rings or
pendulums for divination had been part of folklore for centuries
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but the modern French dowsers devised new and imaginative

experiments. In 1930 the Abb6 Bouly coined the term radiesthisie

und roon pendulum divination became almost as widespread as the

table-turning of nineteenth century spiritualists. Most of this lies

outside the scope of the present book, but it should be noted that

many modern dowsers not only work with a rod but also prospect

with a pendulum over maps ol the district instead of the actual

territory. It sounds fantastic, but it works! Unfortunately these

more occult practices antagonize many modern investigators.

Behind the rival theories of psychical versus physical explana-

tions lies a more fundamental problem than a matter of emphasis.

For dowsing to be a respectable activity in a materialistic twentieth

century it is convenient for it to be confined to the search for water

and minerals, with a firm belief in purely physical causes and

effects. When dowsing includes occult divination the whole subject

becomes clouded by accusations of superstition, delusion and

fraud. Modern dowsing is still uneasily poised between science and

magic-yet it works.
S-ince ihe publication of Barrett and Besterman's book it 1926,

there has bein an extensive output of other books dealing with

dowsing and radiesthesia, so it will be helpful to consider some of

the more important works.
In 1938 Theodore Besterman published another short book

Water Divining, New Facts and Theories, which he dedicated to

Sir william Barrett, .'whose courage and penetration added the

facts of dowsing to the canon of scientific knowledge". In this work

Besterman citea new evidence from the detailed records of various

dowsers, particularly Major C. A. Pogson, who was official Water-

Diviner to the Government of India between october 1925 a,|ld

February 1930. During this period Major Pogson located- sites for
wells. and bores, and acted as consulting adviser on all matters

relating to underground water. He traveled thousands of miles'

giving 
"his 

servicei to the authorities in Bombay, Bihar, Orissa'

Cential provinces, and North West Provinces, handling hundreds

of projects with an overall success of 977o. He located 465 sites

of *at"t supply, and his remarkable achievements were recorded

in three offiiiai reports issued by the Government of Bombay'

In the same year as Besterman's supplementary work, tlte--IJ'S'

Geological Survly reprinted The Divining Rod; A History ol Water

Witching by Artlur^J. E,llis (Water-Supply Paper 416) first pub-

lished in tgtZ. ttris critical survey is remarkable for its uniformly
hostile attitude to dowsing, using terms like "delusion" and "curi-
ous superstition',, "extravigant and absurd claims". This little book
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is.so intemperately opinionated and its bias so prejudiced that it is
wide open to strong criticism. In contrast, the work of Barrett and
Besterman is a masterpiece of careful and impartial inquiry. Ellis,s
bool< is valuable, however, for its extensive ihronotogical bibliog-
raphy and careful index.

An important book which attempted a detailed physical explana-
,i9n.9f dowsing by rod and pendulum was Th) i,hysics il *,
Div!1inS Rod, being on account of an experimental investigation
of Water and Mineral Divining by J. Cecil Maby and T. Bedtord
Franklin (London, 1939). This careful investigation in field and
laboratory by a trained physiologist and a mathematical physicist
is a valuable contribution to our knowledge of dowsing.

The small introductory works deserve special mention: Dowsing
by W. H. Trinder (London, 1939;1941; ie+51, and T.he Elentents
ol Dowsing by Le Vicomte Henry de France (London, 194g).
Both books deal with dowsing by rod and pendulum, including the
controversial issue of divining over maps, and give excellent advice
for beginners. Trinder's book describes his own methods, and gives
an honest analysis of his successes and failures, with many uieful
hints and warnings. Some kinds of rock and stone, for example,
give consistently misleading indications to dowsers. purists may
complain of oversimplified theories of .,rays" and ,.radiations', but
these are essentially practical books. Actually there is surprising
uniformity in the indications and results of dowsers of different
theoretical persuasions.

A more recent book by S. W. Tromp, professor of Geology,
indicates the complexity of the scientific position regarding dowi-
ing and allied phenomena. His book psychical physics (1049) is
500 pages in length, with a bibliography of 1,496 items. This
massive and enlightened scientific survey reviews relevant questions
of the many electro-magnetic fields in and around living organisms.
In the section on dowsing, Professor Tromp details the questions
of electrical stimuli in atmospheric, geophysical and biological
fields; magnetic stimuli in biological and earth magnetic fields, and
earth magnetic stimuli from natural sources (sunlight and cosmic
rays) and artificial sources (X-rays and high-frequency Hertzian
waves). He also details his own careful experiments in establishing
the physical and physiological factors involved in dowsing phe-
nomena. This is a formidable scientific analysis, rather too tech-
nical for many general readers, but a worthy successor to the
present book.

Aside from the severely scientific aspects, Barrett's correlation
with physical phenomena deserves closer attention. There certainly
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seems to be a whole spectrum of related divination phenomena

ranging from clairvoyance, prediction, table-turning and the human
auri, to straightforward water-divining, arising from a metaphys-

ical background of primitive religion, the practice of magic, and the

relationship of man to rural nature.
ln l69i John Locke referred to the 'Deusing-Rod or Virgila

Divina'.It has been suggested that there is a derivation from the

Latin deus ('god') and that the use of the rod is a divine activity.
'Dowser' has also been suggested as a derivation from the Gaelic
dahmsoir or 'dancer', and it has been pointed out that the tradi-
tional Gaelic dance involves plucking the feet away from the earth'

was primitive dancing itself a sensitive response to the influences

of the earth? And are the circular forms of dance, religious pro-

cessions and prayer motifs related to the movements of a pendulum

and rod?
Meanwhile water-divining survives today because its practical

utility does not involve too great a strain on the outlook of a

relativety unprejudiced person. Radiesthesia, with its claims to

medical diagnosis, prospecting over maps, tracing missing- persons,

and predicti,on of unknown events, etc. is too bizarre for many

dogmatic materialists. But ultimately, as with water-divining itself,

suc"h things will be validated by their accuracy and practical valle
rather tha"n by theories and opinions for and against. It has to te
admitted that dowsing and radiesthesia occasionally attract cranks,

that claims are sometimes extravagant, and self-deception is pos-

sible. But the same could also be said of the practice of medicine

and other arts and sciences. In my experience, most dowsers 1r9'
on the whole, honest, hardworking and practical people of high

intelligence, unusual skill and good moral sensibility'
oneofthegreatestadvancesinmaintainingahighstandardof

practice and eihics amongst dowsers and, radiesthetists has been

ihe formation of societier *t i"t have regular congresses and issue

informative bulletins. The British Socilty of Dowsers, founded

through the efforts of Colonel A. H. Bell, D'S'O' in 1933 has

brougit together dowsers of great skill. Through its excellent books

and i-ts toirnal (now in its iwentieth volume) it has made-avail-

able valuable information and suggested new lines for experiment'

In the United States, the Americin Society of Dowsers carries on

similar work, and comparable societies exist in France, Germany'

Belgium, Switzerland, Italy and elsewhere. Amongst well-estab-

hshEd journals one should ilso mention the French La Radiesthdsie
pour ious and the Bulletin of Les Amis de la Radiesthisie, lhe

German Zeitschrilt liir Radiiisthesie arrd the ltalian Cespera'
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Dowsers have been employed by engineering concerns, water-
works, laundries, breweries, government departments and many
other practical organizations. Major Pogson's appointment as of-
ficial Water-Diviner to the Government of India was not unique, as
Miss Evelyn Penrose was at one time official dowser to the Gov-
ernment of British Columbia. It is not generally known that the
police departments of many countries often enlist the aid of dows-
ers. A recent article in the March 1967 issue of the British Society
of Dowsers lournal describes how Mr. Thomas Trench successfully
located the missing body of a murdered policeman through map
prospecting, at the invitation of the Belgian authorities. Similar
cases of police co-operation with dowsers are known, but naturally
many are confidential.

Of course, the main body of dowsing is still concerned with
water-finding. Dowsing really works, and it is one of those fasci-
nating skills which many ordinary people can learn, given proper
guidance. It does not need costly apparatus or cranky cultism. In
an age when urban man is increasingly dependent upon adequate
water supply, when many areas are still periodically devastated by
drought, water-finding can be one of the most worthwhile social
skills.

The present book has always ranked as a standard reference
work, from the basis of which more detailed studies can be made.
The present reprint-the first since the original printing-is there-
fore a very welcome one, both for experienced dowsers and also
newcomers to the subject.

London, England LESLIE SHEPARD
February, 1968
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INTRODUCTION

/-fiHERE are in many parts of the world certain persons
I who orofess to be able to discover, without the aid
.l. of ariy known means of investigation,- the exact

location of underground water. For this purpose they usually
employ a Y-shaped twig of !r1z9l o1 some other wood; this
so-iallid divining-rod il treta in the hand and the diviner
then traverses th-e ground. When supposed to be approach-
ing the hidden watelr the rod is seen to move, sometimes with
.rih .rrigort as to forcibly strike the holder's body,. although
he clairis to make considerable efforts to restrain it-a fact
which seems to be proved by one limb of the twig- being often
snapped across under the s{rain of the opposing forces'..The
holder oJ the rod generally appears exhausted by the effort;
in some cases he c6mplains of sickness or giddiness, occasion-

ally the pulse rises, hi breaks out into a violent perspiration,

"rrh 
tr.*bl.s all over. As a rule he asserts that he experiences

singular sensations, resembling muscular cramp, when he is
ov"-t ", underground water-course. These sensations are so

well marked tLat in some cases he discards the use of the
twig and trusts to his sensations alone. If now the place be

""rEfoily 
noted beneath which the hidden water-course is

asserted to exist, the probability is that, however,often the
spot be crossed by the irolder of the rod, the same phenomena

*iill ,..rrt, err"., iuh.tt his attention is distracted, or another
and independent dowser is employed. Further, if a well be

dug at the spot so indicated,-witer will usually be Jound'
ThIs aileged lower of finding underground water, when to
an ordinlry obt..rr", there ippears nothing to b-etray its
presence, ii not confined to a-frofessional and paid class of
inen, bui is found among amat6urs, young and old, male and
female, and in all classes of society. Nor is the dowser, only
met with in England; he is foundtoday to our knowledge in
France, Italy, Spain and Portugal, Switzerland, Germany,
Austria, Scandinivia, the BaltiC countries, in short, in all
parts of Europe, and in the United States, Canada, Australia,

xxl
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India, and doubtless in other places of which we have no
direct evidence.

There exists a large mass of indisputable evidence (a portion
of which will be given in due course) proving that it is possible
to find water, oil, metallic ores, coal, hidden objects, and so
forth, by means of the rod. It is impossible to read this
voluminous evidence without coming to the same conclusion
as that of a modern investigator, who wrote after painstaking
investigation : " The evidence for the success of 'dowsing ' as
a practical art is very strong-and there seems to be an unex-
plainedresiduumwhenallpossible deductions have been made."1

In like manner, it is impossible to study this subject his-
torically without being impressed by the number of those
who have accepted as indisputable the practical value of the
rod. And these believers in its efficacy were not a set of
silly, superstitious men, easily duped 

-by 
cunning rogues,

credulous fools, capable of believing any nonsense; on the
contrary, among them are some of the most learned writers
and the most painstaking investigators, Cabinet Ministers
and judges, shrewd business men and large landowners, rail-
way companies and architects, together with an array of
practical miners and well-sinkers; men who ought to have
known what they were talking about, and not likely to waste
their money on a silly superstition. The popular off-hand
view about the rod-that it is merely another instance of the
perennial superstition and roguery of mankind-seems there-
fore somewhat inadequate. For the curious problem that
meets one in the examination of the subject is not only the
long survival and wide extent of the belief in the rod, but the
singular and unselfish enthusiasm of its advocates, together
with the general probity and intelligence of the diviners them-
selves. Quakers, farmers, ladies, children, poor-law guardians,
clergymen, magistrates, etc., are among the English diviners
of today, and these are not the class of people one would expect
to find hoodwinking a gullible public. They may, of course, be
the victims of self-deception ; if so, does this also apply to the
professional dowsers (in England alone there are scores who
make a living by their practice), whom numerous agents of
estates and owners of land find it in their interest repeatedly to
employ ? 3

As a silly superstition, nevertheless, the subject remains in
the minds of most people who have not had an opportunity of

r E. R. Pease, in Proc. S.P.R., ii. 89.
_ 
!,We are glad to be able to bear testimony to the fact that several

of these professional dowsers, notably those who have been most suc-
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themselves witnessing its phenomena or of reading accounts
of otherpeople'sexperiences. Tothis practice is also opposed
the whole wligtrt of ofrcial science. This sufficiently curious
phenomenon must be accounted for, for -such_a-widespread
i.ttitude cannot be altogether unreasonable. It is true that
the subject at first dispirits and repels the investigator because

of the quantity of rubbish that overlays it and the credulity
and ignorance that surround it, and which characterize so many
of its enthusiastic votaries and of the writers on the divining-
rod, both in ancient and in modern times' Indeed, at first
sight few subjects appear to be so unworthy of serious ngti-ce

ard so utterly beneath scientific investigation as that of the
divining-rod.

But this was once true of many matters now oJ the greatest
scientific importance, and it is our business to try and discover
with the divining-rod of science the treasure that is hidden
beneath any soil.- As Sir John Herschel has truly said-: " He
that has sein obscurities, which appeared impenetrable, sud-
denly dispelled, and the most barren and unpromising fields of
inquiry c6nverted into rich and inexhaustible springs of know-
led-ge on a simple change of our point of view, or by bringing to
bea-r on themiome principle which it never occurred before to
try, will be the last tb acqiiesce in any dispiriting prospects."l

Unhappily this truly icientific spirit is only too often re-
placed in alademic ciicles by a reckless misoneism.r Many

cessful, are simple unassuming men, who dolot disguisetheir igtrorance,
nor octasionaliailures, and -are ready to impart all they know'- On
the other hand, as might naturally b6 expectid, the possession of any
peculiar " facuity " teids to inordinate self-conceit and vanity, especi-
'"tty .*oog the illiterate class from whom the_ professional dowser is
usially driwn. This is traceable from the rTth century dowser"down
to the"present day. Among such men a grgat m-ygtlrY is made.of their

an appienticeship must be served, and initiation to its mys-
teries could, iir^ fotmet tiiles, only be gained by a knowledge of the
magic rites and ceremonies with ivnichtfre practice was surrounded.
Ai [h" pr"."ot day these magic rites are swallowed up bythe more magic
dollar.' For exafrple, the in of an English rector having accidentally
found he had the ficultv of dowsing, the father applied for information
to a young professional-dowser, and receiveg the reply. that " Mr 

-declines t5 ?ake less than one hundred guineas foi giving the youth
three months training " t We hope this warning may make such
premiums a little more difficult to catch.- | A Preliminary Discourse on lhe Study of Natural Philosophy (t83t),
p.8.^ 2 Here is an amusing instance of apriorism in a letter from a well-
known geologist : " It is sad to find you troubling, about th-at wretched
divinin[-rodl . . . Why is it that df hte years this 'pestilent leresy'
has cro"pped up so ? ind why are eduiated peopte bitten by it ?

Squires, M.p.'s, doctors, and alas, parsons ! "
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men who have imperfectly assimilated and related the findings
of the various sciences have too easily recourse to a convenient
and superficial scheme of things, from which they then vigor-
ously exclude any new facts which appear destructive of their
preconceived notions. To discuss this psychological truth
would be to go beyond our present scope, and we have merely
to consider whether there is any immediate explanation of
this very general scientific prejudice against serious con,
sideration of the dowsing-rod. Its name is no doubt largely
responsible for the opprobrium under which the subject rests-;
naturally enough the " divining-rod " is confused with such
ancient divinatory practices as Belomancy, Xylomancy, and
especially with Rhabdomancy. But there is of course no
connexion between these things and the use of the divining-
rod. It will therefore be convenient to replace that term with
the old and locally well-established words dowsing-rod and
dowser.l

The historical evidence adduced in the next chapter renders
it practically certain that the birthplace of the hodern use
of the -dowsing-rod is in the mining districts of Germany,
probably the Harz Mountains. It was probably introduced
into England in the latter part of the r6th century by the Ger-
man miners brought into this country to work the Cornish
mines.r The beginning of the use of the rod for the purpose
of finding underground water is uncertain, but this piobibly
originated at least a century after the use of the rod in mining.
Towards the end of the rTth century the rod was also used,
in France, for the tracing of criminals, but this practice soon
died out. At the present time, in this country, the rod is
almost exclusively used as a water-finder. It fell into disuse
as a help in mining through the exhaustion of the mines in
Cornwall. If it is tending to become disused for water-finding
also (which is very doubtful) the fact is no doubt due to the
spread of elementary scientific knowledge among farmers and
the like. Such elementary knowledge is suffi.cient to make
a poorly educated person distrustful of unorthodox methods of
research but not sufficient to enable him to distinguish
between the charlatan and the dowser producing praitical
results. This conclusion explains why the rod is mbr-e widely

I According to the best authorities the origin and derivation of the
words are unknown.t Though of course foreign miners are known to have been in the
country-rn_uch earlier; see e.g., T. Rymer, Foedora $7o4-r732), xi.
9tp; W^. Campbell, Materials-for a History of the Reign'oy'Uiirli VtI
(1873-1877), i. 3ro.
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used by cultured persons tlran by illiterate ones- It is always
ignoraice, and not knowled€e, that blindlY 

^{q$e-s 
what. is'

rinfamiliar. ,.Ignorance is the parent both of blind credulity
and of scoffing-scepticism, and leads not- only to implicit
belief in untrulhs, but to a rash denial of what is true"'1
our present obiect is to endeavour to dispel such ignorance
in regard to the dowsing-rod by -carefutly exarrrining.in the
clearJr hght of the present day the evidence that exists on

behalf oi phenomena rejected as trivial and valueless by
orthodox science.

Here then we find a widespread belief existing at the present

day and extending backwards for centuries; though it seems

contemptible, hoi are we to account for the origin and sur-

vival oi this belief, and {or its appearance and persistence

in regions remote from each othei ? The answer, is simple :

the b"elief can only be explained by proving,it to be founded
on true and asceitainabli facts, facts which are now to be

put before the reader.' B.for" doing so it seems proper to refer to a matter of
some importarice. From timi to time reports- come to hand
of local authorities who refuse to employ a dowser, or who
refuse to pay his fees after having employed him,. on the
ground thit iuch employment and payment are contrary to
ir.w. These authoridies- have some justification for their
view in that several such authorities have in fact been sur-
charged by their auditor of the fee paid by them to a dowser'
But In faci an auditor has no right to do so, nor is there any-
thing to prevent a local authorify employing a-dowser if they
thinf fit. In this connexion we-maf quote a letter from the
now defunct Local Government Boaid in answer to a specific

inquiry on this point (3rst of- August rgor) : -".-a.'.'.it
.pi,"ri. to them ;tfr" foital t9 be.-compete-nt Joihg District
CoLnciI to consuli Mr Tompkins if they think fit to do so,

and to pay him a reasonable fee for his advice." This state-
ment wias confirmed by the Board in a later letter (z3rd of
November r9o3) to Sir William Barrett.s

r Sir Lauder Brunton, " Truth and Delusion," The Uniaersal Re'
aiew (fi$s), iii. 54.t News has come to hand (June 19z6) of the appointment of an
official dowser by the Municipality of Bombay.
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THE DIVINING-ROD

PART I
HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL

CHAPTER I
A BRIEF HISTORICAL SKETCH OF DOWSING

$ r. OnrcrNs

A N eminent authority, after discussing the oracular
/I powers of the whispering leaves of the oaks of Dodona,

L I of ttre Appolonic laurel at Delphi, and of the fabulous
ash Ygdrasill, pioceeds to say that " the divining-rod_ has
inherited its qualities from the divining tree." r Other
writers have found similar theories tempting, and indeed
there is some slight ground on which to rest such opinions.
The wand of Hermes is sometimes figured as a forked rod; r

figures of Mediterranean idols have been found bearing forked
rods as symbols of their power; 0 and so far afield as on the
carved rocks of Peru similar figures are to be discovered.r
The various ideas regarding the origin of the dowsing-rod
to which students were led by these discoveries were summed
up in a completely scholarly way by AdalbertXuhn, a_mytho-
logist of the old school. Postulating the forked shape of
the rod, which he imagined to be its universal and distin-
guishing characteristic, he suggested that the rod was, in
brief, the symbol of divine fire or light.u Perhaps the most
extraordinary medley ever put together on this basis is an

! C. F. Keary, Outlines of Pfi.mitiue Belief (1882), p, 62.
r L. Preller, Ausgewdhlte Aufsdtze (t86a), P. r54.
! F. Creuzer-J. D. Guigniitt, Religions d'e l'Antiquitd (r84t), iu.

plate LVI Dfs ; cp. J. W. Tyndale, The Island, of Sail,inia (t8a9), iii.
22r-222.t T. J. Hutchinson, Two Yeavs in Peru (1873), ii. r74, plate,

s Dii Herabhunft des Feuets (r85r), pP.2o4 et seq.; cp' Sir J. G.
Frazer, The Golilen Bough (rgl-r9r5), xi. 67, z8t-2, z9t-2.
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article by John Fiske, of Harvard, the historian and philo-
sophico-scientific writer. Having once met a dowser, *hom
he pr,omptly proved to be a rogue by showing that the rod
would not move when he (Professor Fiske) held-it, and having
read that " learned author " Mr Baring-Gould, Fiske feli
himself qualified to clear up the subject. Accordingly he tells
us that the dowsing-rod as " throughout Europe it has been
used from time immemorial," and as " the one thing essential
about it is that it should be Jorked," it is obvious that its
origin, " hopeless as the problem may at first sight seem,"
is " nevertheless solved." It is, we learn, unquestionably the
wooden incarnation of forked lightning ! I So much for myths
and myth-makers.

All such theories fail because it is attempted to trace the
origin of dowsing through the forked shape bf the rod. This
shape, however, is neither its original noi its universal form.
In the oldest references even more than in contemporary
practice the instrument used in dowsing varies in all ways.
The substance of which the rod is made may be of any kind
of wood and metal, they may be manufactured articles such
as tong,s, snufiers, or even (be it whispered) a German sausage.
It is clear, therefore, that if the origin of dowsing is to be
found it must be sought through the practice and not through
its instrument. On these grounds we cannot connect dowsing
with any of the Rumerous ancient divinatory practices such
as rhabdomancy, belomancy, xylomancy, hydlomancy and
the like. Nor does there appear to be any reason for iscrib-
ing to_ dowsing the feat of Moses in the wilderness (Numbers xx.
rr), though the commentators have not reined their imagina-
tions in discussing this passage and others of a similar nature,
which may be found in any biblical concordance under " rod."
fn short, the origin of dowsing for underground minerals and
water is wrapped in obscurity too deep for present penetration.
Bgt we may well say with the learned William- Pryce that
" it is impossible to ascertain the date or personality of the
discovery, which appears to me of very little coniequence
to posterity; but perhaps we may not be far off from the
truth, if we incline to the opinion of Georgius Agricola, in his
excellent latin treatise De Re Metallica, that 'the application
of the inchanted or divining rod to metallick matters took
its rise from magicians and ihe impure fountains of inchant-
ment.' " 2

I My-ths and, Myth-Mahers (r8pl, pp. 37 et seq.

- z 
.Minerul9-g1a Cornubiensis (rZl8), - p. 'rr3. -The passage from

Agricola will be found at p. z7 i:i ihe iork iited.
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$2. DowsrNc AMoNG Sevacn PnoprBs AND IN Forxronr

It is no part of our purpose to make any extended investlga-
tion into tire practice bf dowsing among savage, peoples. Nor,
indeed, does this custom appear to be very widespread among
such peoples. But a few inltances that we may- adduce will
serve to demonstrate the world-wide extent of the use of
the rod for finding hidden things. These hidden things a-re

in fact generally stolen things in the remoter regions oi t]1e

world. -An Indian case will lead to more characteristically
uncivilised evidence, though it is not recorded by an impec-
cable authority. It appears that having had s-om-e property
stolen from hii home near Calcutta the writer had secured a

native who was famous for these detections. This native,
after the proper incantations, caused two other natives from
the Madras cbast to hold together two bamboo rods. After
a while, says the writer, " we confess to our great s-urprise,

we beheld ihe bamboos crossing each other horizontally, and
afterwards alternately rise up and descend." In this manner
the direction in whiih they-were to proceed was indicated,
and at length a certain peison was shown as the culprit.l

We havJhere in all probabitity a mingling of two elements :

one being dowsing prdper, and ihe other the very widespread
worship of sticks ind their use in divination, such sticks being
held to be possessed by, or to contain, a spilit or deity.2 Wi-th
such casei we are noi here concerned. Very similar to the
practice just described is that of the Maganja of .Central
Africa. Some cort had been stolen and the medicine-man
appointed four men to hold the sticks, two men to a stick'
On ttre spectator enquiring what this meant, he was answered :

" Wait and you wili see.- The sticks will drag and drag the
men, until they drag them to the person who stole the corn ! "
And so it wasl " The men seemed scarcely able to hold the
sticks, which took a rotatory motion at first, and whirled
the holders round and round like mad things." The sticks
led to the hut of one of the wives of the robbed person, who
duly was made to pass through the appropriate ordeal, which,
by the way, proved her innocent ! 3

A very iimitar custom is found among the Yaos of Lake

r " The Detective in fndia," Chambers's Journal (t856), Pp. 49-52,
cp. S. R. Maitland, False Worship (t856), p. 33o.r 8.g., Richard Taylor, Te Iha A Maui (r8SS), p.92; cp. SirE. B.
Tylor, Primitiue Cultute (r9zo), i. rz5 et seq.

8 }Ienry Rowley, The Story of the Uniuercities' Mission (1866),
pp. zr8-9.
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Nyanza,l and seemingly also among the Zulus.! The natives
of the Banks and Torres Islands in Melanesia use bamboo rods
for the purpose of spiritualistic sittings. When they feel the
bamboos moving in their hands they know it to be a sign of
the presence of a ghost.s It is interesting to observe that
in a journal supposed to have been written about 1675 in
connexion with a search for treasure up the river Gambia,
occurs the following entry : " February the z4th,I tried the
Use of Virga Diaind upon a high, barren and rocky Moun-
tain: But, whether it afforded no Metal, or whether my Rod,
being cut in England,, and being dried and carried far by
Sea, had lost its Virtue ; or whether it hath no such Quality
(which I rather believe) I am not certain. However my
Companions laugh'd me out of the Conceit." a In discussing
gold-mining in Borneo, Posewitz says, without giving a refer-
ence: " Professor Veth states that they [the natives] use a
kind of Wtinschelruthe (divining-rod) in order to find the
spots rich in go1d." 5 James Gilmour tells us that the Mongols
among whom he lived expected him to be able to say " where
they should dig a well so as to get plenty of good water near
the surface . . ." 6

Sir Frank Swettenham, discussing the methods of divination
used by the Malays, writes: " Yet another plan is to place
in the hand of the Pduang, magician, or medium, a divining-
rod formed of three lengths of rattan, tied together at one end,
and when he gets close to the person 'wanted', or to the
place where anything stolen is concealed, the rod vibrates in
a remarkable manner."? This is confirmed by Dr Skeat in
the following interesting passage, describing the rod spoken
of by Swettenham : " This is a rod or birch of rotan sega (the
best marketable variety of cane), which may consist either
of a single stem, or of any odd number of stems up to nine.
Thehandleof the rod or rods is bound with a hank of ' Javanese'
yarn, which may or may not be stained yellow. The sorcerer

r Duff Macdonald, Africana (t882), i. 16r.
z Bishop H. Callaway, The Religious System of the Amazulu (r87o\,

pp. 330-2 ; cp. id., " Divination and Analogous Phenomena," The
Journal of the (Roryl\ Anthropological Institute g87z), i. r78.I R. H. Codrington, The Melanesians (r8gt), pp. 223-225.
. r Francis Moore, Trauels into the Inlanil Parti of Afriaa (t78),

Appendix III, p. 16.

_ 
5-T. Posewitz, Borneo (1892), p. 343; P. J. Veth, Borueo's Westcr-

Afd.eeling (1854-1856). Cp. N. Adriani and A. C. Kruijt, De Barc,c-
sprche.nde Torailja's uan Midden-Celebes $grz-rgt4), i. 25.. Among the Mongols (1883), p. r88., Malay Shetches (r8SS), p. 2oZ.
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who wishes to use it grasps the butt-end of the rod in- his- right
fist, and after burning incense and scattering sacrificial rice,
reoeats the appropriite charm, which commences with a

..i**orr to thlipiiit to descend from the mountains and enter
into his embodimint. If the invocation is properly performed,
the spirit descends, and entering the sorcerer's head !y *?y
of the fontanel, proceeds down his arm and into the rod itself'
The result is thit the tip of the rod commences to rotate with
rapidly increasing veloclty, un-til the sorcerer loses conscious-

,"i., in which cale the rod witl point in the direction of any
sort of lost or hidden treasure, which it may be the object
of the operation to discover. Even underground water could,
I was assured, be thus discovered." 1

To deal adequately with the subject of dowsinS-and the
dowsing-rod, in-custom, tradition and-associatio,n, in Euro-pean

folklore", would require a small treatise' To do so would be

to throw our study hopeiessly out of proportion' It can only
be said that dowsing folklore is to be found in every Eur-opean

race, that some of it is of considerable age and th-at-a kngty-
ledge of it is essential for a proPer appreciation of the origin
and- development of the practice.E

$ 3. Tnr Rop rN Crasstcar AND MEDIEVAL TIMES

Apart from the reasons put forward above, it is pretty clear
that'dowsing was unknowi in classical times, from the absence

of referenceJto that practice. Pliny, who had a sharp eye- f.or

this sort of thing, hal a good deal to say about water and its
discovery, but iothing of dowsing.- W9 -mLy.be .sure that
Varro's io,st Virguta diiina dealt merely with divination' Still
better reason foi our opinion that dowsing was unknown at this
time is the fact that so late as the 4th century A.D., Cassiodorus
praises water-finders without allusion to our subject; o and

r " Malay Spiritualism," Folh-I ore (r9oz), -xiii-,r45', The readei who wishes to {ollow this up should consult the Biblio-
graphy under the names oI Afzelius, Arnot, Rartsch, BiJlinger, Bosquet,
E.r"a", Broberg, Buckland, Busch, Caila, DyJreck, Dyer, E-lworthy,
Feilbeig, Folkird, Friend, Grimm, HauSky, Hedenstjerna, Herrlein,
Hofimai-Krayer, Robert Hunt, Hunziker, Ipolyi, Jens, Kamp, Kelly,
Kinahan, Krause, Krauss, Ktichler, Kuhn, Lang, Lehmann, Lemke,
Leoprechting, Lippert, Lloyd, Luetolf, Lyncker, Mahlschedl, Mann-
hardt, Meiei, Ivtenzet, Meyer, MilIlenhoff, Miiller, Musiius, Nerucci,
Napier, Parrzer, Peretii, Perger, Philpot, Preller, Pritz, Prohle,-Qnitz-
mann, Riiiif, Sanders, Schindler, Schtinwerth, Schulenburg, Schwartz,
Seiler, Simrock, Sloet, Strackerjan, Thorpe, Vernalaken, Vonbun,
Waldbrucht, Waldfreund, Wigstrdm, Wislocki, Wolf , Wuttke, Zingerle'

. Vatiarum, III. liii.
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the same applies even to such specialist works as the 6th cent.
De Re Rustica. (IX. viii) of Palladius and the (probabty)
earlier De Architectura of Vitruvius (VIII. 0.

The next allusion to anything approaching our subject dates
from the rrth century, at the 6eginning of which we find
Notker, monk in St Gallen, writing of the volatile and mercurial
rods.l In the next two centuries are to be found a number
of Germanic allusions to the rod ; it is necessary to refer to
these since these allusions are likely to lend themselves to too
facile generalisations. The ancient Germanic word for the
divining-rod (in its rhabdomantic sense) was w,ilnschelruote
or uilnsckelrisz, that is, wishing-rod. This word was unfor-
tunately adopted for the dowsing-rod, which is now called
in German the uiinschelrute. It must therefore be made
quite clear that no allusion to dowsing must be found in the
golden rod,of the Nibelungslied (c. trTo),2 or in the paradisial
wish4g-rod of Gottfried of Strassburg's Lobgesang Auf Maria
und -Cbistus (c. rzro),3 or in the magical rod or timing-wand
of the Edda (c. rz4o).a References to this wishing-rod are
curiously fre_quent in certain writers of this period, such as
Albrecht o{ Scharffenberg,s Conrad of Wtirzburg,6 the anony-
mous I/islorli .yon -hertzog Reynfrid, aon Brauischueijg.? A
number of similar allusions to a wishing-rod may be foind in
other of the typical compositions of ihis time; to the end
of the fifteenth century, but we need not linger with these.

One interesting allusion may however be 
-discussed : in

Conrad of Megenberg.'s Buch dey Natur (written r349-5o), the
first work on natural history in the German languige,'there
are several references to a wishing-rod.8 One oithese refer-
ences (p. 376)says that when split hazel rods are used as spits
they turn by the heat of the fire without any magic ; this se6ms
to imply a knowledge of turning rods h',i whelher it may be
regarded as an allusion to dowsing is t^.,,ubtful.

$ 4. Eanrrasr EvrormcB or. DowsrNc

Towards the end of the period just described, in which the
rod was known only as a mythological, semi-fabulous instru-

t Schriften Nothers, i. 7or, 7zo.z Das Nibelungenlied nach 
-dey 

Hohenerns-Miinchener Hanilschrift,
P. 43, _t. 24. 3 Gottfried's Werhe, ii. ro4. 

-

e 
Pdda., etc., Op, z, ll. -y4, 2g-3o; zz, ll. zb-29 ; 4, l. to; 25,'1. 7.s D_er jiingere Tituyel, ll. 624, 7ot, rz4z, rz47-9,' ry1'A, z5og, eii.

^ 
a Engelhard,, l. 3ooo ; Goldene Schmiede, l.'664, r3r'z ;- iieder und

Sp1ri7ne, no. rr, l. 43; Der Trajanische Krieg, ll. izri, zo,oo6.
: \ r57r, 4150, 44t+, 6352, to,944, r2,g5o, r3,ro6.e Das p&ch der nalur, pp. 42, 455.
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ment, on a par with magical wishing-rings and cups, it be-

;;;; appar;nt that it began to be used for the di""covery of

""a"igr"r"d 
minerals. Ai- e-arly as about r43o there.is. an

if,i".iJ", in a manuscript left by a mine surveJor, to- a-mining-

,"J, 
-itr' 

striking bein! attributed- to metallic exhalations.l
atfr-ttis earlieit unm]istakable reference to dowsin-g there-is

;;;g silence until r5r8, when- Martin -Luther included the

use of"the rod in his Hs1 of acts that break the first command-

ment.' But twelve years later the subject was definit-ely

eiiablished as a practical help in miling, for there is a refer-

"""" 
to the rod in ttre Latin-German glossary in Agricola's little

essay published in 1539.t This refe-rence -was 
supplemented a

o""it,i. of a century later (1556) by a long and acute dis-

iussion in Agricola's great treatise. He points out very

""!""Uy 
that-as the rdd does not move in the hands of all

*J" tntr. cannot be any specific affinity between the object
oi tt " 

search and the roa : tne phenomena (which Agricola
himself observed) must be due to some quality o{ the dowser

himself.a An interesting woodcut (Fis. s) shows the successive

scenes of a dowse for minerals. We see the dowser cutting a

branch from a tree, traversing the ground with the rod thus
obtalnea, the rod dipping, in excavation begln and -the
bringing up of sampte pieies of rock. On another rvoodcut
ih" "op""tutio.rt are sh^own proceeding below the Sround,
while bn the surface the dowslr goes on with his work' The
serious, business-like air of the dowser is apparent on both
these cuts, and the same can be seen in an illustration to a
book whicir had appeared in the meanwhile: the geographer

and mathematiciari Sebastian Miinster's greatest work, his
Cosmographia uniaersalis (r55o, p. 9). This woodc"! (qig. T,
Fronti"spiece), showing the 

- 
dowser, {orked rod in hand,

striding- over low lill" ' ;.5 the earliest picture of the dowser at
work. 

"In it the rod ts labelled, " Virgula divina-Gltick riit,"
but there is no reference to it in the text.

In the interval between the publication of Agricola's two
works on mining there had appeared, in addition to the cut in
Miinster's folio,-a number of interesting accounts of dowsing
which show that by the middle of the sixteenth century dowsing
for metals had become quite general. In r53r Paracelsus

1 Andreas de Solea, Eroffnlte und blosgestellte Natur, in C' Kiese-
wetter, Geschichte d,es Neueibn Occultismus (r89r-r895), r' 5rz, ii' 382'

' Dicem Praecepta (r5r8), praeceptum primum ; cp', id', Tischreden

oder Colloquia (1566), f.. 48tb.
a P. Pliteanis, ln c. Agricola, Bermannus (tSso), P. r35'
L Pe Re Melallica (ISSO), PP. z5-28.



Frc. 3, A Srxrrpxrn-cENTURY DowsBn
G. Agricola, De Re Mctallica (1556), facing p' z8
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touched on the matter of the rod,l and next year was published
i'. trr" though brief description of the mercurial rod," in
which we find described the discovery of buried treasure by the
Reverend Father P. Bernhardus, the first dowser of whom
we have such specific record.! Ten ye-ars later Caspl5 Brusch

celebrated in hiroic verse the use of the rod for finding veins

and treasures on the Bohemian side of the Erzgebirge s (just
as Michael Barth was to celebrate later the village of Annaburg
in the Saxon Erzgebirge) ; a and a little later (1549) there is

an allusion in the Zimmeiische Chronik.B In 1553 Pierre Belon

observes that the rod is not used by the Macedonian miners

as it is by the German,6 and in the same y-ear Caspar.Peucer
soeaks of th" forked rod used in the search for metals.T
'After Agricola's discussion of the subject (lSS6)- more or

less originail considerations of dowsing are to be found in-many
of the iorks of the learned inquirers of the sixteenth cen-

tury.8 In works dealing with mining there are also frequent
alhisions,o and, in short, knowledge of dowsing for minerals
seems to have been very widespread by the beginning of the
seventeenth century. We cannot attempt to mention even a
few of the writers who discuss the subject.

a

$ 5. Eanursr SYSTEMATIC SrUDY or DowsrNc

Svstematic experiments in dowsing may be said to begin
with the Baronesls of Beau-Soleil. This lady was anxious that
France should hold the first place among the nations of Europe
(about which she need have had little concern at that time)'
Looking round France, says she in a-dedicatory epistle to
RichelEu, she came to the conclusion that her country could

I De Causa et origione Morborum (ts6s), f. zb i -9P. l(., .V-on .heym-
tigheyten d.er Natur irS8+), P. 4 of " Die.Wtinschelrhut"; id" Astron'
oirii Magno (tszt), p. ol'; ia., oictionarium obscuriorum aocabulorum,
p. 9r ; id,., De naturd rerum (1583), ix. 94b.' 7- V'era alque breais ilescriptio Virgulae Mercurialis (rS:z).

t Encomia Hubae Slaccenwaldensis (1542), p. 8.
I Annaeberga (ISSZ), pp. 37-38.
6 Literarischer Verein (r86q), xciv. 136.
3 Les Obseroations de llusieurs singularitez (rSSf), i. +S.
7 Commentarius d,e l>raecipuis diainationum generibus (r59), -p. 276'

'E.g., J.Bodin, De la -D,imonomancie 
des Sorciets (t58o), f. 16L:.

M. paiit,-Wunderbailiches Leib und, Artzneybuch (rsso), i' 35o ; G. B.
della Porta, Magia naturalis (rS8g), P. 3oo ; M. A. del Rio,_Disquisi-
tionum magicarim (rSS:), I. iii. 4, etc. ; id., Syntagma Trugoediae
Latinae (rSS+), Comment. in Meileam,l. z3t.

e Somd of these can be found in N. Gobet, Les anctens minCralogistes
(rzz$.
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A BRIEF HISTORICAL SKETCH OF DOWSING II
best achieve this end by means of her mineral wealth. This,
however, was largely undeveloped and she accordingly applied
herself to remedy this defect by careful study. From a mar-
ginal note (p. tz) in her first pamphlet she intended to apply
[er methodi to the discovery of underground water as well as

minerals and she thus becomes the first to have applied
dowsing to water. After much study the Baroness laid down
five methods of finding underground water and minerals :

by means of opening the ground, bymeans of plant-s that grow
on the surface, by means of tasting the water that can be

found on the surface, by means of the vapours that ascend
from the soil, and finally by means of sixteen instruments,
chief among which she places that rod which, she says, is in
Italy called indifferently Verga l,ucenta, Verga cadente or_foco-

sa, 
-Verga 

salente or sal,tente, Verga batente ot forcilla,. Verga

candenti or inferiore, Verga obuia or superiore. What is more
to the point, the writer gives a list of the mines she has dis-
covered by means of this rod : these include numerous gold,
silver, copper, lead, iron and many other kinds of mines.
Details ar-d given and there seems to be no reason to doubt
that some of these claims are sound.l

$ 6. DowstNG IN ENGLAND

The first discussion of dowsing in an English work occurs
in Robert Fludd's Philosophia Moysaica (1638, p.r:7), though
this can only be called an English work by courtesy, sin-ce it is
in Latin and was published in the Netherlands. Fludd has
nothing original to say, for he simply revives the use of the
rod aJan illustration of the innate affinity between things
vegetable and things mineral. He states that the rod is used
by Germans in the Welsh silver-mines.-Next 

year Gabriel Plattes, animated by reasons simila-r-to
those of-the Baroness-of Beau-Soleil and perhaps inspired by
them, sets out in brief various matters relating to mining.
Among other things he describes how on a calm midsummer
morning he cut a rod of hasell, almost a yard long, and carried
it up and down a mountain. " Before Noone it guided mee
to tlie Orifice of a lead mine." The reason of the motion of the
rod Plattes conceives to be " of Kin to the Load-stone, drawing
fron to it by a secret vertue, inbred by nature, and not by alY
coniuration as some have fondly imagined."' By 1646 Sir

I Vdritable ddclaration ile la dicouuerte des mines (r$z) ; La testila-
tion de Pl.uton (164o).

2 A Discouery oJ Subturaneall Tteasure (16SS), pP. rr-r3.
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Thomas Browne was able to include the rod among the vulgar
and common errors,l and a few years later (165r) we find
the satirical Samuel Sheppard writing:

Some Sorcerers do boast they have a Rod,
Gather'd with Vowes and Sacrifice,
And (borne about) will strangely nod
To hidden treasure, where it lies:
Mankind is (sure) that Rod Divine,
For to the wealthiest (ever) they encline.r

And Abraham Cowley, some years later, thus :

To walk in Ruines, like vain Ghosts, we love,
And with forld Diaining Wands

We search among the Dead
For Treasures Buried,

Whilst still the Liberal Earth does hold
So many Vbgin Mines of undiscoaer'd, Gold,.8

And half a century later still (t7to), thus Jonathan Swift,
in a satirical political broadsheet:

Tnrv tell us something strange and odd,
About a certain Magick Rod,,
That, bending down it's Top, divines
'When e'er the Soil has Golden Mines :
'Where there are none, it stands erect,
Scorning to show the least Respect.r

$ 7. Tne Eanrv Scmqrrsrs oN DowsING

In the meanwhile had appeared some interesting comments
by the learned Jesuit Athanasius Kircher (164r). Discussing
the uirgul,a diuinatoria, which, on very proper grounds : the
desire to dissociate a purely scientific speculation from the
divinatory practices, he prefers to call the ttirgula aurifera or
metalloscopia, he states that he has witnessed and made innum-
erable experiments and is convinced of its truth. But experi-
ment has shown that the motion of the rod is due to some
movement communicated to the rod by the dowser; he des-
cribes (with cut) a test to prove this contention: a rod is bal-
anced horizontally on a vertical support and it is found that
no movement in the rod ever follows. In a later \Mork he
repeats these observations and gives additional experiments,
which go to assimilate the principle underlying the rod to

I Pseud.odotia Epidemica (16461, V. xxi. zo.
2 Epigrams (165r), VI. i.
8 " To Mr. Hobs," Pindarique Odes (t656), p. 27.
. Virtues of Sid Homet the Magiaian's Roil (r7to), ll, zr-26.
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that governing the pendul,e explorateur, a ring attached- to a
threaE held ii the hand.1 If Agricola first discovered this
absence of specific afhnity between the rod and the mineral
or water, it was Kircher who first hit upon unconscious mus-

cular action as being the mechanism of the rod's movements'

.J -=:+9i.::. ::t:'

- -:---.::-._ -.li:.

:::'zi'

.:.

Frc. 5. h'rorc.lrruc MrNrner. LooBs wrrn tnB Roo

B. Roessler, Speculum metallutgiac pol'itissimum (t7oo), p' 14

Some years later (1658) Pierre Gassend unfortunately returned
to the theory of affinity.t

Robert Boyle, in placing dowsing amongthe " Un-succeeding
Experiments," sayi that-he is unable to come to an opinion

r Magnes (164r), pp. z5-z} ; Iltundus Subterraeneus (1665), ii'
r8r-r82,t Opera Omnia (1658), i. t67.

.-I
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in the rnatter : he is not convinced but dare not peremptorily
reject it. Indeed, a few years later, he inserted a guerY
regarding this very matter in the Royal Society's Pkiloso-
pkical, Transactions.r The replies to this guef-y are inter-
esting; " the learned and worthy " Joseph Glanvil writes
twicJ: fi.rst on the information of a friend whose knowledge
is thirty years old and who declares that the rod is not used
in the 

-Mendips, and then from contemporary information
to the effect that in the Mendips " some have made use of the
Virgula ditinatoria; but the Experien-ced Work-men have no
value for it ; yet they say, when the Mine is open, they may
guess by it, h-ow farr the Vein leades." 2 This passage sub-
stantiatls a similar statement made a few years before by
Joshua Childrey.a According to a later anonymous reply to
ihe same questlon the rod was used for a similar purpose in
the mines of Cornwall and of Devon as well as in those of the
Somerset Mendips,a but in Lancashire, Cheshire and Derby-
phire it was not found in use.5 This broad geographical dis-
tribution holds good to this day, and for very good reasons
that will be discussed in their due place. John Webster, who
later wrote Tke Displaying of supPosed. Witchcraft, gives a
lengthy historical account of the rod, " as by many- igdgea
to be a sure way to discover where the ores of metals lie." 6

It may here be conveniently observed that there is some
account of dowsing in many works dealing with trees, plants,
and the like, because of the general notions regarding the
material of which the rod is made. Of early works of this
nature need only be mentioned Evelyn's Sylaa (t664, p. 35)
and John Ray's Catalogus Plantarum Angliae (t67o, pP.83-84).

$ 8. DowsING FoR WetBn

It will have been observed that so far, except for a marginal
reference by the Baroness of Beau-Soleil, nothing has been
written of dowsing for water. The earliest discussion of this

I Certain Physiological Essays (166r), pp. 83-85 ; " Article of Inquir-
ies touching Mines,t' Philosophiaal Transaotions (1665-1666), i. llg,
no. 18.

' Phil,osophical Transactions (1667), i. 526; (1668), iii. 767, 768.
Cp. John Billingsley, Generol View of the agriculture of the County of
Somercet (tZs1;), pp. 22-23.

t Britannia Baaonica (166o;, pp. 44-45.. Philoso4hical Transactions (167r), vi. zror ; cp. Sir John Pettus,
Foil,inq.e Regales (167o), sig. Bzb.

5 Charles l*rg}a, The Naturol History oJ Lancashire, Cheshire, and
the Peah in Derbyshhe (r7oo), i. 89.. Metallographia (t67r), pp. ro4-rro.
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matter appears to be in the rather fantastic observations of
Jean Fringois in his comprehensive treatise on hydrology

ir6SS). Basing his theoriesbn Kircher's experiment described
above, which he completely misunderstood, Frangois manu-
factured an instrument (which he illustrates, though the ctt
conveys little) by means of which underground water-ought
to be- discoverable: but we are not told whether it was
successful.r Indeedascore of years later, after witnessinga

Frc. 6. Dowsnvc ron Morers
G. Schott, llag'ia, uniaercaris (r657-1659), pl. XI

normal dowsing performance, Frangois fell back on a simple
rod.2 About this time too John Aubrey, writing of the
" springs medicinall " of Wiltshire,' reports that Mr Nich.
Mercator " told me that water may be found by a divining

I La Science des Eaux (r6SS), ii. 5-6 ; id., I-'Art des Fontaines (t665),
pp. 38-39, rzo.

z 
- Le Royer, TraitC du baston uniuersel (167$, p,27.
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rod made of willowe ." And he adds the note " Quaere
Sir John Hoskins de hoc." 1

In 1658 took place a happy event : the elevation of dow-sing
to the dignity bf discussion in an academic thesis at Wit-
tenberg. The question to be settled was whether the move-
ments bt tne Virgula mercurialis are due to an occult force.
Duly considered under twenty-three- heads, the conclusions
are that it is unquestionable that the rod does move, that
the movements are not due to an occult force, but in the larger
number of cases to fraud and deception, and in the smaller
number of cases in which the indications are genuine, to an
implicit pact with the devil.2 This thesis was reprinted in
th6 samd year with sets of congratulatory Latin verses from
twelve persons, and went into yet another edition a few years
later. This dissertation was followed by many similar ones,

mainly from Wittenberg.s
In i6gz, it is interesiing to observe, was published John

Locke's letter on the lowering of interest,a in which occurs
the first recorded use of the word dowsing, though in an archaic
form : " . . . the Deusing-rod or Virgila [sic] Divina able to
discover Mines of Gold and Silver."

$ 9. TnE DrstnlaurroN oF DolvstNc rN EuRope

Works of all kinds in which more or less lengthy and interest-
ing references to dowsing may be found became ve-ry numerous
from the end of the seventeenth century, and we cannot
attempt, nor would it be in any way useful, to mention more
than the most important, or those wholly devoted to our sub-
ject. Before doing this it may be useful, in order to emphasize
the widespread nature of this practice, to allude to a few works
in languages not yet referred to. In Spanish works there are
many-disLussions of dowsing orving to the activities of the
Zahoris, or clairvoyants; this is a peculiarly interesting
subject and deserves separate consideration. Of French and
German works we have already quoted a number. The earliest
Dutch refereice is in the Collectanea medtco-plrysica (tvritten

I The Natutal History of Wiltshire (c. 166o-7o), P.24; cp- id,.'
Remaines of 'Gentilisme and' Judaisme (t686-t687), P. ,lq. ^ -.I Jacobus li.lein, An Virgula Mercuilalis a7at ex Occulld Qualitate ;

cp. Sylvester Rattray, Ad,itus nonus (1658), PP. 37,_44.- 
" See the Bibliogiaphy under Ahlbom, Beern, Cleeman, pethar-

ding, Fischer, Kauderba'ch, Martius, Praetorius, Rivinus, Salchlin,
Thilemann, Wille.

. Some Considerations of the consequenccs oJ lhe lowering of Inlerest,
P. T27,

Frc. 7.-A SpvpNreBxrH-cENTURY DowsBn
M. A. de La Frata et Moutalbano, Prcliu Miwrale (1628), facing p. rr
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in Dutch, 168o-83, IV. xlix, V. lxxii). The first Danish refer-
ence is by Baron Ludwig of Holberg in rTzg; I the first Italian,
apart from translations, is in Frata et Montalbano's mining
treatise (1678); 2 the first Swedish is in t75r by Linnaeus,s
and so on. In quite modern times works, big or small, devoted
to dowsing are to be found in practically all languages.

In 168r appeared a German tractate devoted to the showing-
up of the devil's pernicious influence in dowsing,4 and so
characteristic is this of the general attitude at this time that
dowsing, like so many other misunderstood practices, seemed
about to wilt and disappear beneath the priest's frown. About
this time, however, the intellectual world of Europe was
aroused by the advent of the first outstanding dowser of whorn
we have knowledge, Jacques Aymar. His activities are of
the greatest importance and will be separately considered in
the next chapter. Here it will suffice to say that his work
produced a flood of literature and filled the French press for
about ten years from 1689. He was the direct cause of the
first substantial work devoted to the study of our subject;6
and he inspired, among many other things, a valuable corre-
spondence between the learned priest Pierre Lebrun and
Malebranche and a most learned and comprehensive work
by the former.6

In the midst of the turmoil evoked by Aymar appeared a very
interesting little book called La Verge de Jacob in which Aymar
is not so much as named. The author indicates chiefly how
the rod should be held and discusses the rationale of its move-
ments, basing himself on the corpuscular theory, which was
then in the heiglrt of its fashion.? In discussing the problem of
finding water-sources Jacques Ozanam gives an account, with
illustrations, of dowsing.s This account has an interesting
history, for Ozanam's book, after going through several editions,
was rewritten by J. E. Montucla (r79o), and translated into
English in r7o8, tTgo and finally by Charles Hutton, the
learned editor of the Royal Society's Transactions, in r8o3.

I Danmarh og Norges Stoats-Beshriaelse (t7zg), p, 47.
a Pratica Minerale (1678), pp. 8-9.
8 Shd,nsha Resa (r75r), pp. 16o-16r.
'A. Lebwald von Lebenwald., Von den Teuffels List unil Betrug

in d,er Berg-Ruethen (168r).i P. de Le Lorrain de Vallemont, La Physique occulte (t6SS).
c Leltres qui ddcouurent l'illusion d.es philosophas (1693) ; [P. Lebrun],

Histoire aritique d,es pratiques superstitieuses (r7oz).

' J.N., La Verge d,e Jacob (16SS) ; trans. as Jacob's Rod. by Thomas
Welton [r8ZS].s Ricrdotions lVlathimaliquas (1694), i. zz3-23t.
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In this edition Hutton thought dowsing beneath contempt,
but by the publication of a second edition in r8r4 he had con-
vinced himielf of the contrary and had the courage to say so.
He quotes a letter to him from Lady Milbanke (at whose death
her son-in-law Byron made the unkind jest that she was gone
to a place where-she could no longer dowse) in which she des-
cribei how she first came to dowse. Hutton carried out some
experiments with this lady at the Royal Military Academ-y,
Woolwich, in which she was successful, though not beyond the
powers of a geologist.l- In rToo appeared a long condemnatory German work on
dowsing, the-most valuable part of which consists of a series
of plates showing the different kinds of dowsing-rods in use.

The articles shown for this Purpose include, in addition to the
usual wooden and metal rodi, candle-snuffers, a pair of scissors,
a knife and fork crossed, two pipes held at an angle with the
mouthpiece of one in the bowl of the other, an op-en book, a

bucket handle, an ordinary forked rod fixed to the ends of
two magnets, the bare hands, and the kind of ,long, hard,
smoked iausage known as Knackwurst. Each of these articles
is not only illustrated in a plate, but they are -shown all
together in the frontispiece (Fig. 8). This entertaining-picture
shows Leviathan belching up a crowd of dowsing-rods, not-
withstanding the efforts of f priest, who not only fails in this
but gets hiJ nose tweaked by the dowser himself when he
begins to use the rods so thoughtfully provided for him. In
the foreground the dowser is shown in all his glolY i in a t-ray
he carrids the various implements of his craft, which overflow
on to the table beneath. By these arts he again tweaks a
nose, but this time that of 

-" 
God's city " Halle, which is

sSrmbolically represented as a globe with three eyes and " the
wisest nosel" a3 we are told in an explanatory stanza. From
the heavens, however, we get a delicate hint of retribution
in the shape of a whip and a plague of locusts.z In Figur-e 9 we
see the dowser alreadv unmaiked and shown in his true shape ;

this is the frontispieci to a work published a few years later :

one of equal length, but less merit,s for Zeidler at least goes very
thoroughly into the philosophic basis of dowsing and makes
many slniible observitions.- These two books together total
nearly thirteen hundred pages.

I Reweations in Mathematics, ed. by C. Hutton (rst ed. r8o3), iv'
259-266; (znd ed., r8r4), iv. zrG-23r.t J. G. Zeidler, Pantomysteilum (r7oo); cp. tlnterricht uom rcchten
Gebriuch der Wiindschel-Ruthe, ed. by J. G. Zeidler (rZoS).

I Theophilus Albinus, Das entloruete ldolum (r7o+).
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From the beginning of the eighteenth century to about its
middle the theological movement against dowsing, which had
been interrupted by the advent of Aymar, resumed its ascen-
dancy. Even as late as ry78 the engraved frontispiece of a

Frc. 9. Txa DowsBn UNluasxro
T. Albinus, Das entlaruete ldoluttt (r7o4), Frontispiece

mineralogical work shows the good genius of a new dispen-
sation breaking the dowsing-rod of a blindfolded evil genius.l
But from the fifties of that century there appear numerous
favourable allusions to dowsing in works on mines and mining,

. J. F. W. Charpentier, Mineralogische Geographie (t778),
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as in the works of William Hooson,l William Borlase I and Wil-
liam Pryce, to mention only a few English ones. Pryce's well-
known 

-folio on Cornish mining contains so-ne interesting
pages on dowsing for minerals. The author derived his know-
iedge from personal observation and from the dowser William
Cookworthy, of Plymouth, a very intelligent Quaker, who had
written an excellent article on this subject some years before,s
and of whom we possess also other information.a Pryce gives
some useful cases of the discovery of mineral veins by means
of dowsing, but the larger part of his space is devoted to some
absurd theories on a corpuscular basis.s Pryce lived at Red-
ruth and it is therefore interesting to notice that in tSoz a
Mr William Phillips published an account of his discovery by
dowsing of a mineral lode in that Cornish village.o

$ ro. DowsING IN MooBnN Trurs
In the last quarter of this century there appeared in France

another remarkable dowser, named Bleton, whose career we
shall consider in the next chapter. He was fortunate in that
he was studied and experimented with by, among others, a
Dr Thouvenel, who has left very full accounts of his obser-
vations.? Bleton had been preceded by a dowser called
Parangue and was succeeded by another named Pennet, so

that the attention both of the public and of academic circles
in France was focussed on dowsing almost continuously for
a quarter of a century. This public attention was continued
intb the first half of the nineteenth centuryin connexionwith the
inexplicable achievements of the Abb6 Paramelle,which we also
discriss in the next chapter. Paramelle was not a self-avowed
dowser, but his success in finding water was quite remarkable
and not based on any accepted scientific postulates. Thus
dowsing has been before the public in France to a-far greater
extent than it has ever been in England, though the achieve-
ments of W. S. Lawrence and John Mullins were at least as

remarkable as those of any of the continental dowsers and

r The Miners' Dictionary (rZ +il , s.u . Virgula Diainatoria ; cP.
D. W. Linden, A Letlet to W'm. Hooson (rZ+l), PP. 13-22 ; id,., Threc
Lettels on Mining (rZSo), pP. 24-3r.

' The Natural. History of Cbrnwall (rZS8), P. 165 ; cp. Rutal Elegance
Disptay'd (t768), p. 4r.

8 Gentleman's Magazine (rZSr), xxi. 5o7-5o8.. T. Bond, Topographical. anil Histotical. Shetches (1823), P. r4r.
6 Mineralogia Cornubiensis (tZZ8), PP. rr3-r24.
. Till.oah's-Philosophical Magazine (r8oz), xiii. 3o9-328 ; cp. id.,

Transactions of the Geological, Society (r8r4), ii. tz3'r24.
'2 MCmoire ihysique et mCdicinale (r78r); Secottde mdmoire (tZ8+).
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much more scientifically rccorded. Indeed, really accura.te

ri"ay of dowsing is only 3b9qt -?, 
c.l,t,ry. 91q. - 

In r8zr .the
Rev."Rulph Emciso, (noi Ralph W-aldo) published an excellent

Daper in wtrictr hc suggested that there should be collected " a
[rrfucient number of liell authenticated facts " on the use of
the dowsing-rod. He himself carried out some experiments
with a Re'i. Mr Steele and records some interesting cases'l

In the same year a German physician,reports the conversation
he had with 

"a 
Walloon dowser named Johann Philipp Brayer'

By means of skilful questions this dowser was led to give a very
inleresting account bt tt e development of his faculty and an

account o{ some of his successes.z

In England De Quincey appears to have been familiar with
the pheiom"na of- dowsing- (he uses the word in a slightly
diffeient form), for he refers to the subject more than once'

Thus, in his essay on Modern Srtperstitions (r84o) he .'writes
that there ,. are i"n England a class of men who practise 

-the
Dasen rhabdomancy in-a limited sense. They carry a rod or
inlUao. (pdpdos) oiwillow : this they hold horizontally, and

by the leiraing'of the rod towards the ground, they discover
tfre favourablJpiaccs for sinking wells,-a matter of consider-

able import.n.-" in a province so ill-rvatered as the northern
district'of Somersetshire. These people are called iowsers ;

. . the experimental evidence of a real pra-ctical .skill in
these men, ind the enlarged compass of speculation in these

days, have led many enlightened pe-ople to a.stoic |no1fi,
or suspension of judgment, on the reality of this- somewhat
mvsteiious art." In a footnote De Quincey adds that for
twenty miles round Wrington in Somersetshire " nobody sinks
wells without their advicL," and he adduces an instance of a
dowser's success.s

In rB44 a journalist named Francis Phippen-being on avisit
to Somersetihire heard and saw so much of the practical use

of dowsing that he wrote a full report of his inquiries -i1 the
,,"*tp"p"i. and later published a pamphlet on the subject'a

1 " On the Divining Rod'," The Antetioan Journal oJ Science (r8zt),
iii. roz-ro4; cp. (r826), xi. zor-zzz.

' - 
d'Outrelroti, " Ein Beytrag zur Geschichte der Wtinschel-

ruthe," Zeitschiift jtir psychiscie Aerzte (r87r), i. 94-Jo9; abridged
trans. by E. T.'Bennett' in Journ. S.P'l?-..(r899-r9oo),-ix' -83-86's The'Coltected, Writings (r889-r89o), viii. 434 ; cp. Confessions oJ

an English OPium-Eate/, ii. zzo-zzr n.
t Tie Morking Chronicle, r5th November 1844, ar,d -The 

Morning
Ad,uettiser of th6 same date f A Narvatiue of practical experimenls,
prouingtodemonstrationthe d,iscoaery oI uatel (r8SS). Cp. John Phillips,
Memories of William Snt'ith (t84$, pp. r3r-r32.
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He gives many facts that came under his own observation,

;hlf;y 
"orr.".di.rg 

the cloings of the dowser Charles Adams of

Rt*b"r.o*, ancl'cluotes some cases that seem to be valuable.

An exceilent frontispiece (Fig. ro), by A. Crowquill, shows a

d/

q6

Ftc, ro. CnanrBs Ao.rlrs, or Rowsonnow

F. Phippen, A Narratiue oJ practical expcriments (r853), Frontispiece

dowser at work, the flexed arms being held tightly to the sides

of itte body, and the prongs oJ the fork- (which 11e 
lgnger

than those now generilly used) pessing between the rndex

and the next finger of each hand' A few years later Her-

bert Mayo published an article showing a ver-y nlce under-
standing"of the subject and its diffrculties ; he describes some
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experiments carried out by himself and by his friends and

coi-rcludes by assimilating ihe subject to the theories of von
Reichenbach.l

$ rr. Tnr Moornu LrtBnetunE oF DowsING

In rB49 the distinguished French-anthropologist Gabriel de

Mortillet, who was af one time a professional dowser, published
a little treatise on dowsing. This book is of considerable inter-
est as being a description by an educated dowser of his own
sensations ind expeiiences. But, as so often happ-ens, the
author is no bettei able than the most igaorant yokel to give
an accurate analysis of his own psychological and- nervous
re-actions.2 The-standard treatise on dowsing was long con-

sidered to be Michel Eugdne Chevreul's De la baguette diain-
atoire (r}sl\. Chevreul was a distinguished chemist, the author
of numeious books (some of which have gone into several
editions in English translations) and scientific P-apers on
colour and the 

"itistic 
and industrial application o{ chemistry,

and on other scientific subjects. He died in rB89 at the age

of to3, retaining his faculties and industry almost to the last.
The iilmediate iause of Chevreul's essay was a paper presented

to the Academy of Sciences in March 1853 by a M.- Riondet,
entitled Sur la baguette diainatoire employie d la recherche des

eaux souterraines. As is usual in such cases, the Academy
ordered a report on the paper to be made, and nominated
for the purpose three eminent members of its body, MM-
Chevreu{ Boussingault and Babinet. Chevreul was requested
by his colleagues-to draw up the report, which led to the
oirblication of his book. The author relates that he found it
impossible to dissociate the movement of the rod from that
of ihe pendul,e exPlorateur and from table-turning,^ and these
subjecti accordin[ly occupy a considerable part of his work.
(Me-anwhile Riondet's paper seems to have been forgotten,
ior it is not discussed by Chevreul and no report or summary
of it-nor of a subsequent paper sent in by M. Riondet-was
made in the Comptei Rendus of the Academy.) Chevreul's
book was certainlyuseful in drawing attention to a widespread
belief which had hitherto not been seriously discussed in

r Under the pseudonym of "Mac Davus," "The Divining-Rod,"
Bl,achwood's Edinlurgh' Magazine (r8+Z\, lxi. 368-374' Ttris was
reprinted with alteralions and the addition of an account o-t-experi-
m6nts carried out by the author with Edward Seebold at Weilbach
in Nassau in On the Truths contained, in Popular Superstitions (3rd ed.,
r85r), pp. r-zr.. Histoire il,e l'Hydrosco|ie (r8+g).
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contemporary times by any writer of recog-nised scientific
position. But its importante has been largely over-stated:
it *r. believed to be the first attempt to give a rational explan-
ation of the movement of the rod. This belief is erroneous,

for Cheweul's theories were anticipated three centuries before

by Agricola and later by Kircher. -.Cheweul is content to
,i..pI the popular view that the indications afforded by the
rod ire alwayl fallacious; hence he gives no contemporary
evidence of iis success or failure and made no experimental
examination for himself. The historical portion of his book is
principally derived from the works of Le Lorrain and of
Lebru^n. 

-In 
this part of his book, at least, he was far out-

stripped by Louis Figuier, whose works maintain a surprising
levelbf exiellence when their number and scope is considered ;

their great popularity is well merited. His essay on-dowsing,
thougi he ielied on- Le Lorrain for most of his historical
data"and on Chevreul for his theory, is by far the best populq
memoir on our subject that had appeared to his time' He
made no attempt, however, to collect,or discuss contem-por-ary

evidence.l We may note here that Mr Baring-Gould's
article, probably the-best-known to-English readers, is largely
historicil and is entirely indebted to Figuier, though the
debt is not acknowledged'z Andrew Lang has a capital
though brief essay on thi rod, written in his inimitable style
of co-ntemporary tomment on historical narrative'3

In 1876 Mr Charles Latimer, an American civil engineer,
published an essay on dowsing__which contains an interesting
iecord of his own experience' 

-Having accidertrtally discovered
that the rod moved- in his hands, he was led to try whether
its indications were of any practical use, and the experiments
which he narrates convinied him that they were. The move-
ment of the twig enabled him to discover underground water-
supplies in placis where his experience-and judgment yo^Iltl
,oi^h.rre ted him to locate them.a A few years later (1883)

Professor Rossiter Raymond, the secretary of -the Am-erican
Institute of Mining Engineers, read a pape{ on dowsing before
that Institute. Ttis is a serious and thoughtful attempt
to investigate the subject; contemporary evidence, tlough
not adduc-ed, was considered by the writer, and he concluded
that in dowsing " there is a residuum of scientific value, after
making all necissary deductions for exaggeration, self-decep-

I Histoire ilu metueilleux ilans les temps moil,erues (186o), ii. 3-175.
2 Curious Myths of the Middle Ages (r.866). pP. 52 et seq.
s Custom and, Myih (new ed. r9o4), pp. t8o et seq.

' The Diaining Rod (1876).
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tion and fraud." 1 In 1884 Mr E. R. Pease, the secretary of the
Fabian Society, published a study and abstract of a number of
contemporary well-attested cases collected by E. Vaughan-
Tenkins-.t to whom we shall have occasion to refer more than
6nce, and. finally in r897-r9oo Professor (later Sir William)
Barrett published the reports of his researches and remarkable
assembly of cases that he had collected and investigated,s
dowsing thus being definitely established as a subject worthy
of the most careful scientific attention.

This century the flood of dowsing literature shows every_sign
of becoming more voluminous than ever. The multitude of
dowsers' pamphlets continues to increase throughout pyrope,
America ind -Australia, few of them containing anything of
value. In France and Germany much intensive study has
been devoted to the subject. In the latter country there
was formed in r9rr, as a result of a congress of dowsers, the
Verband zur Kldrung der Wiinschelrutenfrage, which issues

regular publications. A similar body was formed in Vienna,
the Osterreichisches Verband, the first issue of whose Mitteil,un-
gen appeared in June r9r4. The attempt in r9r3 to.form a
slmitar international organisation did not succeed. A small
newspaper, Die Wiinsckelrute, was founded in Leip{c in Octo-
ber r9zo. During March r9r3 was held in Paris a Congress_of
students and practitioners of dowsing; as a result of this
the Academy of Sciences appointed a Commission de la baguette
divinatoire,-which heard evidence during r9r3-r9r4, but failed
to come to a definite conclusion. In the meanwhile the
Ministry of Agriculture had appointed in rgro a sub-committee
to investigate the matter; this committee was unable to
make any formal recommendations. In December r9r2 the
Soci6t6 d;agriculture, sciences et industrie de Lyons appointed
a Commisiion d'6tudes hydroscopiques, which published
two interesting preliminary reports (see Bibliography under
Birot) and a subsequent brief report. In England no such
official inquiries have been held, but the present volume
should make it clear that the dowsers' activities have not
been less, though apptied to the practice rather than to the
organisation and discussion of their craft.

r " The Divining Rod," Transactions of the Americon Instilute of
Mining Engineers (1883), xi. 4u-446.I " The Divining Rod," Proa. S.P.R. (r88a), i. 79-ro7.

s " On the so-called Divining Rod," Proc. S.P..R. (1897-1898), xiii.
z-z8z; (r9oo-r9or), xv. r3o-383.

CHAPTER II
THREE FAMOUS FRENCH DOWSERS

I. JACQUES AYMAR

$ r. Eenrv Devs

A YMAR did not become a public figure for more than

Aft ,{,'""i,"?*}""1?"1t"."?",,'r"H*:#xt::""ii:'ilt
tor*t the 8th of September T662 at Saint-Marcellin, some

dirt"r"" from Lyons. 
-It 

is not known how he found himself
oossessed of the dowsing faculty, but Dauphiny was a famous
loot for dowsers and no 

-doubt 
he learned by imitation. While

i'earching for water Aymar one day felt his rod turn so-strongly
that he ielt sure he was standing over an underground supply'
On the spot being dug there was.{ound, instead of water,
the head'of a muidered woman. Aymar went to the house

in which this woman had lived and directing the rod, in turn,
upon each person there, he found that it moved for only
oir" p"rror, the widower. This man immediately fled, 31d hjs
guilt' being thus apparently establi-shed, Aymar's ability to
Ir.." *rid"t"ts arid othei criminals became equally estab-

lished. Later, at Grenoble in 1688, Aymar performed a

similar exploit into the details of which we need not enter.

$ z. Avuen's GnBAT ExPrort

Accordingly when on the 5th of July- r69z-a wine-merchant
of Lyons air[ ttit wife were murdered, and no trace of the
**d"t"t could be found, recourse was had to Jacques Aymar'
Thus began the almost incredible feat which filled France with
astonishinent. Before entering upon its details the reader
should understand that these details were not reported upon
hearsay, but were recorded in legal documents and testified
by the magistrates, doctors and others concerned in ihe actual
cis". Theie documents may be found in the reports and
books cited at the end of this section.

n
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On being apptied to Aymar agreed to do what he could
and visited the house in lvhich the murders had been com-
mitted. FIe left the hor-rse and, follor'ving a circuitous route,
arrived at the door of the city, rvhicir was closed for the night.
The follorving morning hc resumed his r'vay, {ollowing the

FIc. rr. Jecgues Avrten (?)

P. cle Le Lorrain, La physiquc occulte (t693), p. t39

right bank of the Ilh6nc; he soon announced that his sensa-
tions and the rod rvhich indicated them informed him that
the murderers \vcre three in number. They reached the
house of a gardener ancl Aymar stated that the fugitives had
entered this house and had eaten. The gardener deniecl this,
but his two children confessed that they had allowed three men
to enter and drink a bottle of wine. Aymar's assertion being

t
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so far vcrified, the magistrates decided to apply sornc tests to
him. 'fhese wcre caried out in the presence of the legal
authorities and others. The fugitivcs had left some article
behind them ; three similar articles were obtained, and the
whole buried in the garden. Aymar passed over the place
lvith his rod, lvhich gave indications only over the article
which had been found. Aymar was then blindfolded, the
experiment repeated, and with equal success.

Th.us encouiaged the magistrates gave Aymar legal powers
and a number of archers to accompany him, and sent him on
his way. He continued to skirt the Rh6ne until half a league
beyond the last bridge in Lyons ; here the footsteps o_f three
men w"t" found in the sand, where they had embarked. Ay-
mar and his escort did likervise and by water and by land
Aymar continued this fantastic journey to a military-camp at
Siblon. Aymar feared to continue his researches here and
returned to Lyons to obtain the requisite authority. Thls
done he anci his escort returned to the camp from which,
Aymar declared, the murderers had recently departed' lt.-
suing his rvay Aymtrr indicated not merely the houses that
the Tugitives'had entered, but the beds in rvhich they had
slept, the chairs on which they had sat and the glasses f-rom

rvhich they had drunk. The party eventually arrived at
Beaucaire and found themselves led to the prison. This they
entered and Aymar indicated a man rvho had iust been arrested
for a petty larceny. This rnan denied ail knowledge of the
murdeis ; he was accordingly led back to LYons by the route
that Aymar had indicated. So overcome was he by -the
accurate manner in tvhich'his movements lvere indicated that,
arrived at Lyons, he confessed to the crime and gave a des-
cription of his accomplices.

Aymar and his archers went back to Beaucaire, picked up
the trail, and continued on their way, which led them to
Nimes, back to Beaucaire, to Toulon and finally to the frontier
of the kingdom, where they were obliged to give up their
search. In the meanwhile- the man already arrested had
made a detailed confession, which corresponded with all that
Aymar had said, and accordingly on the 3oth of August 169z
the murderer was condemned to be broken on the wheel.

$ 3. Larnn Davs

It need hardly be said that this series of incidents attracted
very extensive attention. It was impossible to question the
facts, for these were to be found recorded in proper legal
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form in the judiciary records of Lyons. Aymar was invited to
Paris by th-e Prince of Cond6 and a number of experiments
were cirried out. Of these experiments we unfortunately
lack details; it seems that they were of the absurd nature
that is always to be expected when such delicate experiments
are carried 

-out 
by peisons who approa.t, tlr.* n-ot only in

complete ignorancL dt ttre subject lna iq a fashionably satirical
spiril. Tlius, on one occasion Cond6 caused a number of
tioles to be dug which were frlled with various metals. - fV-qr
was then required to discriminate, by means of his rod,
between the metals !

Aymar, however, did attract a certain amount of attention
frori those better fitted to investigate his curious gift. The

Jesuit Lebrun carried on a correspondence with Malebranche
6n this subject, but without coming !o any very- notable
conclusions.' The learned Abb6 of Vallemont, on the other
hand, writes that Aymar came to Paris on the zrst of January
1698, and that for two hours daily for a month after this date,
he-carried out experiments with him. " During the wh-ole of
this time," he wr-ites, " I investigated him this way and that
as well as I could. It is certain that the rod turns in his
hands on the trail of fugitive thieves and murderers."

At the beginning of the eighteenth century A5rmar, bacl-< in
the country, involved himself in the bloody disputes t-hen

taking place in the Cevennes between protestants and catholics.
The latter employed him, as a pretext it must be feared, to
trace some protesiants who had killed some of the other party.
Aymar didio, whether honestly or not we have no means of
judging, and at his word twelve protestants were taken and
executed. A lamentable end, certainly, to a career begun
with such possibilities for good.

$ 4. Avrr,ran's AccouNt oF HIS Dowslrqc

In the records of Aymar's feat in Lyons, we find a number
of passages in which are reported his own statements con-
cerning his procedure and sensations while- dowsing. IMe
learn t-hat whin he was on the trail of the murderers and when
his rod began to act, his temperature increased till he was in a
feverish sIate, that his pulse increased in rapidity, that he
felt faint, and even that he spat blood. From all accounts it
seems certain that the sensations he felt were unusually violent.
The manner in which he discovered whether any article had
been touched by the fugitives was by placing his Joot on -the
article and then taking his rod in his hands. On being asked
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what sensations he felt, he stated that he felt none when

searching for thieves, water or mon€y, but that when he was

tracing iriminally displaced 
-boundaries, 

and murderers, he

felt 'iviolent agitations." He stated that the rod gave

indications just Js well on water as on land, and this was be-
cause his.oa aia not act for any water but only for under-
ground water. In reply to a queition he agreed that if, while
iooking for water, he iime across buried money, his rod mlSht
move ind give wrong indications. But he could not make a
similar misiake as b6tween a murderer and an underground
soring or buried treasure, because of the difference in his sensa-

tions] Nor could he confuse the trail of the different murderers
because what he followed was not a generally murderous trail
but that of a specific person. This is an important distinction
and disposes bt ttre theory which was given currency at
tfre tim6, namely, that Aymar was able to detect a 

^special
" matidre *errt.-tid."," " ilurderous matter," given off by a
murderer. He also said that he was able to find coins, and
at once proved it in an experiment in-which a coin was hidden
in some 

-of 
a number of hats,his indications being always correct.

In conclusion, there can be no doubt but that Aymar,was a

genuine dowser, and that his faculty took a peculiar.and most
inusual direction, to which we can find few parallels outside
of ethnographical records, though such an incident has been
recorded in recent years.l

II. BARTHELMY BLETON

$ r. Brrtor's PnocEouRE AND SrxsatroNs

Barth6lmy Bleton was born at Bouvantes in-Dauphiny
somewhere ietween the years r74o and a75o.2 He was the

r The chief sources for Aymar's activities are: Mercure Galant
(1692), August: pP. rr3-rz-8, September:- pp. zz6-237, October:.
pp. rz-64,irz-zt6; (r6Sf), January: pp. 16-64,- 223-264, 'heDruary:
pp. 235-28o, 3rr-3r3, March : pp. ro4-2ro, April: pp' r7r-t67' 2ot-
zg4,May: pp. 75-ro6, t4o-zoo, June : pp. 66-r19, 2or-249' August :

pp. 5z-i46 ;- Journal des Spaaans (16S:), pp. z6-27, 5r-5!, 14?-:41,
1Sg,-zr 5-zro,'.rr-r. 5 ; L etir e s H isioi'qie s- (1692), ili. 3%, .637 ; (t 6gJ),
iii. 3rz, 658 ; Mercure Historique et Politique (r6Sf), xrv. 556-505 ;

(16S+), xvi. t76 i Monatliche Unterichtungen (r6q), pp- 604-007;
(rosii, pp. ss;+os ; and the books and pimphlets des.cribed in the
Bibliography under the names of Boileau-Despr6aux, IJursslere, th?u-Yu.r,
Foreside'ndtidor, Garnier, Lebrun, Le Conte, Leibnitz, Le LorraindeVal-
lemont, Louvreleuil, Mdnestrier, Renaud, Saint-Andr6, Vaginay, Viollet'

t The exact date of his birth is uncertain ; the above date is deduced
from an incidental observation in the evidence about to be cited. By
1773, as apPears from another witness, Bleton's faculty was so well
knowu that he was then in request as a water-flnder or sourcier.
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son of ir poor pcrLslrnt, u'lLs brougltt rtp h1'charilf iri lL (-harter-
horrse of l)aupiiin1,, lLntl becanrc a lrt'rclstrtatr. Atr liccitlerttal
circumstance scctrs to hrrve lcc1 tcl thc cliscovcry of ISlcton's
peculiar faculty. Ilcrc is tlte account which is given by onc
of Dr 'fhouvenel's corrcspotrclents, rvho 

"vritcs 
from Dijon

on the r,lth of April r78r, and w'Ito adds tliat hc has certain
proofs of ail that he hzrs statcd : Bleton, rvhen seven years
of age, had carried clinner to some r,,.orkmen ; he sat down
on a stone, whelr il fcver or faintness seized him , the workmen
har,ing brouglit liim to their side, the faintness ceased, but
each time he rcturned to the stone, he suffered again. This
was told to the Prior of the C-.hartreuse, who rvished to see

it for himself. Being thus convinced of thc fact, lie had the
ground under the stone dug up; there they found a spring,
lvhich at the time of rvriting rvas still in use to turn a
mill.

A similar account is givcn bv anothcr contemporary and by
tlre rvriter in thc ltonthly Ret,iezt,, r.vho quotes frotn a French
pamphlet, the r'vritcr of rvirich states that the circumstance
was " collflrmcd b5r Inllny local u'itnesscs. " Sotne conflrmation
of the forcgt-,ing storv is gained from a rcnrark made by the
Prior of the Charterhouse of I-1'ons, iu a cic,r:ument terstiff ing
to Bieton's extraordinary faculty, that lllt:ton " lvas qr-rite
as rvell able to dctcct unclergrouncl watcr u'hcn he was seveil
years old as hc is now." 1

In any othcr part of the world but Dar-rphiny the coiltcitlenct:
oJ the boy's i11r',"t. irnd the presence of an rrnclcrgrouncl spring
r.r'oulcl probably soon ltave becn forgottcn. Btrt a cetrtury
before Jacqucs A1't:rar and iiis rocl hacl nraclc this pror.ince
fanrous fcir its do'uvsers, anil Ayrnar hacl been {ollorvcd by
many rvho claimed a sirnilar gift. As, horvevcr, thc Inqui-sition
hacl forbidden thc usc o{ the rod in the " moral world," tliirt
is, for tracing crinrinals, or dctern-rining bouncliLries, or scttling
larvsuits ancl the like (its usc for thcsc purposes having bccome
a most misciricvous superrstition and scandal), these diviners
or tourtteurs were chiefly r.vater-finders or sotu'cicrs. Bleton
rvas therefore at once cclnsiclered to be a new ancl scnsitive
sou,rcier. Some tests follorvcd wiricir confirmed this vierv.
Doubtless custorn clcr.nanded that he should iravc a rocl, and
the subseqr.rent use by Bleton of a nearly straight rocl, resting
on tlre ftlrclingers of each irand, satisficcl thc sense of sourcier
propriety. The rocl wrrs vcry sligirtly curvecl, and rotatcd

I See P. Thouvenel's ),lintoiyt physiquc tt rny'tlLcittttl (r7tir), p. z5r ;

L[onthly Reuitw (t79z), lxvii. 554.

Iirc. r2. '' L-q. \'Eircl uu Jecorl " (tolrr)
lrtl, -1'a3" ,,r,,1 I I 'r,ti'l r" '
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kr Sourcrs , Ir Lirrirru, l.r ll
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more or less rapidly on its axis when Bleton came over an
underground spiing. Dr Thouvenel states that he counted
from Jo to Bo revblutions per minute, and upwards. The
rotation of the rod was doubtless caused by involuntary
muscular action on Bleton's part. There is no reason to
suppose that he moved it intentionally; in fact,-it is a.very
diffiiult, if not impossible, feat to accomplish by volition,
except to one long practised in sleigtrt of hand, as-any one

can 
-prove 

who supports a short sli8htly-curved stick on his
forefingers, and attempts to cause it to rotate from " 3o to
8o times a minute." On the other hand, there is no reason
to assume any other motive Power than muscular action, as

the astronomei Lalande showed that Bleton's rod could be made
to rotate by this means.

How Bletbn came by this novel form of rod is not told us.l
A straight rod, supporled horizontally between the forefinger
and thumb of each hand, is depicted on the title page of that
interesting old book on the divining-rod, La Ver-ge de 

-Jacob
(see Fig. iz,D)which was published at Lyons in 1693. In the
third ctrapter 6f this book the writer says that in ordgr to ascer-

tain if a plerson really has the faculty of finding a hidden spring
he must let a straight stick rest across his hands, in the manrer
shown in the loweit figure of the woodcut (Fig. 13) ; if he has
the faculty the stick will begin to rotate. Bleton was probably
tested in 

-this 
way, and subsequently used this rotating r9d

as the outward at d visible sign of the inward commotion he

experienced.
ihe singular physiological effect produced upon Bleton-by

undergrou-nd sprln[s seems to have been retained more or less

throu[hout hG life-. A sort of convulsive spasm seiz-ed him,
affecting the diaphragm and pulse. Abundant evidence of
the genuineness 6f thii " commotion " is given by a num-ber
of unimpeachable witnesses. Bleton's sensibility appeared to
vary, being greater in dry weather and before meals ; it entirely
ceaied duiing an illness he had, and did not return until three
months subsequent to his recovery. The rate of rotation of
the baguettewai observed closely to correspond with the physio-
logical effect produced. When Bleton moved away from an

r The only notice of the peculiarity of Bleton's rod is in a letter
" from a diitinguished physician " ciied by Thouvenel in suqp-ort of
Bleton's Iaculty. The writer says (Mdmoire, p. 277) that although
nearly all t}lle ioutneurs he has known use a forked rod, yet some in
Germany use a simple rod, very slightly curved, placed across the back
of the hand, " ou comme Bleton, sur l'extr6mit6 des deux doigts indica'
teurs."
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lllldt'rgl'olurd :l)ting tlrt. s\ rrrl)t(,nls (li<'ill)prirr.t,rl ;rs rlrlirlly trsthey arosc, ;tntl t.lrc pulsc i,,sirnrr,rl its ,,,',rln,,,l rrrtc. .al'.,g'irriwater appcarcd to make no inrprcssi., o, Liru, r,", th" i;;l;;of exposed rivers, lakes, etc. tlri, lott,, l, irri""J-u'r;ili;;,and at hrst ^sight appcars a suspicir,.,us crrcumstance. But
:1::1Y.,:qll"..ir. the frtct rtrrt ii is atfirm,r.t by all ao,u*r,
111:11]: l-rlc ot Jacques,Ayyar i1 r6s3 dorvn to the p.;;;oay, and not rn one country b.t *,herever t'e aoru.ins .;,i1,in use, a singular illustration of the -urr.. iri ;;;;'i;?"di,1o,;
spreads, for diviners, as a rule, are illiteiate men, igno.urt tTany language but thcir ori.n.

$ z. Eanrv Expenrlmxrs
Let us norv examine ryhat expcrirnental cviclcnce historl.hasprcserved on behalf oI Bler,n,5';1ll.ged pog-crs. TIic priricifalsources of information are Dr piirre' Tt oo,'.err"ii.- 

,iiiir-ii,r,
/>hysiqtre et mtdicinal (t7gr) ancl his Se.co,,dc *einif ri-6iA4.Both these *.orks ,.c.'rinrort cntircly .revotcd to a rccor. ofobservations of thc p'cnomt,na o..,l..i,,g in cc,nncxiolr rrithBleton and to a, exposition of rrroui'enel's erectricar thcorv.'Ihis Dr Thouvenel !\.'as a very intcrcsting mla;. 

';;; 
;;';;+?he estabtished trimserf in parii,J;;;;-;"came 

icrentifiecl rvithquestions relating to rvater_supply. I{e lvas appointeil inspec_tor of the mineral waters of Fiince urrJi, fi"-r';';;i;;;fi;,
many honours, botir,-f1en9h and forrign_, were l"rttir"l,rpon
l,l- rr tfu 

,Biograph-ie trtit.erstllc irrs ii, lic secmcd tirsrined fora happy and pcaceful career, t,rrjoyi,g rr colrsiclerabf. p...rrrfprestige. At this tirne, hou,ever, appearccl Bleton, wirom
Il:.::::l !l:1ql I t o, pl ri s,,, *L' t nl'pn. norn1 n 

" 

" 

i;";,,*lDy wilom ne becan to st udy. At once the luarned 
"r,i t"ri.irn_able r'orlds turiiecl againsi i,i-, ;;;i iast, ciisappoi,ted anrltired, he retired to Itily, rvhere'he p"ir""a.is researches intod^owsing. He was a sinccrc arcl crr'urageo.,. iu".,.tl*"C lrrdif his tlreories werc baselcss it u-rs ratli'. i._,ecrusc.f tlrc limi_tation in the knowled.ge of the 

"g" tt ,iii lrccallse of nrru irri,,i_le^ct,al shortcoming in ttreir p.;p"g;l;.. " -I1,";;;;i'-lt."i'i"
r8r5.

IIt'rc is a complir.atetl 1cs1 to rr.lriclr Tlrorrr.t.lrt.l srrbrnillcdBleton. Over lL stone briclge, uf ,rr"',,..tl, pass four smallr.r',oden,aqueducts, r irrrl.ing"rv:tlt.r to Na,,.y. Orrly t1,c errgi_nccr, u'lro had nt.r.t.r st.cn Bjrt,..,rr, kncrv tlrJ ,rxlr,.t n"iiiir"%f
l!:r. f:rf rows c,f pipt.s, lhcir clisllrLr.",,prrt rrrrd dcplIr unrlcr_ground, thc wholt' being *'cll c,,\'t,rt.rr b1'r artrr a,,l r1, gct,,iion.He gave Thc.ruvenet."..itty irrf;;;;i;;'u, tt,ir, of which Bleton

lf rc;. r -1. Spr-rixrr:nx rH-cnrt'unv Jtoos
l). I-r:bnrnl 1..///.t (r()96), p. r:5
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was entirely ignorant. The latter was then taken across this
bridge as though to return to the town, after various experi-
ments had been made in the neighbourhood, and without being
told that fresh experiments were to be made. Just before
reaching the bridge he asserted water was flowing beneath him,
and the sensation continued with slight gaps, while crossing
and in front of the bridge to a distance of five or six feet. He
retraced his steps several times before finding distinctly the four
channels, and was much astonished to find them so near. He
was then told that they were simply four hollow tree trunks
made to serve as aqueducts.

Thouvenel then describes other tests as to the distance apart
of these pipes, and remarks that as a small stream about 3 feet
wide was flowing some ro feet beneath the bridge, he endeav-
oured to ascertain what effect it had on Bleton ; a careful experi-
ment showed that the agitation of the diviner and the rotation
of the baguotte sensibly increased on crossing the stream. There
is nothing, however, in this experiment to exclude the effect of
unconscious indications given to Bleton by the experimenter.
Suggestion also, without doubt, played a great part in such
experiments. For example Thouvenel found that when his
sourc'ier was over a spring and the baguette turning strongly,
the convulsive movements of the body and the rotation of
the rod were almost arrested the moment he touched Bleton
with various " magnetic compositions recently electrified " !

Experiments were also made when Bleton was insulated, the
belief that insulation stops the movement of the rod being
almost as widespread as that concerning the different effects
of running and of stagnant water.

Or pp. ?Z^8o of his first memoir Thouvenel gives a summary
of the tests he made with Bleton in Lorraine. He writes:
" I took the precaution to repeat several times all the experi-
ments just described in detail, after having carefully blind.folded.
Bleton; in addition his arms were sometimes fastened behind
his back leaving his forearms only just sufficiently free to hold
the baguette at the extremity of his fingers, sometimes even
confining these in order to hinder if possible all mechanical
movement. These precautions were not taken for my own
satisfaction, as f wis already entirely convinced.

I conducted Bleton to places which he had never seen; I
took him towards springs of which I knew, but which he could
not know of, at other times over ground where neither of us
knew what might be found. Whinever he experienced his
peculiar sensations-and whenever the baguette repeatedly
turned at the same spot-I led him far away, bringing him
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back by quite different roads, still with his eyes bandaged.
When he had followed the course of an underground

spring-sometimes for more than a quarter of a mile, across
mountains, rock, or forests, and indicated on the way numerous
sub-divisions of the same spring-I made him return. He
then re-conducted me himself, though still blindfolded, only
supported by one arm, to the point from which we set out,
without straying a single step from the fine previously traced
and marked by pegs, which were often hidden beneath the
surface. He re-found all the subterranean rivulets already
pointed out, and followed exactly the sinuosities of the under-
ground stream. It frequently happened that lre came across
springs whose course was interrupted by walls, terraces, or wide
ditches, so that in order to enable Bleton to overcome these
obstacles, I had to procure ladders, or take long detours, or in
some way get him conveyed across; nevertheless although
blindfolded, he soon regained the course without the aid of
his eyes. Sometimes in order to try and deceive him, if his
senses were concerned, I placed false marks as if to indicate a
spring ; sometimes after he had followed a spring across several
fields, I moved the pegs some feet away without his know-
ledge. Nevertheless, he was never led astray and alwaysrecti-
fied such errors. In fine I tried all sorts of ways to deceive
him, and I can testify that in more than six hundred trials,
I did not succeed in doing so one single time."

M. Jadelot, the Professor of Medicine in Nancy, Thouvenel
states, was a witness of, and co-operated in, all his experiments,
which extended over a space of two months, and was no less
struck than he was with the strength and importance of the
evidence obtained. Another distinguished savant who was
converted to a belief in the baguette was M. Sigaud de La Fond,
whose published testimony Thouvenel quotes (Mhnoire, pp.
z8g et seq.). But the most important evidence on behalf of
Bleton is contained in the numerous letters and affidavits
Thouvenel appends to his work. These are the replies he
received from various well-known persons who had employed
Bleton, and whose opinion he had asked. In addition to the
foregoing, Bleton found one or more valuable springs (as
testified by letters or proc\s aerbaux) for the Marquis de Torcy
in Poiton, for the President of Lamoignon in Basville, for the
Bishop of Laon in Annisy, for the Count d'Adhemar in Thun,
for the Duke d'UzBs, the Count of La Blanche, the Count of
Bourg, President d'Ornacieux, M. de La Borde, and many other
French personages of distinction. There are also brief state-
ments from 2o other persons for whom Bleton found Plusieurs
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bell,es sources, in addition to the 17 letters or affidavits quoted
at length by Thouvenel. InthesePilces justif,catiaes Thouvenel
as a rule gives only the initials of his correspondents; the
documents, he tells us, are all signed and some legally attested,
but some of the writers might object to their names being
published; moreover, he adds that in physics names add
nothing to the facts themselves.l

In one statement, however, this rule is departed from, and
Thouvenel humorously prefixes the heading : " Proc\s aerbal
sur Bl,eton . . . papier timbri, faraphi, collationni, etc., etc.
(Bon pour ceux qui aiment ces letites formal,itis)," and the
testimony is certified by, and attested before, a list of signa-
tories whose names and official titles are appended. In this
case the evidence oJ the various municipal officers of the
Commune of St Jean-en-Royant in Dauphiny is given. Bleton
was a native of, and resided in, this commune (Bouvantes
being a parish therein), and the froc\s-aerbal states that Bleton
had possessed the gift of finding springs for about 30 years,
and had practised it much to the advantage of the inhabitants
of the commune. Specific instances are then cited of the more
important springs Bleton had found in arid ground-springs
which were still running, the witnesses affirm, and had largely
increased the value of the property in the commune : owing
to these discoveries fertile and productive iand had, in several
places, now replaced the previously barren soil. The Chief
Clerk of the neighbouring commune states that Bleton found
for him an ample spring in a district where no water was
previously known to exist, the result of which was that the
ground which formerly was of little or no value now was a
valuable property. The signatories of the froc\s-aerbalfarther
testify that Bleton had discovered during the preceding 20
years a quantity of springs in other neighbouring communes,
some of these being of so great a volume that machinery was
worked by them.

Another document, also signed by an inhabitant of St Jean
de Royant, states that the value of his property had been
increased tenfold by the springs discovered on it by Bleton.
The Prior of the Cf,arterh6use"of Lyons testifies thit Bleton
had found several springs for him and had not once been mis-
taken, though his estimate of the depth and volume of the
waler he acknowledged to be conjectural, Bleton's discovery
of his liability to err on this point being, he adds, the only

- I This may account for the omission of his own name (initials only
being given) as the author of these MCmoires, though df course hG
autlorship rralr an open secret.
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progress he had made since he was seven years old, when
" il etoit aussi savant qu'il l'est actuellement." The Prior
states that when he held Bleton's wrist, the change in Bleton's
pulse was so perceptible upon arriving over an underground
spring that the fact was as obvious to him as to the sourcier,
a baguette being perfectly needless. The Chevalier de M.,
formerly Captain of the Piedmont regiment, testifies that
he had been convinced of Bleton's powers in spite of the
prejudices he previously entertained. Having put Bleton
to all the tests he could think of, he never once found him
mistaken. " Whatever the power is," he remarks, " it is not
the mere movement of the baguette that astonishes me-that
might be a matter of skill-but the effect on Bleton's pulse
and nervous system were unmistakable, and these cannot
be simulated. Moreover," he continues, " I have made all
the tricky tests that my doubts suggested to me," until doubt
became impossible. The Chevalier describes in detail one of
several tests he made; he brought Bleton to his own house,
arriving after dark; in passing through the village, which
Bleton had not visited before, Bleton suddenly stopped and
said water was there; he followed it in the darkness and
arrived at a spot where he declared the spring existed; he
was right; it was in fact the source of the fountain of the
castle. Other tests are also given: altogether a remarkable
and weighty testimony. M. de F., the receiver of taxes for
Autun, states that a strong spring was discovered on his place
by Bleton. In order to test the sourcier, M. de F. afterwards
blindfolded him, and took him over the same ground; Bleton
marked precisely the same spots he did previously when not
blindfolded; this experiment he repeated several times. Dr
de C. (a neighbour of M. de F.) took Bleton to his house, where
Bleton accurately traced the course of the water pipes, a tact
confi.rmed by the workmen who had laid them. M. le Comte
de M., of Chagny, describes several careful tests he made of
Bleton. In one, after Bleton had accurately indicated an
underground spring (the existence of which was known to the
Count but unknown to Bleton) and traced its direction, which
was noted, the Count carefully bandaged Bleton's eyes with
a thick handkerchief, and, in order to mislead him, turned
him round several times; nevertheless Bleton correctly indi-
cated the same course of the spring in spite of frequent attempts
made to divert him. Holding his wrist the Count noticed
that the change in the rate of Bleton's pulse was very marked
when he came over the spring. The Bishop of M. describes
how his Archbishop tested Bleton's ability to discover running
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water: (r) Bleton correctly traced the buried water pipes
in the Archbishop's grounds when water was flowing through
them; (z) unknown to Bleton the water was then turned off
and he was asked to repeat the trial, and he completely failed
to find the pipes ; (3) again the water was secretly turned on,
and Bleton once more correctly indicated the direction taken
by the pipes.

The Chevalier de 5., commandeur de Mal'te, states that many
years previously his grandfather had made sevelal attempts
to find water at his chateau pr\s d,e l,a Cdte de Saint-Andri,
having even sunk a well to the depth of seventy feet, which
had to be abandoned. The Chevalier de S., and his brother,
the President d'O., in ry35 sent for a sourcier they knew of
who traversed the estate, using an iron rod they had picked
up as a baguette. Upon their expressing surprise at his ability
t6 use so novel a dowsing-rod, the sourcier repted, " The rod
is of no consequence, it is the peculiar feeling I have when
over an underground spring that guides me." In t773 (thirty-
eight years later) the Chevalier heard of Bleton and sent for
him. 

-On 
his arrival he was taken to the terrace, where the rod

began to rotate, and the site of the well was correctly indicated.
To estimate its depth Bleton went to a certain distance on
each side, the rod rotating in an opposite direction as he moved
away from the spring. By observing the distance and decreas-
ing iorce of the rotation, Bleton estimated the depth of the
well to be 64 feet : its actual depth was 66 feet. Bleton was
then taken to a hill behind the chateau, where he pointed out
the existence of several springs in the spots marked; the
following winter a well was sunk at one of these spots and
water found at a depth of rB feet, a narrow layer of sand being
struck after piercing through the upper very hard rock. This
spring had never iun dry even in times of great drought.
Two years later (in 1775) Bleton was again tested on the same
estate and he indicated another spring, the depth of which
he estimated at 33 feet; a well was sunk at this spot and
the prediction was verified. Some time after, the two springs
were joined by underground conduits; these conduits Bleton
accurately traced when he was again summoned to the chateau
n 1779.

In r78r a fourth visit to this estate was made by Bleton.
This time he discovered another spring which he estimated at
z5i feet deep; a well was sunk and at 35 feet an abundant
supply of water was obtained ; this also issued from a layer of
sand beneath the hard superincumbent rock. Some experi-
ments were then made by the President d'O. and his brother
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as to the movement of the bagtette when Bleton was placed
in various positions. The rod turned when he lay on his
back, but not on his stomach, nor did it turn when it was
placed on his loins when he was lying down' Bleton was
-then 

suspended upside down and the baguelte placed on the
soles of his feet ; it did not rotate. Bleton, however, showed
them that when the rod was placed nearly perpendicular with
one end resting on the palm of the left hand, and the other
in the air, enciicled by a ring formed of the finger and thumb
of the right hand placed a little below the point, the baguette

" pirouetled slowly " when over a spring.---This-interesting
ddcument ends by suggesting the desirability of placing le
tourneur ilebaguetteona sheet of resin or a glass-legged stool and
noticing whether his peculiar sensations are still experienced,
or whether they resemble the sensations one has when thus
insulated and connected with an electric machine. If, remarks
the Chevalier, running water gives off subtle emanations, they
must be comparable to those of light, and possibly suffer refrac-
tion and reflection in their course. The document is signed
by Le President d'O., who states that he did not write it, but
he approves; and that the facts narrated were all witnessed
by him, his son, the Chevalier de S. and other persons, and he
ailds his conviction that Bleton employed no charlatanerie
in any of his proceedings.

On-the lands of the Abbd of Vervains there were certain
springs, all trace of which had long been lost; they were,
h-owever, known to exist from the ancient title-deeds of the
estate. A lawsuit hinged upon the question of their existence
being actually proved. When search for the springs had been
made in vain, Bleton was sent for. He came and indicated
the location of these springs. Their actual existence was
then discovered and the lawsuit terminated. Surgeon-Major
N., of St Geny Laval, near Lyons, testifies that Bleton came
to a part of his estate which was rocky and arid, and found one
spot where the baguette indicated a considerable spring, which
ht estimated to be at a depth of some 55 feet. A well was
sunk, but no water found at this depth. Bleton was, therefore,
sent for again. He tested the ground once more, asserted
confidently that a good spring would be found at a few feet
lower, remarking that he was often mistaken as to the depth
when it was over 3o feet. The well was, therefore, deepened,
and at 7 or 8 feet lower so powerful a spring gushed forth that
it was impossible to sink deeper, as the water rapidly rose in
the well, which was 5 feet in diameter. The witness adds,
" A useless land has thus been converted into a meadow."
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P.LG., and Seigneur D., Conseiller du Pailement de B',

"mr- 
that they br6ught Bleton to Ta-nyot, il Bulgogne, where

h; ;;. subjecied to 
"various tests, thiee of which are cited :

?if ff" was Lsked to find the course of some water pipes that
ir-JlU""r, laid some time previously and which were completely
covered by earth and grass, so t!r1t no difference was apparent
on the srrtf"ce of the iround. Bleton immediately discovered
the position, and accrirately traced the-course, of-these PiPgs'
lzl ile was asked to find ihe spring which supplied a neig-h-

irioring well, and to estimate its depth. This he d!{ 
-Oui-te

accuraiely, and stated it was a -very 
-feeble .P{ilg, which the

o*""t of ihe well certified was also iorrect' (S) He was asked

to find a supply of water for their chateau' For some time he

;;";;h"a in^iain, but eventually in another direction he found
iix small springs: their position w-as m-arked !V p"gt' . Ypo'
aigging at thes6 spots springs,were {ou14 in each.place at about
if,Z"aJptn and volume he iidicated. These springs were then
connecled by a deep trench, and furnished an abundant supply
of water foi both house and garden.

$ 3. Tur Exrunrurur oF THE LuxBMsounc

It is needless to translate or summarize the other documents,
*ti.t contain similar evidence. Thouvenel's treatises, how-

"rr"i, "t" 
not the only sources of our information about Bleton'

Accounts of this souicier are to be found in many of the French
iournals of that period.
' In the Journal d,e Paris for the r3th of May rTBz an account
was publi"shed of some careful 

- 
experiments, made to test

gt"to'";; powers, in the garden of thi Luxembou-rg, under the
directiontf M. Guitlaum-ot, " intendant g6n6ral des bttimenls
du roi," who was accompanied by inspectors and offrcials of the
gardens. The report stites that on leaving the Chflteau *'E,"9
Bt"to., traced the'aqueduct of Arceuil with iuch-precision that if
M. iuillaumot's pla'n were to be lost they would use the trail of
Bleton. These indications were verifiLd from this plan and
Bleton's angles and sinuosities were found to be " almost
mathematicilly " correct. Two days later the -experiments
were repeated" in the presence of [he municipal authorities
and a ciowd of spectafors. Here the events were such that
with the exceptioin of two persons (who had publicly stated
that they worid not believeiwhatevei they saw),.the five hun-
dred sp6ctators were convinced of Bleton's ability -to trace
under6|ound water with the most -rigo-rous 

precision' On
this oicasion Bleton was blindfolded. 

-Other irials followed
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in the presence of ministers of state, ambassadors, magistrates,
scientihc men and clergy, and the writer in the Jowrnal, d,e

Paris, in summing up hii report says : " To the present-time,
and to our knowledgl, Bleton has followed more than fifteen
thousand torses lsi cfof the conduits, without his having commit-
ted a single error and without having found, among more
than six {housand persons, a single responsible witness who
has made a well-founded objection. He has been submitted
to the most rigorous tests that incredulity, even prejudice,
could suggest, and they have only resulted in more light, more
conviction and more astonishment."

Some rigorous experiments were made by a committee of
six saaants, who drew up a report dated " Paris, z5th of May
r?82." This report, which was signed by all the_ members,
states that Bleton, having been blindfolded with extreme
care by a succession of black and then white linen bandages,
with Cotton wool stuffed up the sides of his nostrils, was
taken to the garden of one of the members of the committee,
wherein a water pipe ran underground to a distant fountain.
The jets of this fountain had been removed, so that the water
ran into the basin, and off through an overflow pipe, quite
noiselessly. Here Bleton indicated running water at certain
spots which were marked; he was then made to retrace his
steps ro or rz times, and it was found that the baguette turned
nearly, but not quite, invariably when he crossed the same
spots: at the places where the water entered the basin and
where the overflow pipe discharged he was always right. This
they verified at least a dozen times. The experiments lasted
two hours, with a short interval for rest; during the whole
time Bleton was blindfolded, and during part of that time
Thouvenel was not present. According to the writer of the
article in the Montkl,y Reaieu f.or t78z: " These successes

Ied the Queen of France to employ Bleton and the springs
that have been found in consequence of his indications have
fertilised and embellished several arid districts, among which
Trianon is a striking example, as that delightful seat has
acquired new charms by Bleton's discoveries." According to
another account, however, Bleton had somefailures at Trianon,
mistaking caverns and dry conduits for underground water.

The Editor of the Journal des Spectacles, in a figure of
speech, we must assume, states that Bleton, by his discovery
of numerous springs, had changed Dauphiny from an arid
soil, which produced nothing, to one of the richest in France
Dr Ginetz, writing in the Journal de Paris for Novembet r8o7,
states that " the efficacy of the baguette is nowhere contested
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in Dauphiny. I have myself frequently observed the effects

of the'bagiette, and can- state from per-s.onal.expe,rience its
success in seeking for springs and metallic veins." r

In Thouven el's-second Mitnoire firther accounts are given of
his experiments with Bleton. He had been commissioned
in 1783 by Louis XVI to examine and report.on-the.mineral
and mediiinal waters of France, and to aid him in the discovery
of any fresh mineral springs h-e-obtained.permission 19 e18a8.e

the slrvices of the dowser. Most of this second Mimoire is

therefore occupied with the tracing of hot springs and mineral
waters, with cbnjectures as to the source of the former, and
attempts to verify the electrical hypothesis which Thouvenel
had f6rmed of the influence of subterranean springs on the
diviner. We need not concern ourselves with the latter, as

the experiments cited are certainly op-en to criticism, and would
onlv &cite a smile in the widei siientific knowledge of the
oreient dav. It is, however, now known, as Thouvenel con-

iectured. that there are subterraneous electric currents, the
Itrengttr of which fluctuates in various places- -and 

from time
to tirie. It is certainly a curious coincidence, if it be no more,
that upwards of one hundred years ago this French physician,
on the'strength of Bleton's sensations, maintained that these

electrical minifestations appeared in general to run east and
west. current electricity-itself was not discovered till ten
years later, the existencL of earth currents was not known
ii[ Barlow;s experiments in 1849, and the general trend of
these currents eist and west is a still more recent observation.

$ 4. CoNrrruPoRARY OprNroN AownsB To BLEToN

Among those who, after experimenting with Bleton, formed
an unfav"ourable opinion of his reported'powers was the Abb6
Mongez, one of tfe principal contributors to the articles on
natulal.philosophy iri the Paris Encycl,opidie ; but, 

-ac-cordingto Dr ihouve-nei, these experiments were intended to be

unfavourable, and the experimenters, by designing a number
of ingenious tricks to deceive Bleton, in reality deceived them-
selve-s. Certainly the partis pris of. most of the scientific
investigators of Bleton was very evident, and to a large extent

I It was in Provence (the adjoining province to Dauphiny) that
Lady Milbanke, it 1772, hrst saw the use of the divining-rod.. I. ..
dry,-mountainous regibn north of the Durance, th-e- Marquis d'Ansonis
hid found water by the aid oL a sourcier, and the lVlarquis, whose faith
in the divinitg-tod was unbounded, converted Lady Milba^nke-to his
views after sh6 had witnessed experiments on his estate. She herself
afterwards became a dowser, as we have already seen.
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vitiated both the experiments made and the conclusions drawn

tio- tt em.t Thes6 experiments were made for the most
part in the church and girden 9f. 

St9 Genevidve in the presence

if several sauants. Aniccount is given of them in the Jou-rnal'
ai-ioiX for the r6th of June t7{2, and procls-aerb.aux oJ }h9
exoeriments are to be found in the Journal de Physique of that

,"i;. It is needless to enter into the details ; suffice it- to say

ihat the report concludes by stating that Bleton found water

oioes. sprines, etc., on all sides, whereas there were no water
;il;;';;J ;"" 

'sprinss 
beneath him. The attempt to e-xplain

Li"" tfri. faiture, *"hi.h Thouvenel made, shows that believers

i" do*GS can be no less blind and prejudiced than. their
opponents] Doubtless the experiments were wholly -lncon-

"io'.i"" 
in face of the abundant testimony in Bleton's favour,

someof whichwe have cited- The writer in the Monthl'y -Reotew
s""*sto have given the true explanatio-n of these experiments.

Aamitting thaiBleton did fail, he remarks " this will not appear

surprisiniwhen we consider this poor timorous man led about
bliidfold; harassed, fatigued, and perplexed with cross-ques-

ti""t, ; 
""a 

he adds,'" ev|n the Abb6^ Mongez admit-s that Bleton
*"s iom"ti*"s qrit" correct." In fact " the public have no

curiositv to know how far tricks and ingenious means of decep
iir"-; io i" disconcerting or suspending the exercise of

iii"lo";. 
"?tural 

talent ; thef only deiire to know whether he

in realitv Dossesses this ialenl, whin left to himself and allowed

itu fteJ ise of his faculties." But like a1l other dowsers'

iif"t"" unquestionably failed at times. Figuier names four

Dlaces, and also " dins quelques autre lieux," where. wells

i""r" a"S at the spots indicated- by Bleton and no water found,

"""" *ti"" 
the wells were sunk to a depth greater th-an had

been estimated bythe sourcier. In his able pap^er read betore

ihe American Insiitute o{ Mining Engineers in 1883, DrRossiter
R"ytt ot d quotes-without, howevei, nam-inq his authority-
sev"eral instinces where Bleton failed to find the same spot,

"it"i U.i"g blindfolded, that he ha{ indicated previously'
ett". th"e lapse of a century it is instructive to notice how

1 As the able contemporary reviewer remarks- (Monthly.Peaieu'
lxvii. 554), " It is certainly possible that even an honest zeal ror f,ne

ai."""""iji'6r imposture or 6nthusiasm -may pe exerted in a manner not

;;;i;"t# adaptld to the discovery of truth-' ' ' ' It is observed by
iti tf,.t"nt"t.it is uncommonly timorous and easily d_isconcerted, even

so far as to suspend hlis impressions- This we can weII cotrcelve' De nrc

t f"t t *"t so ieal. it " 
i'".y talent seems to announce a sensibigty

oi o"rlr". that may render hiin peculiarly suscep.tible of perturbation'
who has not seen-schoolboys of the most retentive memorles lose tn6
t"mi-Ut"o"" of the best learned lesson by being intimidated ? "
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freouentlv the adverse criticism of Bleton arose from his critics

"..ir"i"* a particular explanation of the lad's sensitiveness

;;;ih;*ofion of his rodl and having demolished that theory
ihev roundlv asserted the boy was i charlatan, a mode oJ

.r"irr"""i",it unknown to certain critics of psychical research

otit " 
present day. Thus, Bleton's sensitiveness being sup-

;;;a t^o be due io to*" electric influence, he was mounted

5" "" insulating stool and his rod at once ceased to move'

U"ti*"*.d its irotion when he was on the ground' A famous

ohvsicist, charles, who conducted this experiment a century

ffi. ;il; St"io" was on the insulating stool, secretly connected

tfi"i"J*iifta wire to the earth ; still the rod remained pau-ssive

,itf,""lfr tt e insulation was destroyed' Whereupgl Bt*g"
*r. oJ".rtv denounced as a charlatin by his scientific critic.
eU ttit tf,is experiment proves is the-influence of suggestron

,, tf* ,t"tiot 6t tt e toa. As the lad knew nothing of elec-

il"tty t 
" 
*".t have been told that the insulati"S :to-o-lJ:"ld

interiept the power, and 
-so 

the rod.ceased to move when rre

*"i *,i""t"d 6n the glass-legged stool, and it remained motion-

i..t *fr"" tfte insdatlon was"destroyed, as care had been taken

io avoid any suggestion of this reaching Bleton' Even on his

"*" fryp"tflesis]"the French experimenter with Bleton was

;i;ir6;; for the theory that sbme electrical influence from

;;d;tgt";"d water affecti the dowser, and so starts the motion

oi tfrJtoa, is not touched by insulating the dowser ; as every

tyr" il;*., standing on a glassJegged,stool merely.prevents

eiectric conduction frlm thJearth ind does not impair electric

induction."'egril,-it 
e eminent astronomer Lalande believed he had

"o".'t".i""ty 
demonstrated Bleton was-3' .rogue feca11 -fe

estabtisheaihe fact that the peculiar rod Bleton employed.could
b;;"t;e by sleight of hand. The fallacv of this llng 

ot

argument, th6ugh persisled- in at the present day, ls o-Dvrous

ffiGh. As, hiw6ver, Lalande is oflen quoted as. having
" exD"osed " Bleton, it is worth giving in exlenso- the com-

-"o[""rtio" *fri"t ihit f"tnorrs siaant-made to the Journal
des Sgatans for August t7*z, P. 558:

"IJ'nnomm6Bleton,n6da.ri un vilage, prBs de Gre-noble' a

prdtendu avoir un propri6t6 extraordinaire de sentir les eaux

iouterainne, p"t ,i tiemblement convulsif' Ce sourcier' ou

hvdropw0te, 
-placoit sur ses doits une baguette ou une verge

a"" *efif, 
"o"iUe" 

en arc, et on Ia voyoit tourner.rapidement'
a;;ilGile &ait plus adroit que celui des sourciers qui cour-

ent les dflages, et 
-qui marquent des sources aux paysans'

;;y;;;"t-il ;G irir,"e r6tributiot'' Ceux-ci serrent leur
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baguette dans leurs mains, et pour peu qu'on ait envie des
regarder, on s'appergoit facilement qu'il suffit de ferrer la bagu-
ette in6galement ; sa courbure d6termine n6cessairement un
mouvement de rotation . . . il [Thouvenel] n'etait plus assez
calme pour se rendre aux raisons de ses adversaires, ni m6me
pour appercevoir la petite charlatannerie dont il avait 6t6 la
dupe . . . til] a 6t6 parfaitement s6duit par l'addresse de
Bleton, I faire tourner sur ses doigts une verge courbe de
m6tai ; il n'a pas appergu que cela tenoit 2r une cause m6canique.

En effet, si l'on place sur deux doigts une baguette de m6tal
courb6e en arc, de manidre que le sommet de l'arc soit plus
bas que 1es deux extr6mit6s, mais que ie tout soit presqu'en
equilibre, le pius petit rapprochement des doigts, ne frit-iI
que d'une ligne, suffira pour que les extr6mit6s l'emportent i.
leur tour, et que le sommet de I'arc vienne en haut. Si on
les dcarte, i l'instant le sommet de l'arc descendra, et avec
une pareille alternative, le mouvement peut continuer aussi
longtemps qu'on le jugera i propos. Un homme trds-exerc6
n'a besoin pour cela que d'un l6ger tremblement qui est ir
peine sensible, quand on n'est pas pr6venu.

Faute d'avoir appergu ce petit m6canisme, M. Thouvenel
a fait un livre sur la baguette, mais M. Demours, fils de l'Acad6-
micien trds-connu, a fait tourner une baguette pareiile dans
une assembl6e de l'Acad6mie des sciences, de manidre i lever
toute espdce de doute iL cet 6garde. M. Needham .

cite mdme quelques faits contre les pr6tentions de 1a baguette,
qui sont renovell6es de tems )" autres par des fripons, ou par
des dupes.l Enfin, M. Paulet, dans la Gazette d.e Santd dl)
ro Juin, r78r, s'est moqu6 de la nouvelle physique, ainsi qu'on
l'avait fait dans le dernier sidcle."

But whilst M. de Lalande clearly demonstrates that slight
muscular action can move the rod, somewhat as Bleton moved
it, he does not trouble to make any enquiry on the only point
of real value : whether Bleton was more successful in finding
underground water than chance or shrewd observation would
account for. Nevertheless, the weight o{ Lalande's authority
crushed Thouvenel and his protdgd Bleton. It rvas taken as
a matter of course that the latter was a clever trickster, who
had duped the public. Conjuring books showed how to work
the rod d la Bleton. A book by H. Decremps, called La m,agie
blanche diuoil1e, published in Paris in 1784, devotes a lengthy
chapter to this, showing not only how to rotate a slightly
curved rod by the quivering of the indcx fingers, but also how

I [L. Spallanz.ari, Nout'elles vccherchcs sut les ddoout'crles microsco-
piques, ed. by J. T. Ncedham (1769), i. 245-248).
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a manikin can be made to imitale tlte search for water in this
f ashion. This chaptcr was copied into the Encyclopidie
Mttkodiqne for t7gz, and an English translation of Dccremps's
book was published in r7B5 under the title of" The Conjurer
unmasked . . uith direct'iorts for the tricks of the Diaining
Rod. But the whirligig o{ time brings its revenge ; Decremps,
whose book was all the vogue a century ago, is today forgotten
and Bleton is now the subject of scientilic study.

Frc. r4. Tu-c DowsPn PrsxBr
C. Arnoretti, " Lettera," Opuscoli Scelti (t79!, xvi. Plate II

The rotation of Bleton's nearly straight rod was no doubt
due to the same cause as the twisting of the forked twig of the
dowser at the present day: an involuntary muscular move-
ment arising fiom some subconscious suggcstion ; how he,
in common with other dowsers, derived tiiis usually correct
suggestion of unrlergrouncl watcr, tl'hen no one else knew of
its presence, is the problem that we have to consider.
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Thouvenel gives no picture of Bleton nor of his manner of
holding the r6d. Aftdr search through many works in the
hope of finding a picture given by some contemporary writer
of tire use of t-his durved rod, the accompanying drawing (Fig.
14) was at last discovered. The picture shows the lad Pennet
froiaing the rod as Bleton did, but the,rod appears-rather
larger ind more curved than Bleton's. Thouvenel, and after-
waids Amoretti, experimented with Pennet.r

III. THE ABBf PARAMELLE

$ r. Werrn Suppr.Y IN THE DBpenrueNr or Lot
The story of the Abb6 Paramelle and his extraordilafy.suc-

cess as a iater-finder (or hydroscope, as he was called) is so

little known in England that it is worthy of more than a
passinR notice. Paiamelle was born it r7go, and in r8r8 was
ippoinled cur6 and afterwards abb6 of St Jean L'Espinasse,
ni6ving from there to St C6r6 in the Department of . Lot in
the soith-west of France. A man of keen observation and
scientific spirit, he was struck with the remarkable difference
between tLe numerous springs, streams and well watered
areas of the eastern haff oI the Department and the difficulty
with which water was obtained in the twenty-four arid can-
torrs of the western half. Here the population were impover-
ished by having to expend a large part-of their time in labor-
iously iarrying-waterlrom distant wells to supply the wants
of their tainitiis and their cattle. Prompted, he tells us, by
charitable feelings, he spent two years in the fruitless search
for springs, in the hope-that he might be able to- supply t!9
pooriolk-of the arid r6gion with the benediction of a bountiful
ivater supply. In thiJ he failed, and got the reputation of
searching- idr the quantities of buried treasure which the
Engtish -were supposed to have left behind when long ago

thJy evacuated thit district. He then set to work to compare
the-geological characteristics and rainfall in the two regions;
the irid p-art was calcareous but had the same rainfall ; where,

r The main sources for the above account, in addition to those
cited, are : Jou nal des Sgauans (r78r), Pp, 64-628 ; (1782), PP.' 5lt
SO+ i Jouriot de Paris (i78r), x. 329-33o-; (t782), x.659-66o; (1783),

iii. ajr-a38; (1784, xiv. z4z-243, 83r-833,^ ro72i (t7Eil, xvr' nos'
ro7-ii3; tizdoi ivii.-no. r85, Supflemint; (r787)-xviii.-n3' reo, lggple'
mi"t;- jiur"ai'd,e Physiqui g7ai1, xx. 58-72 ; Journal Encvclop.ciliqu.e
(r78zi, ii. 49r-5or ; f ne pti*nly Reaieu {r78r),lxv- .497-5o4-; $782),
i*i,ii.'!53=r;o,\r7tia1, lxxi. 57r-577; and most of Thouvenel's works
have some discussiou of the subject.
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then, did the rainfall go to in the arid 
-region- 

? It must

""""irrt" 
the soil and aicumulate ultimately, making its-way

irnderground to the river valleys.- puided Py hp oyn 9U19r-
vation"s, Paramelle was gradually led to put his theories to the

i".i, ""a found them 
"verified. He then travelled further

"n"ia,,"a 
*t hst he tells us that after nine y-ears of explor-

ation'and observation he felt sufrcient confidence to go to
*h"t *. should call the County Council of the DePartment
oiiot and to ask them to plaCe a certain sum a! his dispo-

ial to test his theories by sinking wells in certain places where

he oredicted water would be found in the arid communes'

ih"'Coot"il agreed, and in r8z7 gratted him a sum of 6oo

to""i to makJexperiments, the iommunes that were benefited

to contribute an-equal sum. Eight places were sele_cted-by
paramelle in as man]y communes, but it was considered at that
ti*" * impossible 6 find water in these calcareous plateaux

that three'communes refused to incur the expense, though

ave wrro did make the venture were in each case rewarded by
an abundant suPPIY.

$ z. PaneIrrELLE's Sorutrox oF THE Pnonlru

Tn the froc\s-aerbal ofthe council General of the Department
for r8zgihese remarkable successes are recorded. Paramelle

-rro* ihe learned savant, M. l'Abbd Paramelle-is called in
to L"pfri" his theories, and a further sum of two thousand

ii"""i'ff".ed at his diiposal and a-generous recognition paid
to tris tarning and self-iacrificing devotion. Two ye-ars later
the Council ricord that in sixteen out of seventeen localities

in" pi"ai"tions of Paramelle had been verified, -a- 
perennial

*"t"i *fpfy being found at the pla9e, depth and of the volume
he had iridiclted. " His fame becoming widespread, applications
to find water in waterless districts poured in to such an extent
ifr"i*itf, ni. Bishop's permission he relinquish.gd hi; ecclesiastic

duties and becam6 what we should now call a hydro-geolo-
gist, what he called a geognostic, and the publg of that dlY an
"hyd.roscope. Disclaimi-ng the infallibility which was. thrust
ripon hifu, the local n"ispaper accounts of-the period.tpq+
oi t ir modesty and mariefious success.- I{"1y exp.lainaris
secret as a gifi of God, others as the work of the devil' The
poor people] however, answered very much in the words of
the Utnd man cured: " Whether he be a sorcerer or a mes-
senger of God we know not; this we know, that whereas
we iv".e perishing for want of water, now by his help-we have
an abundance." By permission of the authorities, Paramelle
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hereafter made a fixed and modest charge of ten to forty-five
francs for his services in each case, except to the poor, to
whom no charge was made (this would not satisfy our English
water-finders, whether geologists or dowsers !), and for twenty-
one years he spent from sunrise to sunset every day, except
Sundays, for nine months in every year at the work of water-
finding.

In 1843 the procCs-aerbal of the Council General of Lot
records that in their department alone 338 wells had been dug
at places indicated by Paramelle, and of these 3o5, or 90 per
cent., yielded an abundant supply of potable water, in every
case found at the depth he had predicted. In other parts he
had also found 683 sources of water supply; and when in
1854, at the age of 64, he practically gave up his active work,
the Abb6 asserts that in 25 years he had located over ro,ooo
sources of underground water, and he estimated that between
B,ooo and 9,ooo wells had been dug at the sites he had selected.
He endeavoured to find out the percentage of failures he
had had, but in spite of the circulars he sent out, he got very
few replies; he believed, however, that his failures were under
5 per cent. of his total trials. Whether 5 per cent. or ro per
cent., as the above offrcial records indicate from his entire
results, his astonishing success is, we venture to think, beyond
anything modern expert geologists claim. A remarkable
testimony to the value of his work is found in a number of the
Journal, d'Agriculture Pratique for April 1845. The Journal
quotes a letter the Prefect of Lot wrote to the Prefect of
Versailles, stating that up to that time about 6,ooo new sources
of water supply in 3o departments had been discovered by the
Abb6 Paramelle, and the actual money value of the springs
thus found was, he says, estimated at not less than four to five
million francs.

In 1846 t}:,e Acadimfa of Reims published a report in their
Comftes Rend.us from a committee of six of their members
appointed to enquire into Paramelle's theory and work. In
this lengthy and careful report the committee express their
high opinion of Paramelle's character and the results of his
work, and quote a number of letters and certificates from
various officials in different parts of France testifying to his
success. His proportion of failures is estimated as rather
less than 5 per cent. In almost every instance quoted, the
depth at which water was found was under 5o feet. As to
his theory, the committee report that, though true in a sense,
it is imperfect and not always applicable, nor do they
consider that a knowledge of it would enable another, not
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possessed of Paramelle's special talents, quick recognition of
all surface indications and long practice, to be equally success-
ful. Paramelle himself declared, however, that in a few
months of study and three of field practice, he could teach
anyone of ordinary intelligence all that he knew. That
might be, but he could not communicate his almost unerring
instinct.

Paramelle, however, unlike most prophets, seems to have
had more honour in his own country than elsewhere. His
success was declared by outsiders to be impossible; doubt
was thrown on the reality or permanence of the springs he
had found ; onesauanl asserts that his procedurewas unscien-
tific and valueless ; whilst a writer in one of the French journals
f.or r.84z says whatever success he had was due to impressions,
sensations and convulsions, and, doubtless, diabolic visions
that he experienced. This writer adds : " The only difier-
ence between Paramelle and other sorcerers is that he con-
ceals the diabolic signs he receives, glossing over his magical
proceedings with a lot of scientific jargon." 1

- To meet his critics Paramelle determined to publish the
methods which had guided him. He states that in tBzT he
had written a work " on the art of discovering springs." This
he revised and published in 1856 ; three editions were quickly
sold, a German translation was made by the Professor of
Geology in Freiberg, a Spanish translation followed, and so

highly was the work esteemed that the Spanish Ministry
ordered every municipality to purchase a copy. A fourth
enlarged French edition was published in 1896, after Para-
melle's death. We have read this book and we do not hesitate
to express our amazement at the oversight of this work in
Englahd. The wealth of geological and useful practical
knowledge gained, through field observation, by this French
Abb6 two generations ago is astonishing. He must have been
an odd mixture, for he includes in his work a number of lauda-
tory Press notices. From these, however, we gain a descrip-
tion by eye-witnesses of his method of procedure; and these
merit some attention. First, there is the unimpeachable
evidence of one of the most distinguished French sauants,
Geoffroy St Hilaire, who, in a memoir read before the
Paris Academy of Sciences, in 1836, said as follows : " The
Abb6 Paramelle's skill in discovering springs rests on the
science of observation, and not on the instinctive movement
of the divining rod. He has acquired by practice such acute-
ness of observation that, after a single and rapid inspection

t L'Eclaireur du Midi, July 1842.
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of the surface of the ground, he can indicate the place and the
depth of any underground sources that may exist. His suc-
cess has been so remarkable as to convince the most incredu-
Ious." Nearly every eye-witness says the same thing. A
journal at Aix says that, " Without any hesitation, and after
a rapid glance, Paramelle at once indicates not only the very
spot where to sink a well, but the depth it will have to be
sunk and the volume of water that will be obtained. AII
this in so laconic and precise a fashion that scepticism van-
ishes." Another journal, Le Rhutenofs, writes on the rgth of
February 1837 : " The Abb6 Paramelle simply looks round,
says, 'Here you will find the spring at such a depth and of
such quantity; it comes in this direction, and the water will
be of such and such a quality' "; and so on, in upwards
of a score of other Press notices which are included in the
chapters XXX. and XXXI. of Paramelle's work. Similar
testimony is borne in the Report of the Commission appointed
by the Academy of Reims already referred to, and in a paper
published in 1835 by the French Socidtd Centrale d'Agriculture
(LVII. Cahier, p. 326).

$ 3. PeneuELLE's Tnronrrs

What then was the secret of Paramelle's method ? This
he has disclosed, or profussed to disclose, in his book, L'Art de
dicouarir les sources. He did not use any form of dowsing-
rod ; he tells us the rod would never turn in his hands, though
he had often tried it, and he regarded the users of the baguette
with undisguised contempt. The hypothesis upon which he
worked, to state it in the most general form, was that under-
ground water behaves precisely like water that,is visible on
the surface of the earth. Just as in the latter case waters
that are precipitated upon the surface of the earth and fail
to penetrate the superficial soil, gather into rivulets and join
streams and rivers, following in their course certain suitable
channels, so must underground wat€rs behave. Thus the
waters which percolate through the upper earth, on reaching
a bed of impermeable rock, will form into little filaments of
water, these will unite into rivulets, which again will join
larger subterranean water courses, and so on until they finally
reach the surface or possibly emerge in the bed of a river or
lake. Throughout their course they will follow hollows,
depressions or folds in the impermeable stratum analogous to
those in which surface waters flow. The position of these
underground channels, our author asserts, can be determined
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by observation of the surface. This branch of his subject
Paramelle explains with much detail, but it will be sufficient
here to give a bare outline of his views.

Subject to certain exceptions, it may be said that he held
the conformation of the surface to correspond in some impor-
tant features with that of an impermeable stratum beneath it.
A valley or longitudinal depression, whether large or small,
marks, he says, the position of an underground stream. In
broad valley bottoms the principal water course will usually
be found on the line of intersection of the sides. Subsidiary
gullies or hollows inrlicate the affiuents. In a fairly level
country, where the depressions can be only slightly marked, he
describes how it is still possible with minute precautions and
by closer observation to detect them. The existence of such
outward signs of hidden streams of water Paramelle attributes
to the natural tendency of the surface to conform to its sup
porting bed, and also to subsidence due to the constant carry-
ing away of matter by the underground current. The quantity
of water likely to be found at a selected point he estimated
from the area drained. The quality of the water he inferred
from the nature of the soil through which it had filtered, and
the depth at which it ran mainly from ordinary geologic data.
Paramelle did not claim that his method was applicable to
the discovery of sheets of underground water or water-logged
strata of wide area, or, one may suppose, to water at a great
depth. The former case, however, he believed to be of very
rare occurrence, and to others, for which his general plan would
be unsuitable, he refers candidly, and suggests several ingenious
considerations.

Paramelle's theories may excite a smile among geologists of
the present day or they may awaken interest or arouse criti-
cism. In any case, his phenomenal success in the location of
underground water needs explanation, even assuming that he
did not discover the more abundant sources found in deep
wells. We believe that the experience he had gained by long
observation in the field, and the instinct he had thus acquired,
accounted for a good deal more than he could rationally
explain. Hence, like the successful dowser of past and present
times, it was his subconscious far more than his conscious
faculties that were concerned in the process of water-finding.
That no mere knowledge of the theories he sets forth in his
book will enable any one to become a second Paramelle is
obvious from the fact that, although his book has been widely
read on the Continent during the last seventy years, no such
renown has been subsequently gained by any Continental
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water-finder, nor by-hydro-geologists anywhere. In short, the
success of Paramelle, in our opinion, was due, as a general
rule, not to a new geological theory but to his,possession of
the very same gift is that owned by the avowed dowser.l

r Reference to most of the contemPorary literature regarding Para-
melle is cited in rhis book L'Art ile dCoouotb les sources (4th edition,
r856). CHAPTER III

DOWSING AND GEOLOGY

L. 'YO study of dowsing would be complete which did not
l\ I consider, however briefly, the general geologicallaws

I \ of water supply and disiribution, and which- did not
ionsider the opiniofj of geologists concerning-.the claims of
dowsers. Nor^would much thai follows be readily understood
without such a discussion.

$ r. Tnr GrorocY oF WATER SUPPTY

The supply of potable water depelid-s almost entirely on rain-
fall; thii'sourc6 of supply, though it may seem insufficient
and inconstant, sufferi irbm neiiher of these defects' The

.r.rrg" annual rainfall in Great Britain is 1!out 39.inches,
and h"as never fallen below about rg inches. But a rainfall of
only r inch per annum, if it cou-td afl be. utilised, would yield
orrJ, ,oo galions per head per day {or th.9 population of the
country.l-The riin sinking into-the soil has to encounter
water-6earing and non-watdr-bearing rogks. Among lhe fo1-

*.r "t" 
poto"o. and permeable rockJ 9Y+ as sand, soft sand-

stone, m'arlstone and- chalk; rocks which are imp-ervi-ous but
which have joints, frssures, and the like, which hold- water,
*ry U" included in this class. Among the non-water-bearing
,o"tr *ry be noted clay, loam, marl, granite and green-

stone.
The former class of rocks become saturated to their full

extent and then throw off any surplus water in the form of
springs. The rain that falls on the latter class of rocks runs
o'ff tf,eir surface into surface streams, collects in pools, or
runs ofi the edges of the impermeable surface. It should
also be observed that there aie definite underground water
courses which are followed, for instance, by rivers in times of
drought. Cases are also known of holes which take water and

1 H. R. Mill, in The Jownal of the Statistiaol, Society (r9o9), lxxii.
294' 

ss
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discharge them elsewhere; thus the water disapp-earing into
the Mallham Tarn Water Sinks comes up through the Aire
Head Springs. There are still further exceptions to the
rule stafed, 6ut these we need not consider.

It is apparent therefore that it would be unnecess-ary.t-o

employ a'dowser in districts the geological formation of which
is k',noirn to fall under either of two heads. On the one hand if
the d.istrict is over porous or Permeable rocks-, water may-readily
be found almost a-nywhere.- On the other hand if the lo-cality
is over non-water-6earing rocks, water can, as a gener-al -rule,
be found only where the impermeable or impervious rocks have
been pierced. In the fornier case the experienced local well-
sinkei can do the work and in the latter recourse must be had
to a geologist, or by pre{erence to an hydro-geologist..

It;i11 b=e observed that a large field is ]eft for the dowser :

the numerous regions in whictr the non-water-bearing rocks
have faults, fi.ssur"es, joints and the like, or are in a decomposed
or shattered conditi6n. In such regions both the well-sinker
and the geologist are often helpless, and can only proceed by a
process 6f guiss-work. We c1n now understand the reason

*hv 
"o 

matw dowsers originate from Somersetshire; it is

beiause this 
-region 

is among the most typical examples -of
the geological c--ondition just- described. It is here that the
dowJer sliould be employed and it is under such conditions
that he has scored some of his most striking successes.

It must not be supposed that the dowser can never be

usefully employed in other circumstances than those we have
discusied. This is not the case, for geologists often make
mistakes. Thus a well on Southampton Common was sunk
to a depth o! r3r7 feet at a cost to the rate-payers-of. dtg,So,
getting a suppty *trkh could only be used for road watering.
it e *-"U of tfri Caledonian Road Prison in London only yielded
a supply of 9oo gallons per hour at a depth of 37o fee-t. Tl"
arteiiari weli at"Chichesler is r,o54 feet-deep and yields only
roo gallons per hour of bad water. These ar-e only..a few
e*amlples, and in fact, as Mr Westlake pointed out, " Even
wherd deep wells are necessary, experience has shown it is

sometimes-advantageous to supplement geological advice by
calling in a dowser, for, though a definite water level may
exist,-the quantity found at a [iven spot is often a matter of
chance: sirch a 6ase I saw recently near Newbury, where the
dowser, Tompkins, had found, at a depth of over roo ft. in the
chalk, so large a supply that steam pumping-gear had- to be
used, whereal in two or three other wells in the neighbour-
hood, with water at about the same hydrostatic level, the
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quantity was much less." !h19ugh9ut this book examples of

"=*i 
t irr" been quoted in which a dowser has succegdeg after

a eeolosist or engineer has failed. Indeed, Mr C' E' De Rance,

" 
E"ofoh.t who inade hydro-geology his own subject, says in a

Lit., tTr"t he would n6t be surprised to learn that the best

slolosists. other than hydro-geologists, were in their success or
io"-it"."* on all fouri with the-dowser ! But as a general

."f" it is true to say that it is in a regton like Somerset that the
dowser is likely tobe most useful and successful'

$ z. Tnr Gror.ocv oF SoMERSET rN RELATIoN To
DowstNc r

ThemineralisedridgeoftheMendipHillsjustabovethe
middle of the county has been the seat ot mmeral dowsmg

.i*" ifr" tirne of Qrieen Elizabeth. The practice was prob-

,Uf" i"tr"auced ini6 Cornwall simultaneously, but has become

orattically extinct for this purpose in both localities. In
5lr""*.tJnii", ho*"r.r, locai co-nditions, favouring the later
.""iltation of the rod to water-findin*, have preserved its use

t6itre present day. The Mendip itself consists of permeable

irf"""ii" rocksjMountain Liniestone on a core of Old Red

sanastone-in which the water for the most p_art sinks to too

sreat a depth to be reached by wells. It is the Secondary r.ocks

irire t" t'he north and sout-h-the Trias, Lias, a''d Oolite-
i;ffit"g *rrrt o" Rance calls a ".s*Irer-Pervi99s " series and
vieldini underground water, which- have determined that
'S"*"i.?t.Uir" 

""a 
not Cornwall shall be the centre of water-

dowsing.--Cfr" ?*o hst (Jurassic), which occupy about half the area

ot iii" ;;"ty;mXy be deicribed as aliernations oJ clays and

ii*";i";;;, itt" t"ha beds being few and subordinate' The

b;1il;;G;ecially in the uppei.part, consist of clays often

of sreai ttiicknesi, alternatin! wiih massive limestones form-
i"g".."r""iit i" *fri"t it is- c5mparatively easy for a Seoloqt-s!

to"predict )vater; although -even 
here,.the limestones berng

*"ti-io".oiidated, srrccesi where quantity is- reqPired may
depend uponthe accidental striking of a water-bearlng hssure'

in the Lo*"t Lias, which forms most of the low-lying arable
land of the county, clays and limestones alternte everyie1
teoioii"ct 

"., "rrd "t" 
Jlik" impermeable, as De Rance indeed

teims the whole formation. !th"r uncovered in the quarries
ih;t rt; seen, however, to be traversed u.y.:t"9F an$ oc3a;

siorial faults, like much-skated-upon ice, which allow of a slow
I This section is by the [ate E' Westlake, F'G'S'
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percolation and the storage of small bodies of water.l There
is no record of any copious supply, and the finding even -of 

a

domestic supply depends on 
-a chance meeting with these

water-bearing 1;,ints-ot which there is no sign at the. surface'
This, which ii ihe geologist's extremity, is the dowser's oppor-
tuniiv: or, in ot[er words, it is not surprising that where

"o*riot 
-..nse ends, the uncommon-sense attributed to the

dowser should be in demand. The water, it is true, is some-

times impure, the fissured character of the formation being
more fav'ourable to pollution near farms or villages than to
ourification. Thus it the town of Somerton the well water
ivas analysed by the Rivers Pollution Commission and found
to be nearly all dangerously polluted.

We may iote, mordover, that dowsing is not carried on on the
Somersetihire moorlands, which comprise the highJying imper-
meable Devonian areas of Exmoor and the Quantocks drained
bv surface streams, and the low-lying alluvial levels debouch-
i;s on the Bristol Channel where water lies near the surface'
Co"rnwail also consists of Palaeozoic clay-slate (" killas ")
with granite and other igneous rocks,- all of which throw off
the witer, except the little that percolates in fissures.

There are two main types of underground water-wh-at
mav be termed bed-watei, or seepage, filtering through the
oor"es of beds : and fissure-water, oi drainage, flowing through
th.ir ioirtr. The first type characterises permeable beds, the
.""ord the impermeable. 

- 
To the latter condition the consoli-

dation due to ages tends to bring all the aqueous-rocks; all
the igneous are io from the time of cooling: such rocls are

.".rr lt the Palaeozoic of Cornwall, Wales, the Lake district,
etc.r

Bed-water is the more usual form, in the sense of being the
one most met with in the populated lowlands. But as we
oass from the looser rocks in-thi south-eastern counties to the
irror" .orr.olidated in the west, the proportion of fissure-water
increases, till in the mountains there is nothing else. Tending

I Water not only sinks through the Lias but vrses through it as in
the springs of Bath and Cheltenham.

I Ain ill"ustration from Llanelly is furnished by Ml J. F' Yo-ung, who
savs in a letter: " In the Coal-Measures exposed in a new dock near
h"i" rrr*"tors springs have been intersected, issuing with considerable
iti"" tttorrgh fiisur*es in the rock, some-of which were horizontal
whilst otheri were vertical. In a new coal pit they are sinking near
mv residence I noticed the same thing, showing beyond dispute that
uriderground water in this and simila"r-districts d,oes circulate through
fissure"s, or follows the dip of the strata, and that intervening portions
at somi distance below ihe surface may be quite dry."
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to keep in compartments, it is difficult for a geologist to predict
its level, and still more its exact place or quantity. In these
Palaeozoic districts, however, surface water is usually abun-
dant and good, and the dowser is superfluous; and so also in
the Tertiary where the rocks hold only bed-water. His happy
hunting ground lies therefore, as we have seen, in the inter-
mediate conditions of the Secondary rocks, such as exist in
Somersetshire.

g 3. Tnr ExprnruBNr or DR W. J. Sorres

In view of these facts and in view of the numerous suc-
cesses recorded of dowsers it is surely extraordinary that no
British geologist or geological body (beyond those experiments
instigated by students of dowsing) has thought it worth while
to make a serious investigation into the subject. This being
the case the Society for Psychical Research requested Pro-
fessor Sollas, one of the most eminent geologists living, to under-
take, at its own expense, a simple experiment. This was done
and the results described by Professor Sollas.l The experiment,
in brief, was this: On a field at Locking the dowser Thomas
Young was asked to, and did, indicate two spots, one at which
water would be found and one at which no water would be
found. Professor Sollas, on the other hand, stated that
water would or would not be found in both wells alike. The
wells were duly sunk, Professor Sollas reported, to a depth of
zg teet, and, he said, equal quantities were found in each.
On the strength of this Professor Sollas triumphantly declared
the dowser's pretentions to have been exploded. Unfortun-
ately, however, for this claim, when Mr E. R. Pease examined
the wells he found that the well in which the dowser declared
water would be found was " a mere hole some ro ft. deep,
whilst the-well was a carefully-timbered shaft z4 ft. in depth."
Thus Professor Sollas's conclusion is quite unjustified, since
the conditions under which the wells were sunk were unequal.
Mr Pease writes that he " cannot feel his [Professor Sollas's]
complete confidence in the conclusive nature of the experi-
ment; " an opinion from which, we imagine, few would be
disposed to dissent. We are, of course, far from claiming
that the experiment was completely successful from the point
of view oI the dowser, but simply that it was inconclusive.

r " Report on Wells Sunk at Locking, Somerset, to Test the alleged
Power oI the Divining Rod," Proaeedings of the Brislol Naturalists'
Soaiet4t (1882-5), n.s., iv. 116-125.
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$ 4. DowsrNc rw GBorocrcer- Wonxs

This is a subject very easily disposed of. There are maxy
woiks of a geological and of a fointty geological and engineering
nature dev"otedio water supply. The very great majority of
these works do not so much as mention dowsing'r I-hose

writers who do refer to the matter do so generally only to
condemn,2 or to damn with faint praise.! Among sLr' stantial
;ri; published in recent years 

-there 
is. onlY on9 in which

do*sir,! is discussed at any-length an-d with kaowledge : the
admira[le treatise by E. A. Martel.. In a smaller book occurs

tfri. p"..r*e : " Wh"en doubt exists as to whether sinking will
vi"ta'wat&, or when great depths may have to be sunk, the
!"i"i.". of a water diviner are iery useful. Water divining is a

eift : and very few practise this art and some of these are not
i"i"'rt". on ihe wfrole however much reliance can be placed

on a first-class man." 6

S 5. GBoTocICAL CRITICISM oF Dowstt'tc

It mightbe supposed,whenviewingthis strong bodyo{ opilion
on-the [art of gebtogitts against dowsing, that-there is a.clear
seolosiial case"agaiirst dowsing. It is true that a geologist
irigt i be disposed to dismiss the whole matter at a.glance

beJause of the absurd opinions held with great determination
bv the dowsers themseives regarding the underground dis-
tiibution of water. The dowser with the utmost assurance

io""t". a spring on a particular spot, and gives its exact.9:ptl'
io-, foot and 

"its yieid of waterl and then probably will tell
you there is another spring a few feet further ofi, perhaps at a
iery different depth, 6ut that between no water will be found'
di,"b"titg his iiterpretations on the indications of the rod,
he'will co"nfidently aisert that under his feet an underground
river exists, yielding so many gallons per hour. pY the same

-""rrt he wiil profdss to asceriain the direction in which the

t See for instance among modern works those in the BibliogllPhy
undei Engels, Flinn, Hod=son, Isler, Jefiery, Parker, Prinz, Uren,
Water Supply Manual.

;-i.g., b. 6. eo."t"r, L'Arl ile-ilCcouutit les sources-(znd ed',.r9o5)'
pp. i+ili s+ ; E. Bailey-D entot, The Water Supply and Seweroge (r9or)'
'pb:. sz'-ltii tvl. l. ruiter, Domestic Woter Suppli!-s (r9rz), Pp' 48-50;
'do.d,lo-ff"rris, Watu Supply (r8ss), P' 8 ; A. B. Thompson, Emetgenoy
Water SuPPlies (tgz4), PP. 3-4., E.g.,T. F. cMlo;; Lis Eair lgytena:nerlrtd d.: r8r3), pp. z-5;
H. B. Woo<iward, The Geology oJ WaterSupfly (rgto), PP' 23y242'

. Nouaeau traitC des eauu soutefiaines (r9zr), PP. 743-754.I F. N. Taylor, Small Wotcr Supplies lrgrzj, 9. z3-
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imaeinarv river is running, and give you its depth below the

surflce. 
-Hard by he will trace other invisible streams, and

toifo*-ifr.* to their source, maintaining that a perfectl-y dry
rock or sub-soil separates the underground water' A lot ot

it ir ii ridiculous tt ttre geologist. Thus the Rev' Osmond

Fi.h;, an authority on thls subject, writes in a letter: " It

"or""i. 
to me thatihe assumption which underlies the belief

iriiU" ai"i"ing rod is erroneoui. It is only under exceptional

circumstances, as among crystalline rocks, or where the strata
;;;;;"h disturbed, thi't underground water runs in channels

titl water in a pipe so that a person can say, 'I am now

sianding over a spring,'whereas a few paces off he was not over

;;:--\,'ft,"ii. "iu.d. spring, such a! is reached in a well, is
iii.lty 

"- 
*iaay extendid iater-saturated stratum. Ordin-

arilv 
-where 

water can be reached by a well, there are few

.""it i" it. neiehbourhood where a well would not find it"'
fr""" ."."ihat this is true ; but it is unfortunate' from

tfre point of view of the geologi^st,-that these absurd statements

of tie dowser are oftei ver"ified, that when the dowser has

;i.i; tt "f ttt"." 
is an underground flow, there- has in fact

6L"" oii"" found a fissure in ihe hard rock, and so on' . As

;ilh;;;;;r"gi""t writer has well said: "./ priori gonclusiolts
seem to ine a"bsurd and unscientific, whether put forw-a-rd Dy

it"-ir"sia"nt of the Royal society, or by a village cobbler."

iir"." "t" 
the words of ifr T. V. Holmes, a -past 

president of

the Geologists' Association of London, and one ot the rew

n"ofosittt "*ell-informed as regards dowsing' This gentl-eman

;t"eGd , nu*U"r of successei of dowsers and concluded that
ifr"i"-*"." a few undoubtedly genuine cases of this nature.

H; ;; not willing, however,-to admit that the dowser pos-

sessed "ty sup"tt6rmal faculty, ascribing his successes to a

*ri".ffoGty'developed instinct and eye ,for the tolll-tl'
This criticiim is not a geological one, but ample evrdence

*iiiu" p"t forward to sf,ow lhat a" ey-e-fgr- the country is

t"i tioti being the portmanteau theory Mr Holmes suPPoses

it to be.
Thus the interesting fact is revealed that there is no-geolo-

Siff"il whatever to"be set against the claims of the dowser.

in other words, there is no a piiori reason why,-assuming. that
his record of successes is as great as that of the geologist' a
dowser should not be employed for the finding of water. as

*taliy as a geological expert. It must not be supposed that

" 
g*66.1 iJ nevEr able io correct the dowser' On the con-

triw, ifr." the dowser has found the water,, the g-eologist

it ,ii"y= ready to explain how it was done and how he him-
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self could have done it. But apart from such wisdom after
the event, the geologist is in fact often able to show that
there was nothing supernormal in the dowser's discovery of
water. He is able to show, for instance, that water would
have been found anywhere in the neighbourhood of the spot
indicated by the dowser, since the locality rests on a water-
bearing rock. For this reason a great many of the cases
collected by Sir William Barrett were submitted to a com-
petent geologist: G. A. J. Cole, T. V. Holmes, J. R. Kilroe,
G. H. Kinahan or E. Westlake. No case rejected by onE of
these gentlemen on the grounds stated has been included in
this volume.

When a number of geologists were requested to state their
opinion of dowsing and to describe any case of failure which
they had come across, many general criticisms of the nature
described were received. Others stated that they knew of many
failures, but failed to reply when asked for particulars. One
geologist, however, did give some details. Mr J. H. Blake,
F.G.S., replied that so far as he knew the dowser was never
successfullnd that in his opinion " those who profess to find
water by means of the divining rod, and receive money for
their erroneous information, ought to be prosecuted for
fraud, ." This temperate expression of opinion could be
ignored, but Mr. Blake went on to quote two specific instances
of failure on the part of a dowser. These cases were investi-
gated, with the following result.

Mr Blake states that " the owner of The Hollies, Burghfield,
near Reading, called upon me, and stated that her tenant-a
General, who believed in the divining rod-had employed a
well-known divining rod man, who went over the ground, and
told him water would be found at about 4o feet beneath the
surface. After making some calculations, I in{ormed the
owner that no water would be met with until the basement
bed of the London clay was reached, which at the site of the
house would be about r83 feet beneath the surface. This
information was communicated to the General, who shortly
afterwards called upon me, when I explained to him how I
arrived at my conclusions, and that the divining rod business
was absolute nonsense ! I advised a boring to be made, which
was completed a few days ago, and no water was met with
until the water-bearing basement bed of the London clay was
reachedatadepthof rgofeetfrom the surface." On inquiry
it was found that the General in question was General L. Buck,
of " The Hollies," Mortimer, Berks. This gentleman replied
that the dowser employed was one of the young Mrtllins'
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that the depth he had estimated was not 4o ft. but 7o-8o ft. ;
that the depth estimated by Mr Blake was 186 feet ; and that
water was actually found at zro feet. This therefore was un-
doubtedly a failure of the dowser, even though the geologist
had been out about tzo/o in his calculation, and, as General
Buck adds, " No doubt I should have found water at that
depthat the place pointed ou+ bythe diviner, as I was aware
that if I went deep enough I should get water."

The other case of failure mentioned by Mr Blake, he de-
scribed thus: " The late W. J. Palmer, of the Biscuit Factory,
Reading, wanting a water supply at Kingwood House, Lam-
bourn, Berkshire, employed a divining rod man, who walked
over the ground and stated water would be found at a few
feet beneath the surface over a certain area which he pointed
out. I was a{terwards consulted, and having inspected the
site, and made some calculations, informed Mr Palmer that
no water would be met with until the plane of saturation in the
chalk was reached, which at the locality mentioned would be
about 3oo feet from the surface of the ground. Mr Palmer
then decided to have a well dug, six feet in diameter, which
was carried out by a man I know very well, and who supplied
me with all particulars, and no water was found until the plane
of saturation in the chalk was reached at about the depth I
stated. This well was sunk in ;8gz." In another letter of
Mr Blake's he adds that : " The Palmers are no longer be-
lievers in the divining rod, but strong believers in Geology
and Hydro-geology."

Owing to the death of Mr W. J. Palmer it was unfortun-
ately impossible to obtain direct confirmation or denial of
Mr Blake's statements. It is interesting to note, however,
with regard to Mr Blake's last-quoted observation, that the
following reply was received to an inquiry addressed to Mr
G. W. Palmer: " In reply to your letter, I write to say you
have been entirely misinformed; rny experience with the
divining rod has, I am glad to say, been eminently satisfactory. "
It will be seen that the facts upon which Mr Blake based
his position hardly justify so decided a parti-pris.

$ 6. Gnorocrcar OprNroN ru FavouR oF Dowsrxc

- It is not to be supposed that no geologist approves of dow-
sing. That is far from being the case. Sir erihiUald Geikie,
the greatest geologist of modern times, wrote that while he
was not yet convinced of the truth of dowsing, the evidence
was so striking that he was keeping his mind open. Mr

I-
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Whitaker, who succeeded Geikie as President of the G-e-olodcal

#i;;;, i;r. 
"p 

. .itnii"t 'itit"at' - J' R' Kilroe' G' {-' K1n-a-

il."iii.itir lf tf," Ititr, ceological Sirv-ey)' Ernest-Westlake

ffit iil"h;; il,r. H.'Ei"* lFiesident of ihe Irish Geological

S;;"tri, 
-"ji 

r,"rp"a Si. vi'itti"rn Bar,rett's researches v-ery

#;iJliy ui^"tlti"i.i.i tt" cases collected bv him; thev

were all n.m uetieveis^i"" ;;;G. r. v. Holmes (President

"?i[" C";f"Sfi 
-Society), 

while 
-not.accepting.all the claim_s

of the dowser, granted" tire possibility of finding -yatgr Sr
i"*.lrg. 

- 
ri""u"y, ""J *ott' interesiine of all' Mr J' D'

Envs (President of tf,"-n"y"i Geoio$cat"society of Cornwall)

#J"ilt#ii;"J;;;;;,-,ia nu' discribed his experiences'

It wiU thus be ,""r, itlt *i'it"mott.geologists.are as opposed

;; i&;iil as they are ignorant of ils,facts' there are some'

;;i;h;;;'"*ong it. *olt eminent, whose greater knowledge

of the phenomena h;;;;;";t;rily convert"d th"* to a belief

in them.

i

PART II
EXPERIMENTAL

CHAPTER IV

THREE NOTABLE EXPERIMENTS IN DOWSING

$ r. Tnr Honsnau ExPrnrunNr

-tIR HENRY HARBEN, the owner of Warnham Lodge,

\ an estate near Horsham in Sussex, found there was a
l. f scarcity of water on his property. To remedy this
ierious defect he called in the aid of an experienced local
well-sinker and, at his advice, had a well sunk some 9o feet
deep (well A on Fig. r5). From this,well he got little.water,
indeed, in his own words, it was " absolutely useless." Accord-
ingly the services of another well-sinker were secured and
another well (well C) was sunk, in an adjoining field some
zoo yarcls off. 

'This 
was at the lowest part of the estate and

at 5! feet down a small spring was met running into the- well ;

the quantity was so smalllhat the supply was quite insufficient.
Hiving spent a considerable sum uselessly in sinlring these

two wells-, Sir Henry Harben was advised to employ the famous
dowser John Mullins, whose achievements at Waterford will
be recoided below. This he distinctly refused to do as he
utterly disbelieved in him. On the contrary he determined
to obiain from London the highest engineering and geological
advice. His position as one of the directors of the New River
Company and his ample means rendered this comparatively
easy. Acting under iuch advice another well (well E)_ w"s
sunk not far fiom well A, the first one. This well was of large
dimensions and sunk to nearly too feet, with, however, little
result as regards water; tunnels were then driven in various
directions, and finally, after drooo had been spent on this last
attempt-made under the best scientific advice and with the
most modern and approved engineering methods-the well
B was abandoned.

Now, as a last resort, Sir Henry agreed to call in Mullins,
65
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who came shortly before his death. To prevent his gaining
any local information Sir Henry met him at the railway station
and drove him to Warnham Lodge, four miles distant. Mul-
lins said it was his first visit to that part of Sussex, and there
is no reason to think otherwise. Arrived at Warnham Lodge,
Mullins traversed the estate accompanied by the bailiff and the
head gardener, who superintended the work of the well sink-
ing. He said that there was no water where wells A and C

were situated, unless an immense depth were bored. As he
came near well C, into which it will be remembered a small
spring was running, Mullins was narrowly observed. Only
Slr Henry Harben and the well-sinker knew the exact direc-
tion of the streamlet, and no hint of any kind was given,
or could have been given, to Mullins. Suddenly the rod
turned:

" There is a small stream here," he said, " flowing in this
direction." The direction he indicated was absolutely cor-
rect.

Multins then said that the depth of the well was between
5o feet and 6o feet, the actual depth being 55 feet. Dis-
satisfied with the small supply in this well, Mullins proposed
to try the higher ground. From this it was attempted to
dissuade him, as that part had been examined and rejected
by the scientific experts.

" Never mind," said Mullins, " I am going to try it."
Towards the top of the hill the rod turned vigorously, anrl

the spot was marked; 3o feet further on, absolutely on the
crest of the hiil and the highest point on the estate, it turned
again.

" Call this No. r," said Mullins. Twenty feet further it
turned again. " Call this No. 2," Mullins went on, " and the
first No. 3."

One of the men then remarked that water doubtless existed
everywhere at a certain depth beneath the hill. Mullins
tried carefully and said: " No. Nos. r and z are independent
springs, there is no \,vater between them, but you will finci
plenty of water at either of these places at rz feet or r5 feet
deep."

Mullins was then taken across the road to find a well for
the supply of some cottages on the estate, about zJo feet dis-
tant from the last spots; he found a place where he said
water would be obtained at a depth of about 4o feet. Here
a well was subsequently dug, and at 35 feet deep a good spring
was found. The water, however, was found to be chalybeate
and the well was accordingly filled up. Mullins had indicated
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at the same time another place for a well, 75 f eet distant-from
No. z spot and some little distance from the cottages' - Upon

sinking here, water was found in sufficient quantity for the
requir6ment of the cottages- (ryeIl C;..- -tne 

ipots Mullins had mlarkrjd as springs Nos. r and.z on the
crest o{ihe hill were then dry; soon a compact sandstone was

encountered and after sinking at each spot to a depth of v f.eet

from the surface, a copious supply of excellent water was

suddenlv met (wells E ind F). - At No. 3 a good sqring^w-as

"f* io"""a at i9 feet down (well D). To the surprise of Sir
Henrv, Mullins had proved right in each case.-- 

Siirr""ty Harben, fortunately-f{'r-our inquiry' then decided

to go to the expense of testing Mullins's assertions, contrary
iL ?U geologicai probability, that no water would be found
Letweeir weils E ind F. By means of a powerful pump- he

t 
"a 

o"" of the wells pumped nearly dty ; - 
the water level.in

the other was unafiettedl However, io leave no room for
ao"ut, sir Henry went to the further expense of tunnelling the
intermediat e zo- feel from the bottom of well E to the bottom
of well F. No water was found between the two wells, the
intermediate formation being dry. still further verification o{
Mullins's statement was oLtained later when, in order to
i"" tt " water from the wells to the pumping house, which
is on lower ground (near well A) a trenCh was sunk to within a
foot of the 6ottom bt tt e wells'E and F. It was then carried
85 yards to the north of well E, ,+ yards from E an offset,
S"vards lons, connects the z inch water pipe, which was laid
inih" trenc]h, to the well D. These varioui trenches were all
dry to the bottom and no springs were intersected, except the
one supplying well D.1

Wriiiig on-the 8th of April r897--Sir Henry--adds another
illustratio'n of Mullins's ability. " He was walking with me

io*"ta. my Farm Buildings [marked Home Farm on the m-ap]

iiyi"g his iod occasionallli; when he came to the spot marked
;ith;" asterisk [see rig]it-hand side of mapl, he stopped and

said that here was anotf,er spring. I told him there was a well
in the neighbourhood. Mulins then sai4, 'I shall be abfe.to
t"ti yo" rihereabouts it is.' He walked to and fro with his

rod ind said, 'The spring runs that way, and the well is- prob-
ablv behind th"t chi*r,ey ' [well H]. This was perfectly-cor-
i""i ;- a w"lt with pump attiched was in an outhouse behind

ifr" prr* building.' Ttiere was no possibility of Mullins seeing

r Tbe foregoing account wa! compiled from information supplied
bw Sir Henrv'Haiben and veritred on-the spot by Sir William Barrett,
einest Wesilake, F.G.S., and T' Y. Holmes, F'G'S'
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the well or pump, as it was entirely out of sight and in a closed
building; nor had he left my side to make any inquiries.
We had not yet verified his other predictions and this incident,
together with his discovery of the direction of the spring
running into the well C, and the depth of that we1l, impressed
me much."

To make this case one of the most valuable in our records
it only remained to secure gological opinion in order to discover
whether the dowser's success could be attributed to some
simple geological feature. For this purpose Mr E. Westlake,
F.G.S., a very able geologist and anthropologist, visited the
spot. He confirmed the facts put before him, even added a
few details, and his report was wholly to the effect that Mul-
lins's achievement was of a supernormal nature. Further
application was then made to Mr T. V. Holmes, F.G.S., the
Plesident of the Geologists' Association for r889-9o, who had
read a paper on the dowsing-rod before the Anthropological
Institutl in 1897.1 This gentleman went to a great deal of
trouble to investigate geologically a number of successes in
dowsing, the present case amongst them; on this he reported
as follows.

" The position of Warnham Lodge is not shown on the old
Ordnance map on which the geological surveyors worked, but
it evidently stands where the words ' Lit. Mays 'appear on thlt
map, about a mile N.W. of the village of Warnham, which is
about z| miles N.W. of Horsham. Horsham stands on the
Tunbridge Wells Sand of the Hastings Beds, while Warnham
and Warnham Lodge are both on the overlying formation
known as the Weald Clay, as the great bulk of it consists of clay.
Topley, in the 'Geological Survey Memoir on the Weald
Distriit ' e (p. ror), gives a section of a 'well at Warnham, near
Horsham.'

Bluish clay
Red sandstone
Bluish clay
Red sandstone
BIue clay
Hardened blue clay
BIue clay
Water-bearing bed

r " On the Evidence for the Efficacy of the Diviner and his Rod
in the Search for Water," Journal of fhe (Royat) Anthropologiaal Insti'
tute (r8g7l, xxvii. 233-259.I [William Topley, fhe Geology of the Weold (t8ZS)].

ft. in.
7o

9
200

8
r57
26

316
IO
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Blue clay
Hard sandy clay
Blue clay, iith fragments of other [or-

mation (?)l
Red clay, wilh fragments of red sand-

stone (?)

ft. in
350
3o

270
oB

:52_:

Topley notes (p. 396) that of 97 towns 
"r,6 

villages on the
Hastingi neas (wtri6tr'consist of alternations of sands and

clays, n-either decidedly predominating as.regards the area they
coier), 79 are on sandy sites. To obtain a water -sypply by
*""rr.'of shaltow weili and pumps has been the chief cause

of this selection, ctay yielding no water. In the Weald Clay
district, the most important of ttre subordinate beds of stone
is the Horsham Stone, on which the village of Warnham and

Warnham Court stand. The presence of one of these beds of
stone, where it attains a thicknlss of a few feet, will be m,arked

bv th! existence of a ridge, which will make higher ground than
tliat where the surface 6eds are almost wholly clay. As water
supply in such a district depends so largefy on the presence

of'these beds of stone, the dowser naturally has a keen eye

for the elevated ground, and wil,l, go there, to the horror of his
backers at first, ind to the enormbus increase of their wonder
at his powers, when a weil is successfully sunk at the top of a
hill, afler failures down below.

There are signs of the presence of a bed of stone on the
high ground ihere Warnham Lodge- and farm buildings
stind,"and Topley mentions (p. ro+) a-bed of sand and sand-
stohe ranging 6y Hurst Hill, Gearin gis, Littl,e May's, Charman's,
and othei sploti to Rudgwick, which is evidently the stone in
question. fuhether in Yorkshire, Sussex, -or- 

anyw\ere else,

*h"t" beds of stone alternate with others of clay or shale, the
high ground is composed of the beds o{ stone, and the lower
ofihJshales, and tfie former are waterbearing,the latter-not'

I do not wonder that the non-dowsing advisers ignored the
surface stone bed, and thought of (I suppose) goin-g down to
the Horsham Stone, or even the Tunbridge Wells Sand; 9r,
perhaps, of tapping a sufficient number of waterbearing
t"dt, which inaiviarla1y insignificant might collectively Prove
suffiiient, and be free {iom possible dangers arising.from sur-
face pollution-dangers by no means uncommon rn slmllar
c"s"s] The dowser'J trit nipt is to find water, and to find it as
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near the surface as possible; he has no further responsibility.
But the geologist who should recommend water from a source
easily polluted, and which gave rise to disease in persons using
it, would be deemed to have shown a most culpable reckless-
ness-at the very least.

However, the dowser in this case, after 'blasting and sink-
ing' in hard limestone [or, rather, sandstone], obtained a
supply of water at a depth o!.tzfeet, at spots known as E and
F, and at 19 feet at D (p. rr9), all these wells being only a few
yards apart. The dowser, however, insisted that no water
would be found between wells E and F, as 'both were inde-
pendent springs.' One of the wells was pumped nearly dry,
and the water-leve1 in the other was unafiected. But this
merely showed that there were no lines of bedding or jointing
giving an easy passage to the water between the two wells.
And the water from the stone for some distance around having
been collected into the two wells, the space between them was
likely to be a spot comparatively free from water. Of course,
ultimately, a well midway between E and F would have become
as full of water as they were. But the days necessary for this
to take place, in the absence of a good system of jointing, were
not allowed, but a tunnel was at once made connecting the wells
E and F, and ensuring a better supply than could otherwise be
obtained.

This stone was evidently an extremely hard and compact
rock, very much more so than the chalk, but the best illus-
tration I can think of to show the difference between the
restricted circulation of water in jointed rocks, and its free
percolation in gravel and sand is from the chalk.

In the Essex Naturalist, Vol. I., p. 254 (rBB7) there is a
brief account of some ' chalk wells'in Buckinghamshire. These
chalk wells were situated at a tile works, and consisted of
some five or six shafts, about 7o ft. deep, which after piercing
through the surface beds, entered the chalk to a depth of about
6 ft., and then widened out into bell-shaped chambers. The
object of their makers was to obtain chalk for lime from the
ground beneath the limited area of the tile works. The chalk
being locally full of water almost to the top, these chambers
were hollowed out as near the top of the chalk as possible.
After a considerable amount of chalk had been removed from
one of these chambers, it would become unpleasantly wet,
and would ultimately be abandoned and another shaft sunk,
and so on. The important point is that these chambers
became unpleasantly wet only after some time had elapsed,
though for their size, as compared with that of a mere well,
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thev must have been comparatively far more likely to b-9

.""!aifv nooa"a. I have nt doubt 
-that 

the Warnham well
;:i;;.; E and F would eventually have had water in it, had

."m.i""t time been allowed, just as in the case of the chalk

"t 
rr"U"r, at the tile works. That Muflins fixed upon the spot

*ia*"y between two wells 
-as-a {ry place, seems to me gipdV

caused"bv his experience of the b6hiviour of water in jointed

rocks, ,rot .t showing the veracity of his sensations"'--i"ii. 
"riticism 

is le-ss helpful than that sometimes put-for-
*"ra- bv seologists. It shloutd be noted, in the first place'

that th6 ';explination " suggested by Mr Holm-es Presupposes
ifr.i lt"Ui"s fiad not only loiil knowlidge, but also a geological

["o*f"ag" of the locality. This is in thehighest degreeimprot-
able, sin"ce so far as Iocal persons knew (and, -incidentally'
.i"oiaing to his own statement) he had never been in that

""infrto,ittooa. 
Mullins, moreover, was well known to have

neier troubled himself in the least about gaining the advantage

l; b; derived from even an elementary acquaintance with
seolosical facts. However, granting even this point, as not
Bei"s"positively incontrovertible, there remains the fact that

"i-W"i"t 
rr" p"ark there was absolutely nothing in the surface

"l tt " sround to indicate which was stone and which was

W""ii C"fry. The hill and its slopes,.as well as the rest of the
eround, liere covered with vegetation, under which was a
it i"t f"""r of alluvial soil. Moreover the water found, though
i;;;ihallow well, is an excellent, abundant and perennial

i"ppfv. If its discovery was so very obvious as Mr Holmes

,iE["iat, whv did not thl experiencedlocal well-sinkers and the
'eminent authorities who were consulted-aided as they were

by geological maps and geological advice-indicate the fact to
Sirft."r:V Harben and lave-him the fruitless expenditure o{

over drooo ?

In "a later communication Mr Holmes admits this point,
*ritins : " As you say, there is no evidence of stone on the
.ort."E, but that would not matter to the dowser. He would
i"", ,. i ."*, that there \ilas a ridge capped-by stone.of some

roii tt"t., i.e.,by something harder than clay,ruhich.*:qd
L" 

"roogh 
for' hii Purpose. 

- And the information which he

*o"fa iievitably gittit from Mr Harben [as he then was]

.rd oth"rt wouid"suffice without asking many questions'"
-- No*, it is surely an affectation for an eminent geologist

to sav ihrt 
"r, 

illitlrate dowser would be able to discern any
Urta'ot geological trace as well as he. Moreover, how could
MrUi"" ft onu"th.t the ridge was " capped by st-one of some

sort," when Mr Holmes himself states that " there was no
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evidence of stone on the surface " ? As for the other point:
Sir Henry and the men who followed Mullins round 1 cate-
gorically deny that they gave any hints of any kind.- To return to the matter with which Mr Holmes makes most
plav, the absence of water between wells E and F. It need

t nly be said that Mr Holmes wrote his report before he k1ery
of ihe various trenches dug from point to point as described
above; the fact that these trenches were dug completely
answers his objections-though this is in any case only a

subsidiary point.
Here, ihen, we have a case in which, after costly failures

on the part of orthodox authorities, the dowser, without a

single error, indicated several spots at which water was to
be 

-found; indicated, moreover, places in which no water
would be found; all his assertions being elaborately tested
and triumphantly vindicated.z

$ z. Tnr Werrnronn ExPBnruBNr

This case is one of the strongest we possess. Attention was
first drawn to it in r8gr by a letter from Mr W. Christie-Miller,
the proprietor of Messrs Richardson's bacon-,curing w-orklat
Wattrford in Ireland, the scene of the events to be related. The
details provided were, however, somewhat scanty and the
remarkable aspects of the matter escaped attention. Some

time later IAr j. n. Kilroe, of the Geological Survey of lreland,
whose report on the Carrigoona experiment -will.-be ^q"91"9in the n&t section, came across a case the details of which
were found on examination to correspond with the incidents
related by Mr Christie-Miller, who was then found to be the
proprietoi of Messrs Richardson's factory. fnterest was now
aroused and it was decided to investigate the matter.

It is common ground thit in all investigations 4epending
on evidence human testimony has been found to be a very
unreliable quantity. We are fortunate thereJore in possessing
in this case-not only the accounts given by the principals, and
also independent r-eports based on answers to__inquiries,- but
contempdrary documents. The report of Mr Kilroe has been
already meniioned; it is as follows and dated the z3rd of

1 It is an important point to be noted that nearly always the dowsgr
takes the lead and is-Jol,loweil, by the assistants, thus obviating the
possibility of their giving any indications.- r In a-letter aate-a tfre 3oih of January r9o5, Sir Henry Harben
states that since the above experiments he had occasion to em-ploy
one of John Mullins's sons, who was successful in findin-g water both
for Sir Henry and at Sachel Court, nine miles from Horsham.
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January rBgT : " In or about the year 1888, Messrs Richard-
ion, bicon- curers, of Waterford, required a considerable
water supply and got professional advice, baqed upol geological
groundsf as to where to obtain it by sinking. The_-amount
procured on sinking proved entirely insuffi.cient. This was
Surface water, and when the rock was reached it proved
quite dry, giving a worse rather than a better prosp-ect as the
sinking progressea. The strata at the place are nearly vertical
and the bedding much folded.

An English 'diviner' was engaged, and to hinder collu-
sion, the chief clerk of the firm met him at the boat on
arrival at Waterford; who also brought him to the works.
There the diviner was accompanied by the head of the firm
and his staff of clerks, as he went around the premises. He
carried in his two hands a forked hazel twig, holding a branch
of the fork in each hand, the stem extending from him in front
horizontally. He almost immediately came to a _spot ove-r

which the iod bent slightly and quite spontaneously, as well
as could be observed. This spot was marked and the search
continued. Similar indications appeared at two or three other
places. At one, the effect was so manifest that the rod twisted
iompletely round and broke /-also of its own ac-cord. (The
man had several of these rods with him.) The firm sank at
one of the places indicated and obtained a copious supply of
water.

Mr Budd, a local amateur geologist, ascertained the above
particulars and communicated all to Mr Clark, of the Irish
Survey, who gave them to me."

Thii account being only at third-hand it was natural to sup-
pose that at the least many details must ha-ve 9isappea-red on
?he way. Application was accordingly made direct to Messrs
Richardson, who replied very courteously and, after some
preliminary correspondence, sent the following memorandum on
the znd of-Februaiy ;8g7l. " In the year rBB7, we received an
estimate for boring a zf-inch artesian bore from John Hender-
derson and Son, Glasgow. He started to bore on the r8th May,
rBB7, with jumper steel drills. The first r$ feet was- cla-y,
the-followiis ,i feet was slaty sandstone, after which the
rock became harder with the result that the rate of boring
slowed, varying from z to 5 feet per day. When 

-going 
thr-ough

extremely 6ard rock, they bored (on Monday, the- r8-th June,
r8B7) only 4 inches. We continued boring un-til-wetad reached
a aeittr ot'zgz feet, after which we widened the bore for roo
feet io allow a pump to be lowered, but the yield was not
sufficient to justifyourgoing deeper, so relinquished this bore.
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We next started to bore, in rBB8, a 7-inch bore hole at the
bottom of a well 6z feet deep. This bore was executed by the
Diamond Rock Boring Co., of London, and was bored by a
revolving tube 7 inches in diameter having black diamonds
set in a nose piece fastened to bottom of tube. We bored 6rz
feet with this size tube and then reduced to 6 inches and with
the 6-inch tube bored 337 f.eet 7 inches, making a total depth
bored of g4g Leet 7 inches from the bottom of well, and from
the gtound level of r,ott feet 7 inches. We had, during the
process of boring, tested at intervals for yield of water but
with no satisfactory result. We again tested at r,orr f.eet J
inches, and again failure, so relinquished this bore.

We then asked Mr Kinahan to come down*which he did,
and suggested a spot to bore. This bore we started with a

4-inch tube diamond drill, and bored 4o feet through yellow
sandstone when we came on blue slate for 8 inches ; we then
stopped and wired Mr Kinahan what we ought to do. In the
interval we tested for water ;-result, e3o gallons per hour,
not one-tenth part of what we required. Mr Kinahan advised
going on again. Went on rr feet more, tested again, with
the yield r8o gallons per hour, a loss of 5o gallons ; wired Mr
Kinahan again;-reply, grve up boring-which we did;-
another failure.

We then sent for John Mu1lins, the water diviner. He
suggested that we put down a bore on a marked out line,
which we did, with the result that we have an ample supply.
See below (Fig. 16) for rough plan of wells."

These particulars are obviously of great interest and eviden-
tial value and it therefore became important to secure con-
cordant testimony and geological opinion. This was fortun-
ately available ; the gentleman referred to in Messrs Richard-
son'smemorandum was Mr G. H. Kinahan, at that time senior
geologist to the Irish Geological Survey.l Now, the Mr Clark
mentioned in Mr Kilroe's report, at the same time as he passed
on his information to Mr Kilroe, mentioned the fact that he
was doing so to Mr Kinahan. This gentleman accordingly
wrote direct to Sir William Barrett while Messrs Richardson's
reply was being awaited. Mr Kinahan, it appears, had made
contemporary notes and preserved the correspondence relating
to the case, which is of the greatest importance. His letter,
of the zgth of January 1897, is as follows: " I am glad to
learn through Mr Clark that you are taking up the Divining

r Author ol A Hanily-Booh of Rooh Names (r8ZS) ; Manual of the
Geology of lrclanil, (1878) ; Valleys and, their Relation to Fissures, Frac-
tures and, Faults (1875); etc.
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Rod question. I, therefore, through him, send you a rather
intereiting case. These letters [which follow] I give s9!9ly
up to you, and you are at liberty to use them as you like.
I-shouid, however, let you know how I was connected with
them. A bacon firm in Waterford (Messrs Denny and Co.)
were looking for water, and their trials were unsatisfactory.
My friend, ihe late Mr James Budd, advised them to_ apply
to me. This they did, and as their case was a simple one,
I easily put them right. Then another fi.rm, Messrs Richard-
son's, was in a similar predicament ;-they had a water supply,
but not sufficient. They employed a borer who bored, I

Frc. 16. Tra We,trnrono Exppnr*rpNr : Pr,lt'r

No. r. First Bore Hole, sunk to a depth of zgz feet: a failure.
f.lo. z. Second Bore Ho16, sunk to a depih of g49 leet 7 inches from bottom of a well- 

6e feet deep: from foound level i,orr feet 7 inches: another failure.
No. a.- Bore Hbl6 sueeesled bv Mr Kinahan : third failure.
N;. i. Bore Hole suEEested bi Jotrn Mullins, around which bore hole was sunk a

6-feet well, 8z fueI-deep. Yield from 3,ooo to 5,ooo gallons per hour depending
on rainfall.

Line from No. 4 shows course of spring ?s suggelted-by Mullins,--anywhere along
which line, he said, water \iloda be found. The line runs N.N.E.

think, r,ooo feet, without finding water. They were then
advised by Budd to employ me ; when I visitei their premis-es

I found it-was probably crossed by three water lines, one south,
another at their well, and the third to the northward-as the
strata was hard, impervious ordovician shale. It was evident
that unless the bore hole was exactly on one of the water lines
a bore was useless. I, therefore, advised sinking and driving.
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While they were considering my report, young Richardson
heard of the water-man, and what happened afterwards you
will know from the letters."

Enclosed was, first, a letter to him from Mr Richardson of
the z4th October 1889: " In reply to your favour, re John
Mullins, Colerne, Chippenham, Wiltshire, I will give you a short
account of his doings here. The morning he came I had him
met at the Milford steamer, in order to prevent his having
communication with any one in Waterford, and making inquiries
about our premises. I myself went with him when he began
his searches for water. He had in his hands a hazel, fork of
this shape 

-- 

holding an end between his fingers of
each hand. - He then walked about until the hazel fork twisted
suddenly in his hands. He did this over and over again to
test it, and marked several places for us to bore where he
said he was certain we should find water, and gave the depths.
One place in particular he pointed out to us and advised our
boring, saying we should find about r,5oo gallons Per hout
at a depth of 8o to 9o feet. We procured the boring people,
and the result of it was we obtained water at the depth of 79
feet from the surface. We tested to t,672 gallons per hour,
but we are sure there is more, only our pump could not test
a greater supply. He [told us he] has six sons, and not one
of them has this power.

It is a most curious thing, but must be genuine without
doubt. I know several people in the north who had Mullins
there, and found water where pointed out by him. It was
from them I heard of Mullins in the first instance.

The rod often breaks with the force it turns in his hands.
The greater the movement the more water is there, and by this
he tells the depth. . . .

He holds the twig straight out in front of him, with the
ends passing between his finger and thumb and coming out
between his second and third fingers; backs of hands down-
wards."

The next letter is from Mr Budd, addressed to Mr Kinahan,
and is interesting on account of its having been written whilst
the boring experiments were in progress; it is dated from
Tivoli, Tramore, Waterford, on the 3rd of September 1889:
" Your being interested in Messrs Richardson's case here will
be my apology for myinflicting onyou thefollowingauthentic
account of the late proceedings there.

Well, they pierced-where you pointed out to a depth of about
4o feet, got a little water, and then came on blue metamorphic
rock. Then the boring machine was, I believe, out of order,
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and while waiting for some new parts from London the borers

"Li.o*" iobs in Llonmel ; this delayed work here' Meantime

%;;;-il-R. L;rd in tLe North 
-of 

a man named Mullins'

i"fifik ;;"; ahtpr;ham, who had b-een most successful in
A;dtd;;C *itiirrit hazel twigs. He is one of a few who

;;;;'..; ttii ' t.cutty '. He canlnot communicate it' for none

if hi, o*r, sons posseis it. They sent for him, a1d t-o prevent

anv collusion or pre{atory inqdiries, one of their clerks met

h# ;i th; naiuoth boat, ind ivalked up with him to the con-

;;;;.- He carried with irim about a d6zen fresh forked twigs

.r ifri"[ tt ,-q"iU, each side of the fork rz or 15 inches long'--i" tt"""r..i th" whole of the premises, marking out {our
places where water might be got-. The premises are about

7oo feet long [see Fis. rZ].' No. r he ilih *". ih" 6est place. No' z was not zo feet

fto*-tfr"-place that you mark6d out (marked G'H'K')

Ox

c.nr-O

Olu0l tuz)oo too 2QO -r@-rD
J<aLE Of faRoJ

Fro. 17. Tna Wa:rBnroeo Exprnr*roNr: Sncoxp PreN

Mullins's two wells, IvIr Kinahan's well and X, the abortive r,ooo feet bore hole

He held the twigs near their ends, between his second and

third fingers, as if-you were go-i-ng to -write, 
th-e-point of .the

ioit poi,iti"g downivards. Ai No-. r the point ]i11.:d. 
it:elf, up

till id turned over backward and twisted itself till it broke !

'Water here not more than Bo feet deep,' said he' He used

another and another twig. The clerks then held them with
frit r, 

""a 
fr"Id his hands, al'ways the same effect' I saw to-day

two of the broken twisted twigs.- 
Now for the result fat J.M.(r), which corresponds to No' 4

in Messrs Richardson's drawing].
The diamond borers pierced tLrough 4r feet of boulder clay,

then ihiough 39 feet oi orrt ordinary clay slate' Then on the
znd [yestertay,] touched our old friend, the blue metamorphrc
io"f.I""a itofpia, sounded, and found 36 feet of water in their
toui-inch tube. 'ihev *"te told to pump, a steam one, which
ir,"v aia a[ night,3lo'clock on znd to-9 o'clock on 3rd-r8
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hours-without any diminution of the supply, their estimate

being 8oo to 9oo gallons per hour'. ..
Ar"rangemenis were then made while I was there to- pump

into a clstern containing z7o gallons. After repeated.trials
ih" 

"rr"t"g" 
was found to be r,56o g-allons.per hour without

ihe stightJst sign of abatement.- To-day it is reported to me

io G Z,ooo g"[oo. per hour. 
-G9od 

water, temperatura 52o,

an importanl item to Messrs Richardson's'
-- I *^.,Ua like to know what you think of this thing' To pe
it 1s wholly unaccountable. All I know i,s,-they are singing
;l"Uif"t" '" at Richardson's. What would Professor Huxley
sav? "--'I\,[r 

Budd gives additional particulars in the next letter, also

adaiessed tJ Mr Kinahan and dated the rrth of Septemb-er

;g8g, ,, I have been not o.nly considering_the bearings of the

c"si ."a it is an extraordiniry one, but I have been making

myself up on all the facts of it.
frlotti"i was never in the South of Ireland before, and cer-

tainly had no idea of Messrs Richardson's locality' . 4t to
;;;di"g faces: they had no expectation of success; indeed'

it 
" 

f"ii"t" of your boring made them SrJe-up all hope, and one

of their priniipat persons utterly scoffed at the idea of the

i*igi ; t'heir faces, they tell md, must have expressed only

inciedulity and curiosity. I can quite believe that some ner-

"ori 
ot rriuscular force,-voluntarybr involuntary, affected the

twigs, for certainly they-could n-ot move of themselves' But
*"." ihi, force deiiv"d- f.o,, some innate faculty ? Mullins
made no pretence of magic; !he1e was nothing about him of
'See now-vot you aill sie.'- Quite in, a businessJike way.he
*"if."a through the premises ai each door was opened for him'
most of the cierks Jillowing him, and stopping every now and

then. Up to the present there has been no effect on other
wetls witir them oi elsewhere. As to his knowledge, he did
not know whether there was any well in the concern, but he

had the general idea, which eveiy one in Waterford has, that
they had bored and utterl'y failed,.

t'he clerk who accompanied t im from the steamer, and whom
I cross-examined to-diy, is a reliable man. He was warned
to answer no questions-as to wells, water, or strata. Mullins
did not ask him a single question.

When M. was asked iefoie he left about his successes else-

where, he said he had often gone to places where there was
no water, but when he had' indicated water in any plac-e, as

far as he knew, it had always been found, but he made no
boast of this, said only he Could not account for it.
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As to 8o feet, no one said this to him, nor did any one know
the depth of the strata there. Your boring was only 4r feet
deep. 

-The well through which the r,ooo feet was bored was
ori$inally 6o feet deep-, and it,was only today that I learned
forlhe first time, with some difficulty, that the steam pumP
well is Tzfeet deep. This I learned from the clerk who manage-s

the machinery ; none of the others knew it, nor had ever asked.
As to the s-ailors 1 '-as I said before, every one [here] knew

of their boring, and failing, but no one outside the office but
myself knowJthe particulars. They keep- their business..to
thlmselves. I befi6ve it was quite impossible that any sailor
could know anything about their [Messrs Richardson's] con-
cern, or indeed would care to know'

Well, he fMullins] was written to, to come over and try his
hand, as they were very anxious to get water.

He came, drove up to the concern, and they first brought
him to the field you indicated. He walked about and said
there was water in a spot about zo feet east of yours. ' Oh,'
said they, 'we tried near this and failed.' 'No matter,'
said he, 'ihere r's water here.' They then brought him through
each of their yards and stores. In most of them he ,paused,
and said, ' Thlre is ao water here,' but in two of them he said,
'There is water here,' and they marked them in red.

The last place they came to, to their surprise, h-e-said, ' This
is by far the best place I have come to. Mark it No. r. Now
maik the first plice I went to No. z, the others 3 and 4. I
am sure you will get at least half the.quantity you require at
No. t.'

He has the look of an honest John Bull master mason, has
picked up a good deal of information going about, and is of

iuiet mannerl but answers any question he i!-asked- promptly
ind in the most straightforward manner. He said he could
not tell the depth at No. r, but probably it would be within
8o feet. Their iince flnding it, at exactly 8o feet, was a mere [!]
coincidence. He left by the boat that evening. He asked
no questions as he walked about, nor did they volunteer any
information."

Having thus secured these different accounts, making- the
accu.acyif the facts related unquestionable, it only-remained
to obtain a few further details. Messrs Richardson were
again approached and kindly sent the following -addjtionalpirticuliis, writing from Wa{erford on the zznd of February

t [In reply to inquiry Messrs Richardson state that this probably
referi to tie sailors on 6oard the steamer in which l\fullins crossed over
from England to Waterfordl.
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r8oz: " The Mullins line runs N.N'E' and almost in the

air-ection of the bedding of the rocks'*Thil;; 
mei"ly [] a" coincidence as. Mullins had no local

t ro*iedge whatsoevei of the lo-cality, it being his,first,visit
to this p'art of the country,- and- we gave him no knowleclge

ir ""y 
i"y, ". to position 

-of 
wells, orlhat we had bored' In

i;;;. kJdt trim in entire ignorance, until he had located his

line.---iir" 
line as marked on our map, and position of well' is the

"orr""ip".iiion, 
and all the borings-and old wells are to the

;;;i;i ftd1ins's line except the final well, which of course is

on the line.
Mullins's line was not theoretically stlaigh.t, !"1.I".t :ot;

oarativelv so. Mullins started with his twig (a light hazel

i;k)-;tiil. top of Hodges field, and worked down throus-h the

;;;;;,'ana wnen finiirred the marking and pegs were almost

a straight line running N.N'E.- Ii;. i Bo.. Hole,-Junk to a depth of' zgz feet, coE't f,267

4s.-4d..; widening same down to-a depth.of loo.feet' cost

eltra'froo, total {367 r3s. 4d. [These numbers reter to 't'rg'
r6.l- -ito. 

z Bore Hole,-sunk to a depth of g4g feet 7 inches from

bottom of well, cost {916 r6s.6d. ., INo.3 Bore Hole,--cost about {+o, with pumping tests anc

delay,-awaiting Mr Kinahan's advice'
Tfie cost of i bore hole depends on the size of the bore, and

a"pit, as the contractors wil not bore a roo-foot bore at the

s.ire iate as the first roo feet of a 5 or 6oo foot bore' Carriage

oi *gi"" ""d 
gear, and pumping [est" have to be paid for' and

add ilso to tfe "o-p"otirr6 
cdst of the shorter bore hole.--ifr. N" + Boie Holi-bored on Mullins's line-was composed

as follows:--Fit.a 
3b feet clay, loose shingle 3- feei, yellory shaley.sand-

,to*-j9"i".i,last iew feet slate and yellow shaley sandstone.

M"fi'"s works his rod with the bick of hands down' and

holdi each rod of fork between the second and third finger of
eachhandwiththeapexoftheforkpointingtotheground'
and each rod of fork passing over the second and first finger'
and. und.er the thumb, and-held firm by thumb'

When the rod passes over any flowing -water., Jh9. 
apex rrses

from the downwird position, t-o a posilion with the apex of
the fork in an almosf vertical position and pointing upwards

I [The ground iscovered with building,s and sheds, and Mullir-r," had

t" gi;-u'"a out of these in the course of tracing out the water linel.
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with a very perceptible jerk, although the diviner's hands are
apparently inactive and without any movement whatever.',

From this it will be seen that the cost of the unsuccessful
borings and well sinking prior to Mullins's visit was some
{t3z4, -an - 

expensive experiment. One further diffrculty
remained which was settled by a note from Mr Richardson
of the rrth of March r$g7, in which he states that the surface
oJ_the-well is 95 feet above low water level in the adjoining
tidal river, while the bottom is 13 to r4 feet above it. - 

Thus,
as the level of the water in the well when not being pumped was
44 f.eet from the surface, it will be seen that the wafer level
in Mullins's well is some 50 feet above the low water level
of the river ; the well is therefore not supplied by percolation
from the river.

The whole of this evidence was then submitted to Mr J.R. Kilroe and to Mr G. H. Kinahan. The former made a
full report, which follows:

" H.M. Geological Survey of Ireland, Dublin.

Notes on the Borings at Waterford.
The rocks of the neighbourhood are of Silurian age (Ordo-

vician),-and are in great part concealed by glacial'drift.
The drift area is indicated by stippling on the accompanying
ylap (Fig.- rB) ; -the portions enclbsed by chain (bolndiry)
lines are those where the rock is devoid of drift, ona app"aii
at or comes very near the surface.

The strata consist of slates and grits in alternating bands;
the former are comparatively impervious to water whlte the
latter are more or less porous, and some may be suffrciently
so to constitute reservoirs for underground water.

The beds of rock are set at a uniformly high angle-about
6oo to the horizontal near Waterford,-technlcaly- called tke
dip : they are also much folded and contorted and dislocated
by faults, as may well be observed along the sea coast not far
distant, though no faulting, and but hltle contortion of the
strata, seems to have been noticed at, ornear,Waterford city.

The strata at Waterford, moreover , are cl,eaueil in a direction
which accords with that of the stratification ; but stratification
and faulting, in general, affect the location of underground
waters, rather than cleavage, so that the latter is not of apparent
import in our case.

- 
Th9 futility of the first three attempts to find water proves

the absence from the rocks pierced of water-bearing strita, in
other words, of porous sanditone or grit bands of any import-

Halching: Beds of rock when s€en at surta@.
Arrous : Direction of dip.
Figures: Height of surface above datum, low water.
Stippling.' Drift Area.
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ance. A particular case in which a thick sandstone band
might be -supposed to exist, concealed, notwithstanding the
unsuccessful -sampling afforded by the first experiences, is
discussed below; about this, however, one cinnot speak
co1$dently without a more intimate knowledge of the ground.

The lack of water in those borings does not seem to me to
be accounted for by concealed faul[s or breaks in the strata .

for if the rocks w6re thereby s"mci""ify ;h;n;;;J i;;il;
of leakage, and descent of the water from the ground tried, it
would not descend lower than the level of the Suir, and the
same conditions would with equal facility and greater proba-
bility ad-mit of percolation from the rivei to the"point r6ached
by the borings.

The water in Mullins's well, however, stands at 44 feet from

-QJLa ttlL
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Frc, 19. TnB W.arBnrono ExpnnrruBNr
Drecn^{uuerrc Srcrrox along a vertical plane supposed to cut throush the strataat Waterford, at right angles to I\lullins,s watii line. The rvells ,?i numUe.eA

as in Fig. 16.

the surface, and is dependent on the rainfall. It cannot
therefore be due to percolation from the river; and must
collect beneath the more or less porous drift which covers the
rock at Richardson's works (see section tFig. r9]).
. Assuming -t!el water would be found it ttre-Sttrer points
indicated by Mullins, equally with that at which the suc&ssIul
lgti"S was put down, we should have a wet zone stretching
N.N.E.-ward, in which a copious supply would be, in faci
was, tapped at some 8o feet below the surface.

This zone might be coincident with a line of fault in which
water falling upon the sloping surface northwestward would
c,ollect ; and such a supposition is favoured by the circumstance
that it is not coincident with the direction tai<en by the outcrop
of the bedding.

On the other hand, a break of sufficient dimensions to supply
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over r,5oo gallons of water per hour would in all probability

"*i""-aio 
aid beyond the riier, and admit of very great if not

""iit"l""f."se 
of the water entering it, to a much lower level

;ir-;; 441;;ilrom the surface at all events; and no fault is
;6#;tJ-h"r", on the published maPS of the Geological

Survey.- 
An "alternative supposition is that of a -porous *ratum con-

.""ied beneath ttre diift, in the slight hollow at Richardson's

;;;;iJ.. The onlv manner in which such a stratum could

[""i, io".istently- with the direction and amount ot' dip

;;;;a"6 i"i tt 
" 

u"a. in the vicinity, is such as that represented

ir, the above section, drawn at right angles to Mullins's wet zone,

;;e;h;;"g the relative distanies from the latter of Kinahan's

;;;;g B, fi" ,,ooo feet boring 9, -"t9 the first one D' In
ilrisGcti6n the porous stratum and the thin grit b-ed9 1r9 r.gPTe-

;;;j"6 b, aots,'Mullins's boring by A, and the glacial drift by

i"rg"t d6ts immediately beneath the surface line'
The stratum mentioied cannot be regarded as continuous

(see line X-Y) according to the dip of' the beds, as seen at

i:h" .ft;;, for'in this caJe it wouldhave been tapPed-by the

,poo-i""tUoti"S. It therefore should assume a synclinalcurve'
,irt-t"r*-a trtugh-shaped reservoir receiving t1,." rainfall
Ult*""" the point- marlied 99, Gallows Hill (z4rA) and the

;;;;;-;hf16uth-westward.- 
- 
Such folding of the strata is

common in Silurian rocks throughout the cou{rtry-'i'--ih" 
conclusion of Mr Kinahan is this: ,,The waterford

to"tt rt" Ordovician with protrudes or intrudes of basic igneous

;;;k;.- From the wells a'bove and below the -premises.there
seemed to be two water lines crossing it, both of -which 

our

iii."a U"Uins found by instinct, due iither to lris being able

to smell water, or that water has such an influence on his

;;;;;;y.iernthat he can tell the distance and quantity when

ii"l, 
""ril-t ; 

unless he was a Sherlock Holmes who could draw

conclusionsfromtriflesthatnooneelsecoulddetect.,,In
,"oit "t communication Mr Kinahan put these facts more

gr;pilt""Ut-,-;et t"t as actual results went I failed' and the

diviner 'wiped mY eYe.' " I

r It ought perhaps to be added that iq r9r5 a q""tkl?,1 "-11:d
Edwin fa:vte.'ot Kilemore, Orwell Park, Rathgar, Co'-Dublin' wrote
to the Soiiety for i'sychical Research t9 -sly that at the tlme ol tne
incidents related he rias living in the neighb-ourhood and heard a very
dift;t;;;;t"ty; he implied ciearly thatlhe whole thing h4-b::1-'
failure. After corresp6ndence it was discovered that he knew notnrng

"f tUl-f""t", ana thjt-ihe case he had in mind was one at Clonmel;

"L"itfri. "rse, 
in which Mullins was alleged to have failed, no details

"o"rau"out.ined,butseeP.I32,whichmayrefertothesameincidents.
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To sum up, we have here a case in which, under unexceD-

tionable conditions, a dowser succeeded in locating the exalt
spot at which a water supply could be obtained -in a rockv
formation; he also succeeded in precisely stating the dept"h
at which a suffi.cient supply would be found; and this was
done after two independent attempts by engineers, and an
attempt by tle best geologist in the country,-had uniformly
and completely failed.

$ 3. Tue CennrcooxA EXeERTMENT

After prolonged study of all the available evidence on behalf
of dowsing it became apparent that a thorough and personally
supervis-ed expe-riment w-as necessary. Owing to the erpersl
involved and other considerations su-ch a test is always a very
difificult one. It was nevertheless determined that it should
take place.

. - Certain precautions are necessary in such an experimentif any satisfactory evidence is to be obtained. Tire place
chosen must be one entirely unfamiliar to the dowser, so that
no previously acquired information may help him. The per-
sons who -accompany the dowser should be ignorant of 

^the

geology,of the district in order that they should be unable
even subconsciously to convey their knowledge to him. The
dowser must not know beforehand where the experiment is
to be conducted, so that he should not have anv 6poortunitv
to make inquiries or to study geological maps. These condition"s
fulfilled, the dowser must be taken to the selected spot imme-
diately on his arrival in the neighbourhood to ivoid the
possibility of his questioning the local inhabitants. So much
for the dowser, but an equally important consideration is
the geological nature of the selected site: this must not be
uniformly water-bearing or waterless, the character of which
might be discerned at a- glance, and where he could not go
wrong anywhere in predicting water or no water.

_ For the purpose of the experiment about to be undertaken,
these conditions were all successfully met, the place selected*a mountainous region in the Co. Wicktow, freland, four
miles from B,ray-admirably fulfilling the geological conditions
required, and a region it is believed no dowier hid ever visited.
The services of the well-known dowser, William Stone, were
secured. On his arrival he had no idea where the experi-
ment was to be made, nor was he told but taken straight-
way to the place.

The whole proceedings were personally directed and super-
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intended by Sir William Barrett, who was then Professor of
Experimenlai Physics at the Royal College of Science, Dublin.
He-had taken a farmhouse in the neighbourhood and was thus
enabled to be present throughout the proceedings. His friend,
Mr C. St G. Lefroy, a geologist and an independent careful
observer, took notes, and the facts were subsequently verified
by other competent geologists. We may now proceed in Sir
William's words:

It was Easter week, 1899, and the day was fine. Mr Stone
told me he had never been in Co. Wicklow before, and I have
no doubt that is quite true. Leaving our car in the Rogky
Valley, we ascended the mountain road leading round a hill
caled Carrigoona, on the lower slopes of which there are
patches of cultivated ground, but the quartzite rock of which
tn" friU is composed juis out here and there, though thehillsi9.e
is generally .-ov"red with two or three feet of alluvial soil,
on"which gorse and heather and bracken grow, clothing the
mountain iritt a garment of beauty. The panorama from the
mountain-side is ilso one of unsurpassed beauty, and stirred
the emotions of my geological friends who afterwards visited
the spot with me.

poi the accompanying geological map of-the district l^am
indebted to the t<inaness of H.M. Geological Survey. The field
we first went to is on the eastern side of Carrigoona and is
marked E on the map. The upper part of the map is drre north'
Having secured th6 necessary permission, I took -Mr Stone

first td the field, E, Fig' 20, rather over an acre in extent,
and asked him to beginlperations. He pulled out- a slender
forked twig from his-pocliet, and immediately walked round
the field; "at one spot the twig forcibly revolved and he said
we should find plenfr, of water tlere, less than-r5It' deep' -The

spot was marktd, and after traversing the field two or three
times he asserted that water was flowing from north to south
along a line or region he traced out, but that at the side of
the held very littl"e, if any, water would be found'1 " Bore
anywhere along this line,"-he said (see dotted line in Fig' zo),

" dnd you will get plenty of water, but very little or none over
there,; i.e., oi the east side of the field. The places were
marked and subsequently fixed by measurement, so that the
marks could be t"horr"d. All round the field was a rough
stone wall, overtopped to a height of B ft. or 9 {t. by a thick
gorse hedge, so thii it was impossible to see a p-l1t-eau oflock
Ihrt flurli"d the east and west sides of the field beyond the

r The three dots on the field E, Fig. zo, indicate these places, and
where the bore holes were subsequently made.
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Three weeks later a country gentleman, Mr J. H' Jones, -of
Mullinabro House, waterford-who some years ago accidentally
discovered that the rod moved in his hands, and had had some

success in his own neighbourhood as an amateur dowser-
Li"afy agreed, at my iequest, to t-ry-the same fields' Mr

;oneJ traf, never been-in thLt district before, and knew nothing
6t th" places marked by I4t- Stone.. These marks had been

carefully removed prior to Mr Jones's visit'
*
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Plan of the 6eld E in Fig. zo

As before, Mr Lefroy accompanied us, and we agreed to let
Mr Jones go round the nelds ilone, so that no hint could be

deriied fr6m any involuntary indications oq 9ur- p91t, Mr

Jones used a s*iU, slender forked twig, which he held in the
iame way as the elder Mullins. We went, first, to the larger
field on tire east of Carrigoona. On completing his Pglambula-
tion of the field we examit ed the places marked by Mr Jones'
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The spot w-here the twig moved most vigorously with him,
and where he was confidint we should fint watei, ;;;-";;-,
foot distant from the place serected by Mr Stone,;, ; t"""a
subsequently by measurement with ihe tape. ffris was atNo. J, rn .t ig. zr. Mr Jones also asserted the water courseran from north to south in the field, in the same dir;;tir"
as marked out by Mr Stone ; but from the movem""t oi ifr"t*,g he, asserted we shourd arso find water a few feet on theeast side of the nlace marked No. r, but flowing to*".i,
Stone's line. We'then 

"ror."d 
the-mlurrtain to the smaller

field on the western side; after Mr Jones naa traversla-itwith his " rod " he said much as Mi Stone aiA,- ifr"i 
"".Vlittle, if any, water would be found there.It was not until July rB99 that the boring apDaratusarrived. Mr Stone had kindly placed it at my"di.iJ*f . 

-."
that the o{y e_xpelse incurred"wis for labour 

"ria 
irr"-."r"i.*

ot hrs brother, Mr E. Stone, who was a skilful working engineer.
A four-inch bore hole was made in each case ; a rr"ri"""i.i."r" jumper " and the usual boring tools being 

"*ptov"a.- Fis.
zz shows the boringapparatus ativork. ur d. stolne ir.i""at"o
on the leflof t-he-picture, and the men are U".irJ*iifrTfrE
Jumper. lhe thick gorsehedge isseen roundthe field. From
conversation with the farmer-who had tilled the 

"".iL." n"ii
fo1 maLV years, we expected to reach the bed .o"[.o-" 6 t.below the surface, and I anticipated a laborious ;J ;";tl"
lorrlg if we were to get anything better tfr""1"rfa.;;;i;.
As I had taken a farmhous" fo. ih" summer on the northern
flong ot Carrigoona, I w_a_s_ able daily to inspect ih;;;ili";jtne bormg operations. We commenced at the spot marked
No. r in Fig, 3r, and a foot below the surface struck a verv hard
dry.clay_;- this went on for a depth of g ft., *1h;b* r;;u;;;uhtil suddenly, after two days,ivork, a bedof ;"d;d;;:;;;:
tered, through-which the .,-jumper,, sank, and *"t".-i".fr"i
up t-he bore hole to within 4 tt. or the surface. After;;i:-;]
sand a bed of -gravgl w.ag reached, but the q;"niily;i*rt",
was so great that the sides of the lower parf of the uo." rroie
y:l-:,::":t?ntly washed in, and we coutd not sink a""p"i""t1i
a hnlng tube was obtained. As this could only be irocuredin London, 

.we proceeded to test the east side of t^h; fi;H"
where Mr Stone said little or no water would be got. Here
No. z bore hole was sunk, and nothing but a hard"cl;y,;il;
stones intermixed in one part, was mei with till the ,&t;;
reached at a depth oI ri ft., when a little water *". ir""J
between the rock and the impermeable stratum above it. Imade them continue boring t6 a depth of r ft. o i". i"to'trru

Ftc- zz. Tne CannrcooNe ExppnrMeNr: VtBw r-oorrNc Nontn
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solid quartzite rock, but no more water was obtained' We

i#; ts;il i'il. a u"i;"h;i";-;; w.]rat. Mr stone called the

" water-line." ffr. U"ii'i*Lt iitnit" in its results to No' r'
the water-bearing d;;;Bt; stratum beins struck 6 ft' below

the surface, and abundant water rose in tie bore hole' The

f i"rr! *"t ;""tt";;d il;;; il"a or iott plastic clav was reached'
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MENT

Section of No. r bore hole, zo f-r de99 I
abundant supply zone to 4 lt' lrom [ne

surface.

Ftc.24. TnP CennrcooNa
ExPrnruBxt

Section of No' z bore hole, 15 ft'
deep; very little water, 12 rE'

from the surtace.

and after this a hard clay mixed with pebbles' I was aston-

[h;J;; ";i reaching tn6 to"ty bed' and determined to con-

tinue the boring ; ,it"t *" hai gong to a depth ol zz tt',we

;;;.ttll in thE tr"v,-."a were ;o impeded bv the constant

washins in of the tl;";v ti;;1;* tnJt we h;d to abandon

iffi;itfi irt"-ri"ins tibes not having arrived'

Figs. z3-25 ,to*''r"Jiont-Lf tn" di"fferent borings'-- The

surface of bore Uo. ii. O in' above the level of bore No' 2'
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and 3 ft. above the surface of bore No. 3, as will be seen subse-
quently in the cross-section of the field (Figs. zB and zg).

So far, then, Mr Stone's prognostication had proved perfectly
correct, and we now moved the boring apparatus to the field
on the western side. Here I made them sink a bore hole at
a spot that seemed to me most likely to yield water, where
the ground appeared moister, and was covered by a patch of
rank gtass. The boring No. 4, Fig. 26, proved diffrcult and
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Frc. 25. TnB CennrcooNe ExprnrMsxr
Section of No. 3 bore hole, zz ft. deep;- abundant supply zone to 5 ft. from the

surtae-

very tedious. Instead of clay a rocky d6bris mixed with clay
was encountered below the surface-soil; at 9 ft. deep the bed-
rock was reached, and, thinking we might strike a fi.ssure it
was bored to a depth of nearly 3 ft., but not a drop of water
wasobtained. Then I had a bore hole sunk at the spot fixed
on by Mr Stone as likely to yield a little water, but " no use ",
as he remarked (this is No. 5 bore hole) ; here, after the
shingle, we reached a hard dry clay, and continued boring
through this until the rocky bed was encountered at a depth
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of 14 ft. from the surface, b:ut no trace oi water was found (Fig'
zz).' This field slopes sharply down from east to west, and

r.iJ. s bore hole is at some 16 it. lo*"t level tlan No. t,-which
i. oti tt" upper eastern side of the field. ,Fin-ally, I-.h.a{ a

small trial bbie made at the lowest point in the field adjoining
the mountain road, but only dry shingle, and no sign of ry1te-r,
was met with. Here, again, Stone's predictions were verified ;

there might have been i tittte water between the impermeable
clay andthe rocky bed when he made his trial at Easter, as

it was then in the Larly spring, after rains.l The borings were

all made in the long drought we had during the summer. of
the present year ; iI was,lherefore, all the more astonishing

5*t,* ,{

-^,q.

u^\.r

Ftc. 26. Taa CennlcooNe ExprnrurNr

Section of No. 4 bore hole, rr ft. 6 in. deep; no water
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to find such a good supply of water in the No' r and No' 3
borings in the eastern field.

Aft?r the perforated lining tube -had arrived we were able

to go on boring in No. r hol6, but found-a second bed of-clay
beliw the graiel, and reached no rock, though we went down
zo f.t. All"the water was therefore supplied by the permeable
layer between the two impermeable clays. 

- 
I-n ordqr. to test

the quantity, I procured a pump-and 15 ft. of iron tubing, and
found that i.to. i bore trole yielded five gallons a minute, which,
if the suppty held, would be equivalent to over 7,ooo gallons
in the z4' t oott. A{ter pumping ro minutes, howeve-r, the
pump choked, and the witer wai then found to stand B ft'
i.o* th" surface ; it had been lowered about 4 ft. in the four-

t Subsequently, after the summer grought, Mr-Lefroy noticed a
little watei at tlie bottom of this bore hole ; see P.S. to his memoran;
dum, p. gz.
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inch bore hole. The water was flowing in all the time through
the perforations in the lining tube, but not sufficiently rapidly
to maintain a constant level, as the pump was a powerful one.
The temperature of the water was some zo deg. F. below that
of the air. No. z bore hole contained so little water that we
were able, in a few minutes, almost to empty the bore hole
by ladling out the water with a small tin can.

It was desirable, in order to decide the question as to the
exact levels of the respective bore holes, that a careful survey
of the field should be made. For this purpose my friend and
former student, Mr J. A. Cunningham, B.A., kindly assisted

lt
:
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Fto.27, Tna CennrcooNe ExpBnruBrr

Section of No. 5 bore hole, 16 ft. deep; no water.

me in taking the levels shown in Figs. z8 and zg. In these
diagrams the vertical scale is exaggerated five times the
horizontal, the surface depression shown in Fig. z8 not being
perceptible in the field. These diagrams illustrate the prob-
able geological sections of the field from bore hole No. r to
No. 2, nearly west and east, and also the section from north
to south. It will be observed in Fig. zB that the nearly dry
bore hole No. z is actually a little lower than the water-bearing
hole No. r. Possibly water might be found between Nos. r
and z; in fact, Mr jones predicled it would be a few feet to
the east of No. r. But this can only be settled by boring at
intervals across from west to east; I hope to be able to do
this eventually. As the bed-rock was not reached in bore
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holes Nos. r and 3, its representation in both sections is in part
imaginary, as is the tateral extent of the layer of sand in
Fig. zg.

Such is Sir William Barrett's account of this remarkable
exDeriment, and to it should be added, to enable the reader to
foim an opinion based on all the available facts, the following
independent account given by the Mr Lefroy already referred
to. This gentleman wrote :

" On thJ znd of April 1899, Professor Barrett invited me to
accompany him and Mr Stone, an English ' dowser', to a field in
the Ro-ckyValley, Co. Wicklow. We drove directlyfrom Bray

Nt)AD

ktf

utx
Qu

Frc. 28. Anp Cannrcoolra Exprnrurnr

Sectiooofthefield,eastaudwest.Horizontalscale:rin'-6oft'Vertical-- - scate, eraggerated five times : r ir' - r2 ft'

station to the fie1d, which is enclosed by a high stone fence,
partly covered by a gorse hedge. The configuralio-n- of the
'i-*iAi"t"ty adjaientland cann6t be seen from the field, owing
to its situalion'and the height of this fence and hedge' fng
area is between one and tw:o acres in extent. Mr Stone had
no opportunity afforded him of examining the surroy."$"g:
of the field except upon the side of approach, nor did h-e, I
fully believ", ,""6irr" iny information oi that- subject, to which
he inade no reference 

-in 
my hearing, and was a-pparently

indifferent. I watched him cl6sely, bulsaw no sigu of attention
on his part to surface indications, if any existed.

He tiaversed the field in various direitions, holding a fork
of the divining rod between the forefinger and thumb of
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each hand. His manner was that of easy confidence, and
he readily maintained a conversation at the same time. At
certain points the rod in his hands was violently twisted. One
of these points, marked ' No. r 'on the plan, Fig. 2t,he stated
to be that most suitable for boring purposes and he declared
that a sufficient supply of water for domestic use would be
found there at a very moderate depth. To the best of my
recollection he said not more than r5 ft., but of this I am
not now certain. The other points at which the rod was
notably contorted were in a line south from this, which he
attributed to the existence of an underground watercourse.

BORE

BOREHOLE

SALL

iOAD

Frc. 29. Tnp Cannrcooare ExpBnrrrlrltt

Section of the field, north and south. Scales as iu Fig.28.

The direction of this is shown on the plan by the dotted line.
The positions of these points Professor Barrett and I measured

at once and noted on a rough plan. The line of the asserted
watercourse was marked by taking the distances from the
side of the field. Except on that line, only very slight move-
ments of the rod were anywhere observable, and an area in
the eastern portion of the field was desigrrated by Mr Stone
as practically waterless. The test boring subsequently made
in this area is marked 'No. 2 ' on the plan.

On the zznd of Ap.il, I again visited the place with Professor
Barrett and Mr Jones, of Waterford, an amateur'dowser '. The
same conditions were repeated. He saw no more of the sur-
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rounding land than was strictly unavoidable and appeared to
pay no attention to that, or to any indications other than those
iuinished by the 'rod'. No marks had been left by which
the places selected by Mr Stone as yielding water could have
been identified or guessed at. Mr Jones walked over the field
as Mr Stone had done, the 'rod' behaved similarly in his
hands, and his results were practically the same. The differ-
ence of a foot or so in the ' best 'point selected may be reason-
ably attributed to his crossing the line of the watercourse
referred to at a different point.

From this field, which is on the eastern side of Carrigoona
Hill, we went, on the day first mentioned, to the western side,
and Mr Stone was asked to find a spring in a small field on
that side. He walked over this field in the same manner with
the rod, and said that no water, or so little as to be useless,
would be found in it,-that there were traces of water at a
certain spot, but that it would be ' no good boring '. Mr Jo-nes
also wenl with us to this other field and he confirmed what
Mr Stone had said of there being little water to be found there.

Since the borings have been made, I have measured and
verified their positions with Professor Barrett, and o_n the_5th
of November-r8gg I again visited Carrigoona, and made a
careful examination of the borings. In the field on the eastern
side, the one first tried by Mr Stone, I found the water in
boring marked No. r in the plan [see Fig. zr] standing 6.ft.
from the ground level. The water in boring No. 3, on the line
of the watercourse alleged by Mr Stone to exist, stood 6 ft-
3 in. from the surface of the ground. The boring No. z was
dry In the field on the western slope of the hill I found the
upper boring [No. +] quite dry and the lower boring t\g. Sl
hid four or five inchesof water in it fFigs. z6 and' z7]. These
results agree with the predictions made by Mr Stone, and
also by Mr Jones, before the borings were made."

The-experimenter did not remain satisfied with the conclu-
sive result of the experiment and with the concordant testi-
mony of the witness I he proceeded to ask for the opinions of
geologists on the facts put before them. It would, of course,
have been fairer to the dowser to have asked for the geologists'
opinion before the former's visit, since the results of the borings
revealed to the competent observer the fact, hitherto unknown
to these gentlemen, who were intimately acquainted with
the geology of the district, that the field was on the site of
an ancient and deep V-shaped depression or narrow valley
between the rocks, probably an ancient river bed now frlled
with drift.
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The first opinion invited was that of Professor Barrett's

colleague Grenville CoIe, F.G.S., the Professor of Geology at
the Royal College of Science. He reported as follows:

"Th; Rocky-Valley is cut by denudation through the
ancient series of shalei and sandstones, altered to slates and
quartzites, which occur in the Sugar Loaf area, at- Bray 4.r9,
ahd at Howth. Unless a fissure were fortunately struck, it
would be very difficult to find water in this series. It is not
a water-bearing series in itself, as is well known to residents
at Howth, who are in the habit of collecting rain and surface
water.

But in the Rocky Valley area, considerable deposits of glacial
drift occur, varying from clays to permeable sands, filling aII
the ancient holows carved in the slates and quartzites. A
trained eye readily picks out, by contour and the green or
cultivated patches, the position of the sands and gravels where
they abut on the older series.

The heights are formed of slate and quartzite, on which
heather and some thin bogs accumulate.l The rainfall on these
is considerable, and soaks off down into the old waterways,
carved before glacial times, in the rocky bed. As these hollows
are full of drift, the drift, where sand and gravel prevail, ab-
sorbs the water. The supply at any point, by tapping the drift,
must depend greatly on the extent of the impervious ga!-her-l|g;
ground iound aboui, and would, in anycase, probably diminish
in autumn after a dry summer.

The field selected for boring in the Rocky Valley shows a
marked green surface, with the hard quartzite sloping steeply
down close at hand on either side. It falls towards the valley,
and so, evidently, does the old rocky bed under the infilling
of drift. Water-would accumulate in the infilling, and would
probably flow slowly down along the middle line of the old
Loilow. Its constancy may be doubted, but can be tested
satisfactorily after the present dry season (August 1899). -A
trained eye would certainly select the central line of the
field, along the ancient stream-hollow, for boring.

I think-a professional engineer would undouttedly bore
two or three holes along the line under which the two rock
slopes at either side meet ; this line might or might- not^ !9
along the lowest line of the hummocky surface of the field
above, where the borings were made. I am clearly of opinion
that a casual visitor wLo knew anything about general condi-
tions of water supply would proceed a good distance from the
obvious rock on either side before he predicted a fair water

r [This refers to the Sugarloaf, as there are no bogs on Carrigoona.]

Frc. 3o. Tnr Cennrcoorle ExpemueNr: VrBw LooKING E.tsr lcnoss
tnu Ftrr,o
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supply. But I also feel with you that-the rapid survey and
deterinination in two minutes or so flby the dowser] show

either exceptional powers of observation or confidence in some

power not possessed by ordinary engineers."- 
Sir Williim observes on this report that the rocky contour

immediately on each side of the field was-aol observed Uy E
Stone, nor could it be seen from the side they approached.
Wisdom after the event is too often the prerogative of the
eeolosist in such cases. It would have required, adds Sir
Wittii-, a trained geological eye, even after traversing- the
ground round about-, to arrive at the conclusions-st-ated by
Frofessor Cole, who, moreover, had at his disposal the facts
brought to light by the difierent borings. Sir William had
been over the place dozens of times, having spent two s-ummers

in the neighbourhood, but before the borings-were made, there
appearediro evidence to him that the " hard qtartzite sloped

sietply down close at hand on either side," leaving a deep

ravine filled in with glacial drift. As can be seen to some

extent from the photograph reproduced in Fig. 3o, to-all
appearance the local opinioh seemed-probable enough: that
ttre neta was simply a [ayer of a few feet of clay over a rocky
bed which was nearlv level from east to west.

Finally the opiniori of Mr J. R. Kilroe r of the Geological
Survey was obtiined. This gentleman was not only a recog-

nised iuthority on Irish geologY, but one who had made some

study of dowsing and wai familiar with its phe-nomena,.h."Yi"g
previously inveJtigated the famous Waterford case, which is
'given in an earliel section. Mr Kilroe came specially from
i di.tat 

"e 
to inspect the field and reported as follows :

" Carrigoona liill, rising to the moderate height of-8oz.ft.
above thJsea, commands one of the most attractive and varied
panoramas in Wicklow. From its foot, eastward, spreads the
^parkJike country containing arrd adjoini-ng Kilruddery, the
^Earl of Meath's 

-demesne, to the town of Bray and the sea

beyond. North-westward the hill overlooks the Dargle Valley
wrrfich separates it from the Dublin and Wicklow Mountains.
Southwaid the eye is attracted by the valley.of Killough,
from which, on iis east side, rises almost precipitously th9
Great Sugarloaf Mountain to a height of r,659 ft-.-t-his beauti-
ful conicall hill being separated from Carrigoola by the narrow,
weird gorge known aJthe Rocky Valley. Further eastward
the Litlle-Sugarloaf Mountain bounds the landscape beyond
the vale of Kilmacanoge.

The hills named above-Carrigoona, with the Great and
r Author of. A Dcs*iptiott oJ the Soil and Geology oJ lrcbnil (t*ll,
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Little Sugarloaf-constitute a group standing above the general
level of the surrounding country, a circumstance attributable
to the greater resistance offered to disintegration by quartzite,
which forms the hills, than by the slate rock which prevails
in the lower ground. Bands of slate also occur with the quartz-
ite; and the results of unequal denudation are apparent in
the uneven-in some places, rugged*aspect presented by the
higher ground.

The rocky bed is largely covered with a mantle of glacial
drift, which, though chiefly occurring in the low ground, is of
fairly general distribution, resting in various places on the
hillsides, and partially filling hollows between crags. In these
latter cases, the drift consists of local rock detritus, chiefly
a mixture of sand, clay, and pebbles of slate and quartzite.
Limestone pebbles also are interspersed in the drift which
skirts the hill slopes ; but few, if any, are to be found at higher
elevations. The drift in the latter positions usually contains
lenticular layers of sand and gravel, which form favourable
reservoirs for underground water.

Alluding to the immediate topography of the ground experi-
mented upon (E, Fig. zo), it is situated on the south-eastern
slope of Carrigoona Hill, adjoining the Commons, that is,
the heathery and rocky portion of the hill near its summit.
Descending the slope, one observes crags of quartzite jutting
upon either side of a hollow, which is partially filled with drift
of the character described above. The south-eastern drainage
of the hill would naturally in part flow along this hollow,
and would rapidly disappear, were there no drift. The drift,
however, intercepts the drainage, and would merely retard its
flow were it quite porous in texture; but it is comparatively
impervious with the exception of the sand and gravel layers;
and whatever drainage-water percolates through, reaches
and is retained by the layers, which consequently are ready
sources of supply when tapped. These are almost horizontal,
probably dipping more or less from the sides towards the
centre, and somewhat basin-shaped when spreading to any
extent over the area occupied by the field. Hence, when
such a stratum is pierced, the water rises to a height in the
boring corresponding to its head in the basin-shaped layer-
higher than the layer at its centre; and practically to the
same height in borings which tap the same source-as in the
case of the two successful borings with which we are concerned
here.

Judgrng, then, from geological data, the nature of the ground
would suggest as the most promising site for a water-boring,
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a point, say, midway between the quartzite crags-perhaps a
fitlle nearer to the western crag than the eastern, say 4o yds.
from the former and 6o from the latter. The successful borings

[Nos. r and 3] have, on the dowser's advic.e,.been put-down
iome zz yds. fiom the west side of the field (lying immediately
between the crags) and some 7o yds. from the east side.

It is very impiobable-at least, very difficult to understand

-that a merely casual visitor to the place, however shrewd,
if not versed in geological facts, could divine the existence
of water in the field by a cursory inspection, much less indicate
with any accuracy the spot and depth at which it would be

found. 
-The 

success attending the experiment here is rendered
the more striking by the dowser's additional prediction that
water would not be found in the other field at the west side
of Carrigoona (W, Fig. zo) ; though, to the ordinary observer,
there would appear-to be at least as much probability -of
finding a supply in this place as in the one above de-
scribed. "

Thus we see that both these geological authorities agree,

when all possible qualifications have been made, the one that
the facts-show " either exceptional powers of observation or
confidence in some power not possessed by ordinary engineers,"
and the other thaf it is " veiy difficult to understand that a

merely casual visitor to the place, however shrewd, if not
versed in geological facts, could divine the existence of water
in the neld ty a cursory inspection, much less indicate with
any accuracy tfre spof and depth at which it would be

found."
The possibility of the dowsers' success being -explicableby geological observation being thus disposed- of, as mere

cominon-iense could equally well have done, there remains
one possibility to be considered. If a plausible explanation
is to^be found, it is much more likely to-be in the impression
made upon the dowsers by some surface indication of water'
Now it ippears that although there were absolutely no indic-a-
tions of *iter in the experimental field, E, Fig. zo, ye! on the
way up to it there is a small spring (marked S in the map,
Fig. zo) emerging from the rock, and flowing over the gras-s

beiide the roid. - This spring is not derived from the field,
but comes from quite inother direction, though a casual
observer could not tell this.l A little beyond there is also

I There is a famous spring known as Silverwell, that gushes out of
the quartzite rock at thA foot of the Great Sugarloaf Mountain, about
a quarter of a mile further up the Rocky Valley ; it is marked S' in
Fig. zo.
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evidence of some feeble springs.l It is just possible that the
dowsers may have subconsciously rapidly perceived all this;
but any conclusions drawn from the presence of these springs
could only have an accidental relation to the spots eventually
indicated.

As regards the second and smaller field, in which no water
was found, there is in one corner of the field a hole some
6 ft. deep, with the d6bris from it lying about. This hole is
quite dry and the nature of the surface-soil can be seen from
the sides of the hole and from the d6bris, which consists of
shingle and rocky d6bris. Mr Stone passed sufficiently near
the hole to have examined it if he wished to, but he seemed
not to pay the least attention. Here again, however, had
he subconsciously observed it and drawn deductions from what
he saw, he would have been on very unsafe ground, for the
boring No. 5 revealed quite a different material beneath the
surface than that in the hole and in No. 4 boring, only the
latter boring being on the same level as the hole.

Moreover, which is most important of all, it must be remem-
bered that the movement of the rod and the dowsers'conclu-
sions from them were identical as between Mr Stone and Mr
Jones. This places the possibility of ascribing the result to
subconscious observation of the points mentioned, even had
these been useful, beyond reason.

To sum up, we have seen two dowsers led independently to
two fields in a locality unknown to both of them, and inde-
pendently coming to identical conclusions, indicating where
water would, and where it would not, be found; we have seen
these conclusions entirely upheld by practical demonstration
in the form of borings; and we have seen that there was no
manner, geological or other, in which the information could
have been normally obtained. We have thus an experiment
which conclusively proves the reality of dowsing. -

l-Which prolably have their origin in the outcrop of the layer of
sand shown in Fig. z9; but this is not obvious as the turf at the spot
is simply swampy, and a stretch of dry ground intervenes between t-his
spot and the field.

CHAPTER V

TWO FAMOUS BRITISH DOWSERS OF THE
NINETEENTH CENTURY

$ r. WrrrraM Scorr LewnBNcu

A MONG the English dowsers whose activities are well
A known there were two who stand out because of the

.{ I large number of their successes and because of the
almost infallible nature of their dowsing. W. S. Lawrence was
one of these, and the other was John Mullins. The former was
born in Bristol on the zgth of July r8ro; in 1893, at the age
of 83, he wrote the following account of his discovery that
he possessed the dowsing faculty.l

'tMy father was the contractor for building a new Rectory
house at Winterbourne, Gloucestershire. In the contract he
was to find a supply of spring water, and had to sink a well for
such; he had done this to about 4o ft. deep without success,
when an old working man, a gardener, who passed the spot every
day, stated it was quite useless to go on sinking, it being in
the wrong spot. On being asked to mark the right spot, he
went to the hedge of a field and cut ahazelforked stick, and on
arriving at the well marked a spot about rg ft. away from the
well, and desired us to sink there, which we accordingly did,
and at about 15 ft. deep obtained a valuable spring of water.
I then was about 20 years of age, and asked him to allow me to
try and see if the forked twig would act same with me, but
he said it would [probably] be quite useless; but if I would
call on him next day at his cottage he would test me.

I did so, and he placed in my hands a small steel watch
spring, and desired me to walk about the kitchen with such,
and to his great surprise it acted with me similar to what it did
in his own hands. This was to prove and ascertain if I had
the power, as he knew there was a capital spring of water
under the floor of the cottage; he then stated his great sur-

I This accouot is from a letter dated the 5th of October 1893, and
addressed to Mr C. E. De Rance.
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Drise. he said as many as roo persons had beer there previouslY'

ind never one [had the rod] acted with prevrous' 'brom wnlcn

ti*" i have made "." Uoi'f, of steel spring- and hazel t9d: ,1
ao 

"ot 
believe I have any power without the rod or sprrng to

discover such.*}i;;;t 
make any use whatever of these remarks' '

I ;;;;in my Bath'y""i, ut'a rvrite this without the aid oI

slasses. "
"'Til; dowser died in June 1896, having made.use of .his
faculty for nearly seventy years' Apart from hls dowslng'

Lawrence was an i"i"tJ.ting charatter' independent and

scrupulouslv honest. For maiy years he was in business as a

;;;:;;";-il; i*; marriig;s, exte-nding over a. period

;i;i;tfi;rt!, tnra" him the lather-of twenty-six children'

;;";;#"; of whom survived him' one of his sons was an

;i;-e;;i"t, consulting physician at lhe Bristol General Hos-

oital : another son, wfrdalio had the faculty' 
-w?s. 

a- clergyman

in the Church of England; and other sons held honouraDle

nositions in the business world'
""fi;;'l;;;;;" iii*t"tt was generallv respe,cted-is. obvious

fr;;ir" f."t ifr"t for sixty-thre-e years he lived at Bishopston,

iiti.t"i, ""a 
at Stapleton,"close bir ; he-\Mas a Poor-1aw Guar-

ai"", Cfr.it-a, of'the HighwaY- !9ard, and for twenty-one

;;.ti't* r;"r, he wat e'iected Vicar's churcirwarden' and

fr" il.fa oth"er parochial appointment:' His character is well

.t 
"*"-tV- 

if,"'follo*irg anecdote-retatg$. UV hi--t!1f- l:,"
our paris'h church, with a capacity for holding only z5o.peopre,

there was a pew that would seat a dozen persons *l]:l--y"'
monopolized by a single old lady, while six other -panshloners
;i;1,";J-ih" hireaitaiy right to pews that could furnish no

i;il;" rro sittings." Tf,is old iorruption of the hereditary

;;t; I strenuousli disputed, and foufht the battle in London

;i;;i;;;;a;A, rnJ'"#[ in" *not' of ihem at a cost to mvself

ot Iry<. a larse .u-'iot me then to lose; but as it happily

iltile;ijf," "ii""*.tances 
which were revealed at my law-

."if 
"r"t"a 

the Bishop to build us a new church at his own

;;p.;;", which, of coulrse, remedied the evil"'
W. S. Lawrence fr"i-ttt! historic credit of- having be91.-the

first to rate a *otkhort.. He writes: "'When the Clifton

U;i"; -ig*ted inio my p-aris-h, and built a large workhouse

on seventee, u.r", Lf 
-i'"tfo' 

1"rt"'ay rated) -for the benefit of

thirty-five parishes, I as wa-rd:n assessed the rate at L25o-
ifri, i.r."a u gr"ui'.ti.. All the other guardians 1pt"::11T9
ihe other patiih"s were dead aga-irlst me, and at a tlnal stormy

;;"iir[-fh;-Ct"it*"" reproichftrlly exclaimed'' The man
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who would do such an outrageous act as to rate a workhouse
would not mind rating his own mother; ' to which I repted,
'Certainly I would ndt, in TY official cap-acity as warden,.if
it was *v dotv to do so.' This reply had its natural effect :

the rate "was passed, and so obtaini to this day, each parish
virtually contlibuting its equitable. quota." I

No apology is required for quoting- these stories, fo-r they
illustratle thi characlter of this-remarkable dowser; the col-
umns of the British press for many years bear witness to his
vigour in defending his reputation when his dowsing-achieve-
mEnts were ridiculed. We must now pass on to a consideration
of a few of his successes; it may be noted that among those
for whom he found water and who gave him testimonials were

such individuals as the Duke of Grafton, Lord Spencer, Sjr
Toseph Weston, Lord Heytesbury, Lord Justice Fry, Sir H-' W'
F""i, Sir Greville Smytire, Sir Henry Selwyn Ibbetson, Lord
Arthur Cecil, and v"ry m"t y others, and such companies as the
Bristol Wagon Wori<s, the Eagle Card Company,.Devizes,
the Tivertoi To*, Council, the Gloucestershire Dairy Com-
panv, the Great Western Railway, the Ely Paper Works, a,nd

i""riv other breweries, tanneries, electrical and water works,

farms, dairies, and so forth.2
First may be quoted a letter which gives a.graphic account

by an 
"y"-*itt"si 

of the muscglar-spasm which seems to-lay
n6ta of "some dowsers (especialty W. S. Lawrence) when they
are over, or have reason-to believe they are ovel, al under-
ground ipring. The letter is from Mr H. W. Whitaker, the
iell-kno#n giologist. Mr Whitaker was not-a great believer
in the aowslng-rdd, or in any practical good resulting from
its use.

"'We went yesterday and saw the 4ivining rod used,,and a

stranger perfoimance i never saw. The diviner, named Law-
."r""1 ari old white-haired, benevolent-faced man, walked
,ilorri the place for some time, it appearedfruitlessly,holding
between each finger and thumb a piece_ of flat steel wire bent
round into a sott-of horseshoe shape. This, he told us, would
detect minerals as well as water, so that when it presently began

to agitate as it did, scriggling, and wriggling,^a1d-tyistifg,
and iurning in his fingers-,-he iould 1o-t say definitely.that it
was water"he had coire ,rpot, until he took in his hand a

r These two stories are quoted by E. Vaughan Jenkins, -in l' F'
Youns and R. Robertson ,Tie Diuining Rod (r8g$, pp' r35-r36'

t .A-long list will be found in J. F. Young and R. Robertson, oP: !.t',
pp. Sr-jz"; see also a list, wilh-particulars, in E' R. Pease, " The
D-ivitring Rod," Proa. S.P.R. (1884), ii. 92.
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strong forked hazel twig, holding an end of each fork in each
hand, and keeping his elbows tightly down to his side. I
can only describe the antics of that twig as a pitched battle
between itself and him ! It twisted, it knocked about, it con-
tracted and contorted the muscles of his hands and arms, it
wriggled, and fought, and kicked, until it snapped in two-
and then-what made it painful to watch until you got used
to it, the o1d man reeled, and clutched hold of any one nearest
to him for a few moments. It evidently exhausts him very
much, though afterwards I asked him rihat effect it had oir
him, and he said it only made his heart beat rzosl violently for
a short time. Certainly it has not shortened his life I Hav-
ing found that spring (I must tell you the wire and twig will not
act over stagnant water), the_farmer askgd him to try if 15"t"
was a spring nearer home. He did not find one until, having
gone into the garden, he suddenly came upon one close to the
hall door. After that, he went further afield, and found two
some distance from the house. He can also tell the direction
the water takes underground and the probable depth they will
have to bore for it. Mr C.'s lawyer was there 'to watch the
case'; he was rzaosl sceptical, but was obliged to own that if
they find the spring he must believe ! He went behind Law-
rence, and held his wrists with all his strength, to try and
keep him quiet while the twig moved, but he could not.

I asked Lawrence how he found out he possessed the power,
and he told us that 6o years ago he saw a cottager do it, so he
tried himself, and found he possessed the same property. We
tried, Lady D. and I, but needless to say, we could do noth-
irrg. Lawrence makes no mystery of it, though he cannot
explain it; he says it is a gift. He was asked if he could
mesmerise, and he said, no. He held the wire over Lady
D.'s watch, and it wriggled just as it had done over the water."

In a later letter, dated May r89o, the lady referred to
relates that, the farmer having expressed doubts as to the
genuineness of the proceedings, Lawrence was taken again to
the farm and bl,indJolded. The rod performed in exactly the
same manner on reaching the spot where it had indicated the
water before. They then dug, and found the spring at a depth
of r5 ft.

Next we have a case obtained through the indefatigable
ardour of Mr Vaughan Jenkins. Rumours having reached
him of this case Mr Jenkins applied to Messrs Stephens and
Barstow, Bristol Steam Joinery Works, who replied thus:
" fn the year t87g we were building a house at Horsham, in
Sussex, for Mr J. Renton of Guildford.
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There were two wells on the property, but little or no water
could be obtained from either (in fact water was very scarce
in the neighbourhood generally), and it was thought desirable
to sink another well.

As we had known Mr Lawrence for many years, and knew
that he professed to be able to discover water, we communi-
cated with and arranged with him to go to Horsham, hoping
that if he should point out a place where we might sink, that
the well would be a greater success than those already there.

Mr Lawrence proceeded to the place, but we cannot, from
personal observation, give you an account of what took place,
as no member of the firm was able to accompany him (we may
here state that neither of us have ever seen him use the 'rod '),
but we enclose you a letter from the man who was foreman
upon the works at the time of Mr Lawrence's visit (he is still
in our employ, and we wrote to him upon receiving your
letter), in which he fully describes how Mr Lawrence pro-
ceeded.

You will see by Mr Martell's letter that he was in every way
successful. "

This was the enclosed letter from the foreman, Mr S. Martell :

" He selected one, a hazel twig, and walked about with it.
On coming to a certain place, he said, 'Here is the spring of
water,'and the twig was violently jumping up and down, and
he marked the place which was to be the centre of the well.
He then tried the steel spring with the same result. On
commencing to dig the well I was obliged to move a little on
one side, as one of the new drains was in the way, and the
centre of the well, as marked by him, became the side. On
sinking down about 4o ft. the spring burst out as large as a
hammer handle in the aery spot that he marked for the centre."

Mr Vaughan Jenkins then applied to the architect who built
the house, Mr Henry How, 52 New Broad Street, London, who
replied: " With regard to the 'Divining Rod', in 1878 I
erected a house at Rudgwick 1 for J. T. Renton, Esq ; the
site was on high ground, and the subsoil of stiff clay. During
the progress of the works the contractor proceeded to form, a
well close to the new building, and had, bored a aery considerabl,e
d,epth uithout coming to water. Messrs Stephens and Barstow,
of Bristol, were the contractors, and they advised that Mr
Lawrence should be employed to detect a spring. I had heard

r [The house, first called Hedgecocks, then Oakwood House and
finally (?) Oak Grange, and at the time of the latest inquiries in the
possession of the Duchess of Santo Teodora, is friur miles from Hors-
barn and two miles from Rudgwickl.
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of him before, and was greatly interested as to his mode of
procedure. He was shown where we had already bored.
[Then follows a description of the process]. He said we should,
f.nd, uater, the position being only some feu yards from the original,
boring. We proceeded to sink at the place indicated by Mr
Lawrence, and within some 14 yards from the surface we iame
ulon a good spring of uater, and which has, I believe, con-
tinued to supply the house from that time to this. I may
state that there was an old well some roo yards from the
new building, but Mr Lawrence was not informed of this to
my knowledge." r

It will thus be seen that the two independent accounts agree
in all details. About twenty years later Mr E. Westlake made
a geological investigation of the locality; but in the mean-
while the house had undergone several changes of name and
ownership; other wells had been sunk; and the report was in
consequence indefinite.2

The next case is an illustration of the implicit faith in his
dowsing power which Lawrence appears to have inspired in
those who had employed him. The letter, which is too long
to quote in full, is from the well-known well-sinker and
contractor, Mr Mereweather, who subsequently found he also
could use the rod, and had some success as a dowser.a The
following summary gives the chief facts:

The late Dr Fox, of Brislington, directed Mr Mereweather
to sink a well to supply the Lunatic Asylum at that place.
Instead of sinking at the spot suggested by the contrictor,
Dr Fox took him to the Park and-after searching found an
iron peg driven in the ground, where he told the contractor
to sink the well. Dr Fox gave as his reason that Mr Law-
rence had been over the ground with his divining-rod and
fixed on that place. The well was sunk 9o feet through Pen-
nant stone and no water found. Dr Fox insisted that the
work should go on, as he had absolute confi.dence that water
would be found, but as the contractor's experience was dead
against finding water there, he (Dr Fox) at last consented to
a four-inch bore hole being driven; this was done and after
35 feet had been bored (rz5 feet from the surface) a large body
of water was struck, which has supplied the-Asylum evei
since, has never failed, and could not-be pumped ilry.

Enough evidence has now been quotea to put Lawrence's

1 E. R. Pease, op. cit., i. ro3-ro4.t Proc. S.P.A., xv. 325-326.8 He also founded the well-known frm of water-engineers, Messrs.
Mereweather, of Long Acre, London.
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claims as a dowser beyond question. But it will be inter-
esting to conclude by quoting two or three of the many testi-
monials addressed to Lawrence that we have seen. The first
is from Mr Samuel Lang of Bristol: " After vain endeavours
to obtain a supply of water for my kennels, and sinking r3o
feet deep, I was advised to send for you, who, by aid of your
divining rod, in my presence, indicated the spot within zo
feet of the spot where I had sunk, and directed me to drive
there, which I did, and obtained at 3o feet deep most plentiful
supply. I have the greatest beliet in your powers with the
divining rod."

The next (from Messrs Evans and Owen, Ely Paper Works,
Cardiff) is quoted in answer to an objection sometimes made
that no large srpply of underground water is ever found by a
dowser. " At your request we have much pleasure in stating
the result of your visit to our works. We sunk two wells in
spots marked by you; in the first one we have a supply of
over 2o,ooo gallons per hour at a depth of 3r feet; and in
the other, about 3oo yards away from the first, a supply
of r2,ooo to r4,ooo gallons per hour of spring water."

Finally we have the following addressed to Mr Lawrence by
Mr F. W. Newton, secretary of the Bristol Municipal Charity
Trustees : " fn replyto yours of yesterday's date, I am directed
by the Trustees of the Bristol Municipal Charities to state that
they have much pleasure in recording the fact that you were
most successful with your divining rod in discoveYing water
at the spot on their estate at Burnett, on which they after-
wards bored, though the surface certainly afiorded no evidence
of the presence of water there."

$ z. jouN MurrrNs

John Mullins was without doubt the most remarkably suc-
cessful dowser of whom we possess records. Two of his most
striking achievements, at Waterford and at Horsham, have
already been described, and further examples are now to be
quoted.

One warning must here be given : when John Mullins found
that he was able to make a living with his dowsing-rod and
when he found that two of his sons had inherited his gift, he
formed a company under the style of John Mullins and Sons.
This was about rBBz. After that date when application for
a dowser was made to the firm it was not always old Mullins
himself who did the work. The two sons, further, were rather
apt to take themselves the credit for the exploits of their
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father. Consequently for many years after John Mullins's
death triumphant reports of his failures were made by a
number of well-intentioned persons ignorant of these facts.
In practically every case such reports were found to refer to
one oI the young Mullins's.

John Mullins was born at Colerne, eight miles from Chip-
penham, in Wilts, on the rzth of November rB3B. His Jather
was a mason and John, the second son of eleven children,
followed the same trade. In 1859 he was employed in the
building of his house by Sir John Ould on the Ashwick Estate
in Gloucestershire. A large supply of water was needed and
Sir John was informed by a friend that there IMas a dowser
named Adams living in Cornwall.l Adams was sent for and
indicated a line along which he declared water would be found.
There were a number of persons present, all of whom tried
the rod. When a daughter of Sir John Ould took the rod
into her hand and she came to the line marked by the dowser,
it turned so violently that she threw it down in a fright. A
well was afterwards sunk at the place and an abundant supply
was found at 6o feet from the surface.

A few days afterwards, Sir John, much struck by the cir-
cumstances, decided to try all the men working on the build-
ing, numbering about a hundred and fifty. When it came
to John Mullins's turn to hold the twig it turned so violently
that it snapped in two. Mullins was accordingly dubbed a
dowser, but he continued his work as a mason. One day Sir
John came to him with a request for him to go to a farm
where water was required. He marked a spot at which a well
was later sunk and a spring yielding zoo gallons per hour was
tapped at eighty-five feet. This was John Mullins's first use
of the divining-rod, and after that time he was much in
demand.2

John Mullins married in 1859 and continued in his occupation
as a mason until rBBz ; from then to his death in May 1894
he devoted himself exclusively to dowsing and well-sinking.
When he was the contractor for sinking a well at a spot indi-
cated by himself by dowsing, he was willing as a rule to re-

r This rilas probablyCharles Adams, of Rowberrow in Somersetshire.
t Cp. a Uftla book by [Joseph and W. H. MuJlins], the title-qage of

which runs : " The Divining Rod : its History, Truthfulness and hac-
tical Utility, by John Mutt;ns and Sons, Colerne, Box, Wiltshire.
Under the-Patiooage of Her Majesty's Government. . . Colerne
1894." See also a pamphlet witl titlti-page as follows: " The Divh-
ing Rod and its results in Discovery of Springs. By J. Mullins, Wator
Finder. Under the Patronage of Her Majesty's Government. Printed
at the ' Bath Chronicle' O6ce [c. r88o]."

Frc. 3r. Joxr MulrrNs
The In4lamen and Mrchiwry Reviea (r8gzl' xviii. r559E
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ceive no paSrment for sinking the well if a good supply of water
were not obtained. When one remembers the heavy outlay
involved in making a well, often through solid rock to a depth
of. 7o to roo feet or more, this agreement is a forcible illus-
tration of the faith Mullins had in his powers; a faith that
appears justified by its works, for Mullins is declared to have
located over 5,ooo water sources and to have himself carried
out work in connexion with 7oo water supplies. After the
death of old Mullins, his sons who carried on the business,
and one of whom was himself a dowser,r but not nearly so
successful, did not maintain the principle of " no water, no
pay." They state, it is true, in a letter that they " do not
generally make any extra charge for giving a guarantee of
finding water; on three occasions only we charged r5 per
cent extra on the contract for making a well." They enclose
copies of some of their contracts for large amounts ; several
of these contain the clause " in the event of not obtaining a
supply of r,ooo gallons per day of twenty-four hours, we will
make no charge for the work done." But a thousand gallons
a day is not a large supply, and judicious observation can
generally find that quantity of contaminated surface water.

The manner in which Mullins invariably held and used his
rod is thus clearly described by Colonel Thomas Waring,
M.P., in a letter dated the rrth of November r8gr : " I send
you herewith two of the 'Dowsing' or divining rods, for
discovering water or minerals ; a fresh cut one (Fig. 3z) and
one after being used by Mullins (Fig. SS). The portion nearly
twisted off the end of it (C, Fig. SS) will show the action; it
was done while I was looking on, and no movement of the
hand was made to occasion the twisting. In fact, if you hold
the rod, or rather fork, as directed, such action, whether
voluntary or the reverse, on the part of the operator is impos-
sible. You pass the ends of the fork between the second and
third fingers of the hand, palm upwards, and close the thumb
and first and second fingers tightly on the points of the fork
(A and B, Fig. 3z) and hold it, apex downwards, out before
you; when you come on the spring the apex of the fork
bends forward and upward, and if one end be held tight and
the other allowed to revolve it will twist itself nearly (or quite)
off, as in the specimen (FiS. ES). The violence of the action,
Mullins says, depends on the volume and proximity of the
running water."

r This was H. W. Mullins; Joseph was also stated to be a dowser
and himself records one or two cases in which he was successful, but
no other instances have come to our notice.
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The twigs sent by Colonel Waring are illustrated in the accom-

panying cuts; in Fig, 33 (the one actually used by Mullins),
the end was nearly twisted off, only a shred of bark remaining
at C. The twigs are of pliable green wood, about 15 inches in
extreme length, three-sixteenths of an inch diameter at A
and B, and a quarter of an inch diameter (not quite as thick
as a cedar pencil) at the junction. Fig. 56 shows the rod
actually held in the manner described.

A selection of specimens of Mullins's successes must now
be given. One of the earliest of these we have on very good
authority, that of General Sir Mildmay Willson, K.C.B., who
writes as follows in a letter dated from Rauceby Hall, Grant-

A
B

Frc. 32. Mur.r.rns's Dowsruc-
nop ssroRE Use

Frc, 33. Mur-r.rrs's DowsrNc-
noo lrtpn Usp

e

ham, the 3oth of January r9o5 : " When I succeeded to my
father's estate at Rauceby, Lincolnshire, in the year 1866,
the parish was very badly off for water, and in dry seasons
almost every drop had to be led from the brook about a mile
away, so the first thing I took in hand was to try and get a good
supply. There were one or two shallow wells in a spinney
adjoining the east side of the village, so I started sinking a
well on rather lower ground within about 3o yards of one of
these wells, and perhaps 4o of the other. I almost immediately
came on solid Iimestone rock, and after sinking roo feet with-
out finding a drop of water, I got a boring machine and went
down another z5o ft. without success, when I stopped the
work.
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The following year Messrs Kirk and Parry, Railway Con-
tractors and Builders, Sleaford, asked leave to sink a shaft
through a deep bed of clay in the next parish, Kelby, hoping
to find the same bed of soft stone as they quarry at Ancaster,
and two men from this village were set to work on the shaft.
After working for some days one of these men went sick, and
Kirk and Parry sent Mullins senior to take his place. It was
reported to me a day or two afterwards that Mullins had
stated as soon as he arrived that it was most unfortunate
that they had commenced where they did, as they had hit on
the only spring on the hill side and that they would be drowned
out before they went much further. However they were told
to go on, and a few mornings afterwards on returning to their
work they found the shaft 3 parts full of water; and after
trying in vain to get the water out, they had to give it up,
leaving their tools at the bottom.

This struck me as so extraordinary that I sent for Mullins;
he was working then as an ordinary labourer at z/6 a day. I
employed him several days searching for springson theestate.
I fiist took him to my abandoned well of the year before. He
told me if I went down r,ooo ft. I should not find a drop;
he then pointed out two or three places in the afore-mentioned
spinney where a limited amount of water would be found
within a very few feet of the surface. Towards the west
end of the village he pointed out several places where a good
supply could be obtained all within ro or t2 feet of the sur-
face. I put three in hand at once, and in each case found
water as predicted, and the supply has continued to the
present day. One of these wells was near what are known as
the Hollow Cottages. Mullins in puttinghistwigover thewell
pronounced there was no spring, but found one quite close
to the side, and in his opinion only a foot or two deeper down.
In sinking the new well, the 'circle ' to carry the well bricks
actually cut the edge of the old well. The bottom of the old
well was on a hard bed of rock, on going through this in
the new one a copious supply was found which has never
failed.

Mullins at once jumped into notoriety and was much em-
ployed all round this district, by the late Lord Winchelsea
[sic] and others. Amongst these the late Col. John Reeve
had him over to Leadenham and tested his power of finding
water in the following way. There is a reservoir on the hill
connected with a pipe to the gardens ; the water was purposely
turned off when Col. Reeve first took Mullins across the park,
but in accordance with his orders, was turned on as they came
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back; the Twig at once gave a violent jerk, and Mullins
followed the pipe right down to the garden fence.

In those days we were much interested in the Divining rod,
and as Mullins showed that there were two or three strong
springs that ran across the path leading from this house to
the bottom of the garden, a good many people tried for them-
selves to see if they had the power, and certainly five or six
found they possessed it, my sister being one of them, Miss
Wordsworth, daughter of the late Bishop of Lincoln, another,
the Hon. Mrs E. Pelham a third, as also my second horseman,
Sumner by name. The stick acted so strongly in the hands
of the latter that it was with the greatest difficulty we could
get him to show its working, as he looked on it as something
'most uncanny'.

Since those days I have sunk some three or four more wells
on spots originally pointed out by Mullins, but the marks
having been lost, I have had to get somebody who could work
the Twig to point out the exact spots. At the present moment
one of my farm bailiffs at Kelby, Tebb by name, his wife, and
I believe all his children have this same power.

I might add that my experience in this district is that all our
springs are fissure springs, and unless you hit these off exactly
you will not get a drop, except perhaps some surface water,
even if you sink within a very few feet. These fissures run
pretty nearly from W. to E., and generally parallel to one
another, as I have been shown on several occasions by the man
following the water for considerable distances.

Personally I cannot call to mind a single instance where
Mullins proved himself wrong, but he refused to make trials
except in dry times, as he told me that every under-drain
that had water going down it would afiect the divining rod.
The last time I employed him was on the Hill-house farm
on the late Lord Abinger's estate at Redford in Surrey, of
which I was a Trustee. A good deal of money had been spent
by the late Lord in trying to get water, and the tenant had
given notice that unless he got a water supply he must give
up his tenancy. Mullins came down and found an excellent
supply, almost in the middle of the other costly failures.

During the seventies, Mullins was largely employed by most
of the large landowners in this district with great success,
and a large number of wells were sunk under his advice. All
round here the limestone rock comes very near the surface
and all the springs apparently are fissure ones, and quite near
the surface, i.e. lrorn 6 to z5 feet."

In a later letter, giving permission to reproduce his account,
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Sir Mildmay Willson adds that on a subsequent-occasion he

employed ifrdtns on the Hill House Farm near Yewhurst in
S"i."J. where he succeeded in finding a plentiful supply after
..""rii other wells had been sunk without result. Sir Nlild-

mav goes on : " I have employed my bailiff, Tebb, on three or
foui iccasions; he has infallibly pointed out where there is
'water, but I suppose owing to want of practice is unable to
estimate the dePth."

Though a nuriber of early cases of^dowsing by Mullins are

availabie, it has been possible to confirm only a few -of 
t!em'

We may pass on ther6fore to an example of somewhat later
aate, iAfg. Details of this case are contained in a letter
trorn frl, t' Bastable, 14 Foskelt Road, Fulham, and,appeared
in the Carbenter and Euitder of the 3oth of September r8gz'
it 

" "t.rtt"ctor 
of the Somerset and Dorset Railway, Mr T' A'

walker, here employed Mullins under the following circum-
stances': " At th; Shepton Mallet Station, on that line, jt was

decicled to sink a well 6lose to the rails to supply waterJor th_e

Iocomotives. we had sunk a depth of. z5o feet entirely through
blue lias rock as dense and hard as possible, and as dry as 

-a
Uorr", ura began to look upon it as b forlorn hope, when Mr
Mullins was nientioned as ahan likely to help us in the matter.
Aft"r -octr hesitation and fear lest it should turn out to be a

hoax-we were very incredulous-it was decided to ask the
;e;i" of Ut Mullins, who came at once, and with very little
t-"ur" discovered for us close at hand that for which we had

sousht so long. The most favourable spot was fould to
LL !u"rt 5o f"eet from our well. Mr Mullins, from his obser-

vations oith" action of the forked twig, advised us to- com-

mence and drive a heading about 5o feet down the rvell, and

""a"i [where the twig tuined] we should have abundance.

ihi;*;; done, and wien at thit spot our miners had to rush

;;t;;d ;p foriheir lives, le-aving uetrina them their steel drills,
h;;;t;; clothes, etc. The wlll soon filled up, -and when

*" l"ti in rBTg the water was within rz feet of the surface.'- 
W" pto"rrt.d t*o pairs of smith's tongs tosee if the twigs

did acfuatly twist, 
"tld 

h"ld them in a tight grip, with.one.pair
..*ri"g ttie tips and the other the fork, but th,e contractions
still weirt on Gtwe", the points held. What tle power con-

sists of I am still at a loss to conceive ; but this I know, not one

of us present at the operation had.any doubts .afterwards
as to tiis abitity in discovering water in the earth'"

- 
In a letter tti the Daitv Grifhic for the 3oth of March 1892,

Mii. J- Hickes, of Truio, de-scribes the same case' Both he

and Mi Bastable wrote from personal knowledge of the facts,
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but from memory, and it is not surprising that their figures
differ. They agree, however, in all essential details, as the
account is further confirmed by Mr F. J. Clark, F.L.S., who
wrote to say that hewaswell acquainted with the case,which
came to his knowledge at the time of its occurrence, his father
being then a directorof the line. Mr Clark added, " I went to
see my father on receipt of your letter, and he tells me the
account you have printed [as above] is correct, though his
impression is that the well was not quite so deep." Mr Clark
thought the depth was roo feet.

No apology is needed for the length of the next relation,
for it is not only one of the best general accounts of dowsing,
but also a good instance of Mullins's successes, and still further
illustrates the concordant discoveries of two independent dow-
sers. The account is by Sir W. E. Welby-Gregory, M.P.,
Denton Manor, Grantham, and is dated the zSth of January
1883. This letter was originally addressed to Mr Vaughan
Jenkins.

" In the spring of t877 I was preparing to build a large
country house on a new site, which I had selected on account,
among other reasons, of its dryness. This site was on a large
plateau of red loamy soil, resting on a bed of solid rock l several
feet thick, in which there was no indication of water; and it
was a problem where the water supply was to come from, as
there was none apparent which could be brought to the house
without great expense. While pazzling over this I heard that
John Mullins, of Colerne, had been employed to find water at
various places in the neighbourhood with very remarkable
success; that he had been tested in almost every conceivable
way, and that not only country gentlemen and farmers, but
plumbers in the neighbouring towns had frequently called in
his aid, purely as a matter of business, and I was at last in-
duced to send for him. When he came, I asked him whether
he required a twig of any particular wood, and he replied
that almost any wood would do, except lance-wood and box-
wood, which were too stiff. He then cut for himself fro.m the
nearest convenient tree, which I think was a sycamore, a forked
twig in the shape of a Y of a foot or 18 inches long. I set
him to work for a few minutes at first on my lawn, sending
him over parts where I knew there was a current of water at a
depth of a {ew feet, though none was visible or audible on the
surface. He slowly quartered his ground like a pointer, bend-
ing forward and holding the twig about the level of his knees,

I The rock I believe is marlstone, and the thickness of the upper
bed has been since ascertained to be between 7 and 8 feet.
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point downwards, and tightly grasped an inch or two from
the extremities of the prongs of the fork, with, if I recollect
rightly, the thumb and fourth and little fingers of each hand
below, and the fore and middle fingers above the twig. When-
ever he crossed the water, of which I have spoken (a drain),
the twig turned upwards in his hands, though he apparently
resisted its doing so to the utmost; and the same thing hap-
pened at other parts of the lawn, where, though we did not
know of any runlet, it was very likely that one existed.

I then took him to the kitchen garden, where we had always
been much in want of water; and presently the twig stopped
him at a spot apparently as dry as the rest, and with nothing
distinctive about it. I asked him what amount he supposed
there was, whether running or stagnant, and at what depth.
He answered that he was certain there was water, and that it
was running, for no amount of stagnant water had the slightest
effect upon him ; but that he could only guess at the amount
and the depth from the force with which the twig turned up.
From his experience he should say that it was a stream not
thicker than a walking stick, and at a depth of from 20 to 30
feet. He traversed the rest of the kitchen garden without
finding any more, and I next took him to the site of the new
house. Here he soon indicated two lines, about 3o yards apart,
along which he said water was flowing in somewhat greater
vohrme than the rill he had found in the kitchen garden, and
at a depth, he thought, of from 3o to 4o feet. This was all he
could find there, and as this seemed hardly likely to be sufficient
for my requirements, I felt that it must be looked for at a
greater distance. To save time, I took him to a spot from
whictr he could see the contour of the hills (about a mile dis-
tant from the house) from which most of our water comes,
showed him what spring we knew of, and told him to choose
for himself the best part to try for more. He unhesitatingly
selected the upper part of a certain hill (which was afterwards
pronounced by an eminent civil engineer to be unquestionably
the most likely spot within sight to contain water), and thither
we went. He tried the whole of that hillside over, without
finding a drop, and we afterwards took another hillside with
no better success.

It was now late, and Mullins was evidently becoming ex-
hausted. I felt that I had seen enough to convince me that
he was no impostor, and that whatever discoveries he made
were due to some force over which he had no control, not to
any power he had acquired by experience or observation of
making good guesses at where water was likely to be; but I
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was not satisfied that he had found anything for me which
promised to be of any practical use; so I dismissed him to
tea in the housekeeper's room. After tea several of the ser-
vants whose curiosity was excited got him to exhibit his art
to them, and tried whether they themselves had any power
with the twig. My gardener, Joseph Towers, found that it
worked in his hands nearly as strongly as in those of Mullins
himself. I took no further action then in the matter; but
described what I had seen to the civil engineer before referred
to, who, though by no means altogether pooh-poohing it,
assured me that from his knowledge of the geological formation
of the country, he could say confidently there was no chance
of flnding a water supply under my new house at a depth of
less than r2o or r3o feet ; and his opinion was confirmed by
another geological authority who was then in the neighbour-
hood. So I virtually gave up all hope of deriving any benefit
from Mullins's assertions. Some weeks later, however, my
gardener came to me and said that he was in great want of
water in the kitchen garden; that he had tried repeatedly
with the twig over the place where Mullins indicated a rivulet ;
that it invariably turned up at the spot, and that he was quite
convinced there was water there. If I would allow him, he
could sink a well with the garden labourers, so as not to involve
any additional expense. f consented to this; the well was
sunk to a depth of nearly zo ft., when water poured into it
freely, and it has supplied a long range of hot-houses ever
slnce.

I had previously decided upon bringing down the main
supply of water to the new house in pipes, by gravitation,
from a considerable distance; but as this was a heavy work,
necessarily taking much time, the question of a supply during
building had become urgent, and on the strength of what had
occurred in the kitchen garden, I set Towers to traverse the
new site, where the lines of water indicated by Mullins had
been marked by pegs 6o yards or 7o yards apart, and just
visible above the grass. These lines Towers and his twig
emphatically confirmed, and I proceeded to test him. I had
the projecting extremities of the prongs of the twig held tight
by pincers, so that there could be no voluntary action on
Towers's part when crossing the marked lines. Despite of this,
the point of the twig twisted itself upwards, till the bark was
wrinkled and almost split, while the strain and pressure upon
the muscles of the man's hands were most apparent. I then
blindfolded him, and turned him loose. The result was pre-
ciselythe same. Whenever he crossed Mullins's lines, up went
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the twig. The presumption now appeared to be so,strong-in
favour of ttre twig that I determined to disregard the geolo-
gists, and have a well sunk on one of the lines. This was done ;

it the depth of about 28 ft. the water rushed in, and rose

till it stood about B ft. deep, at which it now remains, having,
in the meantime, fully supplied all the requirements during
building the house, which were probably not less than r,ooo
gallonsl day for three years or more, and since that having
icted as an ample reserve to the house for all purposes when-
ever the distant supply for any reason has had to be shut
off. I may add that I have since had occasion to sink a shaft
for a lift between the two lines indicated by Mullins, some

rz yards or 15 yards from either, and to a depth considerably
greater (ro ft. or rz ft.) than the well. As no water came
into this, though the formation was precisely similar, and the
well has not blen afiected by it, I am satisfied that, had I
not employed Mullins, I might have sunk w"-Ug i" any number
to no purpose under my house, unless I had h-appened.to hit
upon [h" rills indicatea ty him wjth such perfect precision."

^One part of this valuable case being the successful tracing
of unddrground pipes, it wilt be interesting to quote- a similar
experim&rtal caie. It is taken from The Garden of the rrth of
Afril 1885. The writer is Mr W. Crump, h-ead gardele-r of
Eirt Beauihamp's estate, Madresfield Court, Malvern : " Many
successes in finding water on Earl Beauchamp's estates could
be named; in facl, not a single failure is known. Amongst
the most recent consultations with Mullins was one concerning
a well that had been sunk 116 feet without finding water.
Mullins selected a spot a few yards distant, where, at a depth
of 5o feet, an inexhaustible supply was found by him. -{e
aga'in selected a spot, naming water. at 3o feet deep, and it
tuis found at z7 feet. Many other instances could be men-
tioned, and so certain is he of his power that he offers to dig
the wells without charge if proved wrong in his judgment.

Mullins was engaged to find some water on an estate at
Madresfield last week, and on the day before his visit we
prepared for him a series of severe tests. No. r was to send
Irirri irrto a field which he had never seen before, in which a
six-inch socket glazed pipe drain conveyed a stream of water
to supply the moat. On the surface there was not the slightest
trace 6f-this drain, the depth of which was about three feet.
All being in readiness, Mullins commenced to cast about with
his twig, when, to every one's astonishment, the moment he

came upon, or over the water, up went the twig to the per-
pendicrilar. He further proved the exact subterranean posi-
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tion of the drain again and again. No. z test was similar to
the last, but the pipes in this case were of iron rather deeper.
Nevertheless the result was equally satisfactory ; of course
every member of the party tried to use the rod, but amongst
them only one young lady had any influence over it."

These facts are confirmed in several letters from Mr Crump
and, as regards the tracing of the underground pipes, by the
Rev. G. S. Munn, who conducted the experiments, in the
following letter, dated the z4th of February rB97 from Madres-
field Rectory, Malvern: " In reply to queries respecting Mul-
lins and water-finding, I may say that I was told off to test
Mullins on his first visit to Madresfield. Snow was on the
ground two or three inches deep, entirely obliterating all
external indications of water. Knowing the locality well,
I took him alone in a line across two places beneath which
water ran. One of these had been laid down so many years
before that I believe it was known only to myself. In both
cases the rod turned up exactly on the spot. I won't trouble
with other instances where, as in the above, all collusion and
deception was quite impossible, except to say that on one of
Lord Beauchamp's farms, which had been very short of water
for many years, after much searching, he indicated a spot
where water would be found at, so far as I remember, from
zo to 3o feet below the surface. A well was sunk through the
rock; the water was found, and I believe there has been an
ample supply since.

On the last occasion Mullins was here, a considerable num-
ber of persons came to see his performances; many tried to
see if they had the power. When all had failed, I persuaded
one of my daughters to take the rod, and to my great surprise,
it acted in her hands as well as in Mullins's. She has used
her power on some few occasions to find water for friends, and
also to convince those who have doubted the possibility-
as I did, entirely, before I was convinced.

If you saw the rod act when in the hands of those who have
the power, you would see at once that no possible action of the
hands could produce the results."

Yet another case of this nature is the foUowing one, which
is additionally interesting because Mullins also succeeded in
finding hidden gold. Mr W. R. Bruce (one of the Masters in
the King's Bench Division of the High Court of Justice in
Ireland), wrote as follows from Rockford, Blackrock, Co. Dub-
lin on the 6th of May r8g7'. " I engaged Mullins to come here
for a day on his way back from my brother's, where I had
seen him try for water. To test his powers I took him into
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my yard, across which a small pipe ran underground, supply-
ing the house with water from the main. Before doing this
I turned the cock and stopped the flow of water. Mullins
passed the pipe and the rod gave no sign. While he and the
persons about him were engaged in this, I went into the house
unobserved, and having turned on the cock suggested his
again making a circuit of the yard. He did so, and when he
crossed the pipe, the rod turned up, the water then not being
stagnant, but flowing through the pipe. There were certainly
no signs in the yard to show that a pipe had been laid under
the ground, and I am convinced there was no audible sound of
running water, and nothing in my action to give Mullins any
hint on the subject.

I put him to another test ; he said that gold had the same
effect as water. While he was in the house getting his dinner,
I went out and hid half-a-sovereign in the ground on the
marked line of a tennis ground. I am certain no one saw me
do this. I then took him out and told him to try and find
the coin, which was some place under the line. He did find
the coin. I am certain that nothing in my face or manner
gave him any indication of where it was, and it was absolutely
impossible for any one to have discovered it by eyesight. In
fact, I had some difficulty in finding the exact spot myself.
I should add that in going round the tennis ground the divining
rod turned up two or three times before Mullins arrived at the
spot over the coin. This he accounted for by saying there
was water there, which is quite comprehensible."

At the beginning of the above case it is stated that Mullins
was on his way back from Mr Bruce's brother. There also
Mullins had had a success, and also in finding coins as well as
water. Mr S. Bruce, of Norton Hall, 3 miles north of Campden,
in Gloucestershire, records this series of successes on the part of
Mullins. They are notable for the detailed manner in which
his predictions were fulfilled and also because Mr Westlake
investigated the circumstances on the spot and confirmed
the facts as stated by Mr Bruce in his letter dated the z3rd of
April rB97 : " With-reference to Mullins, it is about 12 years
since he came here. I believe he had never been here or in
the neighbourhood before. We sunk at three places pointed
out by him, and got water at each of them. The sub-soil here
is blue lias clay, and goes down a great depth. A friend of
mine, who bored near here 5 or 6 years ago, got down over
r,2oo feet before he got through the clay; this clay is quite
impervious to water, the neighbouring hills are oolite brash.

This house is built on a levelled or terraced slope. When
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Mullins first got to work at the hall door, before he had gone
ro yards he stopped and said there was water there, but it was
not a convenient place to sink, so we went on. It was some
time before he got to another place, which was in the stable
yard; there he said we would find water at about 3o feet.
When we came to sink, we got to water at about the depth he
said, which rose at the rate of about 6 feet a day (that is, z4
hours) till we had about zo leet in the well of about 3 feet
diameter. We then tried another place he pointed out, with
a similar result. Then the men who were sinking for me,
local men, said that any one would know how to find water
there, that there was water anywhere along the bank, mean-
ing the slope on which the house stands. I told them to go
and pick a place and try. After some discussion, they sank
close to my lodge ; when they had got 3o feet down they had
not got water, and they said there was no use going further, as

they were then down into the blue clay ; at the end of a week
there were not 6 inches of water in that well.

We then tried another place that Mullins had marked close
to the house, and about zo yards from the place where he first
stopped by the hall door. Mullins had told us we would find a
very strong spring here, about zo leet down. When we got
about tzteet down, we got signs of water, and when we got 17
feet the water came so fast the men could not sink any fur-
ther; it was a case of getting out three buckets of water to
one of clay.

The men that were sinking had up to now rather scoffed at
Mullins's theories, but now the head man said, ' This man must
know something more than we do after all, Ior the water is
coming through a vein of gravel not bigger than my hat, and
if we had been 3 feet one side or other of it we would not
have got a drop ; ' these men were well sinkers by trade. This
well did not hold out when we got a long spell of dry weather,
and I always think that there is an underground connection
between it and the well in the stable yard, and also with
another one in the house yard, and this well being the shallow-
est of the three gives out; probably the vein of gravel runs
on and connects with the others. Once, in a very dry time,

-1887, 
I think,-it was the well in the stable yard failed, and

we had a lot of water from a pond filled into it ; we found
that the well in the house yard rose as we filled into the one in
the stable yard, and the water was dirty like pond water. I
don't think I can give you any more information on the
matter.

Mullins also found a half-sovereign that I had buried in a
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walk we were then making. I would have lost the half-
sovereign if it had not been for him, as I was so careful not to
put any mark lest he might notice that I was not able to find
ihe plaLe myself, and when he stopped- and said it was under
his foot, I thought he was wrong, but there it was t "

These successes are the more remarkable when it is remem-
bered that this part of Gloucestershire is very badly watered,
with springs fewand far between. Next we have an-example
in which Mullins not only found water in the usual way by
dowsing, but located an underground pipe and also succeeded
in re-finding the spot he had marked, after he was blind-
folded. This case, 

-from the collection of Mr Vaughan Jenkins,
is the following, which is not only recorded at first-hand by a
responsible pelsonage but which conta-ins sgTe- interestin-g
exferiments. The accounf i9 by l-!9 Hon. M. E. G. Finch
Hitton, M.P., later the EarI of Winchilsea, writing from
z3 Ennismore Gardens, S.W., on the zgth of February 1884:
"-Hearing that J. Mullins possessed the p,ower of finding sprlngg
of water,-by means of a forked twig held between his hands, I
desired hini to come over to Haverholme Priory, near Sleaford,
where I live.

This is what happened. First he cut a forked twig from a
living tree, and freta it between his hands, the centre^point
dowriwards and the two ends protruding between the fingers
of each hand.

He then stooped forward and walked over the- ground to be

tried. Suddenly he would stop and the central point would
revolve in a hali circle until it pointed the reverse way. This
he stated to be owing to the presence of a subterranean spring,
and further that b/the strength of the movement he could
gauge the approximate dePtL- My broth6r-, Hon. Harold Finch Hatton, and I each took
hold of one of the ends, protruding as stated above, and held
them fast while the phenomenon took place, to make sure
that it was not causedbv a movement, voluntary or otherwise,
of the man's own hani or fingers. The tendency to twist
itself, on the twig's part, was so great that, on our holdin-g
firmly on to tne-ends, the twig split and finally. broke off.

Thi same thing occurred when standing on a bridge over a
running stream.

Stagnant water, he states, has no efiect on the twig. - . -
Though now convinced ourselves of the man's good faith,

and of the automatic-or rather independent-action of the
twig, we resolved to test Mullins in various ways, of which
the following is an account.
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First we established it on good authority that Mullins had
no previous acquaintance with Haverholme.

rl I took him on to the grass in front of the house, across

which the water-supply pipe passed. There was no indication
of its presence on tfie iuiticel nor did I -previously 

mention its
existe^nce to Mullins; on crossing it, the twig moved in the
manner described, and he could trace the water to right and
Ieft by its means, along the path actually-taken by the pipe'

z. bn our way to the kitchen garden Mrrllins discovered a

spring on the opin lawn, whose existence was unknown to me,

it trad been cloded in so long, but was subsequently attested by
an old labourer on the plice who remembered it as a well,
and had seen it bricked in many years before.

3. On reaching the kitchen garden I knew that,a lead pipe,
leading water to a tap outside the wall, crossed the gravel
path a-t a certain spot. On crossing it- the twig made-lo sign'
i *". astonished ai first, till I remembered what Mullins had
said about stagnant water, and that the tap y??-?ot running'

I sent to ha-ve it turned on, re-conducted Mullins over the
ground, when the twig immediately indi-cated the spot.- When Mullins had passed on, I carefully marked the exact
spot indicated by the twig. Whel he had left the garden.^ I
.iid, 'Now, Muliins, may we blindfold you and let you tt-y-? '

He said, ' Oh yes, if you don't lead me into a pond or anything
of that sort.' We promised.

Several sceptical 
-persons 

were present who took care the
blindfolding was thoroughly done.

I then re--conducted him; btindfold, to the marked spot by
a different route, leaving the tap running, with the result that
the stick indicated with mathematic exactness the same spot.
At first he slightly overran it a foot or so, and then felt round,
as it were, an-d seemed to be led back into the exact centre of
influence by the twig.

AII present considered the trial entirely conclusive of two
things.

First, of the man's perfect good faith.
Secondly, that the effect produced on the twi8 -emanated

from an agency outside of himself, and appeared due to the
presence of running water.- 

My brother, Mr Harold Finch Hatton, is present as I write,
and confirms what I say.

It is true that one of the Misses Wordsworth tried the twig,
and was surprised to find that an influence of a similar nature,
though not so strong, was imparted to it.

I irerely give facls, without attempting to explain them.
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No doubt it will be long before they are generally admitted

-probably 
not until scientific (?) men ceas-e to gratify their

vanity by denying the existence of everything they cannot
explain or account for fullY.

It appears to me to be due to some occult form of magl9ti9P,
requiring a high conductive power in the operator. I"lint
says he feels something akin to an electric shock each time,
and that his arms ache all night after many experiments."

Mr G. Troyte-Chapyn-Grove, F.S.A., is the owner of 7,ooo
-8,ooo acres in the West of England ; in his property are some
valuable dairy farms in Witts and Dorset. They were 99 badly
supplied with water, that his tenants were in great difficulti_ej.
Muilins was then called in, and, in Mr Grove's words, " He
was most successful in doing so [" in discovering some sources
of water with his Divining Rod "l, with hardly one failure,
and having bored at the spots indicated, and within a few feet
of the depths he stated, I was fortunately able to supply the
Dairy Farms with excellent water to the great content o.f

the Dairymen and the complete satisfaction of my tenants."
Mr GrovL goes on to say that since that time he has had no
occasion to employ a dowser, as his bailiff at the Home Farms
was found to be in excellent dowser, and successfully found
water for farms and cottages. This fact is verified by a quite
independent communicatibn from Mr John E. Holland, 

^of
Wariham, Bampton, Devonshire, who states that the bailiff's
name was Rhoades.

The reader will remember the striking manller in which
l\tullins found water at Waterford. Encouraged by this success

Mr Christie-Miller, the proprietor of the works supplied at
Waterford, employed Mullins on several subsequent occasions,
detailed by Mf and Mrs Christie-Miller in a number of letters
from r89r to 1897.

In June r89r Mullins went by invitation to Broomfield, near
Chelmsford. 

- 
Here he indicated a number of places where he

declared water would be found. At one place he stated that
water would be found at 4o feet and he also indicated the
direction of the flow. A well was sunk and a supply reached
at 4o|, feet; the direction was found to be as predicted. In
another place Mullins indicated water at between 5o feet and
6o feet ; a strong spring was met at 4o feet.

Mullins's next visit was at Kircassock, Lurgan, in Ireland.
He marked seventeen springs. Of these two were tested. In
the one Mullins had piedicted a given supply (not specified
in the record) at 15 feet; the stated supply was encountered
at exactly that depth, and was used to supply cottages. In
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the other case Mullins foretold water at 6o feet ; a small
supply was met at 4o feet and the well was satisfactorily deep-

ened to 6o feet.
In one of her last letters Mrs Christie-Miller writes: "'We

are unable to quote an instance of failure with the divini-ng rod,
and can there?ore speak most confidently in favour of water
finding by the twig.- We have seven wells sunk after marking
by Mullins with his rod."'A 

"ns" 
from the same neighbourhood as the Waterford

triumph is the following. Mr J. H. Jones, a gentlem-an-living
at Muilinabro, near Walerford, who afterwards found that he

was himself a dowser, writes in a letter dated the 3rd of January
rgoo : " Some few years ago, a friend and, neighbour of mine,
aiter trying in vain to obtain an unpollutgQ-w3le1.supp-ly
for his hooi", decided to enlist the services of Mr Mullins, the
dowser. I was asked to witness the experiments and was
glad to do so.- Mr Mullins, on his arrival at Waterford, per steamer, drove
rapidly to his client's house and in a few minutes indicated
ari underground water supply near the house quite uncon-
nected, ai he alleged, with the flow to a poiluted pump-w-ell
in the stable yard; he pointed out a favourable spot for
sinking, where-subsequently a splendid supply of pure water
was found at about 3o feet deeP."

It will be seen that the success in this incident was the
finding of a pure water supply; the same applies to the next
two cises to be quoted. The former of these may be thus
summarised : Mr Charles Wiltiam Nasmith, the head of a well-
known firm of chartered accountants in Manchester, needed
a new supply of water at his house, Mereleigh, Chelford, Cheshire,
owing t,i ilie fact that the only wel_!_he had was-only 18 feet
deep-and had been condemned. He accordingly -employed
Messrs Timmins, a local firm of well-borers; working from
the geological chart of the neighbourhood, they recommended
a ceitainipot not far from the condemned well. At consider-
able expense a boring to a depth of 48o feet was made, but
withouf success so far as water was concerned.

Mr Nasmith then applied to John Mullins, who was a stranger
to the locality. ttftitiins found water under the lawn and
traced the underground flow to the kitchen garden-; here he
indicated a spot only ro feet from the 4Bo feet bore. He declared
that good witer would be found at not more than-4o feet from
the srirface. He asked to be allowed to undertake the necessary
work, agreeing rrot to charge for the work i{ his predictions
were'rroI subslantiated. Ai a result the well was made and
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at 36 feet a good supply of water of excellent quality was
found. This iuccess *as all the more remarkable since it
was so near the deep boring and not far from the disused well.

The well-borers disputed these facts, declaring that the
water in Mullins's well was only surface water and not fit for
use. Mr T. V. Holmes was asked to make a geological report,
but was unable to offer any conclusive opinion. Mr Nasmith
re-affirmed his statement that there was a good supply of
water and that it was of perfectly good quality ; and he, having
to use the water, may be allowed the last word. Moreover,
if the supply was merely surface water, the same quantity
should have- been obtained in the deep boring on reaching
the depth of Mullins's well, which had not been the case.

The-last of the cases to be quoted in connexion with the
finding of a specially required supply of pure yater is t-he

foltowing. In-the Someriet and, Dorset Notes and Queries -for
June 1897, the Editor, the Rev. C. H. Mayo, M.A., published
i letter fiom Mr H. W. Hoskyns, dated the znd of January
rBB9, concerning an experience in dowsing. Application -for
further information was made to Mr Hoskyns, which he readily
gave and allowed Mr Westlake to make a geological examination
on the spot.

Havinf an impure supply of water on his estate, North
Perrott Manor, Crewkerne, Somersetshire, he sent for John
Mullins, who, by means of the rod, fixed upon the best site
for sinking a well, estimating the water to be about z5 ft-
below the surface. The well was sunk, solid rock was soon

encountered, and after z5 ft. below the surface had been
reached, and a considerable thickness of rock pierced, still
no water was found. Suddenly, however, when e5! ft. had
been reached, an inrush of water took place, so rapid that
the men had to be hurriedly withdrawn from the well; the
water rose 23* ft.. and has thus stood, z ft. from the surface,
ever slnce, even ln the driest summers. An old well some
zo ft.-3o ft. deep and about rB yards distant, contained water
that wis so polluted that it could not be used, thgugq {r"-y.-[
had been cleined out several times. The spring found by Mul-
lins at a less depth has given a constant supply of pure water.
fn another part of the estate, about 5o yards further w-est,

Mullins indiiated another well, which, sunk to a depth of rB
ft., gives a fair supply.

The first well wai irink in the Inferior Oolite, and the water
rushes rapidly at z5$ ft. through a joint in the rock. The
well giveJ a iupply 

-of 
pure water so constant that it is full

even 
-when the iiver is nearly dry ; the water is probably
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dammed up by a downthrow of Fuller's earth, which passes
close to the farm.

Among Edmund Gurney's papers were found several com-
munications on dowsing. Here is one which relates to Mullins
written by Miss C. I. Burton from Longner Hall, Shrewsbury,
on the 3rst of January t88B : " On the zzndof. December 1887,
we sent for Mr Mullins, the water-finder. He was driven from
the railway station to the Weir Hill farm, where water has
been scarce (and sometimes altogether absent) from time im-
memorial; and the consulting engineer thought it useless to
make any further search.

Mr Mullins having cut a number of twigs from nut trees,
held one by the two prongs and proceeded to walk over a field

-it sprung up suddenly and broke; he said, 'There is water
at a depth of 6o feet.' He then followed the spring up a
ploughed field and marked the spot where we were to dig.
He said we should find a strong spring from 35 to 45 feet down,
but if we failed at that depth we were to go on ; he then took
his fee and departed. We sunk to a depth of 45 feet and began
to despair and doubt Mr Mullins's powers extremely. However,
we went on through a seam of coal, when suddenly, at 48 feet,
the water rushed in and is now zg f.eet in depth."

Mr Gurney thereupon wrote to Mrs Burton the following
letter, which is quoted as an illustration of the vast amount
of letter writing that he undertook and the admirable way in
which he seized the main issue of an investigation.

" 26, Montpelier Square, S.W. February 5th, 1888.

Dear Madam,-Very many thanks for your account of the
water-finding. But one would need to know one thing. Had
there been ever digging to as great a depth as 48 feet before ?

If not, we cannot be sure that water might not have been found
at numbers of other places, had the digging been continued
to that depth; and so the evidential value of the case is left
doubtful. Would you kindly let me know this ? and believe
me' yours very truly' 

Eprrruttp GuRNEy."

Mrs Burton replied : " Yes, we had dug before deeper than
48 feet, about zoo yards nearer the farmhouse 50 years ago,
and some water unfit for use was found. Last year we sank
a very deep well also near the house; blasting through the
rock we came to what is called a 'pocket ' of water and all
the water disappeared and the well remained dry, the foul
gas being too strong to continue the work."
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It was learned from Mr R. T. Glasebrook, F.R.S., the Bursar
of Trinity College, Cambridge, that Mullins had been success-
fully employed on one of the estates of the College. Inquiries
were addressed to Mr Reginald Woolley, the College agent,
who replied as follows: " We determined to try the dowser,

-who 
had been successful for my firm elsewhere,-before under-

taking experimental boring.
I met John Mullins at the Farm (Walkeringham) along with

the tenant, on the r6th of May 1893. I took him to the place
which would be convenient as the site of a windmill pump
to supply the farmstead. He soon passed a point at which
the twig turned up strongly. He estimated the spring as fairly
good, and from 6o to 7o feet deep. He marked other points,
but we bored only at the first. A spring was found at 45 feet
9 inches, and others at about 8o feet, the depth to which we
went. These springs yield an ample supply.

A point of interest is that the contractor for the boring,
who was a local man quite unconnected with Mullins, stated
that if the boring had been driven a few inches from the
point fixed, the first spring would have been missed." r

In reply to a query with regard to the other successes men-
tioned by Mr Woolley, his brother (Mr T. C. S. Woolley) replied
on the z4th of. June from South Collingham, Newark: "'We
have employed the late J. Mullins for other clients than Trinity
College, Cambridge, with satisfactory results.

I made use of his services in Gloucestershire on Lord Leigh's
estate, where he found us an excellent and invaluable spring
of water.

It may interest you to know that in one spot where he
indicated water, I took the twig in my own hands and went
over the same spot with no result.

He then took hold of my wrists without touching the twig
himself and when we together walked over the same place,
the twig turned up in my hands. This was, I suppose, caused
by muscular action on my part, but if so, it was certainly,
as far as I was concerned, perfectly unconscious action. My
mental attitude was one of neutrality ! "

Findly may be quoted the following testimonial, which shows
the scale on which Mullins was successful, having been instru-
mental in the discovery of z5 wells for one client. This letter
from Mr W. D. Little, estate agent to the Earl of Jersey, is
addressed to Mr J. Mullins from the Estate Office, Middleton
Park, Bicester, Oxon., and dated the zoth of August r89o :

" In reply to your letter of inquiry, I have much pleasure in
r [How the contractor koew t]is is oot statedl.
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informing you that since August 1884 I have had upwards
of z5 wells dug on sites where you had found springs by means
of the dowsing rod, and in every instance an abundant and
unfailing supply of water has been obtained. These wells have
been sunk on the estates of the Earl of Jersey in the counties
of Oxfordshire, Warwickshire, and Middlesex, and on the
Charterhouse Estate in Wiltshire. I send you a copy of a
Ietter which appeared in Farrn and Horne in 1885."

The following is the letter Mr Litt1e addressed to the journal
he names : " As it may, perhaps, interest some of the readers
of. Farm and, Home, I venture to send a statement of the
practical results of seven wells sunk during the autumn of r8B4
on the Earl of Jersey's estate at Middleton Park, near Bicester,
Oxon., on siteslocatedbyJohn Mullins, of Colerne, Chippenham,
Wilts, by means of the dowsing rod. I may preface the follow-
ing statement by saying that the unprecedented drought of
last year was most severely felt in Oxfordshire, and water had
to be carted a considerable distance at great expense for several
months, for all descriptions of stock. Mullins's search for
water was made during the last week in August 1884, and the
sinking of the wells was proceeded with as soon after as possible.

No. r was sunk z2 yards from a well sunk in r87g, which
had proved to be useless even for supplying two cottages only.
At a depth of r8 feet an abundant supply of water was obtained
on the spot selected by Mullins. No. z was also sunk to
substitute a well made in 1879, which, although in a position
likely to yield plenty of water, had turned out useless. At
a distance of 6o yards from the old well, the new well, sunk on
a site selected by Mullins at a depth of tz fleet 6 inches, yielded
more water than two ordinary portable pumps would keep
down, the continued drought not seeming to affect it in any
way. No. 3 was a well that had gone dry, and was deepened
on the strength of Mullins's recommendation with a satisfactory
result. No. {, a well sunk to supply the mansion with drinking
water; it is 49 teet deep, and has an excellent spring with
the water standing about zgfeet deep in the well, the diameter
of which is of large size. It is proposed to further increase
the inflow of water by boring at some later period. No. 5
was sunk to supply two cottages. Although situate in a district
proverbially dry and badly off for water, a good supply was
found at a depth of 3o feet. No. 6-this is perhaps the most
remarkable well of the seven alluded to in this notice. At
a depth of 13 feet 6 inches a spring (whose existence was
not even suspected) was found that has been proved, after
being tested by steam pumps for several days, to yield between
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2o,ooo and 3o,ooo gallons of water per diem; and this after
an abnormally low rainfall during the year. No. 7-at a depth
of rB feet an abundant supply has been found, and, like the
wells Nos. r and 2, has been sunk to substitute a well that
cannot be relied upon."

An instructive incident arose out of these successes; Lord
Jersey was so impressed bv Mullins's performance that he
determined to arrange an experiment. Mullins consented
and the experiments were duly made at Osterley Park under
the guidance of Sir James Crichton-Browne and in the presence
of the Earl of Jersey, Sir Herbert Maxwell and others. These
gentlemen, learned in their own departments, knew nothing
of dowsing and accordingly the tests they devised were of little
use. At one point Mullins was asked to allow himself to
be blindfolded ; he consented, but Sir James Criclrton-Browne,
in a heavy-handed way, insisted on stuffing the bandage with
cotton-wool (a necessary precaution, certainlY, when tactfully
done). Mullins became irritated, tore ofi the bandage and
" vowed that he had practised his profession for thirty years
without once having had his honesty calied in question, and
would not submit to have it doubted now." " Don't you be-
lieve my word ? " said he, not scientifically it is true. But
Sir James's answer was not more scientific : " I believe nothing
but what I see " !

This curious attitude of mind is reflected by the Right
Hon. Sir Herbert Maxwell himself ; for, having recorded the
incident, he concludes with these strange words, almost incredi-
ble as coming from so learned and able an observer : " I don't
believe in the divining rod, but I don't deny that its virtues
are genuine [ ! ] ; and were f in straits to find water, I should
employ a professional water-finder-rod and all-if there
remains one so successful as Mullins was." 1

The mass of evidence thus far presented on behalf of John
Mullins should enable everyone to come to a conclusion with
regard to his possession of the dowsing faculty.z It will be
asked whether there is any information regarding any possible

t Sir H. Maxwell, Memofus of the Months, i. ro3-ro6 ; cp. vi. t7br.74.
' Among persons of position, in addition to those already cited, for

whom Mullins successfully dowsed, may be mentioned Lord Salisbury,
Sir Robert Roper, Lord Exeter, Lord Stanhope, the Dukes of Rutland,
Grafton, and Beaufort, Lord Knutsford, Lord Leigh, Lord Yarborough,
Lord Brownlow, Lord Heytesbury, Sir J. O. Poynder, M.P., and very
many others, in addition to innumerable commercial concerns, homes,
asylums, and the like. Mullins also discovered the spring at Catley
Abbey which is described as " the only British natural seltzer water
spring," while dowsiug for Mr H. Chaplin, M.P.
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failures of Mullins's. If such cases had been at all numerous
they would have undoubtedly reached Sir William Barrett,
who made numerous inquiries in all the districts visited by
Mullins in England and Ireland. A number of reports of failures
were certainly received, but very few bore investigation.
They were found to be due to other dowsers, or to one of
the young Mullins's, or not to be failures at all, or only to
be partial failures, or even to be striking successes. One case
of " complete failure " was advertised; it was stated that
the Hastings Board of Guardians had employed Mullins with
the result of a complete failure. Inquiries showed that the
failure was far from complete, the facts having been that
whereas Mullins had predicted water at 8o feet it was not
found until zoo feet had been sunk. Of such failures there
are certainly a few, perhaps ten or a dozen, not more, known
to us. The astonishing fact remains that even if a1l his known
failures were to be multiplied fivefold they probably would
hardly amount to five per cent. of the successes he had, for
the reader is again asked to remember that only a small Propor-
tion of the successes known to us are reproduced in thcse
pages.- As an illustration of the caution that must be exercised in
accepting failures as well as successes may be quoted this case.
A great failure on the part of Mullins was reported from Carlow ;

the details seemed complete, and various critics made play
with it. Here is the result of an investigation on the spot
which Mr J. R. Kilroe was asked to make ; writing on the r6th
of July rgoo from the office of the Geological Survey of Ireland,
he says: " I have made inquiries about Mullins at Clonmel,
as promised, and found, to my disgust, that the people there
made the poor man drunk and turned his performances into
a laugh ! "

CHAPTER VI

NOTABLE CONTEMPORARY BRITISH DOWSERS:
PROFESSIONAL

w
$ r. Wtlr,nM SroNE

ILLIAM STONE is a native of Burbage in Wilt-
shire, and has had a wide and successful experience
as a dowser, describing himself in his characteristic-

ally modest way as " the most successful water finder living, " and
stating himself , fairly accurately, to be " under the distinguished
patronage of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen, and their
Graces the Dukes of Northumberland, Grafton and Buccleuch,
and all the leading nobility." I His business is that of a well-
sinker and water-engineer. Stone is a very shrewd business
man, not marred by any undue sense of modesty, and has a
very inflated notion of his own importance. He is, however,
very generally respected, having been Rector's churchwarden
and a District Councillor of his parish, besides Chairman of
the Technical Education Committee for his district. In his
advertisements he does not forget to mention that he is a
Freemason and an Oddfellow, and makes casual references to
his kindness of heart and charitable nature.

But these are trifles; his solid achievements as a dowser
cannot be questioned, as the Carrigoona experiment, described
in detail above, shows weII enough. It is only fair to say that
Stone submitted himself to this long and wearisome experi-
ment, not only without fee but at considerable inconvenience
to himself. What is worse is that he is often guilty of wild
exaggeration and even occasionally of direct misrepresenta-
tion. An example of this must be quoted as a warning. On
being requested to quote some examples of his dowsing successes,
Stone described, amongst others, a case at Arreton in the Isle
of Wight, writing: " My visit to the Isle of Wight was to a
village called Arreton. Several attempts had been made, at

r The quotations are from the title-page of his catalogue: Water !
Wakt t Water t (Spilsby [1899 ?] ).

t3:l
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great expense, to obtain a water supply lq thi: vill-a-ge without
3o"".t., 

-and 
upon my arrival I waslold b-y.the old.men that

I should nevei find i spring of water in their neighbourhood.
i ."i4, 'Well, you musl wait and see,' and I started to work
*ittr *y rod in hand, and in a few minltes I discovered a s-pot,

U."."tfi which a good supply of water w.a1 flgwin-g, 11d.'Il
it 

" 
.o-p"ty who ivere with me were astonished, and said that

** t siot they thought water would- never be found 1t; I,
ho*"t.i, guarinteed 1 spring 

-a.t -ro- 
feet, and the work was

entrusted Io me to carry 6ut, which I did, and my men t3P.P9q

;;t.r at 9 feet, which quigkly rose to the.top, and I. laid
it on to tlie Reitory andvilale by gravitation. A well had
L." .""t within z-o vards of this-spot, to a depth of about

5o feet, and not a diop of water -was 
found'"

" These details were su6stantiated by reports in several news-

,"r.it,-in"fuding The Morning Posl ior t}e zoth of September
1g6r. 

' 
In The D"aity GraPhicfot the r8th of April r-892 appeared

" 6t otost"ph of Sione standing by a powerful jet of--water,l

"ria"t 
tfie ieading " A Water Wiardln the IsIe of Wight,"

iogether with the-statement that the-spring.-had proved more

itin sufficient to supply the wants of the village. -Mr Ernest
Westlake investigatii ihis case on the spgt a1d Jound that
Stone had been Jo sure of getting water that he had built a

lr.g" ,"t"t't oir and laid pipei to the cottag-es before he had got
;;;. At that time th-eri were four inches of snow on the
eniu"a. and with this and other temporary supplies, when the
["o *"i turned on at the cottage, a powerful jet was got' By
this Stone had himself photographed. Unf,ortunat-ely, however,

"t[.i" few minutes th6 supply ran out, and not a drop had been

obtained since !

Such cases, however, are exceptional, not more than- a v.cry

few travirrg come to light after thehos^t exlraustive investigatio-n.
d;i;;; [foting instinces in which Stone has been successful

it-*ilt 6e intlresting to reproduce his own account of the
*"""., in which he d'iscoverea that he had the faculty of dows-

i"g t ;' I was invited by-a flg."{ who had some suspicion that
I iossessed the Dower 6f a'diviner'to try the rod; I did so,

,id *h"rr*alkingwith the rod in hand I felt_apeculiartwitching
i" ifr" rod, and fearing that the rod would turn with any-one

*fro t"a ihis feeling, iwas determined to-stop-it, if possible.;

but, to my astonisf,ment, the rod twisted itself over until it
Uiol" in riry grasp; a gooq spring of water was found to be

;;;i"t G;"itt.' f wai, of c6urse, some time before r would
I This photograph is reproduced ; it shows stone's manner of holding

the rod.
Frc. 34. Wrr.r-reu SroNn
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take hold of the rod and try it, as I was an unbeliever, and
after I found I possessed the power, I was a long time before
I would practise it, though I had numerous invitations.

Since then I have discovered thousands of springs of water
with my divining rod, and can openly say that I have never
failed to find water at the spots I have indicated. fn numerous
cases I have been called in after great expense had been incurred
without success; also in many instances I have discovered
water within a very few yards of the unsuccessful operations.
I may say that I have discovered over a hundred springs within
a radius of about 3o miles of where I am now living. I still
feel a peculiar tingling sensation passing through my body,
when standing immediately over springs of water.

The power to use the rod is not, I think, hereditary. My
father did not possess the power, but I have a little daughter
who possesses the power to a slight degree."

It should be noted that Stone does not work on the principle
of no water, no pay. He states that he is willing to undertake
work on the terms of only charging out-of-pocket expenses, in
addition to his fee, if water is not fourrd. This is an unsatis-
factorysystem, for there is nothing to stop the borer going down
to prodigious depths until he does find water; complaints
against Stone in-this respect have, in fact, been received.-On 

Stone's statement that he never had a failure being ques-
tioned, he replied, " I would frankly tell you, if I could recall
a single failule, but I do not know of even one that I have
had.'t This, however, is not quite correct; Stone, like other
dowsers, has had occasional failures. It is certainlytrue that
the number of these is very small compared to that of his
successes. In his catalogue and book of testimonials are very
many tributes to him, of which only one need_be quoted (it
is from the Arthur's HiIl Brewery Company, Newcastle-on-
Tyne) : " The success which has attended the sinking an^d com-
pieti6nof ourwellafiords another striking proof of M_r Stone's
marvellous power in the use of the divining rod. He visited
us in May 1894, and with his divining rod directed us to a sp-ot

where he said we would find water about 4o feet from the
surface. His prediction was correct, for after sinking 4r feet,
we came upon a spring of beautiful water, large enough to
supply our- wants at this brewery. We need scarcely say
that our confidence in Mr Stone's ability is beyond doubt, and
he fulty merits the fame which he has achieved in this district.

In reply to inquiries Mr Higginbottom, the writer of the above
letter, answered : " Before engaging Mr Stone no attempts
had been made to find water by boring. I cannot believe Mr
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Stone's success in our case was a mere chance. His prediction
as to the depth at which we should find water was about
accurate.

These replies answer your questions. I may now add that
the experiments were made inside and outside the brewery;
the strongest indication of the presence of water exhibited by
the twig in the hands of Mr Stone was in a cellar, the floor of
which was covered with cement about three inches thick.
Having in my own mind perfect confidence in the power of Mr
Stone I did not even bore, but at once proceeded with the
sinking of the well with the result that at a depth of zo f.eet
we came across good feeders; but at 4o feet, predicted by Mr
Stone as the depth at which we should find a good supply, we
found all the water we wanted and now can draw 3,ooo gallons
per day. In order to put Mr Stone to a further test I took
him to a back street about z5 yards from the brewery where
very many years ago there was a pump (but of which Mr Stone
knew nothing) and on the very spot where it stood the twig
denoted the presence of water, but not of sufficient quantity
for our requirements." This last fact was quite independently
substantiated by a correspondent writing in connection with
another case, that of the American Steam Laundry Co., of
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Stone was asked to furnish particulars of any case in which,
as he stated in the communication quoted above, he had been
called in to find water with the rod " after great expense had
been incurred without success." He replied that he had not
kept a list of all these cases, but quoted a few that he remem-
bered. Here is one, in his own words: " Colonel Grantham,
West Keal HaIl, Spilsby, dug to the depth of 5o feet for a water
supply for a house, without success, and sent for me to come
and test with my divining rod. I did so, and tested, and about
ten yards off where his deep sinking had been carried out, I
discovered a beautiful spring of pure water at a depth of 3o
feet. The water came in so strong when tapped, that the men
had great difficulty in bricking the well."

Inquiries were made and Captain Grantham, Colonel Gran-
tham's son, who had taken great interest in the experiments,
substantiated the details. It appeared, however, that Stone's
3o feet was really 4z teet, and his " about ten yards " should
have been 15 yards. And this is characteristic of Stone's
accuracy as to facts and tendency to exaggerate in details.
Captain Grantham added: " There is an under-drain running
a small run of water across the drain in front of my house,
with nothing to indicate the place; I got him to walk along
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the drive with his rod; as soon as he stood over the drain the
twig turned over."

A striking case occurred at Sherburn-in-Elrr.et, Yorkshire.
Mr Walter Colley, of Leeds, the owner of the property, had
a well 7o f.eet deep from which he had obtained a good supply
of water for fifteen years. Then an artesian well was sunk
near by and Mr Colley lost his water, though he bored a further
9o-roo feet from the bottom of the well. Stone was then
called in and, r5 yards from the useless well, indicated a spot
where water would be found, he stated, at 6o feet. A well
was sunk and a good supply was in fact encountered at 6z
feet. These facts are vouched for by Mr Colley himself and
it remains remarkable that an entirely distinct supply of
water should have been tapped at a lesser depth and at only
15 yards distance from the first supply. The water was
met in a layer of gravel and clay after sinking for the stated
depth through the magnesian limestone.

Among the testimonials addressed to Stone is one from a
firm of landagents,Messrs Bolan and Co.,of PalaceChambers,
Westminster. They write : " Having employed William Stone
on several estates of which we have the management, in various
parts of the country, with great success, we have pleasure in
recommending him to the notice of noblemen and gentlemen
desirous of finding water on their estates, and we can testify
to his efficiency in carrying out any works entrusted to him
in connection therewith. " The value of a dowser to land agents
and the like is well illustrated by the following case, in which
the assistance of Stone induced the purchase of an estate.
Stone's account is as follows : " A large hall called Preston
HaIl, Uppingham, Rutlandshire, had been standing empty
for several years through not having a water supply. Major
Codrington, of rro Eaton Square, London, went to look at
it with the view of purchasing, and when he found there was
no water on the place he refused to purchase, but agreed he
would wait and see if I could find water. I was, therefore,
sent for, and upon my arrival I met Major Codrington and
the agents of the estate. They had also a gentleman from
London to meet me who is a leading geologist.

I at once tested with my rod, and said a spring of water
would be found flowing at about the depth of 6o feet. The
geologist said water would be found at zo f.eet anywhere about
the place, and he said to the Major, 'If you don't find water
at zo feet, don't sink deeper whatever you do, for you won't
find water until you get to r5o feet.' It was decided to have
a trial for the water, and the well is now sunk ; not a drop of
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water was found at zo f.eet, so the well was carried deeper
until it reached 6o feet. Just at this depth, to the inch, a

beautiful spring'of water was tapped, which Ylelgt arr abundant
supply forilt purposes, and through this result Major Codring-
ton has purchased the estate.

Nine wells had been sunk on this estate before I visited
it, without success, and useless wells are on each side oI the
well I have just sunk. My sinking plant is still on the
spot and the-well is just completed and open for inspec-
tion."

The geologist referred to refused to allow his name to be

mentioied, Lut Major Codrington kindly confirmed Stone's
statement as follows: " Stone's account is substantially accur-
ate. There are a few details which are not quite accurate,
however. There was water on the place, but the supply was
insufficient. The geologist did not imply that water was- to
be found at r5o fee1, bul he merely said, 'The clay is r5o feet
thick at least, and there is no water in it.'

At about 6o feet the clay was noticed to be very wet-, and
the actual supply of water comes from a point 66 Ieet b-elow

the surface oftltre ground, where there is a band of rock about

7 ot 8 inches thick.' I sent a piece of this rock to the geologist, and- he pro-
nounced it to be a band of limestone, such as frequently occurs
in the upper lias clay.

I may'siy that the ioil which lies above-ttris clay, and which
is frorn zo io z5feet thick, is known as 'Northampton sand.'
All the old wells are merely dug in this, but they have appar-
ently been neglected for years. They nearly -all contained
soml water, b-ut, as I have said, the supply has not been
sufficient for the place." Major Codrington goes on to- say !h1t,
the analysis of the water being satisfactory, he purchased the
property.- Iiere-is an example of the money that can be saved on
occasion by the use of a dowser. Mr Steveqilt, lor *?,y
years Supeiintendent of Police in the Lincolnshire Constabu-
iary, reqfuring water at his house, Minting, Horncastle, spent

f,z6o inboring zg feet, to no purpose, b_eyond getting.some
Jalt water at rJ5 feet. He then applied to Stone who indicated
a spot in a fiiid, about zo yardJfrom the stock yard and

45 yards from the useless boiing. A! +z feet a supply ?mple
inough for Mr Stevenitt and his neighbours was encountered.
Mr TI V. Holmes comments: " In Lincolnshire the gratitude
for good water at 4z feet on the part of Mr Stevenitt is most
intelligible."
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Another of the cases brought forward by Stone is the follow-
ing : " I discovered a spring in an estate in the North of Ireland
for a gentleman who lives at Newcastle-on-T5me, after he had
spent an enornous amount of money without success. Upon
my arrival on the scene, I pointed out a spot where a spring
of water would be found, after walking about five minutes.
Water u,ras found at this spot, less than zo feet deep, and the
previous sinking and boring had been abandoned after being
put down to the depth of about 5o feet with no results. This
had been done in the same field I discovered the spring in at
zo teet deep."

The name and address of this gentleman (Mr J. McKay,
6 Brandling Park) were obtained and application for details
was made to him; he replied as follows: " In reply to your
letter of the r3th, with reference to Mr Stone and his ' divining
rod ' (whom I employed on my place in county Down, in rB95),
before emptoying him I had quarried through 17 feet of granite
for water without success. I then sent a man from Northum-
berland with proper appliances to bore through the granite,
still hoping to find water. He worked for several months.
In December 1894 he reported to me that he had found a
good spring. In June 1895 we had no water; attel a great
deal oI expense it had turned out a complete failure. In
December 1895 I sent for Mr Stone, and I must confess my
faith in him was not very great at first, but I was soon convinced
he could point out where there was water. He did so on
several places on my land, and on one spot where he said there
was a good spring, we started and quarried down some zo feet
in hard granite; we found a splendid spring and we have
a great supply of water. Through all the long drought last
spiing andsummer, when most of the springs in th9 neightour-
hbod were dry, ours showed no signs of diminishing. Where
Mr Stone found the spring was not near where we thought we
had a spring; in fac1, I would never have looked for one in
the place he pointed out.

I have great confidence in Mr Stone and his divining rod,
and I am very pleased to recommend him. He has been success-
ful in findinf water in several places in Northumberland and
Durham to my knowledge."

In a later letter Mr McKay supplies further particulars, as
follows: " (r) The depth of the old well quarried was 17 feet
deep. We then bored through hard granite zg feet, in all 4,4
feet-. There is a lake a little distance from where the well
was sunk. We were 6 feet 6 inches below the level of this
lake. We expected to have a good supply of water on account
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of this. The depth we quarried where Mr Stone pointed out
was 23 feet, and we got a good spring.

(z) The locality where the land is situated is in South Down,
between Rathfriland and Castlewellan (about midway). Cabra
Towers, Cabra by Newry, is the postal address, and the nearest
railway station is Ballyroney aia Scarva."

We may now conclude this selection of examples of Stone's
successes with the following interesting case. The Hareby
Estate at Spilsby in Lincolnshire consists of about r,ooo acres
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Frc. 35. PlaN or Wrlrs oN rur H,lnBsy Esretr
Wells marked W are those sunk before Stone came and are practically useless, though

considerably deeper than Sr and 52, the wells sunk by Stone. St is 7 feet deep
and supplies the house and other buildings; S, is the well r5 feet deep and
is 3 yards from an old well which is z8 feet deep and which has no water.

of land, on which are built a small village, a large mansion,
farm premises and a church. To procure the necessary water
supply, always a difficulty in this county, eight wells had been
sunk with no success. Accordingly the owner of the property
was put to great expense, trvo water-carts having been in con-
stant use for bringing water from a distance. Stone was then
called in and indicated two places where he declared water
would be found. One place was close to an old and useless well
8o feet deep; here an ample supply of water was found at 7
feet deep. The other spot indicated by Stone was 3 yards
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from a useless well 28 feet in depth; here a supply of about
zo,ooo gallons per day was found at r5 feet. All the other
old wells were considerably deeper than this. These facts are
substantiated by independent statements made by Stone and
by the gentlemen who successively owned the property. This
was one of Stone's most striking successes.

$ z. BoxleurN ToMrKTNS

The career of Benjamin Tompkins, now of Ivy Lodge, Thet-
ford, dates from r89r, and he is, with William Stone, the most
successful professional English dowser living. Prior to the
date mentioned Tompkins was a tenant farmer; on his farm
he had been to some expense in trying to obtain a good supply
of water for his cattle and at last was advised to send for
Mullins and get the aid of the dowsing rod. This he did;
Mullins came and found a spot where he said a plentiful supply
of water existed at a depth of less than 3o feet. A well was
sunk and at 15 feet deep a strong spring was tapped, which
has yielded an unfailing supply ever since. After Mullins
left, Tompkins tried his own skill, and found the forked twig
also moved in his hand. He traversed another part of his
land, and found three spots where the twig turned vigorously.
Mullins was asked subsequently to try the same ground; he
came during Tompkins's absence from home, tried over the
place, and fixed on the same spots that Tompkins had found,
and privately marked, unknown to Mullins. This led the
former to test his own powers in other ways, and, having
gained confi.dence, he was asked by Messrs Smith and Marshall,
of Chippenham, to try if he couldfind a springonLord Methuen's
estate, as a well already sunk had proved useless. Tompkins
tried, and after a long search the rod moved at a certain spot
on a hillside, where he predicted a good supply of water would
be found. A well was sunk, by blasting through 9 feet of solid
rock, and at rB feet a spring was struck, which rose some g
or ro feet in the well. Messrs Smith and Marshall afterwards
wrote as follows to Mr Tompkins : " The decision you arrived
at was perfectly correct, and it is our opinion that if we had
made the well 6 feet either way to the right or left of the
spot you marked, we should have missed the water, which is
now abundant." Messrs Smith and Marshall subsequently
vouched for these facts as " perfectly correct."

Arising out of this success Tompkins was next engaged by
Mr Charles Maggs, a Wiltshire county magistrate, and proprietor
of the Melksham Dairy Company, who required a large supply
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of pure water for his butter factory; in a field close to the
buildings he had had a well sunk to zt feet and bored a further
18 feet, but no water was found. Tompkins was then asked
to dowse and indicated a spot at the other side of the field,
exclaiming, " Here it is ; and a good head of water too ! Not
running away, but just ready for tapping, and as soon as you
strike it, it will come surging up." He further stated that
the water would be found at z5 f.eet. A well was accordingly
sunk and at zz feet a spring l\'as encountered which rose to
within 12 or 15 feet of the surface. These details, which
are contained in letters from Mr Maggs, show therefore that
in the same field as a useless diggrrrg 39 feet deep, Tompkins
found an ample supply at zz feet.

Encouraged by these initial successes Tompkins now adver-
tised in the press and received many engagements in most
parts of the country, and as far afield as South Africa. We
have seen a considerable number of testimonials tendered to
him volunt"tily; these show that he has been employed by
such individuals of responsible position as the Dukes of Beau-
fort, Grafton, and Marlborough, Lords Bathurst, Brassey,
Camoy, Chesterfield, Cowley, Dunraven, Lansdowne, Londes-
borough and Long, and a large number of other private persons,
these in addition to a number of Parish, Rural District, Town
and County Councils, and many Architects, Estate Agents,
Waterworks, Land and Railway Companies, Engineers and
Factories, as well as several Colleges. Among those for whom
Tompkins has successfully dowsed within the last year or two
are the Dearne Valley Water Board, Bolton; the Norfolk
Dairy Farmers' Association, Norwich ; and Lord Yarborough,
Conisborough Castle, Yorkshire. OI this last case Mr W. L.
Cole, Lord Yarborough's agent, states (rst of December r9z4)
that this was the fifteenth occasion on which he had employed
Tompkins, who had never failed. It is not claimed that in
all, or even in most,of these cases Tompkins obtained results
which could not have been equally well obtained by a geologist
or an experienced well-sinker. But these n,unes do show
the trust reposed in a man avowedly practising an art unrecog-
nised by science, a trust that could only have been obtained
by repeated and constant success.

A few examples of such successes have now to be quoted.
The following letter is from the Rev. G. Booker, M.A., and
gives particulars of Tompkins's dowsing for water at Woolhope,
Herefordshire : " In reply to your queries, my brother in his
Iifetime tried to deepen a smaJl well at his lodge gate; and
he lost the very insignificant quantity of water whiah he had.

Frc. 36. BrNJerurN TorrrpxrNs DowsrNc rN Sourn Arnrce
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There was on a high level, not far from the stable yard, a
small well; but there was no quantity of water in it ; quite
insufficient for the supply of the house, and much more of the
stables and gardens. The principal supply of the house and
stables, etc., was drawn from two ponds used as reservoirs
to collect the surface water from the rain, and a so-called land
spring on a neighbouring estate. There was trouble about
the water supply almost every summer. Under these circum-
stances, I, being a trustee of the estate, had Mr Tompkins's
work as a water-finder brought under mynotice. I communi-
cated with him at once, and he came, and without any trouble
or delay found two springs, one of which, more conv-enient in
position, we adopted, and found water, sinking through the
hardest blue-stone, at 5r$ feet. Mr Tompkins in reply to an
enquiry of mine when he found the spring, named 5o to 55
feet as the probable depth we should have to sink ; you will
see that the actual distance was between his two limits.
- As to your third question [whether any prior attempts to
find water in the neighbourhood had been made without the
aid of a dowser] I have heard of attempts being made to sink
wells and get water in the immediate neighbourhood of my
son's property; but without success.

The latter part of the sinking in our well had to be done with
dynamite. The water came in too quickly for the use of
gunpowder. When last I enquired, there were zg f.eet in the
well, and the workmen are now fixing a wind-pump to lift the
water from the well and force it to the house and stables.
There may be charlatans amongst the so-called water-finders :

but Tompkins is a genuine man and may be trusted."
Mr Booker, on request, kindly sent the following further

details : " The spring was found on the rgth of September 1893 :

but the well was not sunk for some months after that date, as
Tompkins was very busy; and when he got to work he had
to proceed by blasting with large charges all the way down.
It was past midsummer in 1894, I think, before he 

-finished

the well, and had a head of water of 3o feet. I said 25 in my
last, but it is recorded as last mentioned. The parish wher-e
the well was sunk is that of Woolhope, which is in County
Hereford, and distant (speaking rougtrtyl equally from Herd-
ford, T- edbury and Ross. 

- It is, you may be aware, well known
to geologists flom its presenting a sample of the silurian forma-
tion; and is, I believe, mentioned Uy Sir Roderick Murchison
in one of his works.r Tompkins's sriccess on my son,s estate
got him employment on the Earl of Chesterfield,s, which is

I [Str R. I. Murchison, Silwia (1867), pp. ro? et seq.)
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close at hand. If you were to see him at work you would not
doubt him. It is most interesting to see him following the
run of the spring."

The following case is an extremely valuable one, not only on
its own account but because of the notes with which Mr West-
lake enriched it. This case was recorded by Mr T. W. Pickard,
the steward of the estate in question, which comprises Toy
Farm. He wrote in 1899: " About 30 years ago a well was
sunk at the Farm for some distance, and then abandoned on
account of bad air. After this another well was dug, 167 ft.
deep, but no water was found. Some short time before rB93
I personally took the depth; it was then quite dry, and the
old men living at the place never remembered water there.

In 1893 Mr Tompkins, of Chippenham, was engaged. I
purposely met him at the station and drove him to the place.
He had no idea to what part of the estate he had to go until
he got there, and he had no private conversation with any
of the men there. He went over the ground tracing all the
springs to one point, 45o ft. from the old well and from 8
to ro ft. above it, and said that water would be found at a depth
of.7oft. I have marked on the enclosed tracing [Fig. 37] from
the z5-in. map, as near as I can recollect, the lines he traced
(they form a star of six sinuous lines over roo yds. long).

After he had found the place for the new well I took him to
the old well, which had been covered up with strong timber;
to mark the site there was a small heap of mould on which
cucumberswere growing. I sent him over this with his twig,
which made no movement. I then told him he had been
over an old well several times: I told him the depth, and
asked him how he thought it possible to find water nearer
the surface such a short distance away. He replied that the
old well was out of the run of the springs.

We dug at the spot selected, and the first zo ft. of chalk
was rubbly [probably decomposed]. Nearly 7o ft. down we
came on a level bed of solid flint about 6 to 9 in. thick; qnd
at 7o ft. on open fissures mostly vertical, which were wet as
though water had recently passed through; there was a very
slight dribble at the time.l At about rr8 ft. we struck two
springs on opposite sides of the well grving a strong supply, and
sunk an additional 6 ft. before the water gained the upper
hand. The well is tz4 ft. deep, in ordinary white chalk with

r Through one of these, according to Mr Sherlock, a yqutrg man -at
the Farm, a draught of air came with such force as to be heard at the
surface, showing an open fissure of great extent. He said the well takes
an hour to pump out, and refills in twelve or less.
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flints, which continued to the bottom. The well holds rz ft.
of water, the same as when first dug. The water at the bottom
came through vertical fissures and horizontal veins, and princi-
pally fr-om the- west side from the directions Tompkiris had
named from either end of the plantation (an enclosrire on the
hillside to the W. and S.W.). We have sirrce bored some zo ft.
to obtain a better supply, but I do not think it has improved
it. The old well has been filled in with the chalk, etcl, from
the new one."

These are Ernest Westlake's comments: '. This I regard

Frc. 37. Mep on Toy Fanu

From the z5-in. Ordnance Survey Map: Sussex (LXVII. rz)

as the best case I have yet met with in favour of the dowser.
The farm is situated in a remote hollow of the Sussex downs,
midway between Glynde and Newhaven. The valley of which
it is a ramification falls into the sea at Bishopstone, three
miles to the south : half-way down the Newhaven Water Com-
pany are pumping a considerable supply from wells. The old
well was close to the farm, and the level of the ground at
the well is about zfu ft. above the sea.

The new well is r5o yds. further up the valley, and about
zz ft. above the old well. Hence tht water stinding rz ft.
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deep in the new well has a level of no less than 77 ft. above
the bottom of the old well. The new well is in chalk with
flints. On the heap from it, shown in the photograph [Fig.
3B], I found a spine of. Cid,aris sceptrifera, which is common
in the zone of Micraster cor-anguinum, so lhat the thick flint-
bed 7o ft. down is probably the strong and constant M. cor'
anguinum-tabular described by Dr Rowe as occurring between
Beachy and Seaford Heads about 6z ft. above the zone of
M. cor-testudinarium.L According to this reading the new
well is sunk entirely in the M. cor-anguinum chalk and to
within B ft. of its base; which last may account for finding
some other fossils, as two or three specimens of Hol.aster
pl,acenta, which are commoner in the lower zone. The bottom
of the old well is similarly 57 ft. deep in the zone of M. cor-
testud.inarium and 5z ft. above its base-it being ro9| ft. thick
on the coast.

Water in the chalk usually lies at a gentle gradient which
is, however, modified by the density of particular beds, and
by the presence of fissures. In the lithology of the beds as
seen on the coast there is nothing to explain the absence of
water in the old well, or its preferential occurrence in the new
well, which is doubtless due to fissures. Water in chalk usually
flows in fissures, i.e., in the main planes of jointing, which in
this district, as shown by the direction of the valle.ys, run N.
and S., and E. and W.

The narrow valley, approximately N. and S., in which the
farm lies, is slightly sickle-shaped. The house with the old
well is about the middle of the handle, so to speak, and the
new well at the ferrule end, the valley at this point being
contracted by a slight bulge from the east, which may, and
probably does, indicate the position of an underground fissure.
With this may be taken the fact, noted by the steward, Mr
Pickard, that the water flowed into the well from the sides
of the valley rather than from its upper end.

Whether Mr Tompkins noticed a slight surface feature of
this kind-I did not myself till I was leaving and saw it fore-
shortened-and, if he did, whether he drew the right inference
from it, may be doubtful. I think a geologist at any rate would
have taken no account of it, but would have advised deepening
or tunnelling the old well."

The next case, from Mr Codrington H. Crawshay, D.L.,
J.P., of Llanvair Grange, Abergavenny, is instructive because
of the precautions taken to prevent any local knowledge being

1 A. .W. 
Rowe, " The Zones of tho White Chalk," Proceeilings of the

G eolo gists' A s soaialion (r 899r.-r9oo), xvi. 3zz-323.
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gained by the dowser. Mr Crawshay writes : " For the last
four months I have been almost without water (and in conse-
quence could not have my family home), and I now find that
my predecessors were short every summer. Having ascertained
from Mr Tompkins his fees, I wired for him to come, and met
him at the station myself, so as to prevent him speaking to
anybody who knew my place. He at once started work,
cutting a V-shaped twig from a white thorn in the garden.
He soon came on a stratum of water, and, following it up
through my smoking-room, eventually came on the spring at
a distance of 86 yards from the house. As my readers may
imagine, I did not believe him, and told him I wanted to see

the water. He immediately offered to sink the well on the
condition of no water, no pay, which ofier I closed with. After
arranging terms, which were the ordinary well-sinking charge-s,
pl,us {he fee for finding the water, he started sinking the well,
bnd at a depth of 14 feet struck a very strong spring-so
strong that it was impossible to sink deeper than 18 feet, as

no pump was able to keep the water down so that the men
could work. Since then I have connected my engine, etc.,
to the well, and I am glad to say that I now have an abundance
of water, and I find it impossible to lower the well more than
z feet 6 inches. The water never rises more than 5 feet at
the most."

In reply to inquiries Mr Crawshay states that this excellent
supply,-reached at 14 feet, was indicated by Tompkils within
Bo-9o yards of a useless well over 6o feet deep. Mr Crawshay
adds that during this visit he also indicated water under the
kitchen : " This aJterwards proved to be true, as the following
November the spring burst through the floor, and nearly
flooded us out, and I had to cut a drain to run the water
off." This fact was quite independently recorded by Sir
Henry Harben. Mr Crawshay concludes one of his letters
(z8th-of May 1899) : " I am sure there are many people who,
like myself, would greatly benefit if they only believed in water-
finding by the so-called divining-rod; in fact, I can never
repay Tompkins for the service he did me at Llanvair."

In view of ttris success it is interesting to note that Tomp
kins revisited the locality some time after. The Rev. W. J.C.
Lindsay writes from Llanvair Rectory: " The snow was on
the ground when the 'diviner' came here the first week in
February 1895. There wastheusualwalkingoverthe grounds
round the house, with the forked hazel rod in his hands,
which occasionally gave an upward movement that, he said,
indicated the presence of water. At tast the evolutions of the
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rod became so marked and vigorous, that it almost skinned
the fingers of the holder, and he said a strong spring would
be found here. This was at a distance of some z5o yards from
the house, and at an elevation rather above the level of the top
of the house. A well was sunk and water found at a depth of
34 fe_et, the water rising to as high as zgf.eetin the well. During
all -the dry weather we have had an abundant supply, and
little pumping, as the cisterns are mostly fllled by gravitition.,'

Nothing is known of the local conditions of thii case and it
is therefore of little evidential value, but it should be noted
that the fact of snow being on the ground disposes of the possi-
bility of the success being due to the observation of natural
or geological phenomena.

. The foliowing letter appeared in The Farmer and Chamber of
Agriculture Journal for the rSth of October 1897. The case
is interesting as the artesian well-borers were aitempting to
bo-re through the Oxford clay, whilst the dowser, as in many
other cases, evidently found a permeable surface stratum, of
sand or gravel, above the clay. The letter is from Mr G. W.
Bennett, of Tidddington House, Oxford. " Being without
water for my garden and stable, except what was fitched by
water-cart some distance day by day and caught from rainfall,
and this altogether unsatisfactory, I experienced a great diffi-
culty in getting a proper water supply, and eventually decided
to employ a firm of artesian well-borers to bore for water for
Ty use in 1883. A spot was decided upon, and a boring put
down to a depth of 3tz ft., which cost me over {3oo, and no
water was obtained; all I have for my money is the piece
of parchment containing the sections of"the boiing and d few
samples of the formation.

I engaged Mr Tompkins to search my property for a water
supply . . and instructed him to carefully test my stable
yard, as this was the site I was most anxious to find water
on. After carefully searching this property he reported that
no water existed there, and that it wouid be simply useless to
attempt to obtain water here. I then informed him of what
I had previously done, and the amount of money I had uselessly
spent. Thus the water-finder proved correct in his first test.

A move was then made into the gardens, and, after going
over them, the water-finder reported a stratum of water
was running across the corner of the garden, and was an
oyerflow from a spring above. He traced up this stratum of
water. The twig he was using was a white thorn cut in the
shape of a V, which he held by the two prongs apex downwards.
As he walked over this stratum of waler, the twig kept rising
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in front of him until he came to the head of the spring I in the
upper part of the paddock above, when it turned completely
over and over, and so strong was the upward movement of
the rod that it bent considerably in its frantic endeavour to
turn over, and on being held firmly by the water-finder, it
broke off in his hand. Naturally, we were all surprised and
astonished at such a remarkable occurrence.

I instructed Mr Tompkins to prepare me an estimate to sink
a well four feet diameter in the clear, and to supply and erect
a wind engine and storage tank. The well was put in hand,
and at a depth of 3o ft. water was struck. The well was
steined up before sinking deeper, and a strong pump put down
to keep the water under, and before sinking many feet it
became necessary to put on seven men to keep the water
going. From the inrush of water the bottom men were working
up to their knees in water, and the moment the pump and
buckets stopped they were in danger of being drowned out.
The work proceeded under these circumstances for a week or
so, until it became useless to continue the work owing to the
abundance of water; ro,ooo gallons per day being the yield
of the spring at a depth of 37 tt., and this site is at a higher
elevation than my stable yard. I cannot speak too highly of
Mr Tompkins's practical success, both as regards his finding
water and the satisfactory way in which he has carried out the
work."

Inquiries elicited from Mr Bennett the information that the
well had never gone dry and that it had been sunk through 3-4
ft. of surface mould and z5-3o ft. of gravel. This proves that
the dowser had in fact tapped a spot on the Oxford clay which
was covered by a stratum of water-bearing gravel. Mr T. V.
Holmes tries to explain away the dowser's success by attribu-
ting it to his usual " practised eye." It is curious, however,
if the gravel-cappingwasvisible to the eye, that Mr Bennett's
gardener and the well-sinker should both have failed to per-
ceive it.

Finally may be quoted an interesting account of a very
good case by the Rev. W. H. Seddon, which we owe to the
kindness of Mr C. M. Gere. Mr Seddon writes (zrst of Decem-
ber r9o4) : " I have made a tracing [FiS. Sg] of the ordnance
maps of the district which will show the lie of the land and
the position of the various springs and wells; and also enable

t_ [Th!s is an absurd but favourite expression of Tompkins, who is
under the delusion that underground water originates G a reservoir,
and _that the_ higher up you trace the " spring " the more copious will
be the supply.l
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you to follow the course taken by the 'dowser' in his opera-
tions. He fTompkins] started from A on the right of the map,
followed the road round to B and returned on this track to C.
As he returned he indicated three channels along which water
would be found, shown by the three dotted lines on the
map, and these channels he followed down to their common
meeting-place where the well is now dug. He gave the prob-
able depth as 35 ft. (but said he might be out as much as lo
ft. if there was black clay about, as there is), and the probable
volume as between 5oo and 7oo gallons per diem. Water was

Ftc. 39. Mep ro TLLUsTRATE rno Rrv. W. H. SBpoox's C.rsp

found at z6 ft. and the well continued down to 35 ft. and the
amount of water as gauged at bottom 5oo and 6oo gallons
per diem. Two wells had been previously dug on this property
at points indicated on the map to a depth ot zB ft. and rB ft.
respectively, but abandoned as useless in stiff black clay. At
the point indicated by the dowser very little black clay was
found, and the water runs in a stratum of grey 'claybats '
which I have not seen elsewhere in this locality.

The dowser used a forked white thorn twig, holding the
forked ends loosely in his closed and upturned hands, and the
twig appeared to bow to right and left as he went along when
he believed water to be flowing, and when he got to the point
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where the streams met it turned rapidly in his hands and
twisted itself almost to pieces when we-the bystanders-took
hold of the loose ends. Several of us, myself among the num-
ber, took the twig and held it as the dowser held it without
obtaining aqy rgsult. You will note that the position in which
the twig is held, with fingers closed and hands upturned, has
the effect of tightening the sinews so that the slightest further
stretch upon them is acutely felt. I took note of this fact and
afterwards went over the same (and other) ground as the dowser,
with my hands in this position but without a twig, with the
result that I find that a very distinct aching sensation is set
up as one (presumably) passes over underground currents.
In this way I have picked up without difficulty the streams
indicated by the dowser, and have indicated water in other
places when I was afterwards told that wells or springs existed.
On the map you will see a fspot marked 'dowser's spring,']
indicating a spot where the dowser tells us there is water and
that a well might be successfully dug. This spot he marked
by cutting out a turf. The other day, starting from the
cornerof the meadows immediately opposite the point marked
C on the map, I followed the line indicated by faint and infre-
quent dots and landed on the spot where the turf had been
cut, though I certainly had no remembrance of its where-
abouts, or indeed was thinking at all about it before I found
it. . . ." These last observations are interesting but, of
course, of no value, as Mr Seddon was present when Tompkins
gave his indications.

Though Tompkins states in print that he never fails, he agrees
in correspondence that he has had a few failures and readily
gives the names and addresses of those who employed him on
those occasions. If Tompkins had restricted himseU to the
piactice of his art nothing but praise could be given to him,
and he could be allowed to rest contentedly on the laurels
he has well earned in many years of successful dowsing, not to
speak of the silver medal accorded to him in 19o6 by the Wirral
and Birkenhead Aglicultural Society. Unfortunately Tomp-
kins has fallen into that trap for dowsers, the attempt to
explain what he does. He writes : " I feel a tingling sensation,
and the twig begins to quiver when I get on to a running stratum
of water, and when over it the twig rises immediately. It
does not move for surface water nor water in pipes or drains,
only natural live water, as I term it. The moment f cross
a stratum of water I feel a sort of bracing sensation, which
passes up my legs, back, and shoulders, and down the arms
to the twig; when I get off the water course I feel the loss
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of this power, till I cross the water again. When I get_over
the exact spot the twig revolves over and over, and I am
powerless to keep it still."- 

Basing himself on these sensations Tompkinq has evolved
a theory of water-finding, into the details of which we need
not enter.l As will have been observed from the last-quoted
case, he believes that underground water always flows in
streams; that these streams, if traced far enough, converge
to a " head "; and that this head is the proper place for
sinking a well. His own perception of the water he ascribes
to the magical " electricity." These theories Tompkins
defends with vigour; thus, he writes in a letter: " I much
regret you think my expression of the 'Head of the Splrg'
abiurd, but I can give you proof I am correct also that I am
under no delusion; that water underground originates in a
reservoir. . My theory was the result of many years of
careful study and practice. . . ."

It must be agreed, none the less, that these notions are
absurd. But this does not afiect Tompkins's great success-
in which he has such confidence, and rightly, that he is willing
to work on the no water, no pay principle, subject only to a
higher fee.

$ 3. LotcnsrER GATAKER

Gataker began dowsing about r89o and has had a very
successful career. The son of a Captain in the Bengal Staff
Corps, he was educated at the Bath College. Soon after leaving
he discovered to his surprise that a forked twig revolved in
his hands in the same way as it did with a local " diviner."
Gataker stated that whener4er he was over a spring of water
a sensation not unlike a slight shiver came over him, chiefly
in his arms; the forked twig or wire that he sometimes held,
then revolved and continued to do so-independently of his
volition-so long as he remained over the water. In conversa-
tion Gataker added that this sensation was very marked,
usually beginning in the pit of the stomach, so much so as often
to produce a feeling of sickness. This agrees with what other
dowsers have declared.

Judgrng from his sensations, or from the movement of a rod,
Gataker asserted that by practice he became able to estimate
not only the whereabouts of underground water, but also its

1 See his T he T heory of Water- F iniling $8gz), now in its third edition,
as Sptittgs of Water UgzS).

Frc. 4o. Lrrc.Bsrrn Geraxrn Dowsrrc wrrH Hrs BlnB HlNos
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depth and volume. Repeated trials having satisfied him
that his success was not due to a mere " fluke " Gataker deter-
mined to make water-finding his business, his health not
permitting him to continue the sedentary life of a London
office. In addition to finding water he made a business of well-
sinking and the like ; he was willing to work on the terms of
no water, no pay, but in that case added 25% to his charges.
Gataker was first established at Weston-super-Mare and later
removed to Bath. He describes as his " sole agent in Ireland-
C. Eyre Townsend, J.P., F.S.I., Mount Coote, Killmallock."

The most interesting aspect of Gataker's dowsing is the
fact that he does not ordinarily use any kind of rod, but his
hands only, in the manner shown in Fig. 4o. His procedure
is thus described by an eye-witness : " His procedure appears
to be a rapid survey of the ground. He walks along with a
quick step, with his hands hanging by his side, until (according
to his statement) he strikes a stream of water, when he at once
becomes visibly agitated. With outstretched hands he appears
carefully to feel his whereabouts, until he ascertains the direc-
tion the stream is flowing and follows it up. Then he marks
the spot of greatest supply and estimates the depth and quantity
likely to be obtained."

Another account, which supplements the one just quoted,
is furnished by Mr G. F. Tregelles of Barnstaple, who writes:
" On the z8th of October 1896, I went down to Ilfracombe
to join a party of members of the Ilfracombe Local Board,
who had engaged Leicester Gataker, of Weston-super-Mare
and Bath, to look for additional supplies of water for their
reservoir.

Gataker, who is a young man, did not use the forked twig,
but walked about with long strides, holding out his hand, or
hands, palm down, and every now and then making a dash
or lurch to one side, diverging right or left, sometimes walking
straight, and sometimes in a circle, and at last, if satisfied,
digging his heel into the turf at the chosen spot. He seemed
to be Jollouing a sensation, which is what he professes to do,
and he looked very like a dog following the traces of a rabbit
over the grass.

On questioning him he said that when over a hidden spring,
even with arms folded, he felt a tingling all through his body,
and sti[ more so when one or both hands were extended.
The depth and quantity of water he estimated by the intensity
of this feeling, coupled with experience."

Gataker frankly confesses that he had experienced failures,
estimating them at rco/o of. all his cases. It will be seen, for
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there is no reason to doubt his statement, that he was far
from being as successful as, say, Mullins. It should be noted,
however, that Gataker employed an assistant named A. W.
Wills, who often did the dowsing when Gataker was asked
for. It seems probable that some of the failures were due to
this less able assistant. Though Gataker is so frank regarding
his failures, he is a very shrewd business man and not averse
to enshrouding himself in a little helpful mystery. Thus,
when engaged in some work at Richmond, during the course
of which he was obliged to dowse in an adit, he made statements
which are thus reported : " Mr Gataker was closely questioned
as to whether the stream of running water in the channel
of the adit might not affect his judgment. To this he replied
most positively in the negative, saying that it might affect
the twig, but that by 'a new dodge 'which he had discovered
about ten months ago, in working with his hands, he could
absolutely eliminate that disturbing influence. He could also
discriminate between natural and artificial currents, and
could even tell if there were two springs, one immediately
beneath the other, and could divine the depth and quantity
of each." r This is the sort of thing that can only provoke
well-deserved contempt.

We must now pass on to a consideration of some of Gataker's
successes; he was himself asked to furnish examples of these
and replied by giving brief particulars-drawn up in a com-
petent and business-like manner----of some two dozen cases.s
In each case the full name and address of the client was given,
and all the cases were followed by direct inquiries, with the
result of substantiating practically all Gataker's claims.

Mr Arkwright of Hampton Court, near Leominster, requiring
a supply of water, had sunk by advice a well to the depth oI
7z f.eet; this well had given out by the summer of 1894.
Gataker was then called in and declared that a supply of
water would be reached at a depth of about 4o feet at a spot
only eight yards from the useless well. A well was accordingly
sunk at the place indicated by Gataker and after going down
53'feet through hard marl (with the exception of a six-inch
bed of stone 6 feet from the surface), water was reached, which
stood from three to three and a half feet in the well. These
facts are vouched for by Mr Arkwright's agent, Mr H. A. Ash-
worth.

On his estate Millways, Launceston, in Cornwall, Mr John
I Riahmond Times, rrth of January 1896.i See also a pamphlet-: " Leicester Gataker, Expert Water Dis-

coverer " [Bath 1896 ?].
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Geake had sunk a well to z5 teet for the purpose of supplying
20 acres of grazing lands. This well was found insufficient
and was deepened from time to time until it reached a depth
of 55-56 feet and had been bored to 86 feet ; even then it often
dried up for three or four months in the year. Gataker was
asked to come, and after going over the place declared that
if the well was of the depth it was stated to be there ought
to be water in it. On examination it was then found that
the well had not been sunk vertically and that its apparent
depth of 55-56 feet was not its real depth. Gataker gave
instructions for the well to be sunk ro feet lower and for a
heading to be driven for r5 feet in a given direction. When
this was done a supply of water was reached which two previous
bores to Bo feet and 86 feet had failed to tap, and a sheet of
water ro feet deep was created at the bottom of the well and
in the heading. Mr Geake, in describing the facts, concludes :

" The water is of excellent quality, and we have raised the rent
accordingly." [!]

Gataker was several times employed by Sir James de Hoghton,
of Hoghton Tower, near Preston in Lancashire, the facts being
attested in several letters by Mr Walter de H. Birch, the agent.
In a field close to Hoghton Station Gataker marked a spot
where he declared water would be found at from ro to 15
feet ; a boring was made and water reached at ro feet. At
Hardshaw Hillock, Walton-le-Dale, Gataker indicated a place
where water might be found at from zo to z5 feet. Here, in
March 1895, a bed of sand was reached after sinking through
zz leet of stiff marl, and a large supply of water obtained in
it. At a neighbouring farm, Leigh House, Walton-le-Dale,
Gataker indicated a spot where he estimated water at 3o to
3g feet deep. Mr Birch writes that " after getting down 3o feet
of exceptionally hard clay and marl, the well-sinkers were
beginning to lose heart, and the tenant suggested that a rain-
water tank would answer his purpose, but continuing to sink,
they struck a vein of sand at about 3r feet, with a good supply
of water."

Gataker had five other similar successes on these estates;
in addition occurred the following incident. He marked a
spot where he declared water would be found at tz to 18 feet '

aiter sinking through quite dry ."oa to Ueyo"a that depth,
Gataker was again consulted and stated that there must be a
quicksand, which had thrown him out. This quicksand he
declared to be at a depth of from 6o to 7o feet, and when a
boring was undertaken from curiosity a quicksand stratum
was in fact met at a depth of 7z teet.
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The Brewery, Belfast, requiring a supply of water, Mr Thomas
R. Caffrey, its proprietor, employed a dowser, whose name
we have been unable to discover; at the advice of this dowser
four wells were sunk, in only one of which water was found.
Recourse was then had to Gataker, who marked two places.
In one, where he stated that water would be reached at r5o
feet, his assertion was verified. On a second visit he said that
if the well were to be sunk a further nine feet a still greater
supply would be reached. This was done and found to be the
case, the quantity obtained being increased by z,ooo gallons
a day. In the meanwhile the second place marked by Gataker
was also sunk and 9,ooo gallons a day was obtained. Both
wells were eventualiy sunk to t97 f.eet in order to maintain
a maximum supply of water, and Mr Caffrey stated that " it
would have been a saving of many hundreds of pounds had
I known Mr Gataker when I first started looking for water."

A large supply of water appears to be necessary in the manu-
facture of beer, for here is another brewery case. The facts
are described by Mr H. D. Yorath, the manager of Messrs
Lloyd and Yorath, Ltd., of z3 High Street, Newport, Mon-
mouth. It appears that in this case it was Gataker's assistant,
A. W. \{ills, who dowsed. He located several supplies of
water, and recommended that a well should be sunk at one
of these. Here, he declared, a supply of 8oo gallons per hour
would be found at a depth not exceeding 3oo feet. At rzo
feet 7zo gallons per hour was reached and at zB5 feet, when
boring was stopped, the supply had reached r,2oo to r,5oo
gallons per hour. This supply did not give out under continuous
pumping.l

It will be convenient to add here one or two more examples
of the success of this assistant of Gataker. The following
account from General R. H. Jelf, of Offcote Hurst, Ashbourne
in Derbyshire, shows how closely Wills imitated his teacher.
General Jelf writes that " being 7oo feet above the sea, it was
most important to me to find water, and if possible in one of
the very few fields that stand above the house.

I tried to get Mr Gataker, but he was ill and could not come,
and instead sent an Assistant (name unknown) who had never
been in the country before.

I showed him the field where I should like to find the water,
and he strolled about with eyes closed, and fingers extended
(no rod) until at last he seemed to strike a line like a hound.
He said, 'Yes, there is a good stream within roo feet below
the surface here, running in such and such a direction ' (point-
I Cp. " The Champion Dowser," Land and Water (z7th of May 1899).
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ing down towards the bottom of the [word illegible] which you
know). The ground, as you know, falls away in that direction,
and I remembered instantly that that corner of the field was
nearly always wet. (But the dowser had never been near
there.)

I sunk a well at the point indicated, and though it is nearly
the highest point in the country round, at about Jo feet such
a splendid supply of water was found that the well fell in !

I sunk another in the same line that he had indicated, but
with more care, and after putting in a bottom at 6o feet, I
got a head of 14 feet permanently in the well, sufficient to supply
our house, and to give considerable aid to two farms.

(Unfortunately after three years or so an earthquake dis-
placed the strata, in my opinion, and water now only stands
at 8[ feet.)

I should mention that after finding the line without a rod,
he plucked one out of the hedge and showed that it did work
as they claim. But he found the water without the rod, by
some kind of sensation apparently."

The next example is also interesting as showing the dowser's
success in distinguishing free water from water in pipes. It
is described by Mr J. W. Pichard of Oatlands, Lancaster,
and has reached us through the kindness of Professor J. W.
Graham. " W'ater Divining is quite a trade now. There are
several firms in England, I believe, who undertake to find
water by this means. The man who I had over was the Assist-
ant of a man called Gatacre lsic), a relative of Gatacre of the
Boer War, and they make quite a business of Water finding,
undertaking to make wells anywhere where they say water
is, on the principle of No water at or just before the depth
they say, no pay,-so that you see they are pretty certain
that they are correct in their statements.

In my instance, there were several places pointed out to me,
and I chose one and sank a bore hole, and struck water at,
I think it was, 39 feet, where I was told I should find it at 4o to
5o feet deep, and it rose to within 68 inches of the surface.
I had a pump put down, and found their estimate of 6o gallons
an hour was rather under the real quantity. Unfortunately
the water was unfit for domestic use, as on having it analysed
it was found to contain too much free ammonia. . . .

I think the most interesting part of my experience with the
diviner was when I took him to a place where I knew there
was water, and also knew its source. When we got there he
said, 'What's the use of getting me to find water for you
when you have a spring there sufficient to supply several
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houses ? ' The water was bubbling up out of the ground,
so I said I thought he might tell me at what depth it was,
or how deep I should go. After about zo mins. or half an hour
he gave it up and admitted he was beaten; he said he could
see the water, but there was no spring. So I sent him over
the hedge and he soon found a place where he said there were
thousands of gallons but no spring. I then told him he was
on the track of the Manchester Thirlmere Waterworks, and
the water he saw was a leakage from that.

I can give more and fuller particulars if you still think it
worth while, but as it is such a common occurrence now to
employ these Water Diviners, I hardly see where the interest
would come in. . . ."

To return to Gataker himself, Mr Gilson Martin had sunk
awell in a favourable spot toa depthof about 45 feet inorder
to find water at Chatsworth, Chesterfield, the Duke of Devon-
shire's estate, of which he was the agent. This attempt was
unsuccessful and Gataker was invited to dowse. The latter
marked a spot 3oo yards from the useless well and on much
higher ground; here he estimated that water would be found
at 6o t_o 7o feet. At 69 feet a supply was encountered, contrary
to Mr Martin's expectations ; so gratified was he that he volun-
tarily increased Gataker's fee !

We may now conclude with an account of a striking success
on the part of Gataker in yet another brewery, Messrs Mont-
gomerie and Co., Bermaline Maltings, Haddington. Mr John
Montgomerie, the managing director, writes that they had
decided to make an artesian bore in a certain part of their
property. Before doing so they called in Gataker, who marked
two spots 7o yards apart. He guaranteed that from either
of these two places they would get a supply of 2o,ooo gallons
per day at a depth of roo feet to r5o feet. " We put down a
4-inch bore at the first spring, and are pleased to say that at
a depth of. roz feet we are getting a supply of about roo,ooo
gallons per day, and the water is coming up with great force."
Mr Montgomerie enclosed a " journal of Lore " as follows :
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Ft. In.
Forced material
Sand
Bound gravel .

Hard bound gravel
Sand gravel
Gravel
Boulder clay
Gray faikes
Faikes
Fireclay
Faikes
Sandstones

Faikes
Sandstone
Faikes
Sandstone
Marl
Sandstone

Ft. roz rr

r3
4o
3I
4o
5325
6o
56r6
87
37
4ro

I

94166
46r6
23
78
T2

hard

Mr Montgomerie is of the opinion that no water would be

found betwden the two places marked by Gataker and instances

the fact " during the txcavations for the new- bridge here,

there was dug ouI a hole 4o ft. square by r3 ft.-deep alongside
our mill damJwith only about 3 ft. of an embankment between

the water and the h-ole. We naturally expected that this
hole would be fiIIed up with water rising through the gravel
bed; but to our surprise not a drop of water came !P. Aly
water that found its 'iay into the woiking came in at the north-
east corner-that is furthest, from the river." 1

I In additiontothose mentioned above, Gatakerhas dowsedfor such
individuals as the Dukes of westminster and Bedford, the Marquises of
,tGa, .t"gt"sey, and Londonderry, Lords-Strathmore, Ilom-e, Windsor,
Lbn[atto"ck, iichdeacon Chapmal, and ma-ny justices of.,t,h?,P:Tu
and 6ther persons of position; such responsible bodies as the wrDcr-
;;b., Melnai Bridgei and Burnley Dis?rict Councils, the Colne Cor-
p;;rti;", tn" CUtdooth and Wtiltte-te-Woods Parish Councils; and
-many architects, land agents and commercial firms.



CHAPTER VII
NOTAtsLE CONTEMPORARY BRITISH DOWSERS :

AMATEUR

$ r. Mrss Cranrssa MrcBs

A N amateur dowser whose achievements are of excep-
A tional interest is Miss Clarissa Miles. This lady his

{ I made extensive and successful experiments in tholght-
transference in conjunction with Miss Rimsden, and has ilso
!q{ sgme experiences in what is called clairvoyance. The
following letter written by her fully explains her piocedure and
her ideas in the matter. She writes from Lisladell, Sligo :

" . . . I daresay that on occasions the rod may move or not
according to a preconceived idea. That I do not know any-
thi-ng about. But that the spring has power to force thit
1od up in ygur face, absolutely against your will, is clearly
demonstrated by the following simple experiment which was
tried on me the other day by a man in Suffolk, who wanted to
prove to a sceptical brother, in a practical way, the power of
water over the rod. He pared away the wood from the rod,
about z inches or so from the forked part, to make them equally
thin on both pieces of wood. Then he told me to holdboth
ends -as fi1mly_ down as I could, and walk over the spring.
Nothing that I could do would prevent both ends of the rod
turning upwards at the thin parts and looking me in the face.
You could see where they nearly cracked in-half afterwards.
This I could show you any time, only the wood must be fresh.

Never since I began finding water in r8gr have I ever mis-
taken surface water for spring water. Lord Monteagle's letter
saylng that, owing to so much surface water about, it would
be better to try no more divining, clearly proves to me how
ignorant he is of the power of the diviner to discriminate
between the two. I have found it on occasions most necessary
to warn people about surface water. Witness enclosed letter.
I asked Captain Greer to write out all particulars about sink-
in_g for the water for the hospital, as I had never heard exactly
what took place until now; only I knew they had had som-e
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bother, although I had warned them most particularly about
surface water, so I send it for your perusal, but do return it
to me. Personally I am most pleased at not going to look
for water at Lord Monteagle's, as it is only to verify what
has been found by other people. I like trying new ground,
although it would have been very interesting in some ways,
because I wanted to show you more clearly my special way of
seeking for hidden springs. . . . It has been dawning on me
how I find water. It is entirely by looking on the surface of the
ground. I get violently attracted to certain spots . . . the
rest of the ground seems to disappear and I see only the spots
where the water is. Like when I hold a letter in my hand
the room all fades away and I see nothing but the vision.
When in a seeing state I can't judge distances, so I made
Captain Greer tell me how far off it was I spotted the new
place where he is going to sink a well for his new house; he
said 4oo yards. Here there were several heads of springs
close together. In another place Mrs Greer stood on the exact
spot I described to her on a hillr5o yards away. When I am
very clairvoyant, houses and hedges are no barriers; I see,
I know, I feel a spring is in that direction. In an open field
one glance is sufficient to shew me the exact spot. It saves
so much trouble training your second-sight to find the springs
like this. I have not the faintest idea if anyone else finds the
springs in this way because I have never spoken or described
it to anyone except you, and Captain and Mrs Greer. I have
on occasions pointed out, like in Suffolk the other day, exactly
where the springs were, but unless I followed it up with the
divining rod, I know not a single soul would believe me. Shak-
ing convinces them more. You may not believe a word of all
this. I daresay not. But I have proved it over and over
again that this is the way I find water and by none other.
I only go by results. Here is always a large supply of water,
and I have never found any of the wells go dry, not even in
those dry summers.

I send you an account of another well (that I got by mere
accident) I found for Lady Guendolen Ramsden's son. She is
my great friend. I spotted that one in the same way like
all the rest, only by looking. But I can't see springs when
they have been tapped. I tried at the hospital, I would not
let Mrs Greer tell me where it was; there was nothing to
mark the spot outside, but I walked straight to a head of
spring about four yards off. This Captain Greer quite well
remembers my marking some years ago. For me all this is
intensely interesting, because every time I am discovering
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new things. Also the depths, I find I arrive at that also, I
sort of see and feel, as well as by the measure you despise.
On an average I am pretty correct. But that is the difficulty.
I told the Ramsdens about 5o, that was 6o feet deep. ."

The account by Captain J. H. Greer alluded to in this letter
is as follows, dated the 6th of September rgo3 from Crotans-
town, The Curragh, Co. Kildare : " The Woods and Forests
Department offered a site on The Curragh for the building
of the hospital for a small rent. Before accepting this offer
the committee responsible for the building had to assure
themselves that a water supply to the hospital could be secured.

Miss Miles, hearing of these circumstances, kindly consented
to endeavour to find by 'divining' whether a spring existed,
underground, in the portion of land embraced in the proposed
site for the hospital. (This occurred in the winter of r.$9647l.
I think January T897.) She came here and visited the pro-
posed site with Mrs Greer and me. She went backwards and
forwards over the site with the divining rod, and for some time
could not frnd a spring, though she informed us that there
was a large deposit of surface water (she thought about 15 ft.
under the surface). After considerable search she came on
a genuine spring, which, after measuring, she said was about
45 to 50 ft. underground, and quite separate from the deposit
of surface drainage. By -y orders a well was sunk on the
spot over which Miss Miles declared the spring existed. At
17 {t. we came on an apparently plentiful supply of water,
which resisted an endeavour to pump it dry, lasting for eight
hours, and we were convinced, in spite of Miss Miles's caution
about the surface water, that this was the spring, and we
actually built in the well and connected the water supply
to the hospital. This supply, however, turned out to -b-e

surface water. On analysis it was declared to be of moderate
quality, and was used only for washing, drinking water being
obtained from a house close to the hospital, which was then a
small institution.

fn the foUowing spring the well, which had contained 4 to
5 ft. of water, went dry, and then for the first time we realised
that Miss Miles must have been correct in her diagnosis, and
that we had made a well to contain what was merely surface
drainage.

I sunk through the bottom of the well with an Artesian
borer, and found at 43 ft. a strong spring of perfectly pure
water, which has provided the hospital with a perfect water
supply ever since."

The finding of water for Mr J. F. Ramsden, Lady Guendolen
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Ramsden's son, is contained in two independent letters' This'

ir"*- i"a, Guendolen, is as,follows,.wriiten to Miss Miles from
liyr;;, 'Ferrybridge, Yorkshire (rgth of- January rgo4);
"iou wish me to write what I remember of the day you went

to frna water for my son near Brackley. You were anxious

io tna water above the house and farm yard, so we walked
i" th"i direction. I think you were holding the rod i" -y.ogt
i;;;e;"a I was following you. (It was the first time, I think,
ih;A;;.tthat field; it-was all'new to me, as it was to you')

Aftet cro.sing the farm yard and one small fie1d we came to
a sate and tfie moment 

-we 
passed on you said 'Up there to

ifrE-iie5t'-vou found a spring in a few minutes-but not

i"i"* ?"iirnei with its strengtilyou said ' I wlll try still fur-
tt"i'np, up near the hedge stifl-dn the right,' the instantl-orr
reache-d it you exclaimed ' This is strong enough,lor the .Yrl?e
house and-village too, I should think-! '-you then sald the

;;;ih to reach"the water would be from'5o to 6o feet' I
ttrint< ttris is att. My son can tell you the rest'"--Tt. 

oirr.r and independent statement is from Mr Ramsden,

d"t.d th" rzth of June r9o4 from Turweston Manor' Brackley'

N"rtfr""tt : " In tire summer of'tqr,z Miss Miles, at my-request'

t;i;J];;;.ter in the fields neai the house here' whichrras
at that time very insufficiently supplied with water' Two

;i";;; were marked, and I was toid water would probably

il;;;"d;1 oo rt- or less' A well was dug and at a depth

of 54 ft. water was found. In order to get.a masonry lounda-

tioiio, tfr" well lining an attempt was_ made to lower the level

;i;h;-*;iei which irad risen I to o ft'-at first with two

t 
"rrapu*ps, 

subsequently with a powerful pulsometer which

il';';;[( .o"iirto"t "working riever at any time lowered

ih" l"rr"l of the *"i", more thin r ft. Eventually the well

linine was built upon steel rails laid under water'-'ffi;;;t it 
"t 

tL.r" are wells within a hundred yards which

oram".ity [irr" . very poor supply -of.water, 
and are some-

ii-"i 
"rrioJt 

dry-thtiufih they iie of almost exactly the same

depth."-il"rry 
other cases of Miss Miles's success could be quoted'

b"t il; ;;h;; iurther instances must suffice' Thus Colonel

ff. f" P. Trench writes from St Huberts, Gerrards Cross'

Buckinghamshire: " Some five years ago there was a v-ery

(otherw"ise) desirable residence which I was anxious to relet'
i; ii foti"t."a one drawback' The well, which had suftced
i* ttt"'requirements of its successive occupants since it was

t"itt 1to*irds the end of the r8th century) ha$ o,f I"::lt
years beenfoundinsufrcient to meet the requirements ot modern
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sanitation, and, during the two or three dry summers which
had just passed, it had become necessary tb supplement the
supply by water carts.

The lady, 
-whose tenure of the premises was just about to

expire, was the widow of the late eolonel Miles oi Burton Hill.
Their daughter Miss Clarissa Miles, hearing of my difficulty,
told me that in her native country . wateifindin[ , was sui-
cessfrlllpractised by people possessed of the gift-, who were
called ' Dowsers,'and that she herself had tried ind found that
she was possessed of the gift, which she kindly offered to put
in practice, with a view to solve my difficulty. We accordinfly,
at her request, cut for her a young hazel fork in the form df a
'merry thought ', and with this in her hand, she searched the
land adjoining, with the result that at a distance of about
tlirty 

-ya1ds trom the site of and on higher ground than the
old well, she indicated a spot under which shelold me I would
fin9 I plentifulsupply of *ater. I accordingly employed men,
and have obtained a good supply of watei.ivittrout jail ever
since."

After describing the experiment with Miss Miles which he
had carried out, Colonel 

-Trench 
proceeds : .. On a distant

part of my property I was anxious t6 erect a couple of labourers,
cottages, and I asked Miss Miles to ascertain foi me if I should
find water near them. She examined the place, and showed
where I should find water, and told me the spring was 4z ft.below the surface. I proceeded to build my c6ttagurj th"
b_uilders obtaining water {or their purposes irom a-surface
drain, the weather having been wet. - When I had finished the
cottages, I proceeded to have the well sunk. Neighbours were
somewhat severe in their animadversions on my having built
without first having found the water. f, howeier, told'them
that my previous experiences of the power of Miss Miles to
locate water, were.such, that I had not the slightest doubt on
the subject.

I had to go a,bro1d, but left directions with my steward to
employthe local well-sinkers. They protested agiinst the idea
that water would be found, saying-that my s"teward wouldo$f !e wasting his master's money. At 2o ft., at 3o ft.,at.35.ft., and at qo ft., they renewecl their protesti, buiwere
told it was no business of theirs whethei my money was
wasted or not, that they would be paid for theii work. 

- 
They

worked- on, still under protest, and when one day they hah
reached 4I fI. 6 in., having passed through aborit 3o ?. of
chalk, and time to adjourn for dinner haiing arrivid, they
made use of an uncomplimentary expression- regarding tht
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persistence of my steward, the man handling the pick sticking
it in the bottom of the shaft with a big big D ! I When they
returned after dinner, there was 5 ft. of water in the well, and
it steadily rose to a height of 16 ft., at which it has remained
ever since."

In the following case Miss Miles, while locating the site for
a well, also discovered a buried and long lost cistern for Mrs
Batson of Hoe Benham, Newbury, who writes thus: " I was
anxious this summer, rpo!, to lay on a small supply of water
to a part of our flower garden which suffered much from
drought, and Miss Miles very kindly consented to seek for a
sourcl that would suffice for our wants. I wished also to
locate the site of the spring from which pipes were laid on
for the supply of our house some fourteen year-s sinc-e. -All
record of ffii site had been lost, even the plumber who had
laid on the water being uncertain about its exact position
and unable to indicate it. Miss Miles very quickly assured
us of the whereabouts of this supply cistern, and a post was
driven into the earth at the place suggested by her. She also
indicated another spot at which, as she asserted, water suffi-
cient for our [flower] borders would be discovered within a
few feet of the surfaie. Here also the place was carefully
marked. The following morning the ground was 4ug out, and
a spring of water was found within about six feet from the sur-
faci atlhe spot where Miss Miles had advised us to dig for.our
supply. Thi crown of the lost cistern also appeared to sight
atile expected place. I must confess to some 

-pre-vious- 
scepti-

cism, bui in b6th these instances we have had undoubted
evidence as to Miss Miles's gift in divining the existence of water,
and I am now as completely convinced as before I was incredu-
lous about it."

Among Miss Miles's other successes may be-mentioned one
at Rossei Point, Sligo, which earned her a publrc,testimonial;
but this account miv be concluded with the following letter
from Mr Richard Mvddleton of Chirk Castle, North Wales:
" Miss Miles, while on a visit here in October 1896, was kind
enough to shew me her Power of finding water with a-hazel
wand-underground-which she did with very marked suc-
cess. The winds were common forked 'hazels ' selected at
hazard,by the gardener. I first asked her if she could find the
position bt an ota wel in the courtyard of the Castle here,
wtrict had certainly not been used for r5o years, and- which
no one now living had ever seen opened-the position of which
I was approximately aware of, and which, as -well as the whole
courtyiri, was uniformly covered over with gravel surface,
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there being nothing in any way to indicate the existence of a
well or of water.

The courtyard is about t7g f.eet long, by r3o wide. Miss
Miles walking slowly across the courtyard, and holding the
wand in front of her, very soon indicated an underground
current of water, and shortly afterwards, following this, very
unmistakably and strongly indicated the old covered up well

-which is probably 6o or 7o feet deep, and situated rather
(though not quite) in a corner of the courtyard, not a likely
place for its position.

I then asked Miss Miles if she could find two underground
currents of water in the Deer Park, of which I suspected the
existence, as the springs break out below a steep hillside
nearly r5o feet (or more) below where we were walking, and
quite out of sight-the surface being very dry and solid,
there being no rushes or any indications of springs on that
surface. Miss Miles after walking about zoo yards came
across one, and after an interval of about r5o yards or more,
another underground flow of water, both of which break out
in springs below the hill. Miss Miles was a stranger to the
locality, and I gave her no hint as to where she might expect
to find indications of water. I may add that one of these
springs has lately been utilized and turned into a fish hatchery,
and I am told is producing a flow of 3oo gals. of water per
minute.

On another occasion I asked Miss Miles if she could find
some additional springs in a meadow of mine which supplies
water for the reservoir of the Chirk Water Company supply.
This she did, and found two springs which we did not know
of, and which have been turned to good account, and now
supply a constant extra quantity of water to the above men-
tioned reservoir."

$ z. Mn Fnncus Censrerns Rocrns

In August rgzo Mr F. Carstairs Rogers, M.B.E., M.S.A.,
an architect of Gordon Chambers, Stockdale Street, Kimber-
ley, South Africa, addressed us an interesting communication
the relevant parts of which follow: " The writer has had
considerable experience and success in divining for water, but
instead of using the hazel twig, which is unprocurable in
Griqualand West, he had recourse to twigs obtained from
Pepper, Apple, Peach and other local trees, as well as twisted
grass and even fencing wire. Using the medium of the pepper
twig, he successfully located water on virgin ground at the
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Homestead, Kimberley, for Mr E. W. Mowbray, who, when
sinking a well on the spot located by means of the forked
twig, found the stream to supply the quantity of water and
to be at the depth indicated by the diviner.

Some three years later the writer, after inspecting a bore-
hole with water divined by him at Leukop in the Orange
Free State, proceeded to a distant farm, accompanied by two
other diviners, and, when walking over the veldt, with his
thoughts concentrated on water finding, repeatedly felt a
curious trembling sensation in the nape of the neck. The sen-
sation reminded him of a similar feeling he experienced some
years before when travelling at night on the Kaap Plateau in
a post cart. He remembered complaining to the driver of the
post cart of this feeling and was assured that such a feeling
was usual with the driver when passing over a vlei or under-
ground water. Hoping to find a new method of divining, he
invited his companions to follow him at about ro yards dis-
tance, and when he held up his hand, on experiencing the sen-
sation described above, he asked them to use thet rods at the
spots indicated by him. A couple of hours was spent in
experimenting in this line, and whenever the trembling sen-
sation was felt by the writer the other diviners corroborated
by means of their rods.

Since then the writer has discarded the rod for locating
water, and only uses it when determining the depth. The
depth is gauged by approaching the underground stream, after
its direction is found, at right angles, and when the rod begins
to rise or deflect, according to the quantity of the water a
mark is made and the distance to the stream measured in feet.
Double this measurement gives the depth of the stream under
the surface of the ground. The quantity of water is deter-
mined by the rod which, if it deflects, means a quantity less
than 5,ooo gallons per 24hours, and ifit rises, a greater quan-
tity according to the intensity of the sensation. Incidentally
it might be remarked that the writer has never accepted any
remuneration whatever for divining, but only insists that, when
divining at a distance, he must be taken, free of charge, to
and from the spot where his services are required.

Mr J. J.T. King, secretary of the Griqualand West Board of
Executors, invited the writer to divine for water in the grounds
adjoining his residence in Egerton Road, Kimberley. The
writer agreed to divine but, as he had recently undergone a
serious operation, told Mr King although he was confident of
locating a stream, if one existed, he could not rely on the
accuracy of the depth, as, when using the rod to ascertain the
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depth, pain disturbed the sensation. Two streams were traced
and the p_o_r1t-9.f i-ntersection noted. Mr King happening to
meet Mr W. Nicol of Farm Napier, Orange Free'State,"re-
ferred to the divining already done and isked him also to
divine but without giving hirnany information. Mr Nicol by
means of the-twig,-located the streams pointed out by the firsl
diviner and the point of intersection of fhe two streairs tallied.
In boring, the first stream was struck but the lower and stronger
stream indicated by the writer was not encountered at ihe
depth h.e S1ye, a! _aty rate no increase in the supply of water
was noticeable. Mr Hetzel was then called in and,iv[ren shown
the- bore-hole, assured Mr King that the streams were there,
and asserted that the lower striam would be struck about 4ofeet below the depth indicated by the writer. In due 

"orri"the second stream was also struckand yielded a copious supply
of water.

The writer was motored out by the Chairman of the Central
Salt Pan Company, Limited, to the Salt pan on the farm
Zeverf.ontein in the Orange Free State, about zg miles N.E.
of .Kimberley, to divine foi water. In the pan workings, the
writer was shown a well 5z feet deep, but absolutely d{l, ."a
was asked if there was--a-ny w-ater in the vicinity. 

- 
Stiolling

about near the dry well he fett a sensation in t"he neck ant
eventually discovered two streams at approximately 5z and
78 !ryt dg.p. - The intersection of these itream, *ui i.gg"dand found to be zq.6 from the edge of the well in an eisitirv
direction. A drive was made from the bottom of the weil
in the direction of the peg and, on tapping the top stream,-a
flow of water of about I91u million giltois p", zi hours was
the result. - {gJt r-"S fuither was don-e in reglard to the lower
stream. Mr Nicol checked this divining witl his twig.

The writer was also successful in d-istinguishing "between
fresh and brine streams on the same panl The"sensation
expe-rienced when lo-cating brine is in 

-the 
temples insteadof the neck as in the caie of water. Mr Hetzel ..pori"a

that he had divined six streams of brine in the Salt t an ai
varying depths to z6 f.eet within a distance of 7r feet and,
after corroboration 

PV_ Yr Nicol and the writei, a cuttin!
was made and the six brine streams found.
- In South Africa, where there are vast extents of land suffer_
ing- at times from severe droughts, farmers and others have
had resource to the divining rid with excellent results, and
no doubt, in other continents similarly situated, the services
of the diviner are requisitioned.,,

With this very interesting communication, with many of
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the theoretical statements in which we, however, disagree,
Mr Rogers enclosed declarations attesting to the truth of his
relations. These declarations were all duly signed and sworn
before a Commissioner of Oaths or a Justice of the Peace and
date from July r9eo. They are from Mr J. J. T. King, J.P.,
Secretary of the Griqualand West Board of Executors Trust
and Agency Company, Limited, Mr K. C. Elliott, Vice-President
of the Kimberley Chamber of Commerce and Chairman of the
Central Salt Pan Company, Limited, Mr A. J. Thomson, J.P.,
Manager of the Kimberley Branch of the National Bank of
South Africa, Limited, and Mr E. W. Mowbray, the owner
of the Steam Laundry at the Homestead, Kimberley.

After further correspondence Mr Rogers sent a number of
other cases in which he had successfully dowsed for water;
he enclosed the following certificates, which speak for them-
selves.

" I, 'Wietsche Marthinus Snyman of Klipdam, make oath
and say:-

(r) That I am the owner of the farm 'Karrepan' in the
district of Barkly West in the Union of South Africa.

(z) That I had to abandon the Homestead on the said farm
through my well, approximately 56'o" deep, giving out.

(3) That Mr F. Carstairs Rogers, M.B.E., of Kimberley, at
my request and free of charge, divined for water on portion of
the said farm 'Karrepan' and located three converging
streams of water meeting at a point 2{ 6'from the edge of
the well and at a depth of 5o'o" below the surface of the
ground. He recommended a drive being made from the well
at the 56'o" level.

(4) I drove a tunnel accordingly from the bottom of the well,
namely 56 feet, and tapped a strong water as located by
Mr Rogers. I am using a 3" pump, driven by a 6 H.P. petrol
engine, as well as two windmills, and when all these pump
continuously they only reduce the water by two feet." [Dated
the zrst of July tgzr).

" f, John Jeffrey of Kimberley, make oath and say:-
(r) That I am the Chief Caretaker at the Head Offices of

the De Beers Consolidated Mines, Limited, Kimberley, and that
I own the property known as Hope Farm at the corner of
Ennor and Howie Roads, Kimberley, and in extent about 4[
morgen.

(z) That, at my invitation, Mr F. Carstairs Rogers, about
three years ago, visited the above mentioned property and
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pointed out two spots where he assured me I should obtain
good supplies-of-water._ The first spot was about 20 or 30
feet from a well that had practically frven out, and the ,..oid
spot- towards the northern end of the property and over loo
yards from the first spot. At the second spot Mr Rogers said
two streams intersected at different levels and would vield
over 5,ooo gallons of water per diem. I bored as directed and
found the supplies of watei as promised by Mr Rogers, and
approximately at the depths he gave.

During. boring- operations at the second spot and when
]pproaching the lower stream, the driller reporied that, when
lighting.his pipe near the borehole, some fas from the bore-
hole ignited with a loud explosion, accompaiied by a rumbling
under the surface of the ground. when i visited ihe properti
about a w-eek later, I saw the gas ignited and also'heard i
loud rumbling below the ground neaithe bottom of the bore_
hole. 

-I. 
drew a sample of the water from the borehole, which,

on s-ettling, shewed a film of oil on the surface, but I iook no
further notice of the occurrence as r was given to understand.
that it was caused by marsh gas.', fDated the zznd, of April
tg2r).

" f, Gustave Hauff of Kimberley, make oath and say: _
- (r) That I am Chief Draughtsman to the De Beers Consoli_
dated Mines, Limited, in thJ Kimberley Office, and am ;;r;;
of the farm 'Excelsior' in the Distriit of Jacobsdat, Orange
Free State.

.t). Ih"t,at my invitation, Mr F. Carstairs Rogers, M.B.E.,
ot lfimberley, accompanied me to the above farm during the
Ilg"tf, of February rgzr, for the purpose of divinin[ foi
Drtne.

(3) That Mr Rogers pointed out a spot in the northern
portion of my farm on the edge of a viei where he assured
me a strong stream of weak brine would be found at a depthof fifty feet.

({ That I bored as directed and struck a strong stream of
weak brine at the depth indicated.,, fDated the zist of Aprilr9ztl.

" f, William Bumford of Kimberley, make oath and say:_
(r) -That I am Revenue Clerk to the Kimberley City Council

and that I own a property on Stand No. 35 n in Sctrmiai;iDrift Road, Kimbirley. "

- (z) That, at my .invitation, Mr F. Carstairs Rogers, in
September r9r9, visited my property and pointed oui a ipot
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in mv sarden where he assured me I should obtain a good

suppiy 
"of water. I thereupon put down a 6' diameter bore-

hoie Jnd at a depth of r35 feet, ind obtained a good supply of
good water. I have not tested the. supply, -!ot- *y ,o. {9"1
i"ird*iU, having a tower ol z5f.eet with zfi'cylinder, has failed
to empty the bore-hole, although jt has b-een kept constantly
soing, oirly being stopped when the weather was too boister-
6us.; p-ated the 9th of February rg2rf.

" I, Johannes Jacobus van Rensburg of the Farm Leeuwkop,
Orange Free State, make oath and say:-

(r) That I am the owner of the Farm Leeuwkop, situated in
the Orange Free State some r2 miles east of Kimberley, Cape

ProvinceJand that I entered into possession of the Farm in
the month of November rg2o.

(z) That I formed a new outspan, and requiring water to
s"ifty to draught animals, askedMr W. Nicol of !-he- 1dj9ini1S
tairir, Napier, to divine for water. Mr Nicol called in Mr F'
Carstairs^Rogers, M.B.E., to assist him and between them
they pointed-out some spots where they asserted water would
be iound with a minimum of r5,ooo gallons per diem at a

depth of 5o feet. Boring operations -were 
immediately started

.rt orr" dorehole made with the result that at 5o feet a copious

supply of water was found estimated at 3o,ooo gallons per day."

[Daled the znd of FebruarY ryzr}
" I, Peter Dewar of Middel Plaats North, make oath and

say:-
(r) That I am a Builder and Contractor, and the owner

"f 
itie Farm Middel Plaats North in the Division of Kimberley,

Griqualand West.
1z) ttrat owing to a scarcity-of wate-r.on m-y farm,-I invited

Mi ir. Carstairs-Rogers, M.B.E., of Kimberley to divine for
water. He visited my farm in the winter of r9r8 and indicated
a spot within z5 feei of a dry well, zo feet deep, and about

4o ?eet from a lirge dam whiCh held my sole supply of.water'
He assured me I-should get a minimum of 5,ooo gallons of
water per diem at a depth of 35 feet. 

-In 
spiJg of -the 

ridicule
of the 

^neighbouring faimers, who said I would.only- get soak-
age from t-he dam, I sunk a well in accordance wilh Mr Rogers's
di"rections, and obtained a copious supply of water which
enabled me during the severe drought of r9r9 and the early
part of r9zo, when the dam was absolutely dry, to kgep 5ny
ilomesteJd and garden going and to water over r5oo he-ad of
large and small slock, wilhout diminishing the supply. When
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the- dro-ught was bloken in February r9zo, the heavy flood
brgke- the dam ryall, which has been rebuilt and completed
only last week." [Dated in December tgzo).

Further information being requested about the last quoted
striking case, Mr Rogers kindly sent the following addiiional
particulars in a statement from Mr Dewar: - ,. Distance
from the large Earth Dam to well 64 feet. Distance from the
Dry Well to new Well 14 feet 3". Depth of new well from
ground level to bottom of well g8 feet. Water rises in well
to zo feet in z4 hours. Diameter of well 5 ft. 6,. Formation,
Iimest-one conglomerate. Watercomesupthrough the bottom
of well, sides being dry. Had no rain on Farm-since 3oth of
April r9rr, 

-until today z5th of January tgzz, today soft rains.
J.arge Earth Dam dry since end of Jutyj tgzr, aid, no water
!n same at present time. Have erecteda 3o feet Mill with ro
feet wheel 3" Cylindfr and r|" delivery pipe pumping into a
stone reservoir 35 feet long x zo feet wide x 51eet deep.
This waters at present roo head of cattle, 7o head of donkey's,
zo head of horses, 5o sheep, also irrigates my garden, orchaid,
and lucerne beds. I have r,zoo feetlf pipinglaid on from the
reservoir to water troughs in camps and klaals and to taps for
watering trees. 

_ 
I,have planted 15o trees this season 1-gumsand po,plars) and these aie also irrigated from the reservloir.,,

Finally may be quoted two moie successful cases of Mr
Rogers's, the latter of which he considers his greatest achieve-
ment.

" f, Ronald Percy Love of Kimberley, make oath and
say :-

" That I am the Secretary of the Divisional Council of
Kimberley.

That in October last I approached Mr F. Carstairs Rogers,
M.B.E., of Kimberley, and asked him if he would divinJ for
water_on a certain plot of ground, 44 acres in extent, on the
farm Bultfontein in the Division of ifimberley, and which I
desired to lease from De Beers Consolidated 

-Mines, 
Ltd., if

sufficient underground water was available.
Mr Rogers willingly acceded to my request and pointed

ou! a certain spot where he assured-me I should ge-t 5,ooo
gallons of water per diem at a depth of 66 feet.

I accordingly sank a well at thE spot indicated and struck
water at a depth of r5 feet. I discontinued sinking operations
at 

-25 It., at which depth I secured a supply of ibo-ut z,ooo
gallons per.24 hours, and quite sufficient for-rny requirements
ror some trme to come.
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The spring from which the water rises can be clearly seen,
and is in the form of a pothole almost in the centre of the
well.

Mr Rogers declined to accept any consideration for his
services." [Dated the reth of January ry22).

" I, John William de Kock, [J.P.], owner of the farm, Spring
Valley, District of Mafeking, Cape Province, do hereby certify
that on the zgth of July:92r, Mr F. Carstairs Rogers, M.B.E.,
of Kimberley, whilst on a visit to this farm for the purpose of
divining for water, located a spot 33 yards in length, which he
said carried a large water supply at about tz feet from the
surface.

During the month of August tgzr,, T had a trench cut 33
feet long and sunk on the same to about 6 feet from the sur-
face, when water was found coming from the bottom of this
trench. This work was continued during September and
October to about 9 feet down, the water supply increasing all
the time. During December rgzr and January tg22 the
trench was sunk down to 13 feet and the work had to cease

last Saturday, r4th inst., owing to the water being too strong
to cope wittr it fully. Since ceasing this work, the water has
risen up to 6 feet from the surface.

I do-not consider the real supply has yet been found, as
the water still comes from the bottom of the trench. To test
it fully a power pump will have to be erected before any
furthei sinking can be done." [Dated the r6th of January
rgzz).



CHAPTER VIII

OTHER CONTEMPORARY BRITISH DOWSERS :

PROFESSIONAL

! T would have been impossible in a volume of reasonable size

I to consider, however briefly, the achievements of con-
.[ temporary dowsers abroad. Even restricting the field to
Great Britain and Ireland, it is impossible to quote examples
of the dowsing of all the practitioners of whom we have
records. But in addition to the foregoing detailed account of
some of the outstanding dowsers, it seems desirable to add a
case or two from each of a few other notable dowsers. To
make a selection from such dowsers is an invidious task, and
the cases that follow have been chosen principally on account
of the interest of each case as illustrating one aspect or other
of dowsing and they are by no means a series of the best cases
known to us, nor do they represent the most successful dow-
sers only. Among the many other dowsers who could well
have cla.imed a place in this chapter may be named Thomas
Hawker of Somerton, Charles Milham of Assa, in Canada,
Tom Heard of Taunton, F. H. Buckingham of Norwich, John
Pattmore of Chard, W. Robertson of Claydon, Buiks.,
C. B. M. Chambr6 of Dungannon,'W. N. Pogson of Kilpauk,
in India, F. Webb of Yeovil, Allan Butcher of Hythe, W.
Cubbage of Botolph Claydon, William Edwards oi Marsh-
field, Roberts of Henfield, Rodney Kitcher of Brockenhurst,
Hants., R. A'Barrow of Stalbridge, Charles Adams of Row-
berrow, H. Bacon of Newport, Essex, H. Chesterman of
Bath, Stokes of Newbury, Berks., W. Mereweather of Bed-
minster, R. W. Robertson of Llanelly, R. Rothwell of Cardiff,
G. Elson of Crewkerne, R. Pavey of Cheddar, and many others.

$ r. Tlroues Wrrr,rs, oF GLoucEsrER

The water supply at Meredith, near Gloucester, depended
until rB87 on a well 54 feet deep near the house of Sir W.
Wedderburn, M.P. In the year mentioned, as a result of

t74
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several dry summers, the!Ipp-b'T-t\" well gave out' Under
these circ'umstances Sir W. Wedderburn decided to sink a

new well. He had heard that a local dowser had been suc-

cessful in finding water in a farm at Rudford, and hlaccor-
dinelv asked thi dowser to come over. This was Thomas

Wiliil, a cabinet maker in Gloucester, who used-1 straight rod
about eighteen inches long or a steel -wire. He was not a

regular piofessional dowser-but accepted a small fee if he was

soicessfirl. He went over the ground and marked two places

near the dry well. Sir W. Wedderburn writes that when
WiUi. was iowsing " the muscles of his arms--appe-ared to
*ort ""a 

twitch ,I if h" was holding the handles of a mild
ealvanic batterv. and the wand or wire, from being straight
B"t*""" his hands bent into a sort of bow and worked round
Iike a crank, rotating upwards when passing the holder's body'"

At the second place marked by the dowser, about 50 -yards
from the old weli, a well was sunk. He had estimated that
*"i.. would be found at z5 to 3o feet, and after sinking-for

3o feet through red marl watei-began to trickle in, and at

i7 teet a big iupply was obtained. By-levelling it ya.s ascer-

t'iinea that"the'6o1tom of the new well was two feet above

the surface of the water in the old well; there was therefore

no connexion between the old deficient supply, which provided
a gallon in ten minutes, and the new supply which gave a gallon

a minute.l

$ z. Cnenr,rs SIMS, oF PTLToN

The following is an important case from an evidential
point- of vi"*. " Th" Bristoi Times anil Mirror for the r6th
6t j""" r8gr states : " The Anglo-Bavarian Brewery at Shep-

tori wtattet-needed a large watei supply ; accordingly excava-

tions had been made to find water, but without success'

About two years since, during an exceptionally {rY season'

it became ibsolutely necessary to obtain a further supply
of brewing water; 

-hence 
several boring experiments were

made on tie property. At the sgggestion of a g-entleman in
the locality, tie iervices of a ' diviner' were obtained, and

althoogh the principal members of the firm-professed,to have

no Iaiti in hil ' ait', yet he was allowed to try. th-e fields
on the company's proplrty, and those on the neighbouring
estate, and'discoveiea tnC well now used by the brewery'

r These facts are related bv Sir W. Wedderburn in a report dated the
rst oi 1anuary 1888, and coifrrmed in a letter of the rgth of February
,892.
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: . . The soothsayer, who carried the divining rod, a hazel
branch, was Mr Charles Sims, a local farmer,'and. a notable
discoverer of wells in the district. Operations *"r. i*-"_
diately commelced, and, after excaviting and dynamiiing
through the rock, to the depth of 5o feet, a-masnifictnt sprinE
was discovered in a fault oJ the rbck, which p-roved to ^be oi
exceptionally fine water, and of even a finer qfuality than the
town's supply."
. Inquiries were addressed to the Brewery, and Mr J. Clifford,
its manager,-answered: ,,Rep\ring to liour letter"in ,"dii
to- a local diviner, we had one oi itre-name of Sims, from pifio",
who successfully denoted a spot on our ground. wt ere we
have had an abundant supply 6f water sincE. . . .

The writer of this lett-ei arso has had some considerabre
experience with Mr Lawrence of Bristol, who was one of
the most noted divining rod.men in the West of nrgf""a.-- H"
also was successful in denoting a suppry for a Bristtr ui.*.rv
with which the writer was conirectedl and i, ,umero* otf,"',
instances in the neighbourhood. Mi Lawrence bore a verv
high reputation. We believe he died a few monttri ugo "i-lripe old age."

{*y*S written to ask if a previous boring had been made,
and if so, to what dep-th, a1d with what res"ult, tne ioUowi-rrg
account was received: ,.Replying to yours of the r4th, I
boring was carried out to the eiten"t of iome r4o feet w;inout
success on another portion of our premises, before it was
successfully done atlhe- spot indicat^ed by the water-findei;
here a well was sunk and dbundant water ".,Utui""a of 

" 
ediil

of 4o feet."

$ 3. Tnorrras Henrs ero Jonu Brexe

-Mr George H. Pope, Treasurer of the Merchant VenturersoI l3ristol, asked MI W. G. Hellier, of Wick St Lawrence,
near Westog-super-Mare, the bailiff of that body, to gi"" .o-l
acco r.nt of his experience in dowsing. Mr Heflier dld .o .rrd
sent the following statement : .. f -should as soon think oi
pla-1t-ing a tree with its root upwards, as I should of digging a
well for water without emplo5ring . i dowser., I nevei"kn"ew
the rod to fail in the handi of Tfromas Hares or;ofrn Aiate,
but I have heard of. many failures in the hands ;f s;pp;;;A
dowsers. Thomas Hares used to find both water ana m'iierats
b-y lhq rod, but he told me that a watch spring *olriA,roi
do in his hands for finding water, though it was ill ,ight fo,
minerals.
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The following facts are within my own lnowledge.
Within zoo y-ards or so of Rectory Farm house, at Locking,

near Weston-iuper-Mare, four wells have been sunk, the
position of which is marked on the enclosed -rough tracing
irom the parish map. For No. r well, the spring. was Jound
by Thomds Hares. 

-After 
walking- o-ver the field in different

directions, with the rod in his hand, he crossed the fence, and,
whilst on the top of it, the rod kept turning. He marked the
spot of the spriig, and on that spot I removed the fence and
sink the wel where the fence had stood. There has been a
constant supply of water in it, even all through last summer,
when there was a general drought.

For No. z well, the spring was found by John Blake, on the

Ou"z

ctluectl

l"sO

Otto.t

th.4.o

ot2345| 
- 
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Fro, 4r. Tnn l'oun WBrr-s rN Locxrtc Penrss

lawn of the Vicarage, opposite the drawing-room window, a
most unsuitable position. I sank the well and there is a plenti-
ful supply of water, with no lack last summer.

No.-j well was sunk without a dowser. It is ro feet deeper
than No. r. There was no water in it all last summer, and
I should not think it has 6 feet of water in it now.

No. 4 well was also sunk without a dowser, because the place
was thought iikely for water. It is nearly as deep as No. r.
There is water in it for about 9 months of the year, but last
summer it was quite dry.

Water was wanted at Edbrook Cottage, in Fiddington, near
Bridgwater. There was a good spring in a field zoo yards away,
and the dowser traced it over field, fence and roadway, and
marked the spot for a well just opposite the door of the cot-
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tage. I sank the well there, and the tenants have never had to
go elsewhere for water since.

Whilst the dowser was tracing this spring, walking backwards
and forwards across the line of its course, I hid my pocket
compass in the long grass in his track, and, when he came to
it, the rod turned over, and he said 'There is summat here.'
I am certain that he did not see the compass until after-
wards, when I showed it to him hidden.

The most striking case I know of is on Sandford Green, in
the parish of Winscombe, Somerset, where Thomas Hares
offered to sink his well for nothing, if he did not come to the
spring. There was already a well on the green, but it had
scarcely any water during the summer months. The well sunk
by the dowser was so near it that the sinkers threw the dirt
as tkqt dug it out from tke new well, into the old one. The water
rose to within 6 feet of the top of the new well. This was some
30 years ago. The spring was the talk of the neighbourhood
at the time, and it is still a noted one.

I could go on telling yarns about dowsers, but all that
I have written has come under my own observation, and I can
vouch for the truth of it."

From inquiries the depths of the wells were ascertained
follows in February 1897:
well, Church Farm, zo feet.
well, Vicarage lawn, 3r feet.
well, dry, 33 feet.

to

4 well, Garden, about tz f.eet.
It was not possible to gather further information about

the case at Edbrook Cottage; regarding the wells at Sand-
ford Green: the one sunk at the spot indicated by the dowser
was, in 1892, 33 feet deep and had then rg feet of water-the
old well had been filled up in the manner described, and its
depth was not ascertainable.

AS
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$ 4. Rrcueno ANrsouy, oF YELLTNG

Mr Montague Price had sunk a well to a depth of r5o feet
at The Node, Welwyn, Hertfordshire, and obtained a quite
insufficient supply of water. He then called in Richard
Anthony, of Yelling, Huntingdonshire, a farmer who had
accidentally discovered that he had the dowsing faculty.
Anthony advised Mr Price to drive a heading from the bottom
of the well in a given direction that he marked. The well-
sinkers found, before they had carried this heading 6 ft., the
inrush of water so great that they had to stop, in spite of a
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steam ensine which kept going night and day with powerful

DumDS. I[r T. V. Holmes, being asked to -r-eport 
on thls case'

heclaied that the driving of a head would have been wnat

;;;;;";"r or geologist" would have recommended' But if
;;ld;dlA;Jtf;" "rfir,."t 

in charge of the works recommend

i.t"i 
";J h;* 

"""fa 
in engineer o-r geologist_have indicated

iir! "*""t 
direction in whiiir so larg6 a supply was reached

before six feet had been driven ? In other experlments',rn
similar chalk formations, headings were drrven grear o$-

;;;";; ,r"a.itrr" advice of the beit geologistg a1d. engineers'

;;Jy"ii;-, l"tg" extent failed to accomplitl tl:11,p^1'1ff^l'

On ttre same occasion Anthony found water in another pla-ce

,";-i;; opposite purpose' 
- 
Mr ?rice writes in one of the

r"ii.rr l" *rri& r," atsciiues the above case : " After trying

"""rV 
d"if.e tor teepit g water out of an accumulator house'

whici always .""rr,i to"te rising, in spite of a concrete floor

6i;il thi6k, the same diviner tdia me exactly where a spring

caused the trouble. We tapped it from the outsrde' ano now

the place is Perfectlv drv.---i 
ireld or," tid" of ihe iorked rod myself and the ' diviner '

tn" "if,.t, 
."d when we came to water falleged underground

waterl the strain was so great.on my. fingers l, *": 9P-u^q:-9^1"
ask hirn to stop. From the position of the rod it was absolutery

i;;;ibt" for'him io pioa'"." the pressure, which increased

wifh the strength of the stream."

$ 5. JonN Strans, oF HESSLE

Stears was for many years in business in Hull as an engineer'

""a- 
t ra done othei'riott of a semi-scientific nature' For

.o*" ii-" he was honorary secretary of the Hull Field Natura-

i.t.; So.i"ty "ra 
it much iespected--by all who knew him' He

described his own r"rr"tiorr'.s follows : " My experience has

been most satisfactory (extending over 20-years)' and r nave

alwavs found water where the rod indicated it' also rron PlPes'

i;;;; ;;;. i t 
"rr" 

mapped out their position for the pur-

pose of repairs, and the pipes have been found exactly lvhe-re
I stated, some even i.it'at.p where a road had been raised'- I;;; ..V tfr"t I notice i different sensation with waters

.rri *"i"t. i th"r" is a chilly feeling creeps uP my legs when

the rod shows water.
\{y powers vary with health; if tired I lose the p9*t'j ,p]9.-

vide"tire animal iystem with a fresh-sup-ply-oI food' ""tl ?":f
the power comesl I do not like blindfoldj'q' ,I.t,t"-:i:,1:
inteitere with that "J*rr.tt 

which is desirable, but I have tried
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it on roads where I denoted water; having been taken back-
wards and forward I have been started in the middle of the
road and stopped at the part previously marked. Darkness
does not interfere with the power in the least."

Stears found himself so successful that he became a pro-
fessional dowser and removed to Westholme, Hessle, Yorkshire.
The following is a typical example of his success. Mr John
Letts, of Rillington, near Molten, in Yorkshire, had made a
boring to a depth of r:zo feet without finding water ; 5 feet
away was an old boring about zo feet deep, contaminated
with manure. At 3o yards from these places Stears selected
a spot at which a bore was made and a good supply of pure
water encountered at 84 feet. On the accompanying plan
(Fig. 4z) the dotted lines show the underground courses traced
by Stears, C being the old contaminated well, B the waterless
well and A Stears's successful pure well. Stears declared that
D was the underground course supplying C and A, the useless
B thus being off the course. We need not concern ourselves
with the value of such theorising: it remains true that Stears
scored a striking success.

$6. HeNnv Suanr, oF EvERcREEcH

The following case from Somersetshire is given inThe Western
Gazette for the roth of F'ebruary r8g3. Evercreech is at the
foot of the Mendips : " A well has recently been sunk on the
premises of Messrs W. Roles and Son, of Evercreech Junction,
on the site of the proposed milk factory. Mr Henry Smart,
head gardener at Pennard House, was successful with the
divining twig (or rod), and a well was sunk to a depth of 6o
febt, when a spring was found which yielded no less than
r5,ooo gallons of water in ten hours. Water came at such a
rate that a powerful pump had to be erected temporarily
by Messrs Hill and Son, of Bruton, and was kept working day
and night in order to keep the water down for the purpose of
walling fthe well]. At the present time there is 5o feet of water
in the well, the supply increasing daily."

Messrs Roles were written to to know if a well had been
sunk previously, and if the above statement was correct. They
replied that the account is quite correct, and added, " We had
previously sunk a well without the use of the rod, to nearly
the same depth, but it was unsuccessful. Six yards from this
useless well the diviner found the spring which now yields
enough to supply a small village if required."
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$ Z. H. W. Gorowc, or BRATNTREE

The following is from Tke Daily Neus for the zznd of May
r8g4 (the case having also been reported inThe Daily Tel,egraph
of the same date, and in The Essex Herald and other news-
papers) : " The divining rod has again been used in Essex with
success, this time on the estate of General Thompson of Wethers-
field Place, near Braintree. Some years ago General Thomp
son had a field surveyed by an eminent engineer who, after
testing the ground with boring apparatus, expressedanopinion
that no water was obtainable there. Hearing, however,bf the
success of the divining rod in the immediate neighbourhood,
the General invited Mr H. W. Golding, of Bocking, to walk
over the field, with the result that at two places which Mr
Golding marked water was found at less than ro feet from the
surface."

On inquiry it was found that General Thompson had died
since the above experiments were made. His-widow stated
that the report was correct, emphasizing the fact that Mr
Golding accepted no pa5rment. Sir William Barrett then had
an interview with General Thompson's son, Mr J. Wycliffe
Thompson, who had been present during the dowsing. Mr
Thompson stated that his father made the experiment oz
purPose to test in a systematic manner the value or otherwise
of the indications afforded by the divining rod. Accordingly,
in the first instance a boring was made to find water by adviie
without the use of the rod. Mr Thompson stated that the
boring was made to a considerable depth, but he did not know
the exact depth. No signs of water were found. Then Mr
Golding was invited over, and, cutting a forked twig, traversed
the ground. Presently the twig turned vigorously and, follow-
ing its indications, he professed to trace an underground spring
running not far from the experimental boring to a point iome
5o yards away. The course indicated was staked out, and,
after Mr Golding left, a well was sunk in two places, chosen
at random on the coulse so marked. The result was that
water was found in both places at a depth of some ro fe:t.
I\tr Thgpfson was certain the first boring was " far deeper
than this ", and said that no doubt whatever was left in the
mind of General Thompson and others present of the reality
and practical value of some peculiar faculty for discovering
underground water afforded by the movement of the rod. -

_ Golding has worked almost exclusively in Essex, and we
have a number of reports of his succesles in that county.
Among the most interesting of these was one at Shalford f6r
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the Council Schools; here the County Council took exception
to the employment of a dowser and sunk a bore-hole to a
depth of 46 feet on other advice. No water was found and
Gotding was then called in, finding a good supply at a depth of
t7 feet.L

$ 8. H. W. Mur,r,rus, oF BArH

Although no conclusive evidence exists to show that the
facultv of dowsing is hereditary, yet in several instances one

or moie of the children of notable dowsers do possess the " gift."
H. W. Mullins, a son of John Mullins, is a case in point. Mqry
cases of his success have been investigated, but the following
recent instance must suffice. During rg2r. the water supply
of Bath was found to be quite inadequate; various attempts
to increase the supply having failed, the position in rqiz tr.ad

become serious. lwo plans were considered, either of which
would have cost {roo,ooo and have taken thre-e-years to carry
out. Before one-of the schemes was adopted it was decided

to call in Messrs J. Mullins and Sons, of Railway Place, Bath.
H. W. Mullins, one of the famous John Mullins's sons, acted
on this occasion ; he went in great detail over the whole groun4
and made a full report, which was submitted to the Bath
Corporation on the itn otMarch tgzz. In this report Mullins
recdmmended that iinkings should be made, especially at two
places which he indicated.- These recommendations were acted
'rpor,, and Messrs Mullins commenced work at these two
olaces.' At th" first site Mullins had estimatedayieldof about 4o,ooo
gallons per day at a depth of. r:z-r5 feet below the surface;
ivater wis actrially found to the extent of -r44,ooo 

gallons per
dav at ro feet de6p. At the second site the dowser had esti-
*it"d a daily yieia of 5o,ooo gallons at a depth of 15 ieet ;

at 7 feet a iuiply of jz,ooo gattons was obtained. These
qujntities werd irla.rrred early- in- tgzz after rains. In each

iase the water was found at ihe base of the Midford Sands'
Later other spots were tried and in the worrlf of Mr-J. Basil

Ogden, the Tovirr Clerk of Bath, who haslrindly supplied this
iniormation, \,vith a copy of the report, " In every case he has
found water at the spo[ where his twig caused him to expect
it to be located." tn the same letter, dated the 3rd of Novem-
ber tgz3, Mr Ogden says that the Corporation " have every
r""roi to b" rriirfieA viittr the work of- Mr Mullins which he

t See also Golding's pamphlet Wolet Finding in Esse* anil Disfiiat
Irgoz].
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has undertaken for us." Mr Jules Dent young, the Bath
Wat-erworks Rngineer, reports on the zznd of Novdmber rg23 |
" I have at different times of the year gauged the spiinis
collected by Mr Mullins. I find thai Mr llu[ins has undei_
estimated the maximum yield in many cases; he has been
fairly accurate with the average yield, but has in most cases
considerably overestimated the minimum yield. The total
yield when gaug-e$ in the middle of October was 319,536
gallons- a day ; this is the lowest they went to this i";;:"i"
Jule they were yielding 68r,84o. e,t the present time ihe
yield is over goo,ooo gallons."'

The following report appeared in The Bath Herald for the
r4th of Marchrg?2. It will be seen that the cost of the finding
of waterby the dowser was {5,463 as against {roo,ooo, and thE
time a few months as against threJ years-: .. Moving the
minutes of the Waterworks Committee at the City C6uncil
today, Councillor A. G-. F. Spurr (the chairman) aiked per_
mission to amend the charge by meter to consumers to read-
' from !6 to r/8 per r,ooo gallons, as from the March quarter
readings.' He also moved that the tender of Messrs ilIullins
and Sons for executing the work at Weston at f5,463 be
accepted, and that a contract be entered into under thJCohmo"
Seal. He said he felt that there was no need for him to take
up 1 lot of the Council's time in advancing arguments of the
need for in-creasing-their water supply after t[eir experience
of the past few months, but he woutd lit<e to make a few rtmarks.
The committee were blamed at the end of last season because
they did not take steps earlier to remedy the situation. Thev
were in an exceedingly difficult position. They could havL
adopted either of two schemes that would havd each cost at
least droo,oo_o_, and would have taken at least three years to
carry out. The committee were anxious not to do tht wronstTrS; they 9id not wish to rush the Council into spendin[
1la$9 sum of mo_ney like that without they were quite certaiil
that they were adopting the right scheme.- When the Council
gave. them- permission to call in an expert, they called in Mr
Mullins, whose name was suggested to him by-Mr Councillor
Stone, and he was very graGful to him thit he suggested
that name. He could not sp-eak too highly of the iiay in
which Mr Mullins went to work. He threw his whole 

".,6.gyinto the question, and the resr:It was that when the Counlit
a-sked-them to bring a report up at the beginning of this month
they did so, but at the same time a great part of it was already
carried out-the first part-and today he thought there wa"s
running into Monkswood reservoir at least 4o-o,ooo gallons
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from the springs that Mr Mullins had discovered. It had
always seemed an extraordinary thing to him that in past
years the Bath City Council had engaged the services of eminent
leologists and engineers, who had surveyed the country all
iound for miles. In one of the reports they picked out five
places at varying distances from Bath, and yetthey seemed_t_o

have missed the water which was just under their noses. Mr
Mullins came along with his twig, and he said: 'There are

So,ooo gallons here, and 7o,ooo gallons there,' and so on.
He thought when that waterworks work was finished they
ought to erect a statue to Mr Mullins, holding his twig in his
hand."

$ g. Tirorvras HEIGHwAY, oF Lr.allonrxooD WELLS

Thomas Heighway, the proprietor of the Park Pump Room,
Llandrindod Wells, is another example of heredity in dowsing,
for his father, John Heighway, was also in his day a successful
dowser. Thomas Heighway said that when he dowsed and
got over an underground spring his nervous-system was so

iruch affected that he did not recover from it for some hours;
accordingly he did not dowse much. It is interesting to note
that his tuttrer did not suffer in the same way. The example
of Heighway's success to be quoted is particularly- intere-sting,
the diJcoveiy having been of mineral water, and the details
of it, and of the dowier's forecast, having been communicated
during the course of the actual diggtlg_s.

Caftain Penny Lloyd, of Glasbury, R.S.O., had been looking
for srilphur mineial water, but without success. He then called
in Heighway, who went over the ground and traced three
undergiound water-courses, on each-o_f which he indicated the
spot riost suitable for sinking. In No..r.(Fig.-43),.when the
Sell had been sunk 3g feet he went down it and declared that
the water would come in from the south side. This was correct,
for the vein of rock holding the water was encountered at

7g leetand was found to run from west to east, so that if the
i"iU n.a been sunk 3 feet more to the north, the supply would
not have been obtained. This was a sulphur spring, as was
No. 3, in which the supply was encountered at 5zf.e9t below t!9
surfiie and 6 feet int6 ihe solid rock. No. z well was a still
more striking success ; Heighway had foretold a strong spri1g
of chalybeat6 water, and in fact-at 3z feet so strong a supply
was enlountered that it overflowed the well. On the accom-
panying map the dotted lines show the courses indicated by
tleiltrway, and the section is of the course A-8.



Child, who has recently died, was one of the most successful
of the dowsers of this century. He practised all over the
country and visited Portugal during the famine of rqr7, achiev-
ing a striking success at Evora. Another of his mor'e notable
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$ ro. S. T. Currn, or Ipswrcn, Sumolx

Frc. 43. Pr,erv or lfrrcnw.ly,s Tnnss WBrr,s

successes was the discovery of the springs at Woodhall Spa,
Lincolnshire. The following accounf of &periences has b6en
kindly supplied by Mr S. L. Bensusan, who is well known as
an authority_ in rural matters and who has had other experi-
ences with dowsers. He writes : " I heard of Mr Chilh in
1906 as a man who could find water and I sent for him to see
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if he could discover some for me on my country home at Duton
Hill near Dunmow. I remember driving down to the station
to meet him on a hot surnmer day and wondering at the long
frock coat and silk hat which seemed a little out of place.
He used wands of willow or hazel and the clock spring and so
far as I remember he examined the land walking North to
South because, he said, rivers would be running from West to
East. He traced several subterranean streams and marked
two places where I would be likely to find water. The first
one failed, or perhaps we did not go down deep enough. At
the second attempt we discovered a good spring which did
not cease to supply the house until I sold the property inrgzo.

A friend of mine, the late Mr A. P. Humphrey of Cambridge

.s€crroil ox trrvE A-B

dot ro scaLc
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Frc. 44. SsctroN or rsr SeuP

University, came to see the test and suggested that he and
I shoutd each hotd one wrist of Mr Child while he held the wand
and passed again over a field under which he said water was
flowing. Mr Child agreed and we each held a wrist so tlgltly
that thtre was no play for the wand. To our surprise just before
we passed over the marked ground the wand broke in his hands,
entirely without his control.

Later Mr Child told me that he learned of his gift when he
was a boy. The landlord of the Sufiolk village in which he
lived sent for a dowser to find water and this'man invited all
the village children to see if they had the gift. Mr Child was
the only-:ne in whose hands the wand responded. Later in
life, by reason of this gift, he was able to buy a cottage on-a
piece of land supposed to be far from water and consequently
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very cheap. He had found out first that water was present.
One of his recent journeys had been to Portugal, where he had
discovered water in certain vineyards. He told me he had
been tested by various scientists and that if he stood on a
sheet of plate glass over running water his wands and springs
refused to act. He appeared both to Mr Humphrey and to
me to be an honest, straightforward and simple minded man." I

r See also Child's pamphlet Water Finding [r9ro].

CHAPTER IX

OTHER CONTEMPORARY BRITISH DOWSERS :

AMATEUR

|TIHE comments at the head of the previous chapter
I apply also to the present one. For convenience the
I interesting case of the American boy Guy Fenley

has been included under this heading. Among the amateur
dowsers who may be named here in the same way are Dr
Foxley Norris, the new Dean of Westminster, Capt. J- P.
Dixon of Tiverton, Mr Batten of Ilminster, Mr H. G. Flanagan,
F.L.S., of Komgha, Cape Colony, Mr Geo. Gillingham, J.P.,
of Reading, Mr J. H. White of Shepton Mallet, Captain
Chapman of Caistor, Mrs Greig of Okehampton, Dean Ovenden,
Andiew Lang, the late Duke of Argyll, Lord Farrer, Sir Richard
Harington, Bart., Mr J. H. Jones of Mullinabro, Mr J. Stenson
Hookel, Mrs Henry Pim, Major J. H. Wedderburn Maxwell,
Colonel R. W. Aldworth, Rev. J. R. Blunt, Rev. J. G. Jenkins,
Mr R. Robertson, Mr F. J. Young, Archdeacon Earle, Mr
E. M. Hippisley, Colonel King-Harman, Judge Spink, Mr R. G.
D. Tosswill, Mr G. H. Ward-Humphreys, and many more.

$ r. Werrrn WYsunN

Mr F. J. Clark, F.L.S., writes from Netherleigh, Street, Somer-
set : " A few years ago I was appointed along with Walter
Wyburn and the late A. R. Grace, of Bristol, a sub-committee
of-a Charitable Trust Committee belonging to our religious
body flthe Society of Friends]. One object of this committee
was- to get watei for a farmhouse belonging to the Trust_ tt
Chelbrot, in Dorset, about z5 miles south-west of Yeovil. We
spent several days in a fruitless search for water, or for any
lfuely place to sink a well. However, we made an attempt in
the moit likely spot, according to our local geological knowledge,
and sunk a well zo feet. Alas ! no water was reached. At
length Walter Wyburn suggested trying the divining rod, as

he found to his surprise n"r;;l"td use it with some success.
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We agreed; he had cut a forked twig and tried over all the
grount. After a good deal of perambulation the rod indicated
i strong spring in a neighbouring wood. Accordingly we-had
a well dug at this spot, and to our delight found a capital spring ;

pipes weie put down, and a constant supply for the house has
been given ever since."

S z. Mn KrMr, oF TAUNToN

An able dowser is Mr Kemp, of Woodcroft House, Norton
Fitzwarren, near Taunton. This gentleman was for many years
stationmaster of the Norton Fitzwarren Station on the Great
Western Railway. When he retired he built a small house
there ; there was no water, but he succeeded in finding a supply
by dowsing. Mr Kemp has possessed the gift since his bgyhood
in Barnstaple, and has often used it. He is a straightforward
man and willingly answers all inquiries. Appended is an
example of his achievements.

In the autumn of r9r3 lllr F. S. Arnold, of Northway House,
Taunton, the owner of some property near Taunton, required
a water supply. Mr Kemp was called in and indicated two
flows of water, 14 feet apart, which he stated to cease sharply
at a given spot. On one of the courses a well was sunk and
water was found at 43 feet, after ro feet of Sandy Red Loam,
6 feet of Red Clay and z7 feet of Red and Grey streaked MarI
had been pierced ; the water rose about z6 f.eet. On two sides
of the watlr courses marked by the dowser are visible streams,
but in each case the ground slopes sharply down from the well
to the stream, the spot being part of a ridge extendingfor several
miles in a southerly direction from the foot of the puantock
Hills. The most striking part of the dowser's success in this
case is the fact that it was found later that there are two geo-
logical faults 3o ft. to 4o ft. down, corresponding to the two
lines indicated by the dowser.

$ S. An Orrrcrer oF THE GovBnNupNT oF NoRTHERN
fnpreNp

Towards the end of. tgz3 the Greenmount Agricultural
College in County Antrim, Ireland, required a very 9u9h in-
creased supply of water. Several attempts were made in the
usual wa5r6ul with no success. Accordingly Mr Herbert E.
Broderick, the assistant engineer of the Office of Works in
the Ministry of Finance of the Government of Northern Ireland,
whose duty it was to provide the water, applied to Sir William
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Barrett. Sir William advised that William Stone, the dowser,

should be employed. There was some objection to this c9ursg,

"rr""irUv 
as-St-one's charges seemed heavy; it was fgYld,

frok"r"., that an official of the Government had some- ability
in dowsing. Accordingly, after a conference at the Ministry,
i"siructiois were givei 

-for 
the experiment to be tried with

this official.--tn" 
dowsing took place in the presence of Qplaln 9'., M'.C',

B.Sc., A.M.I.C;E., of the Office of Works and of Mr Marshbanks,
tt " 

pri"cipal of the College. The dowser indicated several
p1".J., 

""& 
*t 

"" 
wells weie sunk at these spots, a supply of

i,5oo gallons a day, a sufficient, luPplyr was obtaine<i at once'
;'fGEnsineering iiafi," writes Mr Bioderick, " is verygratified
that thei-r excuriion into the 'occult ' has proved so success-

ful. "--it 
" 

principal of the College, who-had expressed his complete

scepticism, lias induced to try his hand with the rod, and was

fouhd to be himself a good dowser !

$4. THE soY LocrYon

In an early volume of the Proceeclings oJ the Society for
Pwchical Rdsearch,l Mr E. Vaughan Jenkins published^ an

irtti".ii.g case of dowsing. ThJdate 
-ot 

ttris case was 1853'

but contemporary notes iere kept, from which Mr Jenkins
irt..-"*tocied vLluminous additional particulars ; the inci-
dents may be summarised as follows:--frlt j""tins having purchased some-land for buildin-g pur-
poi". it Christchurcfr Road, \eypo{,-$onmouth, the absence

6f u to"t"t supply necessitated his sinking a well.' Guided by
the best advite,-a site was carefully chosen and a well com-

*""."a. When the well-sinkers had reached 5r feet, and no

*"t"i found, it was decided from the nature of the- ground'
a hard, compact marl, it would be useless to pr.oceed fulth3r'
A consultati'on of local experts was held, and the conclusion
arrived at that there was nt chance of obtaining water in that
neighbourhood. Thereupon the foreman of the masons (a

Cot riit *"") suggested uting the di-vining-rod' -I1" 
said it was

in common ind"Juccessful uie for the purpose of finding water
in his county, and his own son, eleven years old, had the 

-poweJ
oi 

".i"g 
if,.i .oa in a remarkable degiee. - MlJelkins, though

at that"time very incredulous, consented. The lad was sent

for, and with a h-azel rod he crossed and re-crossed the ground

several times. At one spot the rod began to revolve, and
r E. R. Pease, " The Divining Rod," Ptoc. S.P.R. 1r$441, ii' lo6-ro7'
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continued to do so with such force that the lad was obliged
to let it go, when the rod flew to some distance. Whereupon
the father of the lad, George Lockyer, said, " I will stake my
life we shall find a good spring of water under this spot. I
will undertake to sink the shaft myself, and no water, no pay."
Accordingly, a well was begun the next day on the spot indicated
by the " rod." At the depth of 48 feet, so strong a spring was
struck that the men employed had to beat a hasty retreat, the
water rising to a depth of ro feet in the well, and subsequently
to 15 feet, and remains at that depth at the present time,
constantly yielding an abundant supply. The lad neither
asked nor expected any payment. The father stated that he
himself also had the power of using the " rod " when he was
a boy, but he lost it when about 16 years old.

The discovery of this water supply led to the old site for
the house being abandoned, and a new site fixed on close
to the abundant supply of pure spring water that was obtained.
The relative position of the two wells, marked O O, is shown
in the annexed plan, Fig. 45, drawn to scale. The old site is
marked S', and the abandoned well shaft W', the new site is
S', and the new well W" adjoins it. The plot A belongs to
Mr V. Jenkins. The owner of the adjacent plot B, which slopes
somewhat steeply to the S.W., shortly after began to build two
villas at B, and to sink the well W adjoining. He declined,
indeed ridiculed, the use of the divining rod, and informed
Mr Jenkins that he was confi.dent of getting water at zo feet
depth, but feared, as the land was so much lower, it would drain
ofi the supply from Mr Jenkins's new well. Upon getting this
information Mr Jenkins asked the youthful dowserto goover
the ground again and see if he could trace the direction of the
underground water. This the lad did, and asserted, on the
evidence of the rod, that water would be found on the West
side of the new well W", but that little would be found on the
South or East side of it ; the North side had already been tried
and abandoned. The father of the lad thereupon assured Mr
Jenkins he had no cause for anxiety from the proposed well
at B.

Accordingly at B a shaft was sunk, but no water was met
with at 25 nor even 5o feet. Eventually the well sinkers went
down to roo feet, and still no water was found. A boring was
then made z5teet deeper, and at Tz1feet water was strucli, but
thougtr the boring was continued still deeper, the water never
rose beyond r8 to z4 inches in the well f a fair supply was,
however, obtained. The water at Mr Jenkins's well at S" was,
and still is, entirely unaffected by the well at B. The soil
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at B was the same as that in the abandoned well shaft at S'
in the plot A, viz., a " hard, compact marl." Three pairs of
villas were subsequently erected on the plot C, and three wells
sunk as shown at W, W, W. Water was obtained at 5o feet
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depth, but the supply " was poor, and is,not suffrcient to keep

the wells from running dry 1n a very dry summer." These

wells were therefore a cornparative failure.l

I It was the success of this experiment that led Mr Vaughan-Jenkins
to devote much of his time for olver 40 years to collecting evidence on
the use of the dowsing-rod.
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$ 5. CoroNu Hucn Rosr
During the Great war colonel Rose on several occasions ren-

dered great service by means.of dowsing. Acoupleof examples
are appended, each followed by comments by Colonel R'ose.
The first one is recorded by Captain J. C. Dufiesne, R.E_ iate
Officer-in-chgge -of Watei g"irp]y for the __ iorpr, '*t o
writes to colonel Ros-e (end of November 1916) "r iollowr ," It is with sincere pleasure that I recall tlie circumstances
under which you helped us out of a difficult situation bv showins
me where I cbulC obtain a good supply of water t" tffVali.ei
-to the N.W. of Albert. I may iay-that it was the fiist tim"e
I had seen the gift of Water li,iining put into actual t;""i];;.
. LjngValley_is merely a depressionl running f.orn'N. to S.
in the chalk plateau about a mile to N.W. of"Albert. A; it
offered good cover from enemy observation, it was decided to
concentrate a large number of horses at the spot, but as it is
most important that horses should not interfere with traffic
by crossing_ the main roads to water, the necessity of a tocai
supply of about t,ooo gallons per hour became apparent, andto be of any use it had to be found within a wiek.

That water existed we knew, for, where the valley crossed
the Albert-Amiens Road, it was found within zo f.iet of ir,"
surface,-yet at the northern end of the valley near Bouzin_
court, a well had been sunk to a depth of 65 feet without results,
and a bore-hole roo feet deeper itiu gav:e insufficient results,
after weeks of hard work.

Hearing of _your mystic powers I begged your assistance
1."9 yo" very kindly accompanied me to L"ong Valey. I think
this was about June zoth. -J^/ith 

your magic"sprin[ yo" *""i
over the ground, getting various indicationi troin tiirt to time
by the,uncanny movements of the little clock spring you carriea.
At Iast coming to a place where the spring s""hed'io turn over
an_d over, you told me to dig there.

It was also curious that you were able to trace the direction
from whence the water was Loming, the flow being iro* ilr" N.W.
and not down the centre of the valley. I put"three shifts of
ygll dlSSers to work next day ; the iesult being that on the
f,ttn-$gy- at.a depth of 4r feet.water began to iome in from
the N.W. side of the well (not a drop oi water had come in
before-this), and on taking out another foot of chalk-or ai
a depth. o{ 4z ft.-we struck-all the water we need.ed ; the water
level rising to 4--lt. in the well. With conti"""t p"*pi"g
of 8oo to r,ooo gallons per hour we could only lower the #atei
level 7 inches. -
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I have recently heard that the well you located at 'Rose
Water Point ' (near Mametz) is going strong and giving-1,59o'
gallons per hour, and has saved the situation in that district.- 'Mor6 power to Your arm.' "

Colonel^Rose comments: " The weather on the morning oI

June zoth was the very reverse of favourable for the task,
is a cold wind was bl6wing, with rain showers at frequent
intervals.

Captain Dufresne showedm-e, rogg\ly, whereabouts he would
fike tL have a well, and after about half an hour's search around
I struck into an ' indication 'on some ground above the nullah
and to the W. of it.

This streak I traced back in a N.Wy. direction for some

zoo to z5o yards, then turned and worked back on the'run-
down' 16r f,iaaen fissure in the chalk) to a spot in the v.alley

where I'mapped out a pretty large '-spread ' of some zo to z4

feet in dianilter. Excfianging the delicate clock spring for a
sioutish hazel twig, I tried hard to keepthe latter from turning,
but it fairly beai me in the centre of !he- 'spread 

" . . .- 
So I "".ifolty 

marked the middle of this area, and told
Caotain Dufresie that with that as the centre of his well he

.oritd go ahead with his diggrlg, which he did"'
The second case to be quoted is recorded by- Captain-Jj W

BIow, R.E., Field Enginter in charge of Advanced Water
S"ppiy for ihe 

- 
66i1p5, Ln a.lett-er to Colonel Rose dated

t#iStf, of January r9r7 : " pgring the montlr oJ August, 1916'

ii..ii""a 6rders irom itre Chief Engineer of the 

- 
Corps,

to provide a large water supply for horses and troops_ t^o be

.".ip"a in ttre vi"cinityof Botion Wogd.' On the map I- fixed
ifr" ippro"imate desiiable position of the necessary well from
r -i[["ry and geologiga-l point of view, and was ryak1ng

"..^.rn"*Lrts 
foia c"rlful riconnaissance of the ground whe,,

-VliT""a, Capt. Dufresne, R.E., informed me of the valuable
ai& vou had eiven him in determining the position of a well
il-i;g Valii:y. This decided me to consult you on this
importint matier. you very kindly consented to accomqany

*.i-i" ifr" spot, and, to cut a lo.,g story short, after searching

for several-hours under difficult and trying circumstances,
as stated below, you located a series of fissures in the chalk,
indicating me an-entirely new.p-o-sition. A well was sunk at
this poinito a total depth of 59' 9'gi-vi1* a yield of over ro,ooo
galdns per hour-a quite exceptional yield for a compa-ratively
ih"Io*^*"Il in chalk formation. The above is, I think, of

I [Over ro,ooo gallons per hour. The pump is only capable of lifting
that amount.l
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scientific interest showing the valid assistance Water Divining
ean glye to the geologist. The valley at the time was full o-f
Batteries in_ action,- and- was receiving considerable enemy
attention. Your difficulties were furtheiincreased by the largL
amount of metal about in the shape of buried unexplodJd
shell."

Colonel Rose observes : " At the request of Captain Blow
I commenced to search considerably higher up the valley than
the s_pot where the present well, known as . F.osewater Foint,,
was located. Four or fi.ve small patches of water were come
up91, but- none showing a sufficient quantity to warrant the
sinking of a well.

I *uy mention that in my hands the clock spring, or forked
rod turns for metals if held level, with the U, 6r tail, pointing
towards one's body, upwards and forwards. With witer jusl
the contrary.

All the time I was-working (over 4 hours) the spring kept
flicking.-over for metal. Wnat with tire din of trowitzerJfiring
p-rojectiles at very close range right over one,s head, whilE
the Boctre _replied by Crump ' ovirs ' to my right and left,
and with the heat caused by a steel helmet-on i still sunny
day_,_!!re task was a somewhat tough one.

While working along the line of i brae I struck across a
small 'run-down.' Some officers were lying on the slope out-
side a small tent. I traced the 'run-d-owir , up to tlie brae
from S. to N. and found that, by a strange coincidence, the
fissure q"?sgq right under the tent. ThiJfact I verified by
a second trial from N. to S.

. About 4o. yards- further E. I struck a satisfactory parallel
'run-down ', and found that the other fissure merg"d iito this
one at a.cer-tain point. Where they joined a stakJwas put in,
and with that as centre'the well-was dug, with the iesults
mentioned by the water expert, Captain Blow, R.E.,,

$6. THa Bov Guy FrNrry, or.Trxas

. I., ,qol,9uy- !enl3f, the r4-year-old son of a highly respected
citizen o,f Uvalde, Texas, accidently discovered"hii abiiitv to
find underground water while walking with his father 6ver
the p-asture of a ranch near Uvalde. -This boy appeared to
be able to state the approximate depth of the wateiis well as
the direction of its flow, and to deicribe the strata between
the water and the surface. fn order to test his powers, Mr
Fenley-took his son to a field at night: the boy indicated a
spot where he stated water would be found at a-depth of zoo
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feet. It is alleged that water was in fact found at r87 feet.
This being a very dry country, where the lack of water is

one of the most serious difficulties to be encountered, the
news of this boy's faculty soon spread. Mr Thomas Devine
took him to his ranch in the northern part of Uvalde county,
where thousands of dollars had been spent in vain efforts to
find water. Guy was taken to a large pasture and after two
hours indicated an underground stream. This he followed
for over a mile, marking a number of spots. It is stated that
in each instance a fine flow of water was found. The boy was
also alleged to have found water in the ranch of F. K. Moore,
in Edwards County, and to have refused 5oo dollars for his
trouble.

Young Fenley was soon overwhelmed with requests from all
parts of Texas to find not only water but oil. Only one more
case need be quoted; the details appeared in American news-
papers as follows. Judge W. Van Sickle of the State Legislature
had asked the boy to come to his ranch in Brewster county.
This gentleman, on being interviewed, made the following
statement : " That Guy Fenley, this r4-year-old boy, is
possessed of an X-ray sight cannot be questioned. He has
demonstrated his ability to see underground streams of water,
no matter what their depth may be, on a number of occasions,
and the stockmen of West Texas have ample proof of his
power in this line. I engaged him to go to Brewster County
and locate two wells on the ranch which is owned by D. J.
Combs and myself. This ranch is situated in a very dry
country, known as the Glass Mountains. We had made a
vain search for water on this ranch, having sunk a well to a
depth of.6o7 feet, at a cost of $r,5oo, without striking water.
This boy has already located two wells on the ranch, one
at a depth of z5o feet and the other at a depth of 4oo feet, both
containing an abundant supply of pure water, and well-drilling
outfits are now at work sinking other wells on the ranch, with
no doubt about securing water.

There can be no longer any doubt about this boy's wonderful
power of sight, for the reason that instances are numerous
and notoriously known where his X-ray gift or whatever it
may be called has been proven beyond a doubt. He comesof
a splendid family and has fine connections. He is a modest,
handsome, blue-eyed boy, and to aII outward appearances there
is nothing about him to distinguish him from other boys of
the same age. While locating the wells in Brewster County
he romped and played with other boys whose acquaintance
he made.
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Without citing the numerous cases and giving the names of
parties for whom he has been successful in locating wells, I
will say that if there is any doubting Thomas, such person can
verify the truth of all my statements concerning the wonderful
power of this boy by writing to anyone in Uvalde, Sanderson
or Alpine, Texas. He cannot tell the exact depth of the water
below the surface, but he approximates its depth as any other
person would guess at distances above the ground.

I am unable to explain this wonderful power-this extra
sense-possessed by this boy, but that he has it there can be
no question. He is bright and intelligent and when in school
at Uvalde he stood at the head of his class in mathematics." l

These facts were confirmed by the Hon. John N. Garner, of
Uvalde, and its representative in the State Legislature. Direct
application was also made to Judge van Sickle, who vouches
for his statement to the press, in a letter dated the 6th of
February, r9or.

_t Seattle Post-Intelligencer, 7th of February tgot ; Illustrated Buffalo
Erpress, znd of February rgor; etc.

CHAPTER X

EXPERIMENTS WITH TWO OR MORE
INDEPENDENT DOWSERS

2-T-1HE best iustification of the dowser's claims is naturally
I hissuccess. If it canbeshown,aswebelievethefore'
I going pages amply show, that the dowser not only

ha- very laige pircentage of successes in the investigations
he underiates, bit that many of these successes take place
subsequent to the failures of geologists and e-ngineers, the-best
oossibie case on his behalf is made out. But beyond this direct
braematical test, interesting experiments may be designed

i, o-rde. to ascertain whether the indications given by the dow-
ser are in fact founded on something outside of himself. Of
such experiments there are two of , especial importance, to
which tire ensuing chapters are to be devoted. The former
of these is one in-which two or more dowsers are taken over
the same ground, but quite independently of each other, and
their indications compaied. Under such a test even the most
accurately scientif,c bpinions might be e-xpected to -fail not
infrequently, but, on the contrary, in dowsing undjr such

condiiions we have a number of striking successes and hardly
anv failures. Professor Gabriel de Mortillet, the distinguished
anihropologist, himself a dowser, says emphatically: " This
much, 

^ho*iv"r, is certain, which I can affirm as the result of

"*p"ri.r"": 
that the point chos-en by one diviner will also be

ch'osen by others brought from a distance, and completely ignor-
ant of the preceding exPeriment." r

These statements have now to be substantiated by quoting
illustrative cases. Accepting the reality of a dowsing faculty,
whatever its nature, we-must agree that if two dowsers quite
independently of each other fix upon the-same-spot as likely
to yield wat6r, a good prima Jacie case is made out for the
probabitity of actually finding water in that spot. Slch an
ixperimerit, however,-loses much of its point if a well is not

I L'InlermCiliadre il,e l'Association Frungaise pour l'Auancement d'eg

$oiences (t896).
lee
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sunk at the indicated place. A case of this kind nevertheless
retains some value and such an incident may therefore be
quo_tep. _ -1!i. -experiment was carried out by- Lieut.-Colone1
G. L.leIVI. Taylor,-6 College Lawn, Cheltenham. This gentle-
man, while Tompkins was in the neighbourhood, aske-d him
to try_and find water in his garden. Colonel Taylor describes
how -Tompkils " traced the line of an undergiound stream
and I marked it with pegs (about four inches [ong) driven in
quite to_lheir head; one, spot g, Fig. 46, he speciilty noted.

I told Mr Chesterman about my experiments with Mr Tomp-
kins and asked him if he would go'into my garden and tiy
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to locate a stream found by the latter. He kindly consented.
]t wag quite dark when we went out, but it made ,6 ain"r"r." ;in a short time he found water at/, Fig. 46, and.said the stream
ran p-ar:allel to the road. He then, passing up by the hedee,
found the rod turn at the point g, wh6n ne iaia ne"wr, 

".oi.i'n!a stream. . I put down my hand to mark the place with i
peg when it came into contact with the end of tie peg I had
previously put in _to mark the spot Tompkins had sElected.It was much too dark for either bf us to iee the pegs even ii
we had searched for them. Chesterman then wllfed down
the centre and afterwards the inner edge of the tennis grorrd
and crossed the stream at n and a reslectively. The totted
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line on the plan of my garden will fairly represent the flow
of water underground as indicated by Mr Chesterman.

How far, from these experiments, it may be considered
that the subterranean streams influenced these two men
I cannot say; I think, however, something more than chance
must have dictated their choice of ground."

Our agreement with this opinion must be greatly strengthened
by the next case, admirably described by Mr F. J. Clark, F.L.S.,
in which three dowsers independently fixed upon three different
spots all obviously on the line of a fissure in the strata of the
Blue Lias. Writing from Netherleigh, Street, in Somerset,
in September 1896, Mr Clark says: " Some twenty years ago
an opportunity presented itself to me of testing the value of
the indications given by the divining rod.
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The then manager of our local gasworks, Mr Stears, found he
had the power of using the rod; 1 others.in our neighbourhood
also tried, and an old workman I knew well, Simon Seymour
by name, was equally successful. I got Mr Stears to go over
my ground, and the rod indicated water at the spot A on the
rough ptan (Fig. 47). Some little time after I tried Seymour,
who knewnothingof Mr Stears's experiment. Seymourfound
the rod indicated water at B. Curiously enough a neighbour
and member of our body (Society of Friends), Walter Wyburn,
a Poor-Law guardian, found he also could use the rod. I
invited Wyburn to my place, and asked him to try where he
could find water. He did so, and the rod indicated water at
C; he had no knowledge of what the others had done. Now

r J. Stears later removed to Yorkshire and, as we have seen, be-
came a professional dowser.
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it happens that a well had been sunk for our factory
and a good supply of water obtained at about 4o feet
Another well, in the cellar of my house, at Ws, gave us a
of water at about 35 feet, and a third well at W3, on

at W:,
depth.
supply
higher

ground, and about z8o feet distance, supplied the stable yard;
this well was only about z7 fieet deep. We had also since sunk
a well at Wr, some 6o feet North of W2, but had got little
or no water from it even at a depth of 5o feet. We tunnelled
about 20 feet in the direction of W2, and found rather more
water coming in. It seems, therefore, that a fault or fissure
running East and West existed in the strata of the Blue Lias,
and along the fissure water could be obtained. This conclu-
sion is rendered very probable from the fact that, if we pump
a large supply of water from the factory well, Wr, it completely
drains Wt, and perceptibly affects W3. Now it was just when
the three dowsers crossed this line the rods indicated water
beneath. Their trials, as f have said, were made independently,
and they had no knowledge of the position, or (so far as I
know) the existence of the wells on my place. I may also
mention that the late rector of the parish found he too was
an expert with the 'rod,' and on trying my grounds with it
he also hit upon tke same line of. underground water, but I
am not sure whether he knew of the other trials I have related."

We must now pass on to cases in which a well was actually
sunk at the spot marked by the dowsers. First we may con-
sider one in which W. S. Lawrence was one of the dowsers,
the other being the late R. Rothwell, a gardener of Cathays,
Cardiff. Mr A. A. James (who describes the events in several
letters) of the Cardiff Malting Company, Limited, East Moors,
Cardiff, requiring a supply of water, called in Lawrence, who
pointed out a spot at which he declared water would be found
at zo to z5feet. Some time after Mr James made the acquaint-
ance of Rothwell, who had then recently discovered the dowsing
faculty in himself. Rothwell knew that Lawrence had indicated
a place for sinking, but had no idea of its whereabouts. Being
left entirely to himself, Rothwell soon marked a site, the
precise spot found by Lawrence, and estimated that water
would be found at z8-3o feet. The dowser then traced the
" spring " into an adjoining property, lvhere, in fact, two years
previously water had been accidently found at z6 feet. In
the upshot a well was sunk at the place marked bythe dowsers,
and water was found at 18 feet below the surface, the well
being deepened, in order to obtain a larger supply, to z4feet.

In another case in which Lawrence was one of the dowsers,
the identity of the other dowser employed remains unknown.

EXPERIMENTS WITH INDEPENDENT DOWSERS ZO3

Lady Dorothy Nevilt sent to the Pal,l Mal,l, Gazette tor the
r3tti of February T8g7 an account of the successful dowsing
for water at the Convent of the Holy Child at Mayfield, in
Sussex, a place which was once the palace of Sir Thomas
Gresham and has other historical associations. This account
has been supplemented with letters from the Superioress of
the Convent, from Lady Dorothy, and from other independent
persons. There being a need of water, the aid of an amateur
dowser was sought. He traversed the grounds, and fixed
on a certain spot where he said water would be found. Before
diggrrg a well W. S. Lawrence was called in some time after
and selected the same spot. Accordingly a well was dug, and
at 3o feet deep water was found. Subsequently they wanted
a well nearer the house and sunk at another spot which both
the amateur and professional dowsers had fixed upon. Again
water was found, and on boring to z7o feet a big supply was
obtained.

As might have been expected from his remarkable record,

John Mullins played a part in several of these independent
dowsing experiments. One such case is 9f particgl.ar interest
in that-thelecond dowser was his son, H. W. Mullins, and in
that the spring here discovered is described as " the only
British natural seltzer water." Here, while dowsing for the
Right Hon. H. Chaplin, M.P., John Mullins, after-indicating a
spot at which a well was afterwards sunk and the -supply 

of
seltzer water obtained, professed to trace the underground
path of the water. He declared that the water flowed to the
iurther side of a certain hedge at a depth of rzo to r3o feet.
Eight years later H. W. Mullins was called in, as his father had
diJd il the interval. He was told " that his father asserted
the seltzer spring flowed under a hedgt on the other side of
the field in which we were then standing, and he was asked
to indicate the place. Starting at one end of the field he
walked close by the hedge side. He had gone about roo yards
when the twig began to ply, and digging his heel into the
ground, he thus marked the spot." On digging being begun
at this spot a stake was dug up with which Mr E. G. Allen,
who superintended the experiment, had eight years before
markeil the place indicated by John Mu1lins. Water was
found here at a depth about five feet less than that stated by
the dowsers.l

In this case both the dowsers were professionals, and we
may now consider a couple of cases in which the dowsers were

I The Lincolnshire Chroniale, 8th of June aad z3rd of August 1895,
and vouched for by Mr E. G. Allen.
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Mullins on the one hand and an amateur on the other. In
the first of these cases the amateur was the Archdeacon of
Totnes.

Mr H. D. Shrine, J.P., D.L., the Deputy-Lieutenant of
Gloucestershire, of Claverton Manor, near Bath, having given
some account 1 of his experience with the rod, was asked to
give a fuller relation. This he did in the following letter:
" In reply to your questions relating to my experience of
the use of the divining rod for the discovery of water, the
facts are these:-About twenty years ago, intending to build
a cottage residence on the top of Warleigh Hill, adjoining the
hamlet of Conkwell, I employed a man named John Mullins, a
reputed spring-finder and well-sinker living at Colerne, Wilts.,
to find water, which he did by means of a forked twig of hazel
or thorn. He was, so far as I know, an entire stranger to the
place, and could not have known anything about the springs.
I took him to the top of the wood in a flat field, the subsoil
of which for a great depth was known to be oolite rock. He
pointed out by means of his forked twig where water rvas, in
his opinion, to be found under the surface, but at rvhat depth
he did not pretend to say. In every instance where he said
he found water, there was to my knowledge a spring low down
in the wood in a line with the spot indicated.

He afterwards made some attempts to find water on the
lawn in the front of the house, and traced a spring upward
to a spot on the grass plot in front of the greenhouse where,
some years before, in moving a large arbutus tree we had found
a spring of water. To test the man's water-finding powers
more closely, before I allowed him to sink the well, I invited
my friend and neighbour Mr Earle-late Rector of Monkton
Farleigh, and now Archdeacon of Totnes, who had the gift
himself, and who had found several wells by this procesi-
to meet Mullins in the field near Conkwell. He did so, and
though unaware of what places Mullins had selected, they both
agreed in a very remarkable manner in the spots where the
hidden springs were; the forked twig turned with him at the
same places as with Mullins. On this conjunction of their
discoveries I decided to sink a well, and at a little over Bo ft.
deep we came to a bed of yellow clay and found water. The
bed was however too thin, and the men sank the weil to over
roo ft. deep, when they came to a blue marl or lias, and we
have a fair supply of water about 4 ft deep."

This concludes the present case, but it will be interesting
I Pyoceeil,ings oJ the Bath Natural History anil Antiquarian Field, Ctub

(1889), vi. 424.
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to quote the rest of Dr Shrine's letter, which proceeds as follows :

" Since then and quite recently MuIIins has found for me
several springs in Claverton and sunk two wells, in one of
which the water was found not more than 6 ft. below the
surface where we had no idea there was any. In each instance
of his finding by the twig a spring on the hill he traced it
down to an existing spring unknown previously to myself.
He also found for us the course of several drains, the lines of
which had been forgotten by the workpeople, and in every
case was right and saved us much trouble in digging.

It certainly appears to me that Mullins is himself a believer
in the divining rod, and iI it is a mere trick or deception it
is strange that he could not communicate it to his own son who
works with him.1 The twig on the approach to a spring curved
upwards in his hands without the least appearance of action
on his part."

We have a still more interesting case in this class, ably
recorded by Mr Vaughan Jenkins. Here the amateur whose
findings corresponded with those of John Mullins was a young
girl. Mr Jenkins's record was made in a letter addressed to the
Abingdon Herald., as follows:

" Some time ago there appeared in a contemporary a short
paragraph, which only recently came under my notice, giving
the information that 'Miss Wood, a daughter of Mr George
Wood, of the Vallets, and agent for the Whitfield estates, near
Hereford, had again been successful in finding water at Lug-
wardine by means of the (so-called) divining rod.' Being
desirous of obtaining full and authentic particulars of this
young lady's experimental operations, I addressed several
specific enquiries, with special reference as to how and when
Miss Wood discovered that she possessed the dowsing, or 'so-
called divining' faculty, to her father, who very kindly sent
me the following interesting details:

'Whitfield Estate Office. February 4th, r89o.
In reply to your letter of the r5th ult., I beg to say that

in January last (1889) Mrs Greathed of Whitfield, who is sister
of the late owner of the estate-C. M. B. Clive, Esq.,-wrote
to Mullins, the well-known water-finder by the use of the
divining rod, asking him to come to Whitfield for the purpose
of making some trials there. Mrs Greathed requested me to
conduct Mullins to various elevated places on the estate,

r This was probably Joseph Mullins ; another son did inherit the
faculty. Mr Shrine states in the earlier account referred to that his
own two sons have the dowsing faculty.
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which I did in company with several persons, including M-rs

Greathed herself, Mr Percy Clive, the future owner of the
estate, etc. I took Mullins to several places where I knew
there was water running tkrough the earth, but not the slightest
trace of it on the surface. I did not tell him that I knew there
was water anywheie. I merely took him to the gales of the
difierent fieldi and asked him to try in each case. He quickly
spotted each place to a great nicety, without the slightest
hesitation.

The next thing was for each of the company to try with
the rod, but not one of us had the " faculty " excepting my
little daughter May. Subsequently the rod indicated water in
several places, both in the hands of May and Mullins-May
finding il first sometimes and at other times Mullins.

I suggested that we should not make a trial by sinking
wells until the autumn, when springs here are generally very
low. Well, we made a trial in November last at a spot where
Mullins said the water would possibly be found at a depth of
4o or 5o feet. We came on water at 4o feet. I may mention
that previous to sinking this well the rod in my daughter's
hand indicated the presence of an underground spring there.
May is now thirteen 

-years 
o-{ age. She has proved successful

in numerous cases; four wells have been sunk where she said
there was water, and each one was a success, viz., one at Led-
bury, one at Lugwardine, and two at Whitfield. Hitherto, all
her predictions have proved invariably true. Two wells
had 6een unsuccessfully sunk at Lugwardine previous to my
daughter's visit there, the deepest of which was 16 feet, The
placi where May indicated water is distant 4z f'eet from this
abandoned well,-and at rr feet deep a superabundance of water
was found, and pipes are now laid to convey the water to
the Vicarage, whiih is, I believe, several hundred yards away.
As regards her modus operandi, she holds the forked hazel twig
downwards when in search of water, and when she comes
on a spring the twig quivers and rises upwards, sometimes
from her body and sometimes towards it, until it comes to a
perpendicular position. She practises the rod as you suppose,
viz- as an amateur only, being only too happy to use her
powers for the benefit of friends and neighbours.

G. Wooo.'

fn confirmation of the foregoing statements, the following
letters may be quoted: The Rev. Francis Curtis, rector of
Coddingtori, near Ledbury, writes : ' The spring has been fould
at the3tone-house 5Z it. below the surface, exactly at the
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spot indicated by Miss Wood. She said she thought the depth
would be as much as 5o feet. So the event proves her judg-
ment to have been very correct. We are very glad that we
availed ourselves of her gifts.' The Rev. A. C. Lee, of Lugwar-
dine Vicarage, Hereford, writes: 'The well sinker came
to me an hour ago with the welcome intelligence that he had
come upon a strong spring of water, at the depth of rr feet,
on the spot Miss Wood " found " on MondaY, and which, you
will remember, I marked with two sticks, and which was
thought to have the strongest indications. Previous to
Miss Wood's visit two wells had been sunk, but no water
found."'

This report by Mr Vaughan Jenkins was sent to Mr G. Wood
who replied on the 9th of May 1896:

" The report enclosed is quite accurate. My daughter May
has been requested to go to very many places to find water
since the report you send was written, and has always been
successful. I have often been glad of her services my'
self. "

This statement was subsequently endorsed by Mr Percy
A. Clive:

" Tower of London, April z4th, t897.
I can vouch for the accuracy of the statement made above

by Mr G. Wood, who is my estate agent at Whitfield. I saw
Mullins 'find' water in several places, where his findirrgs were
afterwards proved to be correct. I, as well as others, tried
to find water in the same way, but had not the power. But
when Mullins held my wrist, and I held the twig over running
water, it turned round in my hands with such force that
when I hetd it tight it broke. Miss May Wood has been very
successful in finding water; and seems also able to make
a pretty accurate guess at the depth at which it will be
found."

The next case is one in which the dowser who agreed with
Mullins is unknown. The facts are recorded by Mr C. Leeson
Prince, F.R.A.S., of The Observator!, Crowborough Hill,
Sussex: " I must confess that I have been converted to belief
in the power of the divining rod, and for the following reasons.
Some eight or nine years since a stranger called upon me
respecting a contemplated local improvement, and upon leav-
ing me he said that he was a person who made use of the
divining rod to find water. I took him into my garden and
asked him to point out where water would be found. After
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wandering about over nearly an acre of ground, he came to a
spot which he said would be successful. He then left me, and
I though!.no more of it. About three years since, a lady
bought,this property of me, and, having a large establish-
ment, she was rather apprehensive of not finding a sufficient
water supply. I pointed out to her the spot where it had been
stated to me that water would be found. She did not, how-
ever, pay much attention to this, and dug for water in another
part of the property; but she was not successful. Without
having any further conversation with me, she sent for a
'diviner,' who, after walking about in various directions (and
without-her lrqv,ing mentioned to him what the other person
had said), told her that she would find abundance of-water
if she dug down at a certain place which was within a yard of
the same spot which the former person had pointed oui. She
accordingly acted upon his information, and at a depth of rather
les,s than twenty feet she found an ample supply. When the
lady saw the twig point downwards in the man's hand, she
expr,essed a wish to try if it would act in the same way in her
hand; which, of course, it did not. He then told hei that if
}_re put his hand upon hers it would, which it accordingly did.
I may say that I report this case from personal information of
the facts. Only a few weeks since I heard of another suc-
cessful case, in an adjoining parish, precisel5r similar to the
above in every particular." r

On application Mr Prince added the particulars that the
lady mentioned was a Mrs Gresson, the property being between
Mr Prince's observatory and that of Di Roberts, F.R.S. The
first dowser was John Mullins.

- Wc may now conclude our relation of cases in which John
Mullins was one of the dowsers concerned by quoting one of the
best on record. Here the agreement was noi merely between
two dowsers, but between several. It is fortunate that this
mos-t interesting case has been recorded by that able geologist,
the late Mr E. Westlake, F.G.S., after veryLareful inveltigat"ion.
The pains that he took are amply shown by the following
account. While he was in the Isle of Wight in rB97 for other
purposes he took the opportunity of investigating a case that
had been reported in the local press. He desciibed his re-
searches as follows: " I found that, though three or four
eminent geologists had been previously called in, they had
altogether failed to find water, while the three dowsers had been
as uniformly successful. As the strata at the point in ques-
tion are as well known to geologists as any in England, this

I Notes and, Queiles (1896), 8 S. x. 345.
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result was rather unexpected, and I have therefore taken
some pains to get at the circumstances. After visiting the
place on four occasions, and through the kindness of Mr
Milman Brown, the Chairman of the District Council (who has
revised this account), and others concerned, I am now able to
give the main particulars, which to make intelligible I will
preface by a few words on the geological situation.

The Shanklin reservoirs are in the Gault Clay a mile south
of the town, at the sources of the small stream which issues in
the Chine. The collecting ground is the southern mass of the
Chalk and Upper Greensand, the water issuing at the base of
the latter where it rests upon the Gault. The valley is a right-
angle facing the north and east, due to the main joints in
the Greensand, which runs E. and W. and N. and S. The dip
of the strata is r in +5 (rl') south. Along the sides of the
valley the Greensand has a local inward dip of from 2o to 8o,
due to the slipping out of its base upon the Gault, forming
fissures which increase in size as they descend. On account,
however, of the tendency of the water to run southwards, the
valley is unfavourably situated for springs, and on its sides
one only has been utilised, viz., on the south side just below
the top cottage, The Retreat; the remainder are in the copse
at the head of the valley.

Greatwood Copse, the scene of the water-finding, occupies
a semi-circular hollow a quarter of a mile wide at the angle of
the valley (Fig. 48). The effect of this hollowing is that the
Greensand, which extends for a quarter of a mile to the north,
obtains in the copse a slight southern face traversing the fis-
sures aforesaid, and it is here that the springs take their rise.
The well (to be described presently) which was sunk at a spot
indicated by J. Mullins, the late famous dowser, is placed in
this southern face-the very best place, geologically speaking
i.e., on the above theory that the main supply comes from
the north-east cornerof Shanklin Down. As the consumption
of water in the town has been continually increasing (in r8g8
it was about 5o,ooo gallons a day), whileihe supplylas never
been large (about 4o,ooo gallons in September, rBgB), there
have been continual efforts to augment it, which, as far as
they relate to our inquiry, are as follows :

The first wells in,the copse, Mr Brown informed me, were
sunk in 1875 by the London engineers, Messrs Quick. The
east well, r5o yards west of the road, is 55 feet deep, and held
(September 1898) 9 feet of water; its cover is 4rr feet above
Ordnance Datum (i.e., above sea-level). The west well, 2o
yards further in, is 4zo$ f.eet O.D., and 65| feet deep, with
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Frc. 48. Tne SneNrr-rx ExpenrurNr : Mep
After the z5' Orduauce Survey-Map, 4ampshire (XCIX. 9), the Geological Survey

Map aud local survbys.
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ro feet of water. There is thus a difference of only r foot
in the bottoms of the wells. They are connected by a sub-
water heading so as to form virtually one well, and by a middle
heading for syphoning purposes, the floor of which averages

383 feet O.D. They supply, I am informed by Mr E. C. Cooper,
the town surveyor, about 4,ooo gallons a day. The water,
when syphoned, stood (September 1898) at 365 feet O.D.
When not syphoned it stood (December rB99) at 382 feet O.D. ;
in winter it rises till it overflows the outer sill of the middle
heading at 3BB feet O.D.

The upper heading, which is close by, was driven without
expert advice above a wet place in the copse, and followed the
water in a westerly direction for a distance of from 4oo to 5oo
feet. This heading starts at a level ol 4or$ feet O.D., at a
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point 15 yards west of the middle heading and rB feet above it.
(See Fig. 49.)' Aboui rdia Ur H. Bristow, F.R.S., F.G.S., of the Geological
Surve!, wai consulted by the Board, and visited the spot.
On hii advice the uppei heading was extended to a- point
about 9oo feet west of the entrance directly.under the old
chalk pit on Shanklin Down, but without getting any 1p.pr9-
ciable .ddition to the flow of water. When I measured it in
December 1899, the quantity was 9,ooo gallons a--d?y,rrhich,
however, is bLiow the average ; the turncock, Mr Whittingtgl,
said when the flow was good it was double this. Thattrardly
any water was found in Bristow's extension is probably due,
as pointed out by Mr Topley, F.R.S., in a subsequ€nt report,
to its having been driveri 'at too high a level ' ; 'water,' he
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3dds, 'Tight be found by a well or boring at the far end,
bu-t wou^ld pjobably not rise into the headiig.,
^ In r8BI the Board consulted two other gEologists, Mr W.
Iopt"y, E.R.S., of ,the Geological Survey,"whoi. .1port i"May of that year I have.just"cited, and-Mr Mark tfoirn"r,
i*hgr of a geotogrcal guide to the Iste of Wight;";lir;;,
::l:,T.,. ot sinking to the Lower Greensand iere not onlycostly but problematical.

.. In r8g3, as a last resort, the Board called in Mr John Mul_lins, the well-known Wiltshire dowser, who markEa ,"""irf
spots in the field to the south of the reservoirs, but the 

"o"ai-tions were too onerous for them to sink there. o" trrlii-o*"
land, howev".r, by the S.W. corner of the upper reservoir, which
was lrom 50 to roo yards to the north of Multins,s marks, theysank a w_e!l 1o feei de-ep,-but without g.l;trg #;;.^" iil"
!fey- got Mr Parsons, -thi Brading harbour-master, to bore atthe bottom of the well for 97 teJt_i.e.,to r27 fe;t fr;; thesurface-but he g_ot no wat6i, only bad air, which .rfo"ui.anrm, nls son, and his men, who were all found dead in the
well,one morning in July. Mr Thom, of Manchesi"i;;ili;;;;
tne D_orrng lrom 2oo to 3oo feet deeper into the Lower Green_
sand but after diminishing the bore fiom S to ai"cfreslh" B;;
refused to sanction a fuither reduction .".i trr" 

-ro;i"g;,
abandoned. The borehole is now disconnected. The wellhas a supply Jrom surface soakage of fiom 4oo to Boo gallons
3_d1J, which is not used. I may"remark on ifr" to."goiriglh;t
Mrrllin-s's marks, being on the o,it"rop oi tt . tpp* d;;'.;;;,
offered a reasonable prospect for fi'nding water, whereas thesite chosen for the qe.lt.at a level 

"t Sli f;"i O.D.;;;irg;
solid Gault clav. could. have only a fiiifi frorn .rJ"." ;&;lation.

^ 
In 1895 t_he Board consulted Mr A. Strahan, F.G.S., of theGeological.Sqrve.y.(who had ."-.uno"y"d the district), on theprospect ot obtaining-a_supply by a deep boring on tir" ,"rr"site... fn h! report of S"p?""ilei of thai vear he savs. ,I donot thlnk there is a more favourable sitd, from a geologicalpoint_of view, in the immediate neighborrtooa.i Hi.E"",like that of Messrs Topley and Nor"man, was to sink some

4oo to 7oo feet, and pump-from the Ferruginou. S;A;illr;the sea-level; 'but ihis/ said Mr g.owr, . would have cost
us a great deal, and he could not promise us anything 

"".i.i"when we got there.
Returning- to Mullins,s operations, it appears that after he

""T":_"?..Iy 
in 1893, two mimbe.s oi th" ilbard, Messrs B;;*;and Earley, who had found the twig turn in their hands,
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started dowsing in the copse on their own account. They
each found the twig turn at certain places nearly coincident;
one of these places they found to be the same spot previously
fixed upon by Mullins. At this spot (No. r, see map, Fig. 48)
they sunk a well z6 feet deep, and at two points of their own
(Nos. z and 7) they sank wells z8 feet and 64 feet deep. Though
No. r is only roo yards to the north of the headings and No. z
only 4o yards south, a good supply of water was found in the
three wells. No. r supplied, at first, 7,ooo gallons a day;
No. 2, about ro,ooo gallons. No. 7 required, at fi.rst, nine
days to pump it out; at the present time, however, it only
supplies about z,ooo gallons a day. In 1895, again following
the twig's indications, they sank four more wells (Nos. 3,
4, 5 and 6), in all of which water was found. Nos. 3 and 4
have supplied from r,5oo to z,ooo gallons a day. No. 5, when
dug, had z leet of water which ran freely, but has since failed.
No. 6 (72 f.eet deep) has not been connected to the reservoir.
These additional supplies, though quite inadequate for a grow-
ing town, had, said Mr Brown, kept them going for the time
being. The height of the ground at these wells (Nos. r to 7l
I found, by levelling from St John's Church, to be 4r5, 4r5,
4r3, 4rg+, 447L, 465 and 466 feet O.D. All the wells are now
covered over, except No. 7, brt I have ascertained their
respective depths to be, approximately, 26, 28, 28, 30, 33, 72
and 64 feet ; their bottoms are, therefore, approximately,
389, 387, 385, 389*, 4r4*, 393 and 4oz feet O.D. Hence,
except in No. 5, the water lies at levels between the middle
and upper headings, showing the dowsed water to come
from the same stratum as that in the other wells and headings.
In No. 7 the water stands at 4t6f feet O.D., so that the ex-
haustion of No. 5 is probably due to its not having been sunk
deep enough.

The geological position of Parsons's well is in the Gault clay,
which is penetrated after the first loo feet, the remainder of the
boring being in the sandstones of the Lower Greensand (Neoco-
mian). Quick's wells and the middle heading are in the
passage-beds between the Gault and Upper Greensand, which
pass into one another insensibly. The upper heading is mostly
in the Upper Greensand, the base of which, according to the
Geological Survey, is a little below the path in the copse, and
coincides nearly with the 4oo feet contour. The dowsed wells
start in the Upper Greensand, and, except No. 5, penetrate to
the passage-beds.

Tabulating the results obtained by the professionals and
dowsers respectively, we have:
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Quick's east well
Quick's west well
Submerged head-

ing .

Middle heading
Upper heading

about
Parsons'swell and

boring, not con-
nected, about.

Supply when good. Supply at rf,orst.

4,ooo gals. per day.

2O,OOO ,, ,, ,, grOOO gals.

Supply when good. Supply at worst.
7,ooo gals. per day. r,z5o gals.

THE DIVINING-ROD
EnotuBrns' er.Io Ggoloctsrs' Rssurts

55 ft.
65 ft.

6o ft.
tzo ft.

9oo ft.

3oo ft.

)0"*.

Total r,5oo ft. 24,ooo gals.r ,, ,, 9,ooo ,,

- - -Dowsrns' Rpsur.rs

No. r well
(Mullins's)

,, 2 ,, (8. and
B.,s)

z6 ft. flow

z8 ft. ,,
z8 It. ,,
$ft. ,,
3o ft. syphon
7z ft. not con-

nected
64 ft. pump

I O,OOO )2,ooo L,
r,ooo )
2,OOO ,,

? ,,

2,ooo

,'3
,'5
tr4
',6

o ,,

?

?

?

Total z8r ft z4,ooo gals. 1,25o

-The dowsers'first total includes the first flows (always excep-
tionally large) for Nos. r and 2; in the second total, which I
took in December 1899, after a very dry season, most o{ the
wells had gone dry. Thus, for comparison with the engineers'
total, the dowsers' first total is too large, and the second
too small. To compare the water found by them respect-
ively, we ought properly to have figures eithei for all the first
flows, or for some time when the springs were high enough
to get flows from all the wells. Mr Cooper writes (July rrth,
rgoo) : 'I think if you put the value of the [dowsers'] wells
at their best as a third the value of the headings, you will
then be stating their [relative] value very fairly.' According
to this estimate, and taking the amount of excavation into
account, the dowsers obtained nearly twice as much water
per foot as the other water finders. Of the success of the latter,
five-sixths was due to empirical means, one-sixth to the engin-
eers, and none to the geologists who went either above or

r This estimate agrees, Mr Brown tells me, with a measurement of
25,ooo gals. made by the surveyor, Mr Colenutt. Parsons's well is
surface water and not used.
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below the proved water-bearing bed. The dowsers on the
other hand went straight to the point by putting their wells into
the water-bearing bed itself.

The relative professional failure, however, does not entitle
the dowsers' results to pose as mysterious. The top of the
Gault is_ty-pically water-be,aring : the well-known-landslip
at East End, a mile or two distant, is due to the water in thii
very bed, the level of which in the copse r,ryas known from
Quick's two wells. The probability, therefore, of some water
at this horizon -no geologist would doubt. What they did
doubt was whether a useful quantity would be found in the
ggpsJ by driving or sinking at haphazard: thus in his report
Mr Topley says, alluding to Mr Bristow's attempt, 'Galleries
have been driven into the Upper Greensand foi the purpose
of intercepting springs . . and f cannot recommend any
further experiments in this direction.' The subsequent experi-
ments of the dowsers, introducing ex hyfiothesi a new method
of discovery, do not throw light on the problem of haphazard
sinking, except in so far as the doubtful utility of wells Nos. 5
and 6 tends to show that a useful quantity of water is not
to be met with everywhere. The results of the experiments
may be considered under their (r) qualitative and (z) quanti-
tative aspects:

(r) The finding of some water in all the dowsers' wells if
claimed as evidence for dowsing involves the assumption that
water cotld not be found ever5rwhere by sinking into the pas-
sage beds. Between this and the geological deduction that it
probably could,,there is no direct evidence to decide. Quick's
wells, though supporting the geological view as far as they go,
are close together, and inadequate for comparison with the
dowsers'seven distributed over the copse.

(z) The 50 per cent. superiority of the seven dowsed wells
assumes that Quick's wells represent the average of as many
trials by ordinary methods ; granting this, the superiority
seems too slight to exclude accident. In support of the
dowsers'opinion that they had a faculty for pitching on the
right places, Mr Brown mentioned that in one or more wells
they came on loose rubble like that filling the fissures in the
adjoining quarries, which made him think they had hit on a
'vent ' (water-bearing fissure) : this was confi.rmed by Mt
Young, the sinker of wells Nos. e and 7. Failing an examin-
ation of the wells at the time, we can now only judge of the
extent of this feature from its probable consequences in an
increased supply, so that it does not add to the evidence.
Hence the dowsers' success cannot I think be pressed in
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either aspect, for want of proper terms of comparison. There
remains the broad result that for equal amounts of work the
douserc got twice as much water as the engineers, while the geolo-
gists got kard.ly any. As regards surface signs of water in the
copse I did not notice any in relation to the dowsed wells, and
have given the dowsers the benefit of assuming there were none.
But the absence of a reason for digging somewhere in particular
may le_ad to digging nowhere; and in such cases the rod may
succeed 

-bV gupplying a motive for digging. The sceptic may
urge, 'the dowser turns the twig and fortune does the rest.'
\Me see, however, that geological explanations of dowsers'
successes do not necessarily show that the geologists would
have found the water themselves."

It wiU be agreed that this report could hardly have been
couched in more conservative and moderate language; it
thus leaves an all the stronger impression of the dowsers'
triumph. We may next consider a case which is thus recorded
in a letter dated the r8th of january r9o5:

" The soil of which I write is boulder clay over Oxford
clay, notably a non-bearing water strata. A few years ago
a water finder 'divined' water in a village where it was
much needed and had never been found before, as wells dug in
the district never fill. Two wells were dug at the spots indi-
cated by the water finder, and abundant springs wele found.

Amongst the village crowd that followed the water finder
and tried their luck with the rod, the only persons who were
found to possess the same power were a farmer and his young
son.

Some time afterwards the original water finder was asked
to 'divine ' water for a village a few miles distant, and in a
large field, after following what he described as the circuitous
course of an underground stream for some distance, he came
to what he said was known by water finders as a 'knot , in
the currents.

A few weeks later some of the village residents being anxious
to examine into the bona fides of the neighbouring farmer,
got_ him to come to the field, where they blindfolded him
and turned him round several times, and then giving him a
rod asked him to find water. After moving about foi a little
time he got on to the same track as the water finder, and
followed it about in the same manner, coming at last to the
lknot ' which sorely ptzzled, him, and pulling off the hand-
kerchief from his eyes he exclaimed that he did not know
what it meant. This farmer had not been present when the
water finder came, and had never been in the field before
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or heard about the 'knot,' and he was only blindfolded
to ensure that he did not receive any hints from the counten-
ances of the bystanders. The course followed by the original
water finder had not been marked out, but in the opinion of
those present and most competent to judge, it was exactly the
same as that taken by the farmer.

On one or both occasions the water finder and the farmer
were accompanied by neighbouring gentry, clergyman, ladies,
land agents, etc.

I may add that the water finder of whom I write is con-
vinced that his power has to do with electricity, as if he stands
on glass placed over a spring his rod refuses to act. Also he
experienced the very greatest discomfort when travelling by
the tube railway, so much so that he could only bear it by
putting his feet up on to the opposite seat, and getting out at the
first stop."

The writer of this letter, Miss C. Cochrane, Hon. Secretary
of the Cambridgeshire Committee of the Rural Housing and
Sanitation Association, adds that the dowser in question was
Benjamin Tompkins, the place at which the two successful
wells were sunk being Yelling, Hunts., the farmer mentioned
being Richard Anthony of the same place, a dowser of whose
later achievements we also possess records.

The following is an interesting first-hand account of the
discovery of a supply of water by the noted dowsers Thomas
Young and Thomas Day. The relation is by Colonel Young
of Woodlands, Congresbury, in Somerset. " For many years
I have been dependent on rain for my water-supply, and those
who do the same will know how unreliable this is. Plenty of
rain may fall each year, but (with the exception of thunder-
storms) it is seldom enough to run off the surface of roofs in
sufficient quantity to fiIl tanks.

In 1885 I moved to Clevedon expecting to let this place
easily, but the want of spring water prevented my getting a
tenant.

In 1888 I returned and determined to get water if possible.
Higher up the hill, about a mile East of this house on a

property named Woolmers belonging to the Trustees of the
Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Bristol, is a well that has never
been known to be dry, and I hoped that possibly the spring
might run this way. I sent for Thomas Young who lived at
Rowberrow, and was noted as a successful dowser.

Mr T. J. Scoones, civil engineer, and Captain Rathmay, late
6znd Regiment, were present, and we started for the well at
Woolmers. With T. Young the fork twists on crossing a
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stream, and commencing at the well we soon had a row of
pegs at about 50 paces interval marking the course of the
spring down hill, due West, in a line with my house. Pro-
ceeding about Boo yards we suddenly lost it, and carefully
dowsing over the last peg marked, we found the stream turned
due South under a limestone hill off my property.

I was of course greatly disappointed, and quite hopeless
of any result, asked Young to dowse over a field called Taylor
HiU. Almosf immediately he struck on a stream and on the
rise of the Hill (exactly 3oo yards from my house and several
feet above it), the stick twisted considerably.

Here a well was sunk zz feet deep. This filled in the winter,
but soon became dry in the summer, and in September, t889,
(Thomas Young had died), Thomas Day, another noted dow-
ser who also lived at Rowberrow, descended the well with
me. The twigs were much agitated, and, one after the other,
if not allowed to twist, snapped off.

Day said, 'There is a lot of water under here.' He under-
took the sinking and sunk 3o feet more, when the water came
in so fast he had to leave, and ever since, even during this dry
summer (r8qS) I have had plenty.

Of dowsing itself I can offer no explanation. I am con-
tented with the result." 1

To this account the Rev. H. H. Winwood, M.A., F.G.S.,
adds the following note : " The well in question was sunk
through the New Red Marl which here rests on the carbon-
iferous limestone, and apparently the water was found before
the limestone had been reached. It seemed an unlikely place
to meet with a spring."

Water was required for a new convent at Thomastown, co.
Kilkenny. As the finishing touches were being put to the
buildings a spot was selected and sinking operations were
begun. The men had worked for some time without success
and, beginning to fear that they might fail, the Administrator
of the parish,lthe Rev. John Roe, consulted the architect, Mr
Hynes, of Cork. This gentleman advised him to bring over
Gataker or his assistant. " At first," writes Mr Roe, " I
laughed at the idea, and though I had heard and read a little
about the divining rod, I was most sceptical as to its results.
A{ter some persuasion I communicated with Mr Gataker and
he sent over his partner, Mr Wills, at a cost of {ro. When
he arrived he looked at the site already selected, and after
some evolutions of his rod said he should abandon it, as there

I Proceeilings of the Bath Natural History and, Antiquafian Field
Club (1897\, viii. 6r.
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was only a very, very small ripple, and at great depth. He
then went through the whole field with his rod and marked out
two or three places where an abundant supply of water could
be obtained, but selected a rather elevated spot in preference
to the others. He said we would most certainly get water at
about 8o feet and so many gallons per hour. By a most
singular coincidence Mr Jones came on the scene accompanied
by a mutual friend, Mr O'Connell (engineer), Kilkenny . . ."

This Mr J. H. Jones, of Mullinabro, near Waterford, was a
gentleman who, having seen Mullins locate the site+for a well
in his neighbourhood, which turned out remarkably successful,
was astonished to find the rod also moved in his own hands.
He writes as follows: " I began experimenting with the rod
as a sceptic-and thoroughly prejudiced against it, and think-
ing that its action in a diviner's hands was a mere trick or
sleight of hand-but I am now convinced that the thing is
genuine, and that the rod is moved in consequence of some
action or influence produced in persons susceptible when near
or over subterranean water."

It will be remembered that Mr Jones, in the Carrigoona
experiments, independently pointed out the same places that
Mr Stone inclicated as water-bearing or waterless. Mr Jones
has had several experiences of this kind of which the present
one is a case in point. A Mr Roe invited Mr Jones to have a
try with his rod, and he pointed out the same spot, and traced
out the water in the same line as Wills had done. A 6 ft.
well was accordingly sunk at that spot and a good supply of
water was encountered at 75 f.eet.

In r8gg Colonel E. A. Ollivant settled at Elliotts, Nuthurst,
Horsham, in Sussex. He had the water supply analysed and
found that it was of bad quality. He called in Mr Roberts, a
builder of Henfield in Sussex, who was known as a dowser.
Mr Roberts indicated several spots, particularly one where
water would be found, he declared, at from zB ft. to 3o ft., and
a bigger supply at about 6o feet.

It so happened that that year the Nuthurst Rectory was
let to a Mr Altree of Brighton, who was an amateur dowser.
This gentleman was asked to come to Elliotts. He was not
taken to any particular spot (this had also been the case with
Mr Roberts) but allowed to walk over various fields. He
indicated several phces that had previously been noted by Mr
Roberts, and also pointed out the spot which had been strongly
recommended by the first dowser, though Mr Altree could not
be sure about the depth.

Col. Ollivant, encouraged by this striking concordance,
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sunk a well ; at zB tt. a fair supply was struck. The well was
then lowered and between 59 ft. and 6o ft. a fresh supply was
lrppgdr which st-ood z8 ft. in the well. From the accompany-
ing sketch it will be seen that there were several useless-weils
close by-and also,a couple of ponds, the unanimity and success
of the dowsers thus being the more striking.

These accounts may now suitably be br6ught to a close
with one in which botti the dowsers ioncerned iere amateurs.
t\e Rey. J. R. Blunt, of Bugbrooke, Weedon, in Northampton-
shire,- tlouglt that he possessed the dowsing faculty, is he
found that the rod moved in his hands when 6ver waier. He
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A, B,_P and E are old wells ?6 f.9e!,4-o feet, 35 feet, and 3o feet deep respectively,

$ $vins a small supptl of bid waterl" C ii'ifr" _dowsers, well, 59_6o leet
9*l_ 1"9 containing Z3-feet ot pure water. F iJa targe po"a lo,a"6 ..*"fidrarEage pond.

had, however, not had any opportunity of puttine this facultv
to the test by experiment untit he wis asied on"" dr' i; t;;
and find water for Sir W. Grantham, who wanted io dig l.
well on one of his farms at Barcombe in Sussex. Mr nfi"i
began, writes Miss Grantham, .,_by cutting a twig out of ihe
hedge, of hazel or blackthorn, V-shaped,"each ,:id" ;b""i a
inches long, then taking hold of one- end in each hand Le_
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tween the thumb and first finger, and pointing the angle to
the ground, he walked about the field in which my father
proposed digging a well, and at two spots the point of the twig
turned right up exactly reversing its previous position; in
fact so strong was its impulse to point upwards, that we found
that unless Mr Blunt relaxed his hold the twig broke off near
his fingers."

The places indicated by Mr Blunt were marked and a boy of
about r2 years old, who was believed to have the faculty, was
taken over the ground. He had not witnessed the previous
performance nor was he told anything, but his twig moved at
the same places. At one of these spots a well was accordingly
dug by Judge Grantham and a good supply of water was
encountered at a depth of 15 feet.l

1 The facts are contained in independent letters from Mr Blunt,
dated the 8th of July 1893, and from Miss E. L. Grantham, dated from
roo Eaton Square, S.W., the rst of February 1893.



CHAPTER XI

EXPERIMENTS IN BLINDFOLDING THE DOWSER

A T the beginning of the previous chapter it was stated
A that two good tests could be applied to the pretensions

1f \ of the dowser. One of these, the comparison of two
or more independent dowsers' indications was studied in that
chapter. The other of these two tests consists in blindfolding
the dowser after he has located underground water, and then
causing him to again search the same ground. The indications
given under these conditions should then agree with those first
given. For if there be, as all dowsers and most of their sup
porters believe, a subtle influence exerted by underground
water upon the dowser, then blindfolding should make no
difference. The same remark applies if the dowser be endowed
with some supernormal sensibility or clairvoyance, provided
always, not merely under blindfolding but throughout all such
experiments, that the dowser is at his ease and joins heartily
in the experiment.

In all experimental work it is essential for success that the
instruments you employ are suitable for the purpose in view
and also in good order. Having selected the proper instru-
ments, the mental atmosphere in physical experiments does
not affect the results, as we are dealing with non-living matter,
but the physical conditions are all important. In experiments
with living beings the physical surroundings (except in so far
as they produce discomfort) are unimportant, but, as we are
now dealing with living instruments, our experiments are sure
to fail or be inconclusive if the instrumental appliances we have
to employ are out of order; and they are very apt to be de-
ranged by a sudden change in the psychical conditions. Modern
physical and chemical research has taught us the profound
influence exerted by an imperceptible difference in the materials
we are dealing with; the tendency of all psychical research
is to reveal that an influence quite as profound is exerted
by an imperceptible difference in the mental apparatus we
employ. Though this may seem quite reasonable and obvious
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to most of us, it has taken physicists 2oo years to learn the
former truth, and we should not therefore be surprised if
those to whom psychical research is new overlook, or even
ridicule the latter.

Some years ago Sir Ray Lankester published an account of
some experiments he had made in blindfolding a dowser, a
lad named Fred Rodwell, and a good deal of public interest
was excited by what Sir Ray and many others considered to
be his compleie exposure of the trickery of dowsers in general
and of th6 lad in particular.l Now, while we have no wish
to be apologists foi this dowser, as similar expcriments which
Sir William Barrett made with him were only partially success-
ful, yet it must be remembered that Sir Ray Lankester, though

& +.

*.',i
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a distinguished naturalist, is not an equally distinguislred
experimentalist. His scepticism regarding phenomena thft
do not lie within the range of his experience might almost be
termed ferocious and, on the occasion referred to, it can
hardly be said he dealt with the living instrument as gently
as he would have dealt with his microscope.2 Upon this point
we may quote from a letter written by Mr T. V. Holmes, quite
as keen a critic as Sir Ray Lankester, but somewhat better
informed in all that relates to the subject of the present research.
Mr Holmes writes : " With regard to the experiments of Pro-

I Cp. Diuersions oJ a Naturalist (rSrS), PP. 392-394.r Taking his stat-ements for what they are worth, the elder Rod'
well refersin a letter to Professor Lankester's (as he then was) harsh
treatment, the bby having almost been " frightened to death." " I
charged," he goes on, " my son uever to submit to anything of the kind
again."
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fessor,Ray Lankester on the alleged power of Rodwell, I am
very-decidedly of opinion that no result of any value could.
be obtained unless the boy was quite at his else, and that
he would qequire much more tact and geniality to put him at
his ease than a man would. Now tLe impbstoi or semi-
impostor, shows his hand to the genial man, ind is rigidly on
hisguard in the presence of the ungenial, as though , sieetness
an-d_light' never co-existed in the same person-.,,

With this sa-gacious observation we miy pass on to the
consideration of some experiments in blindfolding the dowser.
It will be necessary t9 slt at once that records oisuch experi-
ments are comparatively few. The use of two independent
dowsers is an ordinary commercial precaution readily under-
taken by many persons ; but to btindfold a dowsei is a set
experiment and requires a good deal of tact and other qualities
which few possess. It is natural therefore that suclh cases
should be fewer than others. But there are at any rate enough
tq p_lfg-o_"I-a_yery good case. For instance, Mr W. J. Browi,
of Middlehill House, Box, in Wiltshire, who had a lood deal
of experience in employing dowsers, writes : .. AftJr Mullins
has indicated wateil have btindfoiaea him and turned him
round and,round, but wherever after this he crossed. the spring
gp went the rod directly. I conclude by saying I believe in
him thoroughly."r

Of Lawrence also there is similar evidence, but unfortunately
of no evidential value as the ladies concerned do not wisir
their names and addresses to be given. These ladies, A and
Lady B, describe Lawrence's motions in searching for water
and how he eventually indicated a place for sinking. Later
doubts_having been developed as t6 the genuineneis of the
proceedings, Lawrence was again taken to the farm and blind-
folded. The rod performed 1n exactly the same manner on
reaching the spot where it had indicated water before. Thev
then dug and found water at 15 feet bclow the surface. '

In a letter addressed to Mr F. W. H. Myers, Judge William
W"Id Spjnk, of Vernon, Okanagan, BritGh Cdlunibia, wrote
(z7th ot February I8gS) : " I see that your Society take some
interest in the divining rod. We mad-e some carjfd tests on
this matter last year. The rod works in my hands. I was
rather sceptical, and thought that my own mi.rd might work
in some unknown mannei on the rod and cause ii to turn

I In T. Forder Plowman, '. The Divining Rod," proceedings of the
Bath Natural-Hillory and, Antiquarian Fieti CluD (r889), vi. 4i5. ' Cp.
the accounts by Sir W. F. Welby-Gregory and by the Aiii of Win"chils6ain the section on Mulhns.
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down where I fancied there ought to be water. I was blind-
folded and led about with the wand, for about an hour at
least, until I could not hold the wand upright without great
pain. Each time the wand dipped, a peg was driven into the
ground to mark the spot. I was walked in all directions, and
passed over the same ground again and again, but in no instance
did the rod fail to dip when it came to a peg. I have sunk
two wells on the credit of the wand, and in both instances
have found water, in both these instances contrary to the advice
of the well-sinking experts. The power appears to increase
rapidly with use. When experimenting with the rod over a
water hose, I had the water turned on and off several times,
and could distinctlylel, the jar that'one hears in such cases."

On being requested to give particulars of the two discoveries
he mentions, Judge Spink states in a subsequent letter (dated
the 4th of November 1893) that he had since succeeded in
locating a third supply. He was having a house built and as
his rod did not move over the proposed foundations, he decided
that there was no fear of water being encountered. But a
hundred feet in one direction from these foundations Judge
Spink located a water supply at a depth of z5 feet, and a hundred
feet in the other direction, on the summit of a slope a hundred
feet high, he found another supply at a depth of 85 feet The
other well was some distance away, and zo feet deep. Water
having thus been found on either side of the foundations by
means of the rod, it was feared that water would also be found
when the foundations came to be dug. But here also the rod
was justified, for the soil was perfectly dry.

This case has been quoted first as an illustration of the
curiously elementary error which has obliged us to reject fully
two-thirds of the experiments in blindfolding. It will have
been observed that Judge Spink describes himself as being
" blindfolded and led about." Now it is obvious that if the
blindfolded dowser is in contact with a person who knows the
whereabouts of the spot previously indicated, that person must
almost inevitably give, unconsciously of course, some indication
to the dowser. Whether this takes place by some involuntary
contraction of the muscles or otherwise is, for our present
purpose, immaterial. A general rule must be laid down that
an experiment of this kind in which a spectator of the whole
proceedings is in contact with the blindfolded dowser is vitiated
and useless.

Experiments of a better type, including one in blindfolding,
were carried out by Mr F. Napier Denison, of the Toronto
Meteorological Observatory, and are thus described by himself :
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" With regard to the experiments with the 'divining rod,' I
made a full note of them at the time and copy the following
from my note-book : June tgtk, r&g8. Rode overto Mr Harris's
residence at Clarkson, rB miles west of Toronto. At dinner
Mr H. told the following story: 'Last year my weII near the
house became dry; I sent for a well-digger to increase depth.
Before doing so he asked permission to expiore with a hazel
wand to ascertain if another spring would be found deeper
before going to the expense of digging. He said he had dis-
covered a stream which would flow into the well from west
to east, a few feet below present level. The well was then
deepened, and, when down 3 ft., water did flow in from the
west, so rapidly it was difficult to pump fast enough to enable
men to lay the bricks. Ever since there has been a good
supply of fine water. It was at this time I found the hazel
wand would turn in my hands also. The stick was Y-shaped,
and held firmly by both handswith thumbs turnedoutwards.'

After dinner I got Mr Harris to cut a forked plum stick about
zo in. long-he had used a hazel before and felt sure plum
would not work; however he grasped the plum switch firmly,
as explained, holding it vertically before him. As he approached
the well, the stick began to turn down in jerks until when
over the stream to west of the well the rod turned so much
that the bark was twisted near his hands. Mr Harris is a
powerful man and endeavoured to hold the rod in its original
position. I then got him to explore other parts of the lawn
and at roo ft. from latter the rod again turned down. I then
bl,indJoWed him and allowed a sceptic in the party to turn him
round about several times and then lead him in different
directions; but when he came over the first and second spots,
where the rod turned before, it again twisted down. He was
once more turned about and asked to walk as requested aol
in contact with anyone, but the same results occurred. He
then tried an ordinary willow, and also a lilac twig, with good
results. When a dry stick was used he obtained no action.

n
Finally, I bent a galvanised wire thus: I I When MrJL
Harris held this like the twig, it not only moved downwards
but twisted round to such an extent as to form a loop thus:

n
V which assumed its natural shape as he moved away

-^from stream.
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I also got him to follow a stream for several hundred feet.
Mrs Harris tried without any result, but when Mr H. grasped
her wrists as she approached the spring, the rod turned forcibly.
pne daughter, aged r5, had also the power. When Mr H.
held the rod and Miss H. grasped his wrists, there would be a
momentary increase in the vigour of the rod twisting, and when
the daughter held the rod and her father grasped her wrists,
a similar action occurred.

Out of the twelve persons who tried the above experiments,
two had the power well developed, two slightly, while the
remaining eight almost zil. When the weaker members used
a rod over 4 ft. long, their slight muscular action was clearly
shown by the far end of rod turning down. When Mr H.
held the rod exactly perpendicularly, it sometimes turned
inwards until it pressed heavily against his chest. At the end
of the experiments Mr Harris's hands were considerably blis-
tered."

It is to be hoped that these experiments were continued, as
this letter shows Mr Denison to be a careful observer. It will
be noticed that Mr Denison distinctly states that in his second
experiment the blindfolded dowser was not in contact with any
one, and yet was equally successful. This is therefore an
important and excellent experiment, and more evidence is
much to be desired. It will also be observed that Mr Denison
says a dry stick would not work, but any forked twig would
do and also wire. This is the experience of many others who
can use the rod and who usually attribute this phenomenon
to the dry stick being a non-conductor of electricity. But the
reason for the frequent refusal of a dry stick to act is in all
probability to be found in the fact that such a stick, not being
so supple and elastic as a green twig, cannot respond to the
slight muscular movements which produce the motion of the
rod.

The dowser J. Stears happening to be on a visit to Ireland
in July r8gz Sir Wiiliam Barrett requested him to submit to
some tests of his powers, to which he readily consented. Sir
William describes these tests thus: The experiments were
made in the private pleasure grounds opposite my house, at
Kingstown, a place entirely new to Mr Stears, who had never
been in this neighbourhood before. Cutting a forked twig,
Mr Stears started from the point marked A in the accompany-
ing plan, and walked to and fro until he reached the point
marked with an asterisk, when from the sudden and vigorous
movement of the twig he asserted that a considerable spring
of water was underneath this spot. There was nothing what-
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ever to indicate that such was the case, but on inquiry from
lhe gardener (who was not present during the experiment)
I learnt for the first time that the very spot upon which Mr
Stears had fixed was the site of an old well, now completely
hidden beneath the level greensward.

I n9w begged Mr Stears to walk slowly over the ground,
and if the rod indicated any other springs, to allow me then
to blindfold him and so retrace the ground. Mr Stears con-
sented, and with this object he moved in the direction of the
dotted line. The rod moved at the points marked X1 on the
plan (Fig. 5z). At the point B, Mr Stears, notwithstanding
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the very reasonable objection he had made in his letter to me
rB months before,r was carefully blindfolded, and endeavoured
to retrace his steps: the rod moved at the points marked X2.
He now asked me to let him try the same course with his eyes
closed and the bandage removed. This I did, and the rod
moved at the points marked X3. Finally, at C, he consented

I [This is the relevant passage in the letter referred to: " I do not
like blindfolding. It seems to interfere with that calmness which is
desirable, but I have tried it on roads where I denoted water; having
been taken backwards and forwards I have been started in the middle
of the road and stopped at the part previously marked. Darkness does
not interfere with the power in the least."]
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to be again carefully blindfolded, and once more he retraced
his steps, the rod moving at the points marked Xa. It will
be seen that these points do not coincide, but in two or three
places they are nearly in the same straight line,-approximately
N. and S. It is possible that there may be underground
water in this direction, as Mr Stears subsequently declared
there was from the movement of the rod, and tracked out the
supposed course of two or three imaginary streams."

Of course this experiment loses much of its value in that
no sinking was undertaken, but its importance can be judged
from a careful examination of the plan, which shows a sub-
stantial agreement in the dowser's difierent sets of indications.

An experiment in blindfolding a dowser, in this case Stone,
is recorded in Morton's Lincol,nshire Ahnanac for rB99 ; supple-
mented by sevgral letters from the writer of the account, Mr
F. C. Withnell, the facts were as follows. In rBgT the late
Mr Beavis Dunham commissioned Stone to find a supply of
water at his farm, High Toynton, near Horncastle, Lincoln-
shire. Mr Dunham determined to submit Stone to a severe
test; when Stone arrived he soon indicated a spot where
he asserted a plentiful supply of water would be found at z5
feet. The spectators, carefully observing Stone, " candidly
informed the diviner that they believed the turning of the
twig was due to some sharp movement on the part of the
holder." Stone then allowed himself to be completely blind-
folded, and Mr Withnell writes : " After Mr Stone was blind-
folded, I and the late Mr Beavis Dunham simply led him away
from some paraphernalia that was on the ground and against
which he might have stumbled, and then, releasing our hold,
we allowed him to take whatever course he chose to take, assur-
ing him, on his own request, that we would carefully watch
him and give him a warning shout if in his peregrinations he
appeared likely to blunder against the hedge. As he walked
about free from obstructions, we neither touched him nor called
out to him." Under these unexceptionable conditions Stone
happened to pass two or three times over the spot he had
previously indicated, and each time " the twig curled as before. "
To make the experiment quite conclusive a well was then sunk
on the site and an excellent supply of water was found at a
depth of 34 feet, a supply which had not given out after several
years.

Finally may be quoted an experiment with an otherwise
unknown dowser. The reader will remember the description
in an earlier chapter of Mullins's success at Crewkerne, Somer-
setshire, in finding a good supply of pure water. This case
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lr_1d,1" interesting sequel, which is thus described by Mr H.
W. Hoskyns-in a letter to Andrew Lang: " Mullini having
on his visit here, in 1888, given several (half-a-dozen or so)
indications of water in the lane by the two cottages, I hail
pegs put in on the strip of grass land opposite these indications,
and thrust in very low, so as only just to be seen when looked
for, and not showing above the grass, so that the cottage chil-
dren should not pull them up or displace them. Some rather
long time after, when I had made up my mind to go to the
further expen_se of making a draw-well (not a deep one) for
the cottages, having meanwhile heard that a labouier ori my
estate, one George Elson, had the dowsing power, I went with
him myself, had him bandaged tightly and deeply, well oaer the
nose, and in addition made a steady man keep his hands over
the bandage, whilst Elson walked down the lane in question,
holding the twig. At each halt that he made, the twig turned
downwards for water, I looked for Mullins's peg, but the grass
had grown over them and they were all qulte undiscernible.
So I made Elson and his guide (for being Completely blinded,
he stumbled occasionally) scrape a marli on the roid surface
with their boots. When we had come to the end of the lane,
I returned with these men and one or two others (Elson being
then unblinded) and we all made close search for the Mullini
pegs, eaely one oJ which, without exception, proved to be imme-
d.iately opposite one of Elson's boot-marks on the road. This
uneducated labourer could have had no geological, or even
rule-of-thumb, knowledge of water-bearing strata, for the
place was quite strange to him."

It will be seen that this case satisfi.es two of the best tests,
in that we have here the concordant findings of two independent
dowsers and in that one of them was blindfolded. The only
objection that can be raised to this extremely interesting tejt
is_that the guide, who kept his hand on the bandage over the
labourer's eyes, might have known where the pegs were placed,
?-1d unco-n-sciously tended to arrest the dowser it ihe righi spots.
This is likely enough if the pegs were discernible, but Mr
Hoskyns distinctly says they were not, and as some time had
elapsed since Mullins visited the place, no one seems to have
remembered the exact spots where the pegs had been put.
Mr Hoskyns states that Elson's guide kn& nothing what6ver
abo-ut Mullins's pegs; involuntary guidance iJ therefore
excluded.

A test of this kind is of such importance that it was thought
well to spare no effort to repeat it. Accordingly Mr Westlake,
who was living near Crewkerne, was asked-tb repeat, with
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Mr Hoskyns's permission, the blindfolding experiment with
Elson. Mr Westlake reports : " On the z4th of April r9oo,
I went with Mr Hoskyns and his agent, Mr Slade, to Pipplepen
farm. I walked down the same lane with Elson to a little
stream at the bottom, a distance of r,o5o ft., in the course of
which his twig turned seven times. I then carefully blindfolded
him, and on retracing our steps, the twig turned ten times,
five of which corresponded nearly or quite with his first marks,
as under:

Elson's first marks when not
blindfolded.

zo6 teet z inches

4o6 feet 6 inches

648 feet

762 feet
872 teet
93r feet
985 feet

His second series when
blindfolded.

(r)
(z)

(:)
(+)
(s)

zo6 feet 8 inches
326 leet 7 inches

4zg feet 5 inches
564 feet 3 inches
65r feet
68o feet 6 inches
742 leet 9 inches

Difference.

* 6 inches

* 3 feet
(6)

0)

(8) 877 feet
(9) 934 feet

(ro) 985 feet

+
+

feet
feet

5
3

none

Elson was not held, and was only told (to prevent accidents)
to keep to the right or the left. The results may have been
somewhat impaired, first, by the steward, Mr Slade, who accom-
panied us, having touched Elson with a stick (with a view to
guiding him straight) at the points r and 5, immediately after
which the twig turned, and, second, there was more or less
ccinversation, at Nos. B, 9, and ro, Slade informing Elson that
he had passed the cottages (a landmark between 7 and 8),
that the point 8 he had just indicated was the well (by the road-
side), and so on.

In view of such sources of error, I think Mr Hoskyns's experi-
ment much better than mine, but, as I understand that some
of those who took part in it had seen Mullins's pegs when they
were put in, one cannot feel certain that the experiment was
an absolutely conclusive one.

In the afternoon, I made a further trial with Elson in an
orchard at North Perrott, where he had previously indicated
two springs. Slade remained at a distance. Elson having
found the points, I biindfolded him and, starting him from
a little distance and directing him by voice, I got him to cross
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his marks. He thereupon re-found the spots three times, his
marks at one of them being only a yard apart. It is possible
he may have been able to reckon the distance; and I noticed
also towards the end of the experiment that the bandage had
slipped a little, and I could see the upper corner of his left
eye, so that he may have been guided by the trees. Thus
the result was probably inconclusive.

Elson's hands and arms are very muscular; he uses stout
hazel forks and grips them very hard, and they turn downwards
with corresponding strength, usually breaking, sometimes at
the fork, but generally on one side; he then takes a fresh grip
nearer the fork, and so on, till the stick may be used up to
within an inch of the fork. When it turned over the stream
his forearm muscles were strongly contracted. He says it
usually makes his left thumb numb, and that he feels the effects
in his biceps the day after. Mr Slade said Elson had found
water for many of the neighbours, and had never had a failure.
The farmer also told me Elson had predicted water at another
point half a mile to the east at 3o ft., and that it was found
at z7 tt., and rose to within 5 or 6 ft. of the surface."

PART III
THEORETICAL

CHAPTER XII

THE MECHANISM OF DOWSING

$ r. Tnr DowsIt'tc-Ron

fT-tHE reader has now had ample opportunity for verify-
I ing our statement that there is an endless variety
I in-the instruments used for dowsing. Under this

head we might reasonably have considered what may be called
mechanical water- and mineral-finders. There are numerous
articles of this kind patented in Europe and in America. Thus
T. Fiddick, a profesiional English dowser has invented what
he calls a " dowsing cone," but which is nothing more-than a
pend.ul,e exfulorateui. M. Henri l[ager, in France, has an
tlaborate iirstrument to which he has devoted much trouble.
Then there are Schmidt's " Apparatus," W. J. Bodenhamer's
" Vibrator," Fred. H. Brown's " Electro-Terreohmeter " and
" Electro-Geodetic Mineral Finder," Mansfield's " Patent
Automatic Water Finder," and many others.l In the U.S.A.
particularly there is a large number of such mechanical oil and
petroleum 

-finders, 
and many advertisements such as this can

Le found in the press of that country : " Rods f-o,r lqcating-gold
and silver, lost freasures, etc. Guaranteed." W. Edwards, of
Draycott, near Cheddar, in Somerset, has eve-n inve-nt-ed a ring
whiih, when worn, prevents the dowser from feeling- arly
untoward sensations !- With these we do not propose to deal;
the inventors of these instruments usually treat them as being
of quite supreme importance and- refuse to- impart details
of tieir prinlciples. Messrs Mansfield (formerly of Liverpool,
and latei of -New 

Brighton) even returned an exceedi-ngly
impertinent letter to suih a request. It is, in short, difficqlt
to ?ake such instruments, and the claims made on their behalf,
quite seriously.

1 See r.g., Lilian Whiting, Canad,a the S4ellbinder (tgr7), pp. r38-r4o
239
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To go to the other extreme we find that some dowsers such

as Leicester Gataker, A. W. Wills, the lad Fred Rodwell (shown
in Fig. 5r), and others, dispense with all instruments,and use
only their bare hands, either stretched out horizontally to
the earth or clasped together.l This, however, is unusual for
several reasons : because dowsing without an instrument is
not very attractive to the popular mind and the dowser,
naturally enough, is averse to losing any measure of atten-
tion. Another reason is a better one: whatever be the
causative influence that enables the dowser to find the hidden
water and the like, it undoubtedly operates through the
dowser's subconsciousness. Consequently some autoscope is
necessary to enable the dowser to become aware of the indica-
tions of his subconsciousness. The rod serves this purpose,
precisely as does, in similar cases, the planchette and the

many other articles used for such pur-
poses.

The rod itself can be of many shapes,
examples of all of which can be found
in the illustrations in this chapter and
throughout the book. We have straight
rods which are simply laid across the
hands and across the txtended fingers.
There is the slightly curved rod as irsed
by Bleton and Pennet, which can be

Frc. 53.
Wrr,r.reu Sroxrs's Roo.

AfterM. R.cox,paterc laid across the hands or held by them.
?#,kffii,;:rti:nAy There is the more unusuat kind used by
grcss, iagt 1ia;i1;;. 14;. Mr R. Robertson, a successful amateur

threeorrourroot,,,.,l3Ii;'r?,lh:fit""ll*u'lTf"J;i1,:
are various steel or other metallic articles used, such as watch-
springs, and such eccentric articles as cand.le-snufiers, ora Ger-
man saus-age, and so on. But what is most often used, though
not so often as to form a majority of cases, is some kindif
forked rod. Such a rod may be simply a natural one formed
of a twig branching into two, or it miy be a more solid. manu-
factured article resembling a spur, suc-h as is shown in Fig. 53.But the distinguishing characteristic of these forked ro-dJls
that such a rod has three extremities, which correspond to
the angles of an imaginary triangle, of which two alre held
one- in either hand, the fhird one pointing away from the
body. Into the question of the ma-nner iriwhicli the rod is
held we must no* enter.

r See_also_ W. L9a!, " Vis-Knut,,, Proa. S.p.R. (r9o8-r9o9), xxi.
r4z, 146; Journ. S.P.R. (1897-1898), vli. 264.

$ z. How rHE RoD rs HBro

William Coobworthy, a dowser of two centuries ago, gives a
description of the method he had found best for holding the
rod, and says that " after numerous experiments he has good
reason to believe the effects of the divining rod to be more
than imagination," remarking that he believes all persons
could use the rod, though " some have the virtue intermit-
tent1y." He used either a forked hazel twig or two straight
twigs tied together in the shape of an X, and continues :

" The most convenient and handy method of holding the rod
is with the palms of the hands turned upwards, and the two
ends of the rod coming outwards; the palms should be held
horizontally as nearly as possible, the part of the rod in the
hand ought to be straight, and not bent backwards or for-
ward. The upper part of the arm should be
kept pretty close to the sides, and the elbows
resting on them ; the lower part of the arm
making nearlya right angle with the upper,
though rather a little more acute. The
rod ought to be so held, that in its working
the sides may move clear of the little fingers.
The position of the rod when properly held
is much like the figure annexed [FtS' S+]
where the distance between the four down-
ward lines is the part that is supposed to be From his ,,obser-

held in the hands. vations otr . . . the

The best manner of carrying the rod ,yrffi:?,"'*frirfrik
is with the end prolaided [sic] in an angle (t7sr), xti. so7.-

of about 8o degrees from the horizon, as

by this method-of carrying it the repulsion is more plainly
p6rceived than if it was-held perpendi-cularly. But after all
the directions that can be given, the adroit use of it can only
be attained by practice and attention. It is necessary that the
grasp should be steady, for if, when the rod is going, th-ere h:
ihe ieast succussion or counter-action in the hands, though
ever so small, it will greatly impair and generally totally
prevent its activity, which is not to be done- by the mere
3trength of the graip, for, provided this be steady, no strength
can stop it."

It is iirteresting to note that the foregoing description of the
way of holding tlie rod closely resembles that given by Agricola
inbe Re Mitallica. Agricola's work is the earliest detailed
account we have of the-use of the Virgula dia'ina, and refers,
of course, only to its use in finding mineral lodes. In like
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manner the learned Jesuit de Chales, in his great work Mundus
Mathematicus (1674, ii. r9o) gives a similar description of the
way the rod is held. The following is a translation of the pas-
sage, which is of great interest, as it is one of the earliest
references to the successful use of the rod in finding under-
ground water: " They hold it [a forked branch of hazel]
with both fists, in such a way that the outer part of the fists
turns downwards, i.e., the two little fingers face each other.
Thus each branch being grasped firmly in each fist, they walk
to and fro. . When they come perpendicularly over under-
ground water, the branch, however strongly it is held, turns
upside down ; that is, the vertex points downwards, so that the
forked sides are twisted; but it does not succeed with all
persons. Once on a certain occasion I purposely hid

some money in the earth, which was
found by a certain noble person by the
hazel twig in my presence. The same
person used to find springs so surely
that he would trace the whole course of
underground water."

A detailed account of the manner of
holding the dowsing-rod is also given by
Pryce in his Mineralogia Cornubiensis
(t778, p. rr8). Prycesays: "It isvery
difficult to describe the manner of hold-
ing and using the rod: it ought to be
held in the hands, in the position shown
fin Fig. 55], the smaller ends lying flat
or parallel to the horizon, and the upper
part in an elevation not perpendicular
to it, but 7o degrees, as shown.

Alonso Barba directs the rod to be fixed across the head
of a walking stick in the form of a T, and the end which is
nearest the root will dip or incline to the Mineral Ore.r
The rod should be firmly and steadily grasped ; for if, when
it hath begun to be attracted, there be the least imaginable
jerk, or opposition to its attraction, it will not move any more,
till the hands are opened and a fresh grasp taken. The
stronger the grasp the livelier the rod moves, provided the
grasp be steady, and of an equal strength.

A little practice by a person in earnest about it, will soon
give him the necessary adroitness in the use of this instrument :

but it must be particularly observed, that as our animal spirits
r [There is uo mention of this in Alonso Barba, Arta de los metales

(t6ao).1

Frc. 55.
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W. Pryce, Mintrulogia, Cot-
nubie*sis (tI?8), p. ttE.
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are necessary to this process, so a man ought to hold the rod,
with the same indifference and inattention to, or reasoning
about it or its effects, as he holds a fishing rod or a walking
stick ; for if the mind be occupied by doubts, reasoning, or any
other operationthat engages
the animal spirits, it will
divert their powers from
being exerted in this pro-
cess, in which their instru-
mentality is absolutely
necessary; from hence it is
that the rod constantly an-
swers in the hands of peas-
ants, women and children,
who hold it simply without Tnp Rop As rrELD av Jonu Mur,lrxs

puzzltrng their minds with
doubts or reasonings. Whatever may be thought of this
observation, it is a very just one, and of gleat consequence
in the practice of the rod."

The remark in the last paragraph is interesting, and Pryce's
observation is confirmed by the quite independent testimony
of many others. If the dowsing
faculty be some subconscious
perception of which the rod is
the outward and visible sign,
we should expect to find " doubts
or reasonings " fatal to the suc-
eessful use of the rod.

We have already referred to
the excellent picture (Fig. ro)
by A. Crowquill of a dowser at
work given in Phippen's pam-
phlet on the rod (r8S:). Here
also the arms are held tightly
to the sides of the body, but
the prongs of the fork pass
between the index and next
finger of each hand. Miss Cox,

Frc. 56.

Frc. 57.
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Sr.ltr:s
in her notes on the rod, shows ,. The Divining Rod,,' Thc Aneicatt
(FiS. SE) Stokes holding the Jonrna.t ol siience (t826), i. zoz.

rod pointing downwards with
the prongs grasped by the fists. Mullins, however, whose
success as a dowser was the most remarkable in modern
times, always held the rod as shown in Fig. 56. This is nqugh
the same way as Tompkins is shown holding the rod in
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Fig. S6; this might indeed be expected since he learnt his art
from Mullins. On the other hand, Stone is seen in Fig. 34 to
be holding the rod in quite another manner. Again, in the
American Journal, oJ Science,in the course of a lengthyarticle
on the rod, a picture is given showing how the rod must be

Fro. 58. An Ar-uurrru" 
:ffi"fr1.H3"f:.y;i" 

ay Mpssns J. F. youNo

held, and here the prongs of the fork pass between the thumb
and forefinger of each hand (Fig. 57). Messrs Young and Robert-
son, both amateur dowsers, in their little book on the rod
give illustrations showing their way of holding the rod: they
have sent a little waistcoat-pocket forked rod made of alumin-
ium, which they recommend to be held in the way shown in

O1

Fro. 59. Fro. 6o.
AN.THER KIND oF Mrrer' Roo 

'"r ?#i""rt%$""';ir,i:l:i:" ""
G. H, Stokes, " A Water Wizard [S. T. Child],- Thc lbis Magazinc (September, rgro)

Fig. S8. They also use a straight rod or wand some three or
four feet long, as already mentioned, which they hold inclined
il It " 

right hand, the thinner end being held iri the hand and
" the eye resting on the top of the thick end." This, they
assert, dips down over an underground spring.
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Many pages could be filled with descriptions of the manner

in which various dowsers hold their various rods. But no
descriptions could give so clear an idea of the diversity that
exists-in this respect as the accompanying illustrations. The
manner of holding the rod varies with the dowser, and obviously,
in itself, is of no importance. Both in the nature of the rod
and in the manner in which it is held, the determining factor
is the degree in which the rod is a sensitive indication of
the muscular tremor which determines its motion. For this
purpose it is of course important that it should be held in a
position of tension or poised equilibrium. We shall revert to
this subject in the next chapter.

$ 3. Tun Motrox oF rHE RoD

To an onlooker who sees a dowser at work for the first time
one of the most startling things is the sudden and apparently
spontaneous motion of the forked twig, a motion so vigorous
that one of the limbs of the twig is frequently broken, though
the dowser is apparently doing his utmost to restrain its motion.
The common explanation of an incredulous public is that this is
merely a trick on the dowser's part to mystify his dupes, but
the evidence adduced in this volume shows that this view
is quite untenable. (We refer to honest dowsers: impostors
exiit here as elsewhere.) The only alternative recognised by
scientific men is that the motion of the rod is due to an involun-
tary muscular action. Few will be disposed to dispute this
proposition. When the rod is heid in most of the ways des-
iribed above or shown in the illustrations, it is in a sensitive
state, and an almost imperceptible movement of the hand or
hands will cause it to move.

But it is true that this is not always the case ; when the rod
is held as it is by Tompkins, for instance, we have found from
personal experiments that it is most difficult to produce-any
motion of the twig without a very visible movement of the
hands. Moreover this is not all. Both with practised pro-
fessional dowsers like Lawrence and Mullins and with amateurs
like Lady Milbanke and the Rev. J. Blunt, the rod not only
rotates,-but one limb is frequently twisted off completely.
Thus the Rev. Martin R. Knapp, writing of a dowser whom
he does not name, says : " . . . the twig showed vigorous signs
of animation. When his hand was being twisted in his efforts
to keep the twig steady, I cried to him to hold fast, with the
result that the twig twisted itself into two pieces." Mr Enys,
F.G.S., who is an amateur dowser, states " the rod broke short
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ofi in front of my hands, and did so a second time in the same
place," i.e.,whete underground water existed. Miss Grantham
(daughter of Judge Grantham), describing what occurred with
the Rev. J. Blunt, states " so strong was the impulse, that we
found unless Mr B. relaxed his hold, the twig broke off near his
fingers." Lady Milbanke had the sameexperience. MrBudd,
a geologist, describes what occurred with Mullins when he came
over underground water at Waterford. He writes: " Mullins
held the forked twig between his second and third fingers as if
you were going to write, the point of the fork downwards.
At No. r [the spot where a large supply of underground water
was foundl the point lifted itself up, until it turned over back-
wards and twisted itself until it broke . . . The clerks then
held [another forked twig] with him, and held his hands,
always the same efiect." In another place, seeing the fran-
tic motion of the twig when Mullins came over underground
water, a gentleman tried to stop its motion by gripping the
twig in two places with smiths' tongs, " one pair securing the
tips and the other the fork, but the contortions still went on
between the points held."

Numerous independent witnesses of unimpeachable integrity
and some with high scientifrc attainments testify to this
automatic and apparently irresistible motion of the twig in the
hands often of a complete novice. We have already quoted
Mr Enys; the President of the Royal Geological Society of
Cornwall, who also states that the clerk of his Parish Council,
on finding the rod suddenly twist in his hands, called out,
" It is alive, sir, it is alive ! " Mr Enys adds: " This exactly
describes the sensation when the rod moves." Mr Dixon, a
large fruit-grower in California, states : " I held the stick as
tight as I could to prevent its moving, but it twisted right
round." Mr Denison, of the Toronto Meterorological Observa-
tory, gives a careful record of the violent twisting of a forked
plum stick or bent wire used as a dowsing-rod by an amateur
dowser. Mr G. W. Bennett, of Oxford, refers to the frantic
motion and ultimate breaking of the twig " held firm1y " in
the dowser's hands. Mr Montague Price states: " I held one
side of the forked rod myself and the ' diviner ' the other, and
when we came to water falleged underground water] the strain
was so great on my fingers I was obliged to ask him to stop.
From the position of the rod it was absolutely impossible for
him to produce the pressure, which increased with the strength
of the stream."

The usual practice, after watching a dowser at work, is for
some of the onlookers to try if the forked twig will move in their
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hands. Generally speaking, one or more, out of perhaps ten
or twelve persons, discover to their astonishment that th9 tYig
curls up in their hands at the same places at which it did with
the do-wser. Here is such an experience. Mrs Minnie Hol-
lands writes as follows from Dene Park, Tonbridge: " In
answer to your note of inquiry about the divining rod,- the
whole thin[ is rather a long story, but the practical result, of
the water dowser's visit was to find water which now supplies
the house. One of my daughters found she had the strange
power which moves the divining rod, and it works for her now
(uickly over any spring. It is most interesting, as you c_an feel
the rod if you ialie one side of it and take one of her hands,
she holding the other end of the rod-it struggl€s up, and would
break off altogether if you did not allow it to move. ,My
daughter has since found several springs on the estate, where
we iave sunk wells. They have slood us in very good stead
these last dry seasons."

A similar eiperience is given by Miss M. Craigie Halkett, who
published somt excellent-photographs of a dowser at work in
The Sketch for August 4id, r8gg. Miss Halkett writes from
Lauriston, New Eltham, Kent : " The man depicted in the
photographs is not a water-finder by profession. . 

He is a

ienani farmer residing at Catcott, a village near Bridgwater,
and merely exercises the art to oblige his neighbours. Several
of the country people in this neighbourhood (Somerset) have
the gift. It has never been known to fail.

Personally, I was rather sceptical on the subject, but was
converted by the stick turning in my hands when standing
over a spring. There were about six persons present-at the
time; ait triia it, but it would turn for no one excepting the
man in the picture and myself. I experienced a sort of ting-
ling sensation in my arms and wrists, but otherwise was
quite uraware when the forked stick began to turn, it seemed
to go over so quickly." Miss Halkett does not say how
she knew she was " sianding over a spring " when the twig
turned in her hands: this is very characteristic of the state-
ments of dowsers.

These facts are so curious that they have been adduced at
some length, and the reader will have observed other instances
intheforegoingpages. We do not propose to discuss them at
this point, but-only seek to establish the fact that the rod
does-often move, sometimes violently, without the volition of
the dowser. Whether all the cases can be attributed to uncon'
scious muscular action, as we claim, must be considered in the
next chapter.
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$ 4. TneNsurssroN oF THE Morrorv or ruB Roo

We have now briefly to consider what may appear at first
sight a group of still stranger phenomena. That is, the fact
occasionally noticed that when the dowser lays hold of the
wrist or hand of a person with whom the rod will not turn,
the twig instantly moves. This apparent transmission of
involuntary muscular action was noticed by Thouvenel to
occur with Bleton a century ago. Thouvenel states that
when Bleton placed his finger on the hand of a person with
whom the baguette would not ordinarily turn, the rod instantly
rotated when they approached underground water. The

Frc. 6r. Tnr Roo As usED sv.ar.r EtcHtrENTrr-cENTURy Genuex Dowsnn
J. G. Krilger, Gcschichtc iler Erile 9746), pl. I. z

Count of M. confirms this from his own experience.l A few
years later Amoretti, the Italian scientist, diicovered the same
thing when Pennet touched his hands. He writes that the
rod then turnedagainst his (Amoretti's) will wheneverhe stood.
over veins of metal.

We do not lack modern confirmation of this observation.
Thus Mr Duncan A. Morton writes: " I took the V-shaped
wand in,my hand, and passed it over running water withbut
any result._ Mullins laid his hands on my wriits, and grasped
them firmly, when the twig instantly-began to turn, ind
continued turning while it was in my hands.t' Mr percy Clive
states that when he held the rod and Mullins put his- hands

Mdmoire (r78r), p. 59.
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on his wrists, the rod " twisted round in my hands with such
force that when I held it tight it broke." Mr Cecil WooIIey,
of Linco1n, agent to Trinity College, Cambridge, writes, again
of Mullins, that the latter having gone over the ground and
indicated water in one spot, " I took the twig in my own
hands and went over the same spot with no result. He

fMullins] then took hold of my wrists without touching the
iwig himself and when we together walked over the same
plaCe, the twig turned up in my hands. This was,.I suppose,
iaused by muscular action on my part, but if so, it was cer-
tainly, as far as I was concerned, perfectly unconscious action."
Lord Burton makes a very similar statement in a letter to the
Pal,l Malt' Gazette, for the zoth of February 1897. There can
thus be no doubt of the reality of this curious fact, which
seems to occur most conspicuously only with notable dowsers
such as Bleton and Mullins, and it forms another item in the
complete group of phenomena relating to dowsing which must
be covered by any theory put forward.

$ 5. Tnr Srusetrous Occunnruc IN DowsING

Nearly all dowsers assert that when the rod moves in their
hands, or when they believe that underground waigr- is be-

neath them, they experience a peculiar sensation, which some

describe as felt-in the limbs like the tingling of an electric
shock, others as a shivering or trembling, and others,,as an
unpleasant sensation in the epigastric region. Witt] all.there
is inore or less of a convulsivb spasm, sometimes of a violent
clraracter. This mal,aise is very marked in some cases, but not
experienced in others. That these physiological disturbances
haie a purely psychological origin is obvious from the facts
that they "r" not expeiienced when the dowser is off duty,
that is, when he has no suspicion that he is in the neighbourhood
of undergrouncl water, and that like effects are not produced
by the riuch greater fiIasses of visible water in rivers, lakes
a.rd the sea. 

- The interesting point is that these psycho-
physiological phenomena have a real existence; lhey exist
imong dowserl in all countries, and can be traced back, as

historical investigation shows, for upwards of two centuries.
Let us briefly note the principal iacts. In the fir9t.pla-ce

it is not, as sorne imagine, bnly when the " diviner " is in the
presenceof undergrouid watef that this physiological disturb-
ance occurs. We have seen that when Jacques Aymar was
sent for to trace, by means of his rod, the murderer of the
Lyons wine mercharit, A5rmar was taken into the cellar where
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the murder was committed; suddenly his baguette moved
violently, he was seized with convulsive spasms, and his pulse
rose as if feverish.

A century later another distinguished French physician, Dr
Thouvenel, independently noticed much the same thing with
Bleton. Thouvenel gives a detailed medical report of his own
long-continued observations, and states that when Bleton
believed he was over a subterranean spring he was seized with
an extraordinary malaisa, which affected his diaphragm and
produced a sense of oppression in the chest; at the same
time a shivering set in and the pulse fell, his body trembled
and, in a word, he exhibited " all the characteristics of an
attack of convulsive spasm." 1 Similar symptoms manifested

themselves in the Prior of a convent
,aR. at Autun, who was an amateur

@\N) A/ f ;:T!::L i:t:: Tf"" t? Y,,f^'!ijf*t,d Yq m",':*l,T*"T,":*';",ffi#i;
Frc. 62. came over a vein of mineral ore or

Tnr MovBurNr or rHE Roo of coal. Amoretti states that a
From Luigi Sementini, Pe*sitri SUfgeOn, SanziO, an a m a t e u f
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twelve to fifteen beats per minute

when the rod moved in his hands.
Dr Mayo, F.R.S., Professor of Anatomy and Physiology in

King's College and in the College of Surgeons in London,
describes corresponding s5rmptoms which he observed in r.847
in a youth with whom he experimented. The lad had never
seen a " divining rod " before, but when Dr Mayo instructed
him how to use it, and made him walk over a spot where
he had reason to believe an underground spring existed, the
forked twig twisted round, much to the lad's astonishment, and
at the same time Dr Mayo states the lad declared that " he
felt an uneasy sensation which quickly increased to pain at the
pit of the stomach, and he became alarmed, so that I bade
him quit hold of the rod, when the pain ceased. Ten minutes
later I induced him to make another trial; the results were
the same." 2 As Mayo was apparently unaware of Thouvenel's
writings, he could hardly hiie antilipated or suggested the
malaise experienced by his subject, and the effect observed
was doubtless due to the same psychological cause as in the
previous cases.

I Mdmoire (r78r), p. 53.I On thc Truths contained, in Popular Superstition (r85r), p. 18.
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Abundant modern instances of a similar physiological dis-
turbance and convulsive spasm occurring with various dowsers
in different countries have reached us. Thus Mr J. F. Young
says : " I have noticed, when divining, unpleasant and peculiar
symptoms always occur when I am over an underground
spring; often a convulsive feeling and staggering comes
on." The sensation in this case, however, may have been
due to suggestion or unconscious imitation, for this dowser's
father, Mr Robert Young, had also been an amateur dowser.
He wrote that whenever he came over an underground spring,
so violent a trembling seized him that he had to be supported
or he would fall. His daughter supplemented this statement
by writing: " One day I asked father to point out to me the
spring in Gough's close; he walked to and fro, and when he
came to a certain spot he reeled and staggered and said the
spring was below. To test the reality of his indication I
privately marked the spot where he said the spring was. I
then took him to the far end and blindfolded him carefully,
then led him about the field by a circuitous route. Directly
he came on the spot I had marked, he reeled as before and
would have fallen if I had not held him up. Directly he came
off the place he was all right." Of course, this interesting
experiment was to an extent vitiated by the fact that Mr Young
lvas led.

John Stears writes : " My feeling when I am on a stream is
not pleasant, I can only describe it as being the same as pro-
duced by reading of a railway accident." Thomas Heighrvay
says that he does not dowse much because his nervous system
is so much affected that he does not recover for some hours.
Still more interesting is the following letter from Leicester
Galaker ; " . . . when I am near the spring I get a distinct
feeling or shock, which is greater when I am over the spring
proper, thus I judge the depth at once, but the volume by the
duration of that shock. ." The sensations felt by other
dowsers, especially Lawrence, have been described on previous
pages.

There are some sceptical persons who would explain these
phenomena by asserting that these different dowsers conspire
to exhibit similar symptoms as a bit of stage business in order
to impress the onlookers. It is, we think, unnecessary to
waste time in disputing such a belief if any one cares to hold
it.

How, then, are we to explain these curious pathological
phenomena ? The facts are certainly incontestable and, we
venture to think, deserve more attention from physiologists
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than they have yet received. They are not, however, peculiar
to the use of the so-called divining rod, but are found to exist
more or less conspicuously in other cases of motor automatism.
Pierre Janet, for instance, has drawn attention to very similar
convulsive phenomena and physiological disturbances as
associated with other phases of automatism.l Prior to this,
however, Sir William Barrett pointed out that in trials with
the " willing game," which is one phase of these varied auto-
matic phenomena, curious physiological disturbances were
often produced, such as dizziness, hysteria, and incipient
trance.z In fact, a malaise, manifesting itself in different
ways, and with different degrees of intensity in different sub-
jects, is a usual concomitant of motor automatism and its
allied phenomena.

The singular connection of visceral sensation, a visceral con-
sciousness as it were, with a particular psychical state is
familiar to us all in emotion, and forms the basis of the James-
Lange theory. Emotion, in fact, is a feeling excited by an
idea or train of ideas, and therefore the sensations experienced
by the dowser are strictly emotional disturbances. Whether
emotion is primarily a cerebral process, as some physiologists
maintain, the visceral or vascular disturbance being secondary ;

or whether, as other eminent physiologists hold, the psychical
process of emotion is secondary to the excitation of the visceral
organs, through certain stimuli causing the discharge of a
nervous impulse into those organs is a matter that does not
concern us here, albeit physiologists may find in the facts
cited some fresh light thrown on this controversy. The points
of interest to us are that the malaise or other sensation felt by
the dowser is probably an emotional effect, and the fresh
evidence afforded of the nexus existing between emotion and
muscular action, whether this latter be conscious or, as with
the dowser and his rod, unconscious.

Furthermore, in many cases where subconscious acts are
performed, as M. Janet points out, a state of partial catalepsy
supervenes. Catalepsy, as Dr Ochorowicz has shown, is a
state of mono-ideism,3 that is, a " mental condition which
concentrates every action upon one single and dominant idea
and is not counterbalanced by any other." Now this is pre-
cisely the condition of the dowser when he sets himself to
dowse, and in some few cases he passes into a state of com-
plete catalepsy when the idea culminates. It is not, therefore,

I L'Automatisme psychologique (1889), pp. zo8 et seq,
2 Proc. S.P.R. (t882), i. 57.a " La suggestion mentale," Rertue Phil,osophique (r887), xviij, rzz.
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a question of underground water or mineral ore, but merely
the result of a suggestion producing a state of mono-ideism.

The m,alaise felt by the dowser is therefore in all probability
an emotional disturbance, the mind being dominated by a
single idea and the subject being a person on whom suggestion
is operative: using the word suggestion in the sense of an
impression or influence exercised without the knowledge or
consent of the subject concerned.

We have now narrowed the issue down to this problem:
how does this subconscious suggestion arise in the case of the
successful dowser ? Here we enter upon the final stage of our
inquiry.



CHAPTER XIII

THE RATIONALE OF DOWSING

$ r. Orsor,erB Tnnonrrs
f YNTIL that attitude of mind which produces what is
I I ca[ed scientific method had becorire established as
\J the only proper manner in which to approach any
problem, there arose from time to time, according to the
fashion of the moment, a variety of explanations of the varied
and numerous mysteries of nature. One of these, and one
the mystery of which increased in men's minds in proportion
to its value and wide application, was the dowsing-rod.

The earliest theory put forward in explanation of the pheno-
mena of dowsing was that of sympathy. It was alleged that
when the heavy-laden branches of some tree bent to the earth,
they did so not in obedience to the laws of gravitation but
to those of sympathy. It was alleged that there exists some
innate aftnity between certain objects, as between the heavenly
bodies and the processes of nature, the moon and the fluctua-
tions of the waters, and the like. Thus this theory was not
altogether based on empty speculation; it was when they
began to apply this hypothesis to matters for which they
had no evidence, that these early investigators went astray.
One example of their error, the idea that there existed a special
sympathy between the wooden bough of the tree and sub-
terranean metals, led to a further error in interpreting the
facts of dowsing. It led to the obviously absurd error that
the dowsing-rod moved towards the earth in the hands of the
dowser when he passed over metals (for this was the only use
of the rod in the sixteenth century and before) because of the
attraction exercised by the hidden metal on the sympathetic
wooden rod.

The next theory saw the light in France towards the end
of the seventeenth century. Variously known as the atomic
or the corpuscular theory, it is, if anything, even more fan-
tastic than the one just described, though it is obviously
based on it. This theory is graphically shown in the accom-
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panying illustration, but to make the matter quite clear we
cannot do better than quote the worthy and learned William
Pryce on this subject : " The corpuscles . . .. that rise from
the Minerals, entering the rod, determine it tb bow down, in
order to render it parallel to the vertical lines which the effiuvia
describe in their rise. In efiect the Mineral particles seem to
be emitted from the earth; now the Virgula, being of a light
porous wood, gives an easy passage to these particles, which
are also very fine and subtle ; the effiuvia then driven forwards
by those that follow them, and pressed at the same time by
the atmosphere incumbent on them, are forced to enter the
little interstices between the fibres of the wood, and by that
effort they oblige it to incline, or dip down perpendicularly,
to become parallel with the little columns which those vapours
form in their rise." 1 We have alreadyseen how this theory
was enlarged in order to encompass the activities of Jacques
Aymar in tracing murderers, it being decided that the body
of a murderer gave off a special kind of corpuscular emanation
which was named mati\re meurtriLre. Nor have these ideas
failed to find contemporary adherents.

Before the corpuscular theory had arisen and for long after
its popularity had failed, the official religious dogma in regard
to dowsing was the usual simple and comprehensive one: if
the rod did good it was due either to divine inspiration or to
the action of angels, if no result was achieved then the move-
ments of the rod were due to the direct interference of evil
spirits or even of the devil himself, as we can see in figure

9. This plain alternative was supplemented sometimes by
the introduction of merely playful demons, who regarded the
moving of the rod as a pleasant pastime.

The theory of sympathetic affrnity and attraction outlived
the name which it originally bore and we find the principle
behind this theory transmogrified into Reichenbach's Od-
force, or radio-active force, or dynamic force and the like.
These new names were principally due to the fact that, as we
have seen, the divining-rod was a familiar object long before
the dowsing-rod became an object worthy of serious considera-
tion. Naturally, therefore, the first explanations that were
forthcoming smacked very strongly of this occult ancestry.
Later, however, the occultists were in rather a difficulty; for,
having claimed the rod as an occult phenomenon, they could
not reconcile that claim with the disappearance of the theory
of sympathetic affinity. How these writers then transferred
the onus of the responsibility to science can be judged from

I Mineralogi,a Cornwbdensis (r7ZB), P. rr4.
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the following passage from Mr A. E. Waite : " . . . the ordinary
divining-rod . . is an instrument of natural magic and not
of pneumatic art. This is substantially equivalent to saying
that if its curious properties are really established facts, they
are unappreciated phenomena of ordinary science and belong,
like the loadstone, to the domain of magnetism." l This
comparison of the rod to the loadstone is, of course, meaning-
less, but the magnetic theory itself has received very wide
support.

Still later, with the general use of electricity, this further
phenomenon was used and at the present day a majority of
dowsers affirm with the most dogmatic emphasis that the
phenomena they produce are due to electricity. In Germany

Frc. 64. " CunnpNrs " pAsstNG THRoUGH e Roo.

Cornt J. de Tristan, Recherchx sw quclques efiw)es tenestles (1826), Fig. 7

most students of this subject are making heroic attempts to
prove this assertion ; they combine as a rule the theories of
magnetism and electricity, and their ideas amount to this :

that underground water exerts magnetic attraction on the
dowsing-rod on the same principle as the magnet on steel.
De Tristan 2 spoke of these magnetic currents as efi,uaes terres-
tres, and held that water gave off, in addition to the magnetic
currents, certain electrical currents which, passing through the
hands of the dowser, formed a circuit with the earth whenever
the dowser and his rod pass over water, the two currents
passing through the rod as shown in Fig. 64. On this basis a

r The Occult Sciences (r89r), pp. 15r-162.
r Count J. de Tristan, Recherohes sur quelques efiuues tellestles (1826).
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considerable number of mechanical appliances have been
invented and are used by their inventors.

A novel theory has been put forward by Sir W. H. preece,
who writes : " The proper use of electric currents can show the
existence of water and of metallic veins, but the so-called
'divining-rod' has nothing whatever to do with electrical or
magnetic phenomena as far as I can conceive. I have come
to the conclusion that it is mechanical vibration. set uo bv
the friction of moving water, acting upon the sensiiive veiticit
$1ffT"g of certain exceptionally delicately framed persons
[which causes the phenomena of dowsing].t'1 -

These theories, whatever their intrinsic value may be, do at
any rate attempt to explain the matter rationally, but there are
maly theories which are hopelessly eccentric or which entirely
evade the main issue. Such, for instance, is that of an American
writer who declares that the forked branch dips because of
the physical impossibility of maintaining it in a horizontal
position.s And that of Count von Klinckowstroem who writes
in a letter that " the sun, and the moon which reflects its rays,
can be considered as an essential source of energy for the
motion of the rod." And that of Dr Aigner, the leader
of the German dowsers'association, who looks upon dowsing
as the " rudiment o{ an atavistic sense of smell." These
opinions we need not discuss, though the last theory has the
support of Bishop W. Boyd Carpenter,s and of Lord Farrer,
hirnself a dowser, who writes that dowsing seems to him to
be " arralogous to those disused po\Mers which savages possess,
but wliich civilized men generally lose. Is it just possible that
at an earlier geological period the earth was drier and hotter,
and for the preservation of the species it was necessary to track
water ? "

$ z. CnrrrcrsM oF rnr OnsorErE THEoRTES

Nearly all these theories are still held by many persons, and
not only by those who know little of the subject but by not
a few students who are well acquainted with it. Therefore
it is necessary to indicate briefly why these theories are unten-
able. This can be done very easily along several lines. The
reader will have observed that those theories which postulate
attraction between the underground metal or water and the

I The Times (r6th of January rgo5\, p. rzd,.t P. Robinson, " Saunterings in Utah," Harper's Magazi,nc (1883),
lxvij.. 7o5-7r4.a " Presidential Address," Proa. S.P.R. (r9r3), xxvi. 19.
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wooden rod at once fall to the ground because of the fact,
amply demonstrated in the previous chapter, that the rod is
far from being always a wooden one, that it can be of any
substance which responds to muscular movements, and that
it can be entirely dispensed with. In short, any theory which
seeks to explain the origin or rationale of dowsing on the
basis of the material or shape of the rod is ipso Jacto valueless.

The theory of electricity can be disposed of in a very simple
manner by any reader who cares to go to the trouble. Those
dowsers who allege that the phenomena they produce are due
to electricity, further allege that if they stand on a sheet of
insulating material the rod will not move. It has already
been pointed out that this fact, if it is atact, would not demon-
strate the falseness of the theory, for if the dowser stands on
a sheet of insulating material or on a glass-legged stool, he
is merely preventing electrical conduction from the earth and
does not impair electrical induction. But this simple experi-
ment can be adapted in this way: place the dowser over a
spot beneath which he declares water to run and cause him
to stand on a stool or the like which is capable of being caused
to alternately insulate and uninsulate him. Now when the
dowser knows that he is completely insulated, his rod will n6t
budge an inch ; then go through some elaborate, but meaning-
less, actions and inform the dowser that he is uninsulated:
immediately the rod will dip. Nevertheless throughout the
experiment the dowser was uniformly insulated. This simple
test has been repeatedly carried out and proves in an incontro-
vertible manner that what causes the rod to move under these
circumstances is not electricity but the dowser's own ideas,
whether conscious or subconscious. This opinion gains strong
support from an equally simple experiment described by Sir
E. B. Tylor, whose clear intellect and power of discrimination
led him to this view as far back as rBB3. He said in a lecture
given at the University Museum, Oxford: " That the spring
or other object sought has really no effect on the instrument,
but that its dipping has to do with the seeker, is sufficiently
shown by its being considered to act with the most dissimilar
objects-a spring of water, a vein of ore, a piece of metal, a
dead body-, which have, however, this in common, that they
are what the dowser is in search of. It does not appear that
he fraudulently moves the rod, but my sensations led me to
agree with Chevreul that the slight movements of the hands
aie unconsciously guided to accumulate into impulses sufficient
to cause the twig to dip or rise. I noticed that when I could
allow my attention to itray, the rod would from time to time
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move in my hands in a way so lifelike that an uneducated person
might rvell suppose the movements to be spontaneous. It
is hardly necessary to say that the rod always moves where
the bearer's mind suggests an object. In the present case the
special business of the dowser was to find springs of water,
and his difficulty was to distinguish between the mere top
sPrings, which though acting on the rod were of course practiC-
ally worthless, and the valuable main springs which would
repay the sinking of a well. In the trial an incident occurred
which threw light on the whole operation. The rod when
brought over my watch, dipped strongly, and the dowser
looking up at me with innocent archness said : . You see, sir,
it's just over the mainspring of your watch.' The remark
showed how his mind was so simply controlled bv association
of ideas, that he expected the same action from a main spring
of water and of a watch, their likeness of name quite overriding
their unlikeness of nature. Nothing could have better shown
at once the man's sincerity and the purely ideal character of
his craft, nor does one often meet with a more perfect illustra-
tion of the state of mind where magic has its origin in delusive
analogy, whether of things or of their names." l

Those theories which posit a magnetic, radio-active or other
emanation from water, and the vibratory theory of Sir W. H.
Preece, cannot be so easily disposed of. The case against them
is based on the fact that the dowser is not only able to find
underground water, but can also find mineral veins, coal, oil
and petroleum, hidden coins and any object or substance what-
ever on which the dowser's intention is fixed.

$ 3. Dowsmc FoR MrscBrraNBous On;ecrs

We are obliged to relegate for brief mention many now
subsidiary uses of dowsing. We have seen that at one time
the rod was exclusively used for the finding of minerals. This
use has now almost entirely died out, probably because of the
very exact knowledge we now possess of the location of such
mineral deposits. Nevertheless occasional use of the rod for
this purpose still occurs. One of the most successful practi-
tioners of dowsing for metals in contemporary days was a
dowser named Hazel who lived near Bristol until his death in
r9oo. A record of general observations and experiments with
Hazelhas been kindly made by Mr W. Pole Roulh, of Reading.
Again, a report has rlached ui of a recent discovery of gold b"y
means of dowsing in the Curone Valley in Piedmont, some

r " Anthropology," Natura (1883), xxviii. 58.
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miles from Alessandria. Mrs Greig, of Mill, South Zeal, Oke-
hampton, Devonshire, has had some interesting successes in
the discovery of underground coal, and has proved equally
successful in some experiments carried out with her by Colonel
W. G. Lowther, J.P., for the discovery of metals. In this
connexion it may be interesting to observe that early in r9r7
Sir William Barrett had the idea that submarines and mines
might be discovered from the surface of the water by means
of dowsing; after consultation with Sir Oliver Lodge the idea
was put before the Admiralty Board of Invention and Research,
who authorized experiments to be made, which, however,

owing to the expense involved,
did not take place.

Dowsing has also been ap-
plied in the American conti-
nents to the finding of mineral
waters (a case of which will be
found in Appendix B), oil and
petroleum. Several accounts
of these last applications have
reached us which describe suc-
cesses, more particr:larly in
Peru; and Mr Frank N. Hales
of Armstrong, British Colum-
bia, has kindly sent an account
of the achievement of an oil-
dowser in California, who
states that he learnt his art in

Frc. 65. China. But with all these
TnrRooesnBr-osvA.GrnMaNMrrrn fOfmS We CannOt deal. We
C. Sterne, Dic Wahrsag*ng (1862), p. 8E may conClUde thiS brief SurVey

of the varied uses of dowsing
by quoting an extremely interesting and valuable relation of
Sir Herbert Maxwell (also independently described in a letter by
Andrew Lang), from which it will be seen that Aymar's tracing
of human beings by means of his rod is not a solitary case.
It may be mentioned that the Mr Howson referred to has sub-
sequently carried out a number of experiments in dowsing
which show that his achievements in the following case are
far from unique. Sir Herbert's story opens with an account
of cases of water-dowsing, which are worth reproducing, though
we have not obtained independent testimony: " Our County
Council having condemned open springs for the domestic
supply of water and called upon landowners to provide covered
wells, I found myself under the necessity of sinking no fewer
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than ninety-fi.ve wells. In ninety-three cases water was found.
without difficulty ; wells were sunk and equipped at an average
cost of {25, or {2A75 in all. But on two farms we were
defeated, we failed utterly to hit upon a supply.

Hearing of our dilemma, Mr Howson, a gentleman of Lanca-
shire, most kindly offered his assistance as an amateur dowser.
He had never been on the ground before,l but he came, he
saw, he conquered. He walked at high speed over the fields
quartering the ground as a well-trained pointer might do,
and carrying before him, not the traditional forked hazel rod,
but a piece of stout twisted wire, bent to form an acute angle,
with an end held in either hand. On both farms he indicated
a spot where we should sink a well; we did so and found
an ample supply in each place, which has never failed in the
ten years that have gone
by since.

Some years previously,
desiring to sink a well in
the garden, I had availed
myself of the power of a
lady friend who had the
gift of 'dowsing '. She
went all over the ground,
and her rod (an orthodox
hazel this time) indicated
one spot, and one only,
where water would be found.
The weII was never sunk,
and I bethought me of trying whether Mr Howson's wire
would correspond in its action with that of the lady's hazel.
I took him over the whole ground, and, sure enough, at the
very

w
Mr Howson asked whether we wo

same spot his index turned smartly up.
e were sitting at luncheon one

Frc. 66.
A SevBNtBeNTH-cENTURy FnnNcn Roo

P. Garnier, Disserta,tion $692), p. 3z

day, eight or ten of us, when
uid care to see some further

experiments with the divining rod. Of course we agreed. He
then said that if he might take the ' power 'of any one present
by touching him or her with the point of the wire that served
him as a rod, that person miglit go out into the park or woods
or anywhere and that he would follow his or her footsteps at
any time within, I think he said, 36 hours. So we sent out a
young lady, whose 'power'he took in the manner prescribed,
pressing the polnt of the wire on her arm. We gave her a ten

I The geological foundation is lower Silurian rock, overlaid with
glacial drift the surface soil or tilth being rather light gravelly loam.
The land lies iu aseries of low ridges, and is under arable rotation.
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minutes start, and then set forth in pursuit, guided by the
diviner. It was impossible that there should be any collusion
between pursuer and pursued, for it was I who asked the lady
to submit to the experiment, and Mr Howson had never met
her till just before we sat down to luncheon. It was equally
impossible that he should have seen from his seat at the table
the direction she took in her flight; yet he hit the trail at
once, followed it step by step, the index pointing upward when
he was right and rising to horizontal when he was astray.
Our operator followed that young woman across a wide lawn,
into a wood on the far side, where she had described a consider-
able circuit, returning to the flower-garden near the house.
Here Mr Howson got confused. 'There are several tracks
here,'said he ; ' I am afraid I am beaten this time.' It turned
out that the young lady had been in the garden before luncheon
gathering flowers !

The next chase ended more satisfactorily. A male member
of the party was sent forth, his 'power' having been duly
taken, and, after prolonged pursuit, was run to ground.

Even more perplexing was Mr Howson's next demonstration
of his power. He bade us arange round a table a number
of pieces of crockery-porcelain, delft, stoneware, etc., three or
four of each manufacture. We did so, and allowed the operator
to 'take the power ' of one piece of a set. He was then
brought into the room blindfold, was led round the table, and
with his rod picked out the pieces of the set of which he had
taken the 'power.' " Sir Herbert Maxwell proceeds to describe
further and equallyinteresting experiments of the same nature.l

$ 4. Dowsrrvc FoR Hroorr eNp Losr OnSEcts

There is a large body of evidence showing that the dowser
succeeds equally well in finding hidden or lost objects as in
finding underground water, but one need do no more than
quote a few typical instances. Thus Mr T. Forder Plowman
writes : " Some time ago I met a personal friend, Mr William
Brown, of Middlehill House, Box, at the Board Room of the
G.W.R. Company, at Bristol, whither we had both come to
attend a meeting, quite unconnected with either water or
divining. While we were waiting, some one called to see Mr
Brown, and before this person left my friend asked me if I had
ever seen a water diviner, as he could show me one. I replied
that I had heard of such persons, but had never dropped across
them. He then introduced me to John Mullins, who, he

I Memoirs of the Months (r897-r9zz), vi. t?r-r74.
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said, had been most successful in finding water on his property.
After I had had some conversation with MullinS, ffiy friend
asked him to leave the room for a few momen's. When he
had done so Mr Brown informed me that, although Mullins
would not bind himself to find anything but water, he had
had proof of his capacity to discover hidden metal, and he
would test it in my presence. He then took three sovereigns
from his purse and placed them in a line, and several feet apart,
underneath the Turkey carpet. I may say that the door of
the room was closed, and that no one could observe our pro-
ceedings through the keyhole, as it did not command the end
of the room we were in. We then called Mullins in, and asked
him to use his rod along the left-hand side of the room. He
took a forked twig from his pocket and proceeded up the room
with it, holding it in front of him as I have described. It
showed no agitation at first, but soon did so, and we marked
the spot with a piece of paper. Twice afterwards this occurred,
and Mullins said he had no doubt but that he had come across
some water conveyed under the flooring, probably the supply
to a cistern. We then turned up the carpet and found the
sovereigns on the spots indicated by the rod." r

Mr Brown carried out another interesting experiment of this
nature, which he describes in a letter. In Mullins's absence he
and some others who were present placed ten stones on the
road, putting a sovereign under each of three of these stones.
When Mullins came he was asked to pass his rod over these
stones, the experiment having been explained to him, and
without hesitation gave correct indications. When he came
to a stone under which there was no sovereign he at once said,
" Nothing here master," but when he came to the others he
remarked, " AII right, master, thankee," turned the stone over
and put the sovereign in his pocket.

A number of similar incidents in finding coins, drain-pipes and
the like, have been described incidentally in previous chapters.
The following one is typical; Mr Bruce of Norton Hall, Glou-
cester, writes : " Mullins also found a half-sovereign I had
buried in a walk we were then making. I would have lost
the half-sovereign if it had not been for Mullins, as I was so
careful not to put any mark fon the place where it has been
hidden] that I was not able to find the place myself, and when
Mullins stopped and said it was under his foot, I thought he
was wrong, but there it was ! "

In May r9o9 a number of scientists and the three dowsers,
r " The Divining Rod," Proceedings of the Bath Natural History anil

Antiquarian Field Club (1889), vi. 4t4-4r5.
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Mr J. F. Young, of Llanelly, Mr Ede, of Arundel, and Mr H.
Farndell, of Littlehampton, gathered in the Caxton HaII,
Westminster, for the purpose of carrying out set experiments
such as those described above. One of the experiments was
as follows : A coin was to be hidden in some palt of the room
in the absence of the dowsers and while all lhose present in
the room looked out of the window, the person hiding the coin
was then to leave the room, and one of the dowsers called in
to try and find the coin. This was done five times: first the
coin was hidden by Sir William Barrett beneath an article
lying on a chair in the large Council Room, 45 other chairs
bein-g similarly covered. The odds against finding the coin
at the first venture were thus 45 to r, but when Mr young
was called in he immediately indicated the correct chair. M;
Y-oung again left the room, accompanied by a guard.ian, and.
the coin was hidden under anothei chair, 

-which 
was again

correcthr indicated by Mr Young. The odds against two such
consecutive successes being due to chance coincidence ate 2,o25
t9 ,. A third experiment was made with Mr Young, and thii
time 

_a sceptical gentleman, Mr A. E. Best, hid the sovereign,
the 

-dowser_s 
being absent and all those present looking dut

of the window. Mr Best then left the robm and the d6wser
came in and fixed on a certain chair. This was wrong, but
when Mr Best came in he said he had first put it theri and
then removed it to another chair. Without 

-any 
information

b-eing given t9 lhe dowser he was asked to try again to find
the coin, which he did correctly. There would be [ood reason
to consider this as two distinct, and even speciallyinstructive,
successes, but reckoning it merely as a sutcess at the second
attempt and reckoning the odds against such a success as being
20 to r, the odds against the results at the end of the third
experiment being due to hazard are 4o,5oo to r. The fourth
time the coin was hidden by Mr H. May and again found at
the first trial by Mr Young. On the fiith and last trial the
sovereign was secreted by Mr R. F. Duke, F.G.S., and found
at the fi-rst attempt by Mr Ede. At the end of the experiment
the o_dds against the results being purely fortuitous were
over 8o,ooo,ooo to r, presenting on absolute moral certitude
that the dowser is able to find hidden objects. M. Charles
Richet has carried out,,very similar experiments,r and among
dowsers who have kindly submitted to iuch tests may be men--
tioned Mr R. G. D. Tosswill, of Budleigh Salterton, MiJermans,
F.R.I.B.A. of Exeter, and Mr Young]some of whose irrcc"rs"i
.t " La Suggestion mentale," Reaue Philasophigue (r88a), xviii. 639

et seq.
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have just been recorded and who conducted, with himself as
subject, many other similar experiments.

The Rev. H. J. T. Tringham, of Long Cross Vicarage, Chertsey,
is an amateur dowser, and has carried out some interesting
experiments, some of which he describes in the following letter
(dited the zrst of January 1922) 1 " Last night I was making

Frc. 67 Tnr Roo AS HELD av Gesnrrr. or Monttrler: Frnst
Posrtrou

FIc. 68. Tnr Roo AS HELD sv Gegntrr. oa Montrr-lBt: SrcoNp
Postttou

Frc. 69. Tnr Roo 
^. 

,tro*rolrfi3i*rrt ot Motrrtlrt: Tnrno

From his Histoirc ilc l'hyilroseopic (r849), Frontispiece

the test flby dowsing] over a lot of coins-silver and copper,
and the rod moved in a lively fashion, but I found . . . that
it would only work if the thought of metal was in my mind.
If I thought of water it would not work for metal, and vice
versa. Well, that is weird enough, but it occurred to me
that I might be deceiving myself as to the movement of the
rod over the coins, more especially when I found that to get
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I summarise the facts as told me by Prof. Du Toit. When

the boy was about 5 years of age, his father, finding the three
wells on his farm inadequate, started digging for another
without success. The boy came running to his mother : ' Why
does father dig there ? There is no water there. He ought
to dig here. There is water here,'and he pointed to a spot some
yards away from where the father was digging. At first no
one paid any attention, taking it for childish prattle. But the
boy insisted, and his curiously positive conviction finally
impressed the parents so much that they dug at the spot
indicated, where, in due course, they struck a plentiful supply.
At first they were upset, believing it-as 'backveld' Boeis
are quite likely to do-a case of diabolical possession, but the
minister of the Dutch Reformed Church had the good sense
to reassure them. The story presently came to be hinted
about the countryside; other farmers, either from curiosity
or because themselves in need of fresh wells, asked the boy
to visit their farms and indicate water. As a result, the
parents soon lost their superstitious terror, and in fact ended
by making a business of their son's 'gift ',-by now, no doubt,
regarded as 'divine.' At any rate, I was told that the fee-
payable_ to the father-is {5 for three indications; money
returned in case of failure. Many farmers, according to my in-
formant, and also villages have successfully availed themselves
of the py's_services. Of failures I could hear nothing-only
of an alleged failure. When that was reported to the-boy h-e
insisted that they must have dug at the wrong spot, and revisit-
ing the locality, he is said to have indicated as the original spot
I spo-t about, one yard away from the one where the peopte
ha_d dug, and at this original spot water was duly found.

The boy employs no rod or any other instrumenf or device.
He is said to 'see ' the water simply as if there were no solid
soil between him and it at all. He will point to the slope of
a 'kopje' and trace the line of a subterranean water-course,
as if it were on the surface. And he speaks of seeing the -*ater
'gleam 'and sparkle as if it were in the sunlight. He estimates
the volume at least sufficiently to advise his employers whether
it is worth their while to dig or not. I could not get certain
evidence as to whether he can tell accurately how deep down
they have to dig before they strike water. Also, I could not
ascertain whether he is in a trance or in any other way in
an abnormal condition when ' seeing'water. But he was de-
scribed as, apart from the gift, a perfectly normal and healthy
child. Needless to say, he has no geological knowledge of any
kind."
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There is no lack of historical evidence for this method of
dowsing by " seeing " the water and the like. In Appendix
A are discussed the Spanish dowsers known as Zahoris, or clear-
seers. In the eightienth century there was Jean Jacques
Parangue 1in France and the woman Pedegacha 2 in Portugal ;
and in Switzerland in the first half of the nineteenth century
occurred the striking case of Katharina Beufler and Anna Maria
Briegger, s both of Thurgovia. In none of these cases, however,
is the evidence sufficiently ample to justify its being discussed
here. By a curious chance that is not the case in an incident
recorded by Dr Ashburner. This writer, in considering the
facts of dowsing, gives a remarkable instance of a girl who,
when mesmerised (the word was still fashionable when he wrote),
appeared to be an excellent dowser; in the hypnotic trance,
when the rod moved in her hands, she exclaimed that she saw
the water a few feet beneath the surface, and gave a vivid
description of it. Dr Ashburner quotes in full the letter he
had received from a lady, a friend of his, giving a minute
account of this experiment, which was made in a field adjoining
the lady's house in Hertfordshire. At the spot where the rod
turned and the girl declared that she saw the water, a well
was dug, and an abundant supply of good water was found
a few feet below the surface, though previously the lady states
that they had " very bad water and had long been unable to
find a good spring." a

This took place in the middle of the last century and it seemed
hopeless to obtain any confirmation of the case, especially as
Dr Ashburner gives no names. But by a fortunate chance
a letter was sent to Sir William Barrett from a lady living at
Waterford, who writing to a friend d' propos of his first report
on dowsing, gave an account of a visit she paid in fi47 to her
aunt in Hertfordshire, Miss 8., and narrates the very circum-
stance described by Ashburner. The writer confirms several

I See Gazette ile France (rzth of l:un'e r77z); Mercure ile Frartce
(rZZz), i. r37, ii. 169-173; 

- 
Saurey, L'Hyilroscope et le aentriloque

(rZ7z\ ; Histoire il;une ieune anglaise (rlZi.
, Meraure ile Franoe (rZzS), li. zrzo-zrz5; $728), i. rr75-tr77;

MCmoire instructiJ pour un uoyogeur (tZS8), i. rr4, rzo ; Rozier, Intro-
iluation aut obseraations sul la physique (tZZ.z), ii. 255-26o.

. Morgenblatl (r8ro), iv. rz37-r244; L. Oken, " Die Rhabdomantin
Beutler," fsis (r8r8), II. i. 14o-146; J. H. D. Zschokke, UeberlieJer-
ungen zul Geschichte unsere Zeit (r8r8), pp.33r-335 ; id,., Eine Selbst-
sahau (1842), i. zz6-227, i. t7z; J. F. Weisse, Erfahrungen iiber
arzneiaerstdndige Somnambulen (r8t9), pp. 7 S-84.

' C. von Reichenbach, Physico-fhysiologiaal Researahes, ed. by J.
Ashburner (r85o-r85r), pp. 9o-ro6,
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of his statements, and it was found that she was unaware that
Ashburner had written anything on the subject.

In view of these facts it seemed desirable to arrange a set
experiment along these lines; but it is almost imposiible to
induce a professional dowser to submit to such a test, because
it requires a good deal of time, patience and intelligence : the
patier.'ce and the intelligence he very often does not possess
and the time he can more profitably dispose of in dowsing for
water. It was decided therefore to have recourse to an amateur ;
about this time was received the following letter from Mr F.
J._ Young : " In the year rB93 I had a remarkable experience
when out water-finding with the rod. . I found that
after 'setting' myself to use the rod, i.e., getting into an
abstracted mentaL condition, lost to all around, when, or just
before, the rod turned, I could-as it were clairvoyantly-see
the underground springs and actually appeared able to trace
them out as I walked along. My friend Mr Robertson, who,
as you are aware, also uses the rod with success as an amateur
water-finder, tells me he also had a similar experience, and
we have since read that a ' diviner ' named Adams,a Somerset
man, frequently asserted the same thing."

It was therefore decided to ask Mr Young to submit to some
experiments, to which he readily consented. The method was
this: he was asked to try whether a pencil held in his hand
would write automatically certain words or numbers that would
be enclosed in a sealed envelope. Some words of three letters
were therefore written in capital letters, the paper placed
between the folds of a piece of thick paper and then entlosed
in an opaque envelope which was securely fastened and sealed
w_ith a private seal. Three such envelopes were posted to Mr
Young. He replied: " On receiving your lettei I gave the
envelopes to my sister-in-law, who took charge of them till I
was ready to make the experiment. When at leisure in the
eve_ning-she gave me one of the envelopes marked (3), which
I placed inside Ty gap, and put cap and envelope on'the top
of my bald head. ,I sat at a table, as usual, wiih a pencil iir
my hand,._and m_ade py mind as blank as possible, patiently
waiting till my hand appeared controlled-to write-withoul
any -volition on my part. After waiting for a little while my
hand suddenly scribbled out, on an old postcard which wai
lying near, the enclosed, which looks like-ONW, or else the
last letter is E, ONE. I send the postcard to you with the
scribble on it. Will you please say what the-word is ? I
return the envelope.

I found the experiment very tiring, as if some vital force
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were exhausted, and will try the other envelopes another time.
P.S. Before posting this letter, I made a second experiment

with another of your envelopes, the one marked (z). First
I tried with the rod in my hands, my sister slowly repeated
the alphabet aloud; this she did three or four times. After
the first repetition the rod moved at the letters A, B and C
and no others. I then tried automatic writing with my eyes
shut ; the enclosed came, starting from the x-it looks like A.

ONE
Frc, 7o. Ftnst ExpBnruBrt: LBmrns PLAcED IN TIIE ENvalopp

Frc. 7r. Frnsr ExpsntMBlrt: LBrrBns PRoDUcED sv Mn YouNc

@xyw

CAfr

Frc. 73.
SBcoNo ExpBnrueNr: LBrrBns
PRoDUCED av Mn Yourc AT THE

Frnsr Arrr*rpr

Fto. 72. SBcoNo ExpBnrltBNt: LrrtBns PLAcED IN THE ENvsr.opr

Ftc. 74.
SEcoNDExpruurNt: LBttBns
PRoDUcED nv Mn YoUNG AT THE

sEcoND ArrnlrPr

B. On a second attempt the same letters came somewhat
clearer."

On receiving the envelopes they were carefully examined and
found not to have been tampered with in any way. They were
then opened and in No. 3 was found the word ONE, and in
No. z the word CAB. Figs. 7o-74 are facsimiles of the original
and of the writing sent by Mr Young. Sir William Barrett,
who conducted this experiment, had no idea which of numerous
words he had written was in the envelopes he had sent. The
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experiment, therefore, was a strikingly successful one. Unfor-
tunately, before Mr Young could proceed to the third envelope,
illness and death invaded his house, and the experiments were
laid aside and forgotten. Before this experiment Mr Young
had made others of a similar nature, which are, however,
recorded on his sole authority. Mr Young was a man of
unquestionable integrity, who devoted many years to this
problem, not only without any kind of gain but also without
gaining, or seeking, notoriety. Nevertheless, the results must
be taken for what they are worth. He wrote on the 5th of
January rgroo : " I made a few trials this evening. I cut some
squares of paper all alike, put a number of one figure on each,
then turned the squares upside down, shuffied them about in
every way, and then picked up one of the squares with my eyes
closed, put it on the top of my head and placed my cap on,
it fitting close to the crown of my head. Then I made myself
as passive as possible, and either slowly repeated the figures
till a certain one seemed to be right, or the impression-of a
particular figure came as soon as I put the cap on my head;
when it came thus quickly, it was invariably right. This is the
result, and the order in which I took up the figures, of course
one at a time. x denotes a wrong guess:
Figureonsquare. zl+lZl Slslz I s I s I 6 I rFigureguessed x I + lzl s l* l, I s li I o l.
The experiment was very exhausting, so that I could not go
on any longer."

- Finally under this head may be quoted the following passage
from a statement kindly sent by Professor E. Garnett, Piincipil
of the Pretoria Normal College and Professor of Education
at the Transvaal University College. We have not obtained
independent verification of his statement, but the facts are
carefully recorded. Professor Garnett (writing from Alandale,
Grahamstown, on the 3rd of February rg24), after describing
various discoveries of note made by his eighteen-year-old son
Edward Oscar Garnett, the manner in which he discovered
his ability to dowse, and his procedure and sensations, proceeds :

" During the past few months, my son has discovered (again
t-ry-ing simple tests- by way of amusement) that in reply to
definite Questions the rod behaves as planchette.

The method he adopts is as follows:
The rod is held at forehead level, almost vertical.
Questions are asked in usual tone and pitch of voice.
For 'Yes' the rod moves forward and downward.
For 'No ' the rod moves backward and downward.
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The first trials were of a very simple and easily verified nature.
During the last five weeks {he following examination results
were predicted, and the fulfilment realized within the past
fortnight, viz.,

(r) llis sister Kathleen Erica's pas_sing the Cape University
Junior Matriculation, Class I.

(z) Hii friend Barbara Bell-John's passing the Transvaal
Matriculation.

Occasionally the answers were given by the Morse Cod,c

which my son knows, a tremor representing the dot, a sharp
downward stroke the dash."

$ 6. Tur CnvprrsrnETlc THEoRY oF DowsING

The several categories of phenomena surveyed above,appgal
to us to lead inevitably to the conclusion that no physical
theory can cover the ficts. In our view the phenomena of
dowsing are due to the follorving causative chain of Psyqlo-
logical ind physiological happenings : a suggestion is r.eceived by
thi dowseJs iubconsciousness by means of a sensibility as yet
unknown to us and therefore admirably named by M. Richet
cryptesthesia (xEmrdE hidden ! ain0r1o6, perception); .the
triotrteage thui iupernormally obtained can become conscious
in severall ways : (r) if the person is one whose access to, and
ability to become conscious of, knowledge in his subconscious-
ness ii more continuous and complete than those of the normal
person, the cryptesthetic suggestio-n received by h]s sub.con-

iciousness can-allmost simultaneously become conscious either
bv a purely abstract cognition or by means of a visualisation
oi ev"r, by heans of an hallucination of one or more of the senses.

Under this head would come many of those phenomena which
we have considered in which the dowser simply " knows " when
he has discovered the object of his search or " sees " it.

Such cases, however, are exceptional, and the dowser 8!n9r-
ally becomes conscious of the subconscious suggestion' (") by
me-*rrs of unconscious, automatic movements such as those

which provide the phenomena of automatic ry-rit1ng, of .the
planchdtte, of the pZndule exphrateur, and of all those-th-ings
irni.ft Sir Wlliam-Barrett tias named autoscopes, including,
of course, the dowsing-rod. Intermediately between these
alternatives may be plaled (3) those reactions of the subcon-
scious suggestion which caust the phenomela which may be

comoreheh-sivelv described as the malaise of the dowser.
In'short, we'claim that dowsing is a purely psychological

problem, that all its phenomena find their origin in the dowser's
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mind, that no physical theory can bear close consideration,
and that the movements of the rod and of the dowser have no
more direct relation to the discovery of, say, water than as
giving physical and visible expression to a mental and abstract
cognition.

Much evidence put forward in this chapter and the previous
one obviously can bear no other interpretation. How else can
the simple experiment of insulating and uninsulating the dowser
be explained ? Nevertheless this theory has been strongly
criticised, but before turning to these criticisms we may briefly
review some of the support this view has received. Over two
centuries ago Zeidler pointed out that the rod should not be
asked questions transcending human intelligence, " for it is
your own spirit that answers; you collect your mind, and it
answers the rod according to the nature of the spirit." r Sir
Lauder Brunton has well expressed this theory in writing:
" I am inclined to think that the success of the divining rod,
in some hands, for finding water or even for tracing criminals,
is due to its causing involuntary muscular action, and thus
enabling the person using it to consciously recognise that
impressions have been made upon him which would otherwise
never have arisen above the state of sub-consciousness." s

This is the view endorsed by M. Charles Richet,s and finally
may be quoted a passage by a German writer. In Germany
nearly all students of this subject are still hankering after
electrical and magnetic theories, a circumstance which gives
the following passage (with the terminology of which we dis-
agrge) all the more value : " The dowsing-rod is only an
auxiliary meant to intensify the almost unnoticeable change
in the physiological condition of the body, and to visualiie
more strongly the unconscious action of the muscles, the indica-
tion of a nervous stimulation of the body, as Heim very rightly
remarks. The fact that the rod generally turns upwards in
France and downwards in Germany is another clear proof
that in dowsing it is only an unconscious physiological change,
and that the whole act is of a subjective nature, and the mystic
rod is but a means to fix the attention and to magnify by lever-
age the feeble motions of the muscles-an instrument which
can be dispensed with after adequate practice." I

, Pantomysterium (t7oo), c. 6.
2 " Truth and Delusion," The Uniuersal Reuiew (1889), iii. 54.

_ 3 See e.g., Traitd d,e mCtapsychique (rgz3), pp. zgr et seq.; see also
Pierre Janet, L'automatisme psychologique $88$, pp. 36i et seq.; J.
Grasset, L'occultisrne hier et auiourd'hii (r9o8), pp. rrz et seq.-; iit.,
Le spiritisme d.euant la science (rSo+), pp. zz6 el seq,

' R. Hennig, Wund,er unil, Wissenschaft (rgog, pp. r35-r35. The
translation is not ours.
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$ 7. CnrrrcrsMs oF THE CRvrTESTHETTc Tnronv
The central criticism directed at the theory we have just

outlined is a fundamental one, which, if it could be sustained,
would nullify all that we have so far said. The critics who
follow this line (the earliest of them was Mr E. T. Bennet) 1

state in effect that unconscious muscular action is not capable
of producing some of the movements of the rod that have been
observed, and that have been described above, and particularly
that such unconscious muscular action does not account for
the phenomena of the transmission of the movements of the
rod, that is, the movements of the rod in the hands of a non-
dowser when touched by a dowser (see $$ 3 and 4 in the
previous chapter).

Before meeting this criticism directly, let us consider this
important point : if the movements of the rod are not caused
by muscular action on the part of the dowser, to what cause
are they due ? Mr A. P. Sinnett, the theosophist, wrote in
a letter, " . . . when you get the hazel rods twisted with a
force that seems disposed to break them it looks as if there
were some elemental agency at work and I should be inclined
to regard some of your 'dowsers' as mediums rather than
clairvoyants." In our opinion the phenomena known as tele-
kinesis, the movement of objects without physical contact,
rests on a sufficiently broad basis of experimental evidence to
be regarded as proved; we therefore are not disposed to reject
d. priori the suggestion that the movements of the rod are due
to a force or ectoplasm emitted by the dowser. But there is
no evidence whatever that this is the case, and aneconomyof
hypothesis leads us to reject this view so far as the average
case of dowsing is concerned. It must also be remembered
that the use of-a rod on which such a force could exercise its
influence is not indispensable.

A view held by some persons was put forward in a letter by
A. R. Wallace to the effect that the rod is used by discarnate
intelligences. This opinion cannot be better criticised than
by quoting from a letter from Sir Oliver Lodge, whose belief
in human survival is well known : " I am interested in Wallace's
view ; suppose the dowser were a medium, how does that explain
the movement of the stick ? Does he 'suppose a deceased
person comes and bobs the stick about ? If so how does the
deceasedpersonknowofthewater ? Byclairvoyance ? Then
why not the dowser by clairvoyance ? " In fact, we are again
at the law of economy of hypothesis.

t Journ. S.P.R. (r8SZ), viii. r5r-r55.
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The theory occasionally is put forward that thought-transfer-

ence can account for the phenomena of dowsing; this idea
can be easily disp-osed of. Granting the possibility of thought-
tr-ansference, and g{anting that this may be the explanation
when some person living or dead knowi the whereibouts of
the object looked for, thought-transference cannot account
for- the finding of underground water, metals and the like,
and of lost objects.

$ 8. UxcoNscrous Muscuren AcrroN

We must now return to the contention of many critics and
nearly all dowsers that muscular action is incapable of pro-
ducing the observed movements of the rod. ihe dowiers
themselves eIprg:s _this opinion in no hesitating manner;
thus Major Wedderburn Maxwell writes: ., I hlave taken
hold of people by one hand and made them hold the wire
or twig in their Ieft hand and held the other end in my right
hand, and the wire or twig will work and twist despitL wf,at
any one doesor wishes to do to prevent it.,, Deanbvenden,
after describing some experiments which he carried out,
continues: " I felt a downward drag which f was unable to
resist, altlrough employing all my muscular force in the oppo-
site direction. . . . There was, I am convinced, a force ext&nal
to myseU pulling_a_gainst me." Dr D. W. Eshelby, of Stock-
ton House, near Worcester, writing in a letter ab6ut a young
farmer named Skyrne in his neighbourhood, who is a sriccessl
ful dowser, writes: " He [Skyine] endeavours to rasisl the
dgwnry1{ j-erk 

_of .the branch. To assure myself of this I
clpsped his hands in mine and then walked siowly over the
pipe of running water at night. The moment we 

-came 
over

the water the sensation was is though someone had seized the
apex of the triangular branch and forcibly borne it down;
our hands resisted this downward movemLnt, and the two
sticks gave way at the spot where they left his hands, and
showed a 'green-stick fraiture., He did not move his hands
or wrists as I had hold of them and should have detected
any muscular movement sufficient to break the sticks.,, The
late Sir Richard Harington, after describing his experience as a
dowser, concludes that in his opinion his ixperiments (which
seem quite inconclusive to us), "-are conclusive that in my case
at least there must be the operation of some force extefror to
Ty gyn bod-y.. . . ." The reader will remember the Aymar-
rivalling exploits of Mr R. Howson, who subsequently Jgreed
to carry out some experiments ; writing of these he stites-that

___rur
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" no muscular action can account for the turning of the rod;
that it is due to some independent and external force, the
origin of which has yet to be discovered." And he concludes
in unmistakeable and courageous terms: " It is not the
muscle that moves the rod but the rod that moves the muscle."
We could quote many other letters from dowsers to the same
effect.

We will now pass on to evidence which shows that the
motion of the rod is really due to the muscular action of the
dowser, notwithstanding the fact that there are certain posi-
tions in which the rod is held where it seems at first sight to
be impossible for the dowser to move it. Such, for example,
as that shown in figure 34, where Stone is shown holding a thick
forked rod depending from the forefinger, second finger and
thumb of each hand. Stone himself asserts that there is no
movement of his fingers and that he holds the rod in this way
because it cannot be moved by the dowser; but a careful eye-
witness, Mr R. J. Charleton, writes as follows : " I must
contradict the assertion that no movement of Mr Stone's
fingers could be detected whilst he is using the divining rod.
I watched him most closely, and distinctly noticed that his
forefingers, second fingers and thumbs, between which he held
the ends of the forked stick, were strongly compressed upon
the pliant wood. At the same time there was an inward
twisting action of the fingers which had the effect of raising the
apex of the rod. Tremendous muscular force was apparently
being used, to such an extent, in fact, that the operator's hands
became quite swollen and tremulous when he had completed
his experiments. I have myself been able to verify this
explanation in my own person repeatedly, though I could not
move such thick twigs as Mr Stone employs, but his muscular
de'velopment is greater than mine and he is in constant
practice."

Further testimony is afiorded by Mr J. F. Young. Mr
Young was at first inclined to think that the movement of the
rod was entirely spontaneous and quite independent of the
dowser, but after his attention had been drawn to the matter,
he writes as follows : " I see that the motion of the rod,
which is always held in tension by the water-finder, is really
due to unconscious muscular action ; this is specially notice-
able with a watch-spring which I generally employ. In fact, I
am so convinced in this matter, after endless experiments,
that I defy any one to prove the contrary." A Somersetshire
incumbent gives corroborative testimony, and states that,
when holding the rod in the same way as the professional
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dowser.he employed, " the harder I grasped the stick to prevent
it turning, the- more it turned, til ;t last it broke in two, and
hurt the hand that held it." 1

But this is no new explanation of the motion of the rod,
for the fullest and best account of its motion, based upon
experimental evidence, is given by the American writei to
whom we have already referred, Mi Emerson, in the pages ofthe American Journal, of Science. The writer st oiv." frow
st-artling and apparently miraculous is the sudden *otio"
of the rod, in the handsof a good water-finder, and remarti
that if there be a fraud, the dowsers are themselves the-dufes,
It is true, lre goes on to say, that_ nearly every one can urge i1 to
turn in a fashion, but only in the hands of"a very t.* fo.i ii
T9v9, no! orlly wllhoqt _urging, but contrary [o their bestefforts. He himself tried again and again, "but failed. 

- 
Ai

last, one- day, watching a young and juccessful aiviner, he
noticed the peculiar spirit and air of determination with;ilich
he handled the rod.- " Hoping to catch his livelv ;;;;
[Mr Emerson says] I took the iod and tried mv hJnd ili;.!1t"1 I got to the bank of the rivulet the rod began to "ir"",and r could not restrain it. He who for the first tlme i" rrir rir"
has received an electric shock will recognise the sensationwhich
I experienced when I felt the limbs oithe rod crawling,;;;;
a-nd yry the point turning down in spite of every efiort mi,
clenched hands could make to restriin it. ln itris cont"i't
between myself and the rod the bark was stripped off the twis.
The secret appeared to be to hold the rod in i'spirited, i.;;;
fby this h.e apga-ren]ly.means a determined ind 

"o;fid;"t,not a weak and hesitating, manner], for since then the rod
has never failed to move 1n my hands, nor in the hands of
those I have instructed." z -

These opinions may b€ supplemented by those of two
trained observers who undertooli experimentJ for the purpose
of observing this specific point. Dr F. purser, prorS.rol-or
Physiology at Trinity College, Dublin, conducted such an
experimeat with Mr J. H. Jones, of whom we have alreadv
several times-sp_o_ken. Dr purser reported. as follows, ,. it'u
lntervrew wrth Mr Jones was held under rather unfavourable
c-rrcumstances, owing to the storm, but I think I was able to see
the movement by which the turning of the stick is effected.'Ihe movements by which the stick is turned are : (r) A

t Notes^and.Queries (r8S+), r S. x. r55.
. ^'^C.p. 

C....Richet, ..1a1 
lnlgestion me"niale,,, Reaue phitosophique

!rA8+), xviii. 63e-64o ; M. Culfin , Spiritualism and the ttr*' iriiniliii
(r9zo), pp. lZ-S8.
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rotation of the forearms, or one of them ; (2) a flexion of the
inner fingers, by which the stick is made a lever of the first
order with very short distance between the fulcrum and the
poye-I, or pcrhaps a lever of the third order. It was impossible
to follow the movements when the stick was rapidly iwirled,
or when Mr Jones walked rapidly and the rod suddenly turned
and he said: 'There is water here.' But when he stood
over the place where he said underground water existed, and
professed to struggle against the motion of the stick, the
movement was evident, and I had no difficulty in imitating the
movements--Tyself, although, of course, not so dexterously as
Mr Jones did. As to whether the movements are conscious
or unconscious I cannot express any opinion,-but that the
stick- is moved by the muscles of the- arm and not by any
occult influence cannot be doubted, I think, by anyreasonable
being."

The second opinion referred to is contained in the following
extract from the report of a small committee who, in 1894,
critically examined a dowser at work. The committee of
investigation consisted of the pathologist and the assistant
physician of one of the Bristol hospitals, Mr Mole, F.R.C.S.,
and Dr F. H. Edgeworth, the latter having made neurology
a special study, and the Rev. R. A. Chudleigh, of West Parley
Rectory, Wimborne, Dorset. They were fortunate in securing
the co-operation of a skilful amateur dowser, who placed
himself, as well as his estate (on the border of the Mendips),
entirely at their service. In the course of a lengthy report
Mr Chudleigh says : " If there be one thing which is per-
fectly clear, it is that the movement of the wand is due to an
unconscious muscular contraction, just like other muscular
contractions, except that it is unconscious." He goes on to
say: " The violent tremor which convulsed the over-strained
arm is itself enough to suggest witchcraft to an ordinary spec-
tator, and yet I am sure that it is nothing more than what is
known as tnuscle-clonus." Anatomical reasons are then given
to account for the sudden violent motion of the rod, and the
report continues: " A precisely analogous phenomenon is
seen in those cases where a spinal wound or a spinal poison
throws the whole body into universal spasm; but the flexors
master the extensors and the back muscles overpower the front
ones,_ the result being the frightful and well-known pose called
opisthotonus." The writer then points out that t-he sudden
spontaneous tension of the muscles of the arms which occur
when the dowser believes himself to be over a spring is probably
due to auto-suggestion ; " this auto-suggestion makes a diviner
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positively tetanic rvhen he knows or thinks that lvater is
present."

It will be seen therefore that the assertions of the dowsers are
o_ver-balanced by those of competent observers. And we must
therefore find the reason why so many persons feel unable to
accept- the obvious and reasonable 

-tlieory of unconscious
muscular action. This reason is not far io seek: the 1ay
person-cannot believe an unconscious muscular action to be
p-erfectly-compatible with a conscious resistance to that ."tiorr.
Nevertheless the evidence that this is not only possible uut
constantly.done every day by everyone is overwhthing. fo
take a familiar case : many pirsonisufier from a tic, or ti"it"t -
ing of a.muscle, as that of t[e eyelid, for instance. 'Thi, ir;;
unconscious muscular action, and no amount of conscious
muscular effort will restrain that muscle from twitchins.
Further, to conclude this argume_nt, 

-there is a simple e"p";:_
ment that.everyone-can_try, and which not only tovers'the
present point but also the apparent difficulty of tne trans_
mission of unconscious muscular action.

.Yg$. peoglg w,]l firrd if they hold in their fingers a thread
which is weighted at the othei end with a rine "or somethins
of the kind, that this. thread or pendule exploriteur;ili-;;gi;
to move in a rhythmical mannei. This mlotion is not du&o
anything but unconscious muscular action, for (and this aoolies
equally well to the dowsing--rod) if 'the tfirea<i ue susp6iaea
from a fixed support, it wfu noi move.1 Thus the ro.'.iUitii'
of unconscious muscular a-ction is proved. Now, if 

"'uyit""al'.suggests to the holder of the thiead that it will move fromn9{f to _south, it will generally do so. This proves the pos_
sibility of suggestion controlring unconscious riuscurar ..fion.
-t'urther, if the holder of the thread tries by muscular effort or
passivity to stay the motion of the thread-, he will invariablvfail. This proves the impossibility of conscious functions, as I
rule, controlling tng6nscious onei. If now a suggestion con-
cerning, say, the direction of the movement of"t"he pend,ule,
be given to somebody in another room and out of ir.;;i"g;
and this person returns to the room and holds the hand 3i
the person who is holdilg the thread, the thread *iff ot.y
the sugge-stion. This will occur if one or more persons are
interposed 

-between the holder of the thread and'the p;rso;
to w.{r991 the suggestion is given. In this way is pror"d th"
p_ossibility of transmitting unconscious muscuiar riovements.
We need only add that concerning all these points there is aii

r An experiment on these lines was made by Kircher three centuriesago; see pp. r2-r3 above.
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enormous mass of evidence which can be found in the writings
of psychologists, hypnotists, psychical re-searchers, and others.
It w6,uld Ue iate t6 pretend that we understand the rationale
of such phenomena,-but their existence no serious person can
doubt unless he be of the disposition of that observer of Bleton
who declared that he would not believe even if he saw. But
it would be equally idle to pretend that unconscious muscular
action in itself is 

-a 
complete explanation ; that is far from

being the case. To mention only one point yet to- be-resolv-ed,

why does the unconscious muscular action take the form that
produces a movement in a rod ? This psychological difficulty
has been very well put by Sir Charles Sherington in a letter:
" . . . An emotional stimulus is often directly connected
with an unwilled movement; but the movement is as a rule
such a one as without straining interpretation bears some ob-
vious significance as appropriate for circumstances-likely to
be concurrent with the itimulus. It is curious to find a move-
ment connected with emotion which seetns comparatively mean-
ingless. In the dowser the muscular contractions actuating
the rod do not convey any feature of particular appropriateness
to the event, 4.g., discovery of water.- If ttrey-to instanc-e

crudely--could iignify the scraping of-earth away to reach
water, or the cupping-of the hands to drink, etc., etc., it might
be different. . .-:" -It is very difficult to say whether the
striking of the rod has more relation to its original purpose, the
indication of mineral ores, but such considerations drive to the
foundations of all our psychological knowledge, and it would
be hopeless to attempt {o ionsider such things from the angle of
dowsing alone.

$ 9. Coucrusrox

We may now state the conclusion to which we believe an
impartial ltudent of the facts set out in this book must come.
Tht dowser, in our opinion, is a person endowed with a sub-
conscious supernormal cognitive faculty, which, its nature
being unknofrn, we call, afier Professor Richet,-cryptesthesia-
By ieans of this cryptesthesia knowledge of whatever object
is-searched for enter-s the dowser's subconsciousness and is
revealed by means of an unconscious muscular reaction, or less

often by 
-an 

obscure nervous sensation or emotion which
producel physiological disturbances, or very rarely by means
of direct supernormal cognition made conscious by a vlsuallsa-
tion or hallucination.

We do not believe that the accumulation of further masses of
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evidence, though of course this is not undesirable, will make the
argument for these contentions any stronger. All that is
required is the discovery of some fruitful gen-eralisation which
will permit the orthodox scientist to incorporate cryptesthesia
into the canon of accepted and indisputable scieniific know-
ledge. We. believe that the first movement of thought in this
direction will occur from the impossibility of fi nding any normal
explanation of the phenomena of dowsing. APPENDIX A

THE ZAHORIS

A writer in the Quarterly Reviaa for tSzz (p. SZS) states that " the
faculty of using the divining rod is evidently the same as that pos-
sessed by the Spanish Zahoris, though the latter do not employ a
hazel twig." The Spectator, in an article on the rod (the r4th of
October r88z), also refers to the Zahoris in the same casual way, as if
every one knew all about them. On inquiry no one could,give .any
infoimation beyond a reference to the meaning of the word as given
in Spanish dictionaries. Thus, in Lopes's Spanish Dictionary the
word " Zahori " is explained as follows : " A vulgar impostor
pretending to see things, although hidden in the bowels of the earth,
if not covered with blue cloth." Again, " Zahoria " is said to be
" The art of seeing as above. The performer must be born on Good
Friday." Neuman and Baretti, in their Spanish dictionary, use
similai words, and the Dictionary of the Royal, Spanisk Acaileruy
has a similar description, ending, " L5mceus homo subterranea
videns." The word '- Zahori " is really from the Arabic, meaning
" clear," " enlightened " ; it was, in fact, equivalent to the term
" clairvoyant," as that word is now used. The same root occurs in
Hebrew,-and is the origin of the title Zohar, the most famous book
of the Kabbalists.

It seemed, therefore, to be a matter of historical interest to
ascertain what was known concerning these Zahoris. The earliest
account of them comes to us from Mexico in the yeat $57. It is
contained in a folio volume entitled Phisica S$eculatio, published
at Mexico in r55Z and written by one Alphonsus (Gutierrez) of Vera
Cruz. This work was reprinted at Salamanca in 1559. In his dis-
course on the Soul (Da Anima, Iib. ii, speculatio ii, pp. 3oo-3or
or pp. 37G327 of the Salamanca edition), Alphonsus writes as
follows:

" SpEcuLATIor II oF ENcHANTERS, Seruterons,l AND oF THE
PBorr,r vULGARLY cALLED ZenonIs.

There is no one who denies that there may be such an arrange-
ment in a man's eyes, that he may be enabled to see at a great

r The word sal,utatot means in low Latin a " pointer out." The
index finger was called d'igitus salutatorius, not only from its being
used for familiar salutation, but also for pointing out.

n7
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distance, to which another man's eyes cannot reach. fn the same
ya.y thgTe may be such an arrangemtnt as to enable , ,*, il.;;-;
oDJect,through some diaphanous medium, whilst other eves arerncapable ot discerning.the shape o{ the object through t}ie samemedium. But I cannot concei^v-e- that any'on",; ;ighT-";;;;:o
constructed that he can see an object behind a walr 8i*v or"o""
:-gl.tlT: i.for siglt is the effect either of 

""t*"ra ir"r'.riiIiili,Lr.e., rrom the eyesJ as some maintain, or of inward reception. as themaJonty declare. It is not clear how the shape of airvthine canreach the eye, wh_en t is hidden in the earth, .nf u"t i"d'**Jtrrii,
opaque and not diaphanous; for how would it pi"*" tnro"eh ;i;"
iT:t^1:J.Ietrate the stone ? For such shape-would necelsarily
be absorbed on coming in contact with an opaque body, and couiilnot transmit, because it is not a diaphanous toay. wri"r"ioi" r*t
shape coulg_not reach the eye, ,,"ither couta [he "bi;;G;i-;;seen. And I do not se-e hoi, they [the Zahorisl 

"""'p"i."i"" fLlley sfv) abscesses or humours iir ttre inte.nai'org;!';i;'il;,
(their.sight not being impeded by the body or clothesi; ,""".it 

"i"r.rney .themselves assert that they can, arrd in the'same wav. on
g"!:ring a temple where deai 6odies lie,-Gt-ih.il;r";i#;
percelve the lnternal organs of the corpses, if they cist their eves4o*. Nevertheless ! do 1ot give full t."al"."-iJtt 

"ii ".#ti"'*.For the.se things m-ay be illusio"ns wrought oi tfr" d";ii. 
- 
N;;;;#

ress r oo not condemn them; for I have known men otherwiseupright, who have declared they see ttrese ttrings. i;;;i;i;;not k',ow what cause can prod-uce such naturaf p";;;--i;; itl,not the same as that allegid- by enchanter. 
"r,a'."trt"i";;; 

'ili
is quite different, for the-2ahoiis say the object l, -"a" "iriui"by natural..mgaT, by radiating its sirape t" th; +;-li-.",;";;necessary that the medium through ri,hict it p"ir", ifr"riO'U"diaphanous; otherwise. the shape ?o", ,rol U"c'o*"-"irilt"l afjphilosophers say that,air and waier are aiaphan;;;;;ei;;, #eau rnlngs partake ot their nature ; but the earth and opaque bod.iesare not of that kind.',

_-',_[Y?lTr"holy here means madness; as Milton says, ,, Moonstruck
melancDoly, moping madness."l
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. . . I think they know veins of water by the vapours exhaled from
those places morning and evening. They know veins of metal
from the grass, of whatever kind, that usually grows there. Trea-
sures and corpses I w-ould consider to be indicated by demons. .
They are accustomed to restrict this faculty of se-eing to certain
days, the third and sixth day of the week, which is a token of a
secret qact. !gsi{:s_, the redness of the eyes, which is particularly
to be observed in Zahuris, would rather injure than assist clearness
of sight."

It is interesting to note the prevalent idea of that period, and
long afterwards, that demons have the principal hand-in the dis-
covery of hidden treasure, otherwise del Rio's conjectures indicate
shrewd observation on his part. The " redness of the eyes " is a
curious trait.

Another early reference to the Zahoris is to be found in a work
by Juan Eusebio Nieremberg, entitled Curiosa y Oculta Filosof.a
(3rd edition, Madrid 1543). Chapter LXXVI of this work is de-
voted to the power of the Zahoris, and the following is a translation
of the chief portion (pp. 284-28$:

" Less is heard of the sight of the modern Zahoris, though it can-
not be taken as certain. Celio Rodiginio favours their cause,
judging that there may be a natural means of seeing through large
opaque bodies. Another attributes what they say they see to the
effect of a melancholy humour. This would be a good explanation
if facts did not follow their imagination or sight ; but springs
are found where they point them out, metal where they say they see
it, and the dead with all their marks which they perceive, so that
it must be attributed to some other cause than melancholy.

But knowledge of where water is to be found underground may
be acquired without much difficulty, without its being necessary
for the sight to pierce the earth. It was the ancient office of the
Aquilegus,l whose art was the knowledge of where water was to
be found, at what depth, and of what quality it was. Marcellus
wrote of these things among the Romans, and is quoted by Cassio-
dorus. In the time of the king Theodoric a very celebrated Aquile-
gus came from Africa, whom Theodoric afiectionately recommended
to Apronianus that he might give him a suitable salary. The
mode of discovering the water was by the presence of certain
herbs, briars, reeds and other green trees, by certain species of
mosquitoes, and light vapours which arose from the spot, and by
other means which they took, such as placing dry wool in certain
parts at night, well covered, to see if it would be found damp.
Sweet and salutary waters are qualified by the south and east wind,
and the heavy and less salutary fall with the north and west wind.
The same thing may be urged concerning the knowledge of mines
of metal, for there may be in the same way natural signs of them,
and certain herbs which sigaify their presence.

As to the assertion that the Zahoris can see the buried dead
t LAquilegus in Latin was one skilled in seeking out water.l
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and certain-particul-ar marks upon-them, Alphonso of Vera Cruz, in
the second book of his Anima,- and Father Dehio, on the Med;; ;i
Seneca and in the first book of his Magia, attribute this 1;-;"ii
arts ; and I can see no grounds for opposirg them, the more .o tt.i
the power.gf. the Zahoris is limited io ceriain days, such-a; Til_
l3Vs ga Fridays, which to me- is a suspicious ciicumstan." ;- "frcthe redness and inflammation of the eyeJusually found amons'these
p3ople seems to prove that they iather blina their .igh; ;ir;;
sharpen it."

The most interesting part in this quotation is Nierembere,s
reference to an ancient iult of water-finders, or aquileg,i, as t 

" 
."irtthem. The famous Jesuit, Father Kircher, 

"tro 
iei"is i; -ih;

method employed uy"ttre iquUii-1ai- t"-i"i*, hili i; *"t"r_
finding.

Another .Spa3_rsh yliler, Feyjoo_ y Montenegro, published a
paper entitled vara Diainatoria-,-g zd.tnries.t rtis p"'p", i, "ii"-cipally concerned with the disculsion of the wel-kiro'wn 

""i" .rJ.acqueS A5rmar, y_lgrg story was then attracting univeriai;ii";:tion. fn section VII the Zahoris are referred to] and th; ;1h;;
treats th-em with sc-epticism, remarking that the multitud" i.;;;;;_
alty credulous, and among a]l people men of critical facultiz and
sound judgment are few.- He toniinues :

"The name Zahoris is applied to a class of men of whom it is
said that their vision penelrates opaque bodies, thr, .uuiirn tJ
app-ear whatsoever may_!e- hidden awiy fathoms deep U.fr*'tt 

"surface of the earth.2 Perhaps we havl inherited th"'* fr"; ;i;;
Moors, since the word Zahori seems Arabic.

It cannot be advanced that this virtue is either natural or suDer-natural; consequently it must be condemned as eiihei f;6;d
I Theafio Critico (Jniaetsal $7zg), ix. g5_g6.r 1" In the past century,', one wrilercay.l ., it is declared that there

w-ere in.spain certain meh who saw what tis underground to a deoih
91 2.9 ni\9 handles (picas). Many philosoprreri iaiiSa-;;6d;;';;
iT,::? il9l,qoil r"3:"i: for persuading p9opt9 that this might happen
lI].: _1url.ully." .+". then states that the Mercure ftangtris tsdTf of
Lhe_ year r72E, published an account of a portugueie 6dy (nailed
Pede.gacha).. " she -declared she saw what was"in trre "i*tr i"-"d-epth of_ thirty to forf fathoms, but as regards the human boiv-
she could not see into it if crothed, the clothing preventing her visioir.But the body- being uncovered, she was able to"o^bserv" 

"ir'trr"-i"i"iio,parts, even the abscesses or any other defect there mighi *, ", *"fii1lh,:,h!+C"rs or soft parts as in the solid. It may UJtnat ti* f"Uf"nad rts orrgrn, not in portugal, but in France. Brit tnis author doesnot- give credence to the existence of the Zahoris, l";-t-ifyiil-;il."ilmainly for-his refusal of assent !o_my testimorry,'"irr"" ir.;"g ;iiApy work, he terminates thus : , The testimony'bt tnt il;frt&;;
Pe,lTg th?t..o.f a lpaniard, is_ of great weight to'give 

"*ur.r""-o]-ilZraGrty ol thrs oprnion., ,, See Mercure de Franie (September ruz<lpp. 2r2r-2r25; (June r7z8), pp. tt75_rr77 : MOkoUe ;nrti"ii?pour un toyageut (rZS8), i. ir+,-t2o;'-_ noniier, t*roauaUoi iil
ooseraattons sw la physique (1772), ii. zz5_7.)
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or as superstitious. It is not nalwral,, since light does not penetrate
into the depth of opaque bodies. . . . As little can it be alleged
that the talent or power of the Zahorisis suPernatural. In the fi}st
place, it is not credible that it has God as its special author, since
it is a virtue whose only use is to serve greed. It is not announced
that the Zahoris disinter treasures to furnish assistance to the
poor, or to make war on infidels. In the second place, because,
neither in the sacred writings nor in ecclesiastical history do we read
that God has granted this virtue as a pennanent habit to any of His
many illustrious servants. How then can it be believed that, while
refusing it to all these His most intimate friends, He has reserved
it for men in no way remarkable by their merits ? In the third
place, supernatural graces are not limited to any particular nation,
and of Zahoris, they are said to exist only in Spain.

Among the vulgar there is the belief that God dispenses this
grace only to those who are born on a Good Friday, without con-
sidering that there should be an infinity of Zahoris, since many
there are who are born on that day. Others limit the power to the
circumstances of being born at the particular moment at which the
Passion is being chanted. Even with this restriction it would
follow that there should be in the whole extent of Spain from 7oo
to 8oo Zahoris, since this total, more or less, results from the sup-
position that about the same number of men are born every day
and hour of the year, and that Spain (including Majorca and ex-
cluding Portugal) possesses seven and a half millions of persons,
which is the population determined by Senor Don Geronymo de
Urtariz in his excellent work, Theory and Practice of Comrnerce and
of Sailing. Consequently, on this computation there would not be a
province of Spain which had not four or five dozens of Zahoris.
Where are they, that we may see them ? Nor can it be said that
those who pretend to this grace hide it, since God does not concede
virtues that they may be of no use.

There remains then but to say that this virtue is suPerstitious,
and that those who exercise it have a compact, either expressed or
implied, with the devil. In truth, the work of extracting gold from
the depths of the earth is more of a nature to be attributed to
diabolical influence than to the Divine assistance, since an abun-
dance of that precious metal rather promotes vice than favours
virtue. Such, indeed, appears to have been the thought of the
ancients when they pretended that Pluto, the infernal divinity,
was the first discoverer of mines of gold and silver."

The author then goes on to say that if the Zahoris really do
exist, they are either wizards or rogues, and he prefers to think the
latter, as the former would involve a diabolical compact, a far
greater crime than being a mere rogue.

This extract has been quoted at some length, as it gives an
interesting picture of the habits of thought of a learned Spaniard
r2o years ago. It is evident that the writer had no personal know-
ledge of the Zahoris, his information about them appearing to be
derived from traditional stories coming from a preceding century.
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During the present century there are only casual references to the
Zahoris, and this race of pretended seers, some of whom possibly
may have had supernormal faculties, has long died out, even
the very meaning of the word being known to comparatively
few.l

! In addition to the literature cited see Baltasar Gracian, El Ctiticon
(16SS), pp.124-43; G. C. Le Gendre, Truitd ile l'Opinion (IZSS), i.
49r, 5oo-5or ; E. D. Hauber, Bibliotheca Acta et Scripta Magica Glg-
45), xi. ?47-68, xii. 816-82r, xxii. 659.

APPENDIX B

DOWSING FOR MINERAL WATER IN THE
UNITED STATES

We have had a lengthy correspondence with Mr J. C. Minor,
Vice-President of the General Carbonic Company, of 542 Fifth
Avenue, New York, with Mr Frank Whalen, of Ballston Spa, New
York, and with other gentlemen, in connexion with some remark-
able dowsing exploits that are alleged to be of daily occurrence at
Saratoga Springs and elsewhere. At this time we have not been
able to obtain all the details necessary for.a reasoned statement on
the matter ; but it appears to be of such great importance, that
we print certain of the letters in full.

The first letter is from Mr Minor, dated the 7th of. Jaly tgzz:
" Regarding the particular well you speak of, this was known as the
Adams Well, because we originally bought a small piece of several
acres at a sherifi sale formerly owned by one Adams. We got it
for a song, and never thought it had the slightest value. One
afternoon Mr Titus dropped in and said that somewhere on our
property he knew of a wonderful location, and evidently was desir-
ous of having us employ him to spot it, but as we then had plenty
of gas I did not care to do that, and I could not get from him any
information, except that he said no line drawn connecting any
of our present springs would come anywhere near that location.
After he went I took down our map, and the only piece of property
that in any way corresponded to his conditions was the Adams lot,
which because it was located about 3o ft. higher than any other
land we owned had never seemed worth while to me.

In 1897 my sister observed the divining rod operate, and when
she tried it it operated with her. That was the first and only
time she ever had one in her hands until the following incident.
After Mr Titus left my office I studied our maps and came to the
conclusion that the Adams lot was the only one that in any way
seemed to approach the location which he had in mind. I, iherd-
fore, took our engineer, with whom the rod has always operated,
but who has always scoffed at it nevertheless, and told him to
cut a rod and go over the Adams property with me. We did this
and found several places where the rod acted just like it so often
does, but presently came to a place where within a circle of perhaps
rz ft. radius he claimed the rod stayed down all the time, and
acted diflerently from anything he had ever seen before.

288
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_ The thought came to me to check this up with my sister, because
I had always had grave doubts of the value of the rbd, and thought
this would be a fine chance to check it up and see whether she a]so
could note that one spot was very difierent from the others. Now
my sisle_r is a very calm-minded, strong-minded woman, a graduate
of the New York University Law School, and not at all a person of
an unusual temperament, and at my request she came d-own, and
we cut and gave her a stick, and blindfolded her before she went
to this four--acre piece. I walked beside her just simply to keep her
from stumbling,- and as she proceeded sh6 aho rioiiced seireral
places where the rod went down in the ordinary way. When she
came t9 the place above referred to, she immediafely remarked
that it Jelt very difierently and wherever she stood in that vicinity
the rod stayed down.

I was enormously impressed by this, which I felt was the most
thorough test that could possibly be made on this matter of the
divining rod, and furthermore in my opinion it somewhat checked
u-p Mr Titus. Within a few days we put our drilling-machine over
there and started a well, and we got what is now known as the
Adams Well, and it was, so far as I know, the greatest gas and
mineral water well ever fotrnd in Saratoga Springs, coniidering
both the amount of gas and the flow of strong saline water, and
furthermore this well flowed naturally, after every other natural
flowing well in the vicinity had stopped.

_A one-page-article was sent out some time after that by the
Department of Agriculture showlng the absurdity cf divining rods,
and I then wrote them_a full description of this-incident, thinking
that perhaps they might allow it *as not entirely absurd, but i
never got a reply.

I would say, of course, that in leading my sister around the
property I took especial care (I cannot say to confuse her) but to
keep her from any suggestion that there was anything oui of the
ordinary goilg on, and I never told her anythinf about what was
back of it all until the test was done.

I considered that it was an absolute impossibility for her to
have duplicat-ed the results of Fred Rabe, bur engineer, by any
other means but some virtue possessed by the div:ining rod. Of
the nature of that virtue I am wholly ignoiant, but I stind to-day
convinced that unless I had some good reason for knowing that i
certain place would be good to drill-in for water, I would fiist have
it checked ofi with a divining rod-ridiculous as it may sound. I
have other good reasons for believing in it based on-the results
obtained, but this test with my sisteiwas the thing which made
me a believer."

Next we have the following extracts from the letters of Mr
Whalen, dated respectively thb r3th of October and the 5th of
November r9zz.

"The Directorof the U.S. Geo[logical] Survey writes me that
' the best minds seem to agree that' the twig ii caused to dip by
the unconscious muscular action of the dowser.
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I wrote him that many curious facts had come to my notice,
while they were drilling for carbonic aci{ gas wells hereabouts :
that the procedure was about like this, i.e., Wanting more gas,
they would send out a dowser with his stick to locate a proper
plaie in which to drill; before starting the drill, however, and
6n the same day--or perhaps several days after-they would
send out another dowser to verify the location of the first man;
sometimes they even sent out a third, but both ?nd and 3rd were
ignorant of the location of the predecessor. If they agreed in
tle 'location,' the drill would be started. Generally too, the
dowsers could approximate the depth very closely at which the
drill would strike product.

The Carbonic Acid Gas Trade (Natural) came ahut in this
way-as a business project. The mineral waters in and about
Saiatoga Springs (6 h.'North of here) are highly chalged with
carbonlc acid gas; someone discovered that discharged into an
air-tight tank imething like 85o/o of the gas would separate fro.m

the iater in a short time. The gas was then pumped from the
'separators' into ' gasometers ' and then condensed under pressur.e

int6 zo lb. tubes, aid sold to soda water and soft drinks mfrs with
which they ' charged' their products-. This soon developed. into
a resular ind pro6table business as the demand for gas was large,
and"the 'natuial' product was so much cleaner to use, etc., etc'
These mineral watirs here run in veins-not a vast lake under-
neath-so the business of ' locating ' these veins, on which -to
drill for a 'mineral spring ' soon drew the best 'dowsers' to this
point. The next ste^p---ciaused by the dtmand for gas-was to
itart pumping, and it ioon developed that many, i-f not all, of these
veinsihat we"re already producing, were connected, as the Producer
with the largest pump sbon cut off or stopped the flow from some

other procluder rvho nia tro pump or one not large enough to main-
tain the sntus quo. This 

-led io litigalion galore, and soon the

froducers *"." ill by the ears with suits and counter suits, and

the 'springs'which-had given Saratoga its great. reputation as

a . heaith r"esort ' seemed to be in a fair way toward total ruination.
Fi""UV the State of New York condemnedthe properties of all the
produlers and formed them into a 'Reservation.' As soon as

iti. *m done, and the 'pumping' stopped, springs that had been
dry for several years began to flow again with their own qas Prgs-
sure, same as rn years g"one by. It ias in searching for the veins
on which to drill for moie welli and to produce more g:rs that t or z,

or even 3, 'Dowsers' were employeil-one to search out a new
'Iocationi'and the others to ' check him up ' and verify-the result'
As these wells went from 3oo to 6oo or 8oo feet in depth, and 

-co..stlit* tro"o 
"r 

so, it was si-mplygood businesstoknowwheretodrill.
There was and is a widespreid fopular delusion that ' You can put
a"* ; weil anywh"t" 1i"." aid^get mineral water.' Those who
worked on that-theory went brokE. The business brought- many
;'t"r.u ; dowsers into ihe field too ; some of them 'went broke'
tearning that they were 'fakes'. The best of these dowsers, the
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reliable ones, don't seem to want to have their business investi-
gated. They seem to fear that it will take away their means for
earning a living.

One of the latest 'manifestations ' that has come to my know-
ledge is this: A man in Charlton (John S. De Ridder) had a well
some hundreds of feet away from his barns, and the well did not
give him water sufficient. He called in Walter Mcpueen, a dowser
and a well driller who worked the stick, and he told De Ridder
there was more water to be had in that well if he went deep enough,

-it was then about 37 feet deep. The drill was started and run to
r77 f.t. and no more water ! De Ridder began to get weary, and
sent for 5o lbs. of d5mamite, and touched ofi 35 lbs. at the bottom of
the hole-still no water ; then came up about half way and fired off
the r5 lbs.-no water ! The next step was to come to Ballston
Qpa and get Ed. Garvan, a well digger with some reputation as a
dowser, and commonly known as 'Old Ed.' De 

-Ridder took
Old Ed. on to his farm-about 6 m. West of here-and turned him
loose with a switch from a peach tree (as I remember it). After
wandering around a spell Old Ed. struck a vein, and finally landed
at _a polnt only a few feet from De Ridder's barn (De R. says it is
right where he would like to have one). De Ridder was sharp and
with his recent experience with McQueen in mind, said to Old Ed.,
'Now I want to be sure about this; I've just been stuck for a lot
of good money and I don't want another deal like that. Circulate
around again and see what else you can find that is better or more
certain if anything.' So Old Ed. 'circulated 'and finally came back
!o tEt same spot as being the best to be had according to his lights.
De Ridder still cautious, said, 'Now I want to know [he exactipot
where yog would advise starting for a well. I don't want any
mistakes' ; and stooping down De Ridder kept moving his finger
a.long on the ground till Old Ed. indicated the 'exact spot', and
there De Ridder drove down a nail or peg, and covered it bver with
dirt. Old Ed. said, too, that about 3o ft. would get the water.

Within a few days De Ridder got one of his neighbours to come
(name Smith, who has some reputation as a dowser), and without
Ietting Smith know what had been done with OId Ed., turned
Smith loose with his stick. Smith soon struck the same trail, and
landed at about the same point as Old Ed. De Ridder gave Smith
about the same line of talk as he had to Old Ed., and asked him
to 'circulate again to make sure', which he did, coming back
to the same spot. De Ridder got down with his finger to 'locate
the exact spot', same as he did with Old Ed., and when Smith
indicated that 'exact spot ' De Ridder drove another peg. On
uncovering Old Ed's peg, they proved to be within 3 inches of each
other. Old Ed. then put down the well on that spot, and got
plenty of water at z8 feet. Apparently there is no connection
between this well and the one that was dlmamited, else the water
from the z8 feet well would run down into the t77 feet well."

Finally we may quote from a letter from Mr Whalen of the
z4th ol I)ecember rg23 : " Mr Titus is (or was) a man who made his
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living by 'locating' water supplies for cities and corporations.
I:[e came into Saratoga to try and help Mr Minor as against some
other spring owners who were pumping Mr Minor's springs away
from his (Minor's) plant. Some years ago Titus took a contract to
supply the City of Brooklyn with water. The contract was sub-
stantially like this : 'I will supply your city daily with so many
million gallons of water, put in a plant, operate it so many years

-so 
you can hnow you have the supply ; and then turn over to you

the R. Estate, pumps and supply plant entire for . . millions
of dollars.' He did the job, and then the City politicians tried to
beat him out of it, and it cost him (so he told me) $68,ooo to collect
his bitl.

Titus some years ago took a contract to put down a mineral
water spring-for carbonic gas supply for Saratoga part_ies-on
my farm, about r$ m. East of here. He got the w-ater and gas at
86a ft. He would not start the drill, however, until tE: ' location'
wai verified by another 'diviner'-known as 'The Ferret', 1ld
who lived then in Syracuse. The Ferret has died since that. The
last I knew of Titui he had had a stroke, and was living in Brook-
lvn. <28 ard Street. Silas W. Titus is his full name. . . .
" I'itrin[ I told you that the Baptist Minister here, Rev. W. .E.

Sprague, is a ' seniitive.' He does not consider himself as sensitive
as some others, however, so far as I can judge there is a great
difference in them. Few there are that can tell how far down they
will have to go to get the water-that is if it is any-great $s!a19e.
Onlv about oie peiso.t in z5 around here seems to have the 'gift '
or '-faculty ' of 

-having the stick turn in their-hands when they
go over i'vein.' Th-is mineral water, from which c-arbonic gas

is obtained, runs in veins ; it is not obtained from a large under-
Rround 'pool' or 'lake' as most people imagine.
" Titur *.. on" of those 'diviners-' who did not take kindly
to the idea of having his 'gift ' investigated. J. H. Hyslop
tried him out on that before his (Hyslop's) death."

It will be agreed that we have here a series, of facts of great
importance whiih promise to repay the closest investigation.
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TWO AMERICAN DOWSERS

S r. A DowsrNG euESrroNNArRE
In r9o5 a case of dowsing occurred in Alabama which attracted

some attention. Mr Frederick G. Bromberg, a lawyer of Mobile,
Alabama, had the happyidea of drawing upi questi6nnaire, which
he submitted to the two dowsers concerried-in tfre case. one of the
men wt.Bob Wellington, an uneducated negro, and the other was
l-ames -Ellard, a schoolboy. _The questions -were therefore put to
these dowsers--oraJly and their repftes-taken down. This eiplains
the..occasionally facetious naturd of Wellington,s replies. ih"r"
replies are of the greatest interest and deserrie careful study. The
questionnaire was as follows :

" r. Explain fully how- you go about to find the spot under the
surface of the ground where water can be found. '
,l: Do you.hold any stick, trvig or other thing in your hands

whilst searching for water ? -

3. If -you ^do, 
in what manner do you hold the stick, twig or

other thing ?

. 4. FIow do you know when you have reached the spot under which
is the water ?

- 5. How do you tell how deep beneath the surface of the earth
the water is ?

6. Do you have a feeling in your head or in your fingers or in
aly other p"{ of your body when you reach the spot unEer which
the water is ?

7. Describe the kind of feeling you have when you reach the
spot you recognise as that under which the water lies.

.9..\F"" did you first find out you had the powers of a water
witch ?

9. How did you find it out ?

ro. How did you learn to become a water witch ?

- rr-.. Wlro taught you, if you had a teacher, and where does he or
she live ? "

Here follow the statements of the two dowsers. It should be
noted that water-witching is the current popular American term for
dowsing.
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$ z. Tnn NBcno Bos WTTLINGToN

" My name is Bob Wellington. I am a carpenter. I live in
Avondale, Alabama. I am alio what is known as a water witctr-a
person who can locate water under the surface of the ground by
means of a twig or other instrument. I charge from gz.5o to gS.oo
for locating water. I have engaged in this business at frequent
intervals during the past twenty years. I have been successful in
a great many instances in directing well diggers to the very spot
where the water can be struck. I will guarantee that if I tell you
there is a vein of water under the ground, it will be there. If it is
not found where I say it is, I will not ask for any pay for my work.

I do not know the name of any person who taught me to do this.
I believe I just took it upbymyself when Iwas quite a young man.
I doubt the ability of one person to teach another this thing. Un-
less I am mistaken, witches, like poets, are born and not made. I
do not think it is given to many men to have this power. I have
heard of some white folks in Kentucky who are remarkably accurate
in discovering certain fluids, but they do not employ my methods,
and I have never heard that they are good at finding water.

When I am called on to say whether or not there is water in
the ground at or near any given place, the first thing I do is to
go and get me a switch from a persimmon tree. Some people use
peach or maple, but the persimmon is my switch always. It does
not matter with me whether a 'possum has been in the tree or not.
I will say, however, that while I prefer this kind of a switch, the
virtue is not so much in the switch as in the man. Indeed one
possessing the requisite power could discover water without a
switch, by a certain twitching or thumping of the muscles in the
arms when they are held out in front of the body with the hand
closed or fist doubled up.

It is better, though, to have the switch. It is better to have
one in each hand, as the switch points with more certainty to the
spot where the water can be found.

So then, I would get a persimmon switch for each hand. Let the
switches be from two to three feet long. About six inches from the
hand the switch should fork or have prongs, and these should be

-well, two feet would be long enough. I grip or hold them tightly,
I hold the arms out in front of me, with the arms bent at the elbows,
so that my hands will be in front of my waist. The switches are
held so they will point directly upward, or nearly so.

Now, if you tell me you want to drill a well on a certain lot,
I will take my switches, in the way I have described, and walk
around over the ground to see if the switches behave all right. If
I feel anything the matter with my muscles-the biceps of my arms

-I know the switches will soon go to cutting up. It will turn right
over from its upright position and point toward the ground when
my hands get over the spot where there is water to be found. I
should have stated before this that it has been my custom to tie the
branches of the switches together with some sort of a string-I do
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not know that it matters what kind of a string is used. Cases
have been known where-strong men were unable toleep the switches
from turning downward when over the right spot. I am unable ioqxplain- !o you fully how this happens, oi wtrit the cause of it is.
Even if r were able to describe fu-lly my feelings when eneased in
pointing to the water, I would not 6e willing tddo so. I iriv not
get anything {9r *y talk in this case, and o-ught not to ."u"oi *y
secret about the trick any way.

A.s to the way I tell how fai under the surface the water is, I
might say that it is by the inteliity oI power with which the twig
is attracted toward the earth. Theie is i difference in the way my
arm feels, too. If the vibrations in the arm are rapid or the [uni-
ing of the switch violent, the water is not far awayi or if it is there
is a good deal of it there. I have told the exacl'number of feet
from the surface down to the stream of water, and I believe r could
do it over and over again. I can do this; but I know I cannot
gxpl{n it to. you in a satisfactory way. 

'The 
whole thing rests

largely. on faith any y-?y. If you go inio anything withoui faith,
or.feefing-that you-will not succeed, I believe yoriwill meet withfailure. I am confirmed in my belief that suih is true in this
business. I.always believe tha[ if water is under the g.oura t can
locate it, and I have been successful. I do not know rihether there
is anlrthing-scientific about this or not. I have had people to teU
me they had read all the books, but could not find the wateir as I had
done ; and a man not long ago said that if I had lived a ereat ma;v
yegs 1q9 f would have pegn put to death or put in liit witUoulbail. All because I could do sbmething that I'could ,ioir"tirr*-
torily explain to other people, or conviice them about.I might_ add o-!e tfring more, which is that it is possible for a
water witch to tell which way the water is flowing undir the sround.
The switch will turn over in the direction of th"e flow.,, "

$ 3. THr Bov Jerraes Eneno
" My-nam_e is James Ellard. I live in Avondale, Ala. I am 16

years old. I am what is sometimes called a water witch. I can
locate water-in the ground. I am a schoolboy and have 

"oia"rroi"da Ee?t deal of time t_o -locating water, thoirgh I have been suc-
cessful each time that I have beien called on io undertake the job.

I take a forked switch from a peach tree, and hold o"" 
""d 

oi
the switch in one hand and the other end in tLe other ha"a- i*i"it hard. I mean I hold it tightly. I hold it so firmtv that'th'e
bark comes off in my hand. 11 seems to do better whe"n I t ofa iitightly. I hold the switch out in front of me, with mv arms bentat the elbows and the switch being principailv betw6en mv two
hands, in a horizontal position. If i i4,alk orr"i tt 

" 
grou"a ii, ttrii

position and there happens to be a stream of water under the surface
the switch will bend down in the centre. If the stream is large or
strong, the- switch will bend with some force toward the ground-and
force my hands toward each other and nearer togethir. If the
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stream is small or scattered or remote the bending of the switch
is not so pronounced. Some people use two switches, but I have
done very well with one. Some people can tell the direction in
which the water is flowing. My experience does not show me that
I can do that, and I would not know how to tell you to do it. I
cannot even tell with accuracy how deep one must dig to get to the
water. As I have already said, the force with which the switch is
drawn toward the earth will tell me something as to that, but I
cannot measure the distance in feet or inches as some are said to do
with a fair degree of skill.

I am inclined to think that one person cannot teach another to
perform this sort of work. I have given the switch to my father and
tried to instruct him, but the switch will not bend in his hands at
all. I would have to laugh at his motions and his failure.

I do not know how to describe any peculiar feeling that some
people profess to experience when doing this trick. I have had the
muscles of my arms to be a little sore from holding my hands so
closely shut f6r a long time ; but I have never been in a1y sort of
trance or fit or anything of that kind. While it is true that some
people can do this thing, and others cannot, my belief is that the
iwitth is the thing thaiis afiected most. I mean that if there be
any spell or magnltism or other thing of the kind, it is evidenced
or-manifested in the peculiar performances of the switch, ratler
than in the individual through whose Powers the switch works.

I hardly know when I first found out that I could discover water.
It was not a great while ago. No one taught me, so far as I know.
I tried it a year or so ago, or may be a little farther back than that,
and I have located wells, or good places to get water for several
parties right here in Avondale. A coloured man named Ellington
or Wellington came along where I was at work and said the water
was right-where my switch told me it was, and it was there when
they bored for it. Sometimes one man's switch will indicate water
at one point, and another will come and say that it will be found a
few inches or possibly a foot from there. I do not know how to
account for that difference. Being accurate may possibly be a
matter of being expert or skilled or experienced in the trick.

I do not know of anything else to be said about the business,
except that I can be found here in Avondale when I amwanted,
and I think I can do what I have claimed."
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24\
Denisoa, F. Napier, on a case of

dowsing, z2S-227,24o
Denmark, dowsing in, 17

INDEX
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Denny and Co., 76
Depth, estimating, by means of

dovsing, 39, 40, 4r, 49, 52,60,
67, 72, 78, 13, tt1, tr7, trg,
rz2, r23, tz1, t26, tz7, tz8,
129, t35, r37, t4t, t42, t43,
r5o, r53, r54, r55, r56, t57,
r58, t6z, 163, r67-t73, 175,
r83-r84, 196, r98, 206-207,2tg,
290

Quincey, T., on dowsing, zz
Rance, C. E., on hydrogeology
and dowsing, 57 i ot " super-
pervious " series, 57; on the
Lower Lias of Somerset, 57

Dowsers (contd.)
Capt. J. P. Dixon, r89; Mr Dixon,

240 |
Archdeacon Earle, r89, zo4;

William Edwards, r?4, 233:.
James Ellard, 288, zgo-zgt;
G. Elson, t74, 229-232; J. D.
Enys,64, z3g-24o;

H. Farndell, 258; Lord Farrer,
r&g, z5t; Guy Fenley, r89, 196-
rg8, z6t; T. Fiddick, n3;
H. G. Flanagan, r89;

Edward Oscar Garnett,
Ed. Garran, 286;
Gataker, r12-r Sg, zr8, 234, 245,
Fig. 4o; G, Gillingham, r89;
H. W. Golding, r8z-r83; :[\{1s
Greig, r89, 254;

Thomas Harcs, 176-178, Fig, 4r ;Sir Richard Harington, r89,
z7o; Col, King-Harman, r89;
Miss Harriss, 227; Thomas
Hawker, r74 ; Tom Heard, r74;
John Heighway, r85, 245, Figs.
43, 44; Thomas Heighway,
r85 ; Mr Hetzel, 168; E. M.
Hippisley, r89; J. Stetrson
Hooker, r8g; R. Howson, 254-
256, 27o-27r; G. H. Ward-
Humphreys, r89;

Rev. J. G. Jenkins, r89; Mr
Jermans, 258; J. H. Jones,
89-roz, tz6, r8g, 2rg, 272, 273 ;

Mr Kemp, r9o; Rodney Kitcher,
r74 ;

Andrew Lang, r89; Charles
Latimer, zS; William Scott
Lawrence, 2t, to3-rog, 2o2-2o3,
224, 239, 245; Lockyer, r9r-
r93, Fig. 45;

Walter McQueen, 286; Henri
Mager, 233; Mr Marshbanks,
zrz; Major J. H. Wedderburn
Maxwell, t8g, z7o; W. Mere-
weather, ro8, r74; Lady Mil-
bank, tg, 43n., 239, 24oi
Clarissa Miles, tfu-t66, z6t ;
Charles Milham, t74 i Miss
Mioor, 283-284; Gabriel de
Mortillet, 24, rgg, Figs. 67-69;
H. W. Mullins, rrr rr., r83-r85,
zo3; John Mullins, zr, 6546,
Io3, to9-t32, r4r, r54, r83,
203416, 224, 229-432, z3Z,
z3g, z4z, 243, 256-252, Figs.
r5-r9, 3r ; Joseph Mullins,
ttr n., 2oS *. i th'e young Mul-
lins's, 6z-63, 73 n.2, rog-rto ;
Miss Munn, rzo;

W. Nicol, 168, t7r; Dr Foxley
Norris, r89 ;

Dean Ovendeo, t89, z7o;

266-2,67 ;
Leicester

Derbyshire, dowsing said not to be
found in, r4; dowsing in, 156-
r57

De Ridder, J. S., dowsing for, 286
Deusing-rod, r6
Devine, Thomas, dowsing for, rg7
Devizes, dowsing at, ro5
Devonshire, dowsing in, 14 ; the

geology of, 58
Devonshire, Duke of, dowsing for,

r58
Dewar, Peter, dowsing for, r7t
Diamond Rock Boring Co., 75
Diaphragm aflected by dowsing, 33
Dip, geological, 82, 8S
Divination, the use of sticks in, 3
Divinatory practices and dowsing, x
Diviner for water. Saa Dowser
Diviniog for water. Sae Dowsing
Divining-rod. SeaDowsing-rod
Divining-tree, r
Dixon, Capt. I,P., a dowser, r89
Dixon, Mr, a dowser, z4o
Dodona, the oracle of, r
Dorsetshire, dowsing ir:., tz5, r88-r89
Down, County, dowsing in, r39
Dowsers : R. A'Barrow, r74 ; Charles

Adams, 23, tto, r74,264; Col.
R. W. Aldworth, r89; Mr
Altree, zr9; Richard Anthony,
r78-r79, z16-z17;

H. Bacon, r74; Mr Bailey, zrz-
2t31' Mr Batten, r89 ; Rev.
P. Bernhardus, 9; Katharina
Beutler, 263; John Blake, 176-
r78, Fig. 4r ; Barthdlmy Ble-
to0, 2r, 3t-47, 234, 242444i
Rev. J. R. Blunt, t8g, 22o, 239,
z4o ; Anna Maria Briegger, 263 ;
Milman Brown, 2og, 2tz-4r3;
Allan Butcher, r74;

C. B. M. Chambr6, r74 ; Captain
Chapman, r89; H. Chester-
ma\ t74, zoo-eor; S. T. Child,
186-188, Figs. 59-6o; William
Cookworthy, 2r, 235, Figs. 54-
55 ; W. Cubbage, rZ4;

INDEX 3r9
Dowsers (contil.l

Abb6 Paramelle, zr,47-54i l.l.
Parangue, 2t,263; John Patt-
more, rZ4; R. Pavey, r74;
Pedegacha, 263, 28o n.2; Per-
aet, 2t, 47, 234, 242, I.ig. 14;
Mrs Henry Pim, r89; W. N.
Pogson, r74;

Rhoades, t2S; Roberts, 174,
2tgi R. Robertson, r&g, 234,
238,264, Fig.58 ; R. W. Robert-
sotr, r74 ; w. Robertson, r74 ;
Fred Rodwell, 223, 223 n.t, zz4,
44, Fig, 5r ; Fergus Carstairs
Rogers, r66-t73; Col. Hugh
Rose, 194-196; R. Rothwell,
t74,2o2i

Satzio, 244; Edward Seebold,
24 n,r; Simon Se5rrnour, 2or-
2o2 i Charles Sims, 175-176;
Skyrne, zzo ; HenrySmart, r8o ;
Smith, 286; Judge William
Ward Spink, r8g, zz4, zz5 i
Rev. W. E, Sprague, 287; John
Stears, r79-r8o, 2or-2o2, 227-
229,245, Figs. 42, 47, 5z; Rev.
Mr Steele, zz ; William Stokes,
\74, 237, Fig. SS; William
Stone, 86-102, r33-r4r, r9r,
2rg, 229, 48, 277, Figs. 34-35 ;
Sumner, r14;

Tebb family, rr4, rr5; Silas W.
Titus, 286-287; Benjamin
Tompkins, i, 56, r4r-t52, zoo,
216-217, 237-238, 239, Figs.
36-39; R. G. D. Tosswill, r89,
258; Joseph Towers, rr8 ;
C. E, Townsend, r53 ; Rev.
H. S. T. Tringham, Miss F. M.
Turuer, z6o;

F. Webb, r74; Bob Wellington,
288, 289-zgo; J. H. White,
r89 ; Thomas Willis, 174-175 ;
A. W. Wills, ,54, 156-158,
zt8-2r9, 234 i May Wood,
zo5-zo8; Miss Wordsworth,
rr4, tz4 i Walter Wyburn,
r89-r9o, 2ot-2o2;

J. F. Young, 58 n.', r8g, 238,
245, 258, 264, z7r; Robert
Young, 245; Thomas Young,
59, zt7--zr8;

Zahoris, the, 16, 263,277-z8z;
Dowsing at (in, amongst the): Aber-

gavetrtry, r48; Africa, 3, 4, a42,
r65-t7 3, 26t-462, 266-267 ; Lla-
bama, 288-zgt; near Albert,
tg4-tg6 ; near Alessandria, 253-
254 ; Allaudale, Grahamstown,
2661, NPine, Texas, r98 ; An-
naburg, 36; Antrim, r9o-r9r ;
Arceuil, 4r ; Arreton, r33-r34;

Dowsing at (in, amongst the) (contd.l
Ashbourne, r56-157 ; Ashwick
Estate, rro ; Australia, vii, z6 i
Austria, vii; Autun, 38 ; Avon-
dale, z9r;

Ballston Spa, 286; Baltic coun-
tries, vii; Banks Islands, 4 ;
Barcombe, 22o-22t; Barkly
West, 169 ; Basville, 36 ; Bath,
r83-r85; Beaucaire, z9; Bel-
fast, 156; Berkshire, 6z-63 ;
Bermaline Maltings, r58-r59 ;
Bicester, r3o-r3r ; Blackcap
Hill, 144-146, Figs. 3?-381'
Blackrqck, t2o-\2r; Bohemian
Erzgebirge, 9; Bolton, 142;
Bombay, xi n.2, Borneo, 4 ;

Botton Wood, 195-196 ; near
Bouzincourt, tg4 i BrackleY,
163; near Braintree, r8z; aear
Bray, 86; Brewster CountY,
Texas, r97; near Bridgwater,
r77-t78,24r ; Brislingtou, ro8;
Bristol, ro5, ro8, r76; British
Columbia, 224--2.25; BrooklYn,
28? ; Bultfontein, 172-173 i
Burghfield, 6243; Burgogne,
4r ; Burnett, ro9;

Cabra, r39-r4o; near Calcutta,
3 ; California, 24o, 254; near
Campden, tzt-t23; Canada, vii,
zz7 ; Cape Province, t66-r73;
Cardifi, rog,2o2; Carlow, r3z;
Carrigoona, 73, 86*toz; near
Castlewellan, r39-r4o; CatIeY
Abbey, r3r n.2 ; Caxton Hall,
258 | Chagny, 38 ; Charlton,
286; Charterhouse Estate, r58 ;

Chelbrough, r89-r9o; Chel-
ford, tz6-t2?; Cheltenham,
2oo-2or; ChertseY, 259-26o r

Cheshire, 14, t26-t27; Chester-
field, r58; China, 254; ChiP-
penham, t4r i Chirk Castle,
i65-r66; Christchurch Road,
Newport, Mon., r9r-r93 ; Clark-
son, 226-227; Claverton, zo5 ;
Clonmel, 78, r3z ; Colne, r59 a. ;
Congresbury, zr7-zr8; Conis-
borough Castle, r4z; Conkwell,
2o4; Convent of the HolY
Child, Mayfietd, 2o3 i Cornwall,
x, 14, 2t, 57, r5+'r55; Crew-
kerne, tz7-r28, zzg-zjz; Cto-
tanstown, t62 i Crowborough
Hill, zo7-zo8; Curone ValleY,
253; Curragh,The, 16z;

Dauphiny, 37, 42, 43; Dearue
Valley, r4z; Dete Park, Ton-
bridge, 2+r ; Denmark, L7 |
Derbyshire, 14, 156-157; De-
vizes, ro5 ; Devonshire, 14 ; Dor-
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setshire, rz5, r88-r89; Down,
County, r39; Dublin, County,
t2o-t2t; near Dunmow, r87;
near the Durance, 43 z. ; Dur-

_!q-, Its; Duton Hilt, r87;
Edbrook Cottage, t77-t78i Ed-
wards C_ounty, Texas, ry7 i
Egerton Road, Kimberley, r6i-
169; Elliotts, Nuthurst zr9-
1zo, Fig. 5o ; England, passim;
Erzgebirge, gi Essex-, r8z;
Europe, vii; Evora, 186; Ex-
celsior farm, r7o;

Fiddington, rj7-r78; France,
vrl, x, gFII, t7, 2t, 24-25, 26,
27-54, r94-t96, 263, 268 ;

Gambia river, 4; Germany, vii,
\, 6-9, 17, rg, 26, z5o, 268;
Glasbury, r85 ; Glass Moun-
tains, rg?; near Gloucester,
t?4-rZS; Gloucestershire, ro3,
Io5, rro, t2t-123, t3gi near
Glynde, r4S; Gough,s close,
145 ; -Grahamstowa, 266-267 ;
Grenoble, z7; Griqualand Weit,
t66-t73 i

Haddington, r58-r59; Halle, 19 ;Hampton Court, Leominster,
r54; uear Hardshaw Hillock,
!55 ; Hareby Estate, r4o-r4r,
Fig. SS ; Harz Mountains, x ;Hastings, r32 i Haverholme
Priory, rz3-rz5 ; Hedgecocks,
ro6-ro8; near Hereford, r4z-
!_44 i - Herefordshire, zo6-zo7 :
Hertfordshire, r78-r7g, 261:
High Toynton, zz9 ; Hill-house
farm, rr4, rr5; Hoe Benham,
165; Hoghton Tower, r55;
Holland, 16-17; Hollies, TIie,
6-z-63; Hollow Cottages, r73 ;
Homestead, The, r66-i67, 169;
Hope Farm, t@-t7o; neai Horn-
castle,zzg; near Horsham ,65-75,
73 n.t, ro6-ro8, zrg, zzo, Fig.

_-15 i Huntingdonshire, 216-2r? |
Ilfracombe, r53 ; India, viii,xi i.t,

3 ; Isle of Wight, r33-r34, zo8-
z16; Italy, vii, 7, 34;

Jacobsdaal, r7o;
Karrepan, ftg; Kelby, rr3 ;

Kentucky, 289; Kilkenny, Co.,
718-zr9; Kimberley, l67-t73;
Kingstown, 2274z9, Fig. 5z ;
Kingwood House, 63; Kir-
cassock, rz5;

Lambourn, 63; Lancashire, r4,

-r55; Laucaster, t57-t58;
Launceston, r54-r55 ; lleaden-
ham, rr3-rr4; Ledbury, r43,
zo6; Leuwkop, t67, t?t; Leigh

Dowsing at (in, amongst the) (contd.)
House, r55 ; near Leominster,
r54; Lilcolnshire, rrz-r13, 136-
I37, r38, t4o-14r, r87, zzg;
Llanvair, r46-148 i locking,
Jg., rZ7, Fig. 4r ; Long Crois
Vicarage, z 59-z6o ; Long-Valley,
!94-t96; Lorraine, 35; I-ot,
Dept. of, 49-52; Lugwardine,
zo5; Lurgan, the, rz!; Lux-
embourg, the, 4r-43; Lyons,
29, 37, 40;

Macedonia, 9; Madresfield, rr9-
r?o ; Mafeking, r73 i Maganja,
th",3; Malays, the,4; Mal-
vern, r 19 ; Mametz, tgs, \95 n. :
Mayfield, zo3; Melanesia, 4 ;Melksham, t4t-t4z; Menii
Bridge, r1g n. ; Mendips, the,
14, 52, t8o, 273; Meredith,
!74:l7S; Mereleigh, t26-r27 ;
Middel Plaats North, r7r-r7z;
Middlesex, r3o ; Middlet6uPdrk,
_r3o-r3r ; Millways, r54-r55 ;Minting, r38 ; Molten, r8o ;
Mongols, 4 t Monmouthshire,
r36, r9r-r93 ; Mortimer, 6z ;
Mullinabro, rz6;

N-assau, 24 n.r ; near Nancy, 34 ;Netherleigh, 2ot-zo2; - 
New-

bury, Berks, 56, 165; New-
castle-on-Tyne, r35-r36; near
Newhaven, r45 ; Newpbrt, Mon.,
156, r9r-r93; near Nervry,
r39-r4o ; Nimes, z9 ; Node,
The, q8-r7g; Norfolkshire,
r42; North Perrott, rz7-r28,
231-232; Northamptonshire,
t63 ; Northumberland, r3g i
Norton Fitzwarren, r9o ; Nor-
ton Hall, r"t-r23; Norwich,

- 
r 4z ; Nuthurst,2rg-22o, Fig. 5o ;Oatlands, r57-158; OIIcote
Hurst, 156-157 ; Orange Free
State, 167-17t, z6t-z6z; ()s-
terley Park, r3r; Oxford, r48-
r49 i

Paarl, z6r; Paris, 30, 34, 4r-42,
44 ; Pershore, z6o ; Piedmont,
253 ; Pipplepen, 23t; Poitou,
36 ; Portugal, vii, 186, r88,263;
near Preston, r55 ; Preston Hall,
r37-r38 ; Proveoce, 43 z.;

Dear Rathfriland, t3g-t4o;
Rauceby, tt2-rt3; near Read-
itg, 6z; Redford, rr4; Red-
ruth, zr ; Rh6ne, tbe, z8-zg;
Richmond, rS4 i Rilliogton,
r8o, Fig. 4z; Rockford, rzo-
t2r ; Rocky Vallen 86-to2 i
Rose Water Poiut, r95, 196;
near Ross, r43; Rosses Point,

INDEX 32r

and sub-
aluminium,

Dowsing at (in, amongst t}llel lcotttil.)
165 ; Rudford, r75 ; near Rudg-
wick, ro6-ro8 ; Rutlandshire,
r37-r 38 ;

Sablon, z9; Sachel Court, 73 tt,2;
near St. Andr6, 39; St. Geny
Laval, 4o; St. Jean-en-Royant,
37; Ste Genevidve church, 44;
Sanderson, r98 ; Sandford Green,
r78; Saratoga Springs, 283-
287; Saxon Erzgebirge, 9;
Scandinavia, vii, 6; Schmidt's
Drift Road, Kimberley, r7o-
r7r; Shalford, r8z-r83; Shank-
lir, zo8-216, Figs. 48-49 ; Shep
ton Mallet, rr5, 175-176; Sher-
burn-in-Elmet, r37 ; Shrews-
bo.y, rz8; Shropshire, rz8 ;
near Sleaford, t23-r21; Sltgo,
165; Somerselshire, t4, zz-23,
56-59, rz7-r28, r77-t78, r8o,
zot-4o2, zr7-2r8, 229-232, 24r,
2?t-272, 273i South Africa,
r+2, r66-t73, z6r-262, 266-
267; South Down, r4o; SPain,
vii, 16, 2?7-282; SPilsbY, r3G-
t37, r4o-i4t, Fig. fS; SPring
Valley, rz3; Street, zor-zoz,
Fig. +Z; Suflolk, 16o, 16r, r87;
Surrey, tt4; Sussex, 6S-Zl,
ro6-ro8, t44-t 46, 2o3, 2o7-2o8,
2tgr22o, 22O-22t, Figs. 15,
3718, So; Sweden, 17; Swit-
zerland, vii,263;

Tanyot, 4r ; TaYlor HiIl, zr8;
Teias, 196-198; Thomastown,
zr8-zrg; Thun, 36; Thur-
govia, 263; Tiddington House,
i+8-r+9; Tiverton, ro5 ; Ton-
bridge, z4r ; Torres Straits, 4;
Toulon, z9; Toy Farm, r44-
146, Figs. 37-38; Trianon,
4z; Turweston Manor, 163 ;

United States, vii, zz, 25'46, 233,
z 5g,2834gt,Fig. 5 r ; UPPingham,
r37-r38; near Uvalde, 196, r98 ;

Vervains, 4o;
Wales, Noith, 165-166; Walker-

ingham, rz9; Walton-le-Dale,
r55 ; Warleigh Hill, zo4 ; Warn-
ham, 6S-73; Warwickshire,
r3o ; Waterford,65, 73-86, z4o,
Figs. 16-19 ; trear Waterford,
rz6 ; Weilbach, 24 n.r i Weir
Hill, rz8; Welwyn, r?8-r79'l
West KeaI HaIl, 136-137; near
Weston-super-Marc, r77, Fig. 4r;
Wethersfield Place, r8z ; Whit-
field, zo5-+o6; Whittle-le-
Woods, t1;Bl.i Wicklow, Co.,
SHroz i Wiltshire, 15-16, tz5,
r3o, r4r-r+2; Wiuchcombe,

Dowsingat (in, amongst tbe) (conld.l
r59 z. ; Wiascombe, r78; Witr-
terbourne, ro3 ; Woodhall SPa,
186 ; Woodlands, zr7-2l8;
Woolwich, r9 ; Worcestershire,
260,270; Wrington, Yale of, zz i

Yaos, the, 3 ; Yelling, zr6-2t7 i
near Yeovil, r89-r9o; near
Yewhurst, rr5; Yorkshire, r37,
t42, r8o i

Zevenfontain, 168; Zulus 4
Dowsing, things found (etc.) bY

means of: aqueducts, 34-35,
4r ; carbonic acid gas, 283,287;
chalybeate water, 67, r85;
coal,253-25*; coins, 3t, r2o-
t23, 253, 257-260, 26r; com-
pass, r78; colduits, 39, 42;-opper, fi, z1g; criminals, x,
3, 4,27-3r, 3z; ctockery, 256;

delft, 256 ; drains, rr7, tt8-12o,
t36-137, 2o5 i gold, rr, 16,
t2o-t2.3, 257-2 58 ; .hot -springs,43i iron, rr; jewel, 2bi
lawsuits, 32, 4oi lead, rr ;

medicinal waters, 43 ; metals,
73, tr, t4, 30, 43, r7g, 248_,

24g, 254, 257, 260; mineral-
waters, 43, r3r n.t, t85, zo3,
254, 283-287, Figs. 43-44 ; min-
erals, 7-9, tt, t4, 2r, 57, ro5,
rtr, t76, r79,.233, 235, ?3_6,
253, 254; mines, submaririe,
zS+; murderers, z7-3r; oil,
r97, 253, 254 |

petroleum, 253, 254 i Pewter,
26c i water-PiPes, 34-35, 38,
39, 4r, 42, 44, tr3-t14, tt7, rt9,
t2o, r2r, rz4, t36-r37, r5r,
r57-r58, 165, 179, 2o5, 27o;
porcelain, 256;

se-itzer waterspring, r3r n.2, 2o3 ;
silver, rr, t6, 259; stoneware,
256; submarines, 254; sulPhur
springs, r85 ; thieves, 3-4; tin,
z6o ; treasure, 3t iwater, Possurt

" Dowsing-cone," 233
Dowsing-rods, articles

stances used for:
zl8, Fig. 58; aPPle-tree wood,
rOO; bimboo, 3, 4 ; blacktlorn,
zzo; abrc,ok, 19, Fig.8 ; bucket-
handle, rg, Fig. 8; candle-
snuffers, z, rg, z34,I.ig.8;

galvanizedwLre, zz6; gxass, 166;
hazel, 6, tt, ?4, 77,8r, ro3, ro4,
to6, rol, t4Z, 16+, 165, 166,
r87, r9r, rg1, 2o+, 2o6, 22o,
zz6, z3z, 235, 236, 255, 277 i
Kaaahu*tst, r9; knife aud fork,
19, F.U. 8 ; oot lance-wood, 116;
lilac-wood, zz6;
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metal, 2, 19, 46, ro3, tos, to1,
t52, 166, t75, r?6, t87, rg4,
zz6,- 234, 48, 255, z7r, Figs.
58-.6o ; nut-wood, rz8'; peaCh-
tree-wood, 166, zgo; pepper-tree
wood, r 66 ; persimmon-tret wood,
289; smoLing-pipes, 19, Fig. B;
pl,m-wood, zz6;

sausage, 2, 19, 234; scissors, 19,
Fig. 8; steel, ro3, ro4, ro5,
t97, r75,234; sycamore, 116;
thorn, r47, r48, r5o; tongs, z;
walking-stick, 236-237; watch-
spring, ro3, to4, ro7, 176, r87,
tgt, 234, z7r ; whitethorn, t47,
r4q, r59 ; willow, 15-16, r8f,
zz6; wtre, ro6, t52,.166, t7S,
zz6, 255; wood, fasstm

Drainage, geological, j8, roo
Drains traced by dowsing, rr7, rr8-

tzo, r3Lt37, zo5
prgygot! W. Edwards of, 233
Dublin, Count5r, dowsing h, izo-rzr
Dublin Mouutilos, 99
Dufresue, Capt. J. C., on a case of

dowsing, tg4, rgs
Duke, R. F,, z-58
Dungannon, C. B. M. Cbambr|of, rtt
Dunham, Beavis, dowsing lor, zzg'
Dunmow, dowsing near, r87
Dunraven, I-ord, dowsing ior, r4z
l)uraDce, dowsing near the, 43 z.
Ilurham, dowsiag in, r39
Du Toit, J., on a case of dowsing,

26t462
Duton HilI, dowsing at, r87
Dynatrnic.force as an erplanation of

dowstDg, 249

Eagle Card Company, dowsing for,ro5
Parle, Archdeacon, a dowser,-r8g,' zoi
Earth currents, 43
East End. Sbanldin. zr<
Eau, ChAtcau d,, +i
Edbrook Cottage,' Fiddiogton, dow-

siDg at, r77-r78
Eilda, +he magii:al iods of the, 6
Ede, a dowser, 258
Edgeworth, F.H..2jq
Edwar.ds, William, 'i dowser, r74;

his invention- zea
Edwards County,'TJias, dowsing in,

r97
Effuues tillcsttas.2\o
Egerton Road, KiAberley, dowsing

in, 167-168, 169
Electricit5r, its alleged connection

with do-r,rsing, 34, 35, 40, 43, 45,
.. _-152, r98, zt7, 22?, 2+3, z5o, 252" .Eleciro-Geodetic Mineral Findei,,,

233

22, 272
EncyclopEdie,
EncyclopCilie

the Paris, 43
mCthoilique, on dowsing,

" Electro-Terreohmeter,,, 233
Elizabeth, Queen, dowsir"g" in the
_.- Men{tips since her time, 57Ellard, James, a dowser, z8d, zgo,

29r
Elliott, K. C., dowsing for, 168, 169
Elliotts, Nuthurst, dowsing at,, zr9-

zzo, Fig. 5oElsot G., a dowser, t74, 2zg-z3z
Ely Paper Works, do#iing forj ro5,

r09
Emanations, influence on dowsing oI

alleged, 4o
Emerson, Rev. Ralph, on dowsing,

47
Engineers and dowsing, 57, 6c, 65,

75, 86, 98, rot, tr7, rr8, rz8,
_ -r79, r8z, r83-r84, tgo, rgg,2to
Iingland, dowsing in, bassim
Enys, L D., a g6ologiit and dowser,

on_dowsing, 64, z3g-z4o
Erzgebirge, dowsing in the, 9
Eshelby, D. W., on1 case ofdowsing,

270
Essex, dowsing in, r8z
Esser Hetalil, The, t8z
Esser Naturalist, tt
Europe, dowsing ih, vii
Evans and Owen, Messrs, dowsing

for, ro5, ro9
Evelyn, Joh9, o-n dowsing, 14
Evercreech, H. Smart of, -r8o '
Evora, dowsing at, 186
Excelsior Farm, Jacobsdal, dowsing

at the, r3o
Exeter, [.ord, dowsing for, r3r n.z
Exeter, Mr. Jermanstf, z5d
Exmoor, thdgeology of, 5-8
Iixperiments in dowsing, r2-t3, 15,

19, 22, 24, z4 n.r, z5 atd passim ;
precautioas to be observed, 86

F., M. de, dowsing for, 38; his
experiments with Bletou, 38Faikesit Haddington, r59

.t-ailures- of Bleton, 44-45 ; Para-
Telle, 5o ; Mullins, r3r-r32 ;
S_to-tre, r33-r35; Gataker, r53;
Wills, r54

Faintness-produced by dowsing, 3oiafm arld, I7omc, I3o
Farmet anil Chambu of Agriculturc

Jwrnal, Thc, rt8
Farndell, H., a dowser, 258
Farrer, Lord, a dowser, r89; ou.

dowsing, z5r
Faults in the rock, 56, r9o
Fayle, Edwin, on the Waterford

case, 85 n.
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Fenley, Guy, a dowser, r89, 196-
rg8,26t

Ferruginous saads at Shanklin, zrz
Feyjoo y Monteregro on the Zahoris,

z8o
Fiddick, T., a dowser, his " dowsing

cone," 233
Fiddington, dowsing at, r77-r78
Figuier, Louis, on dowsing, 25i ot

Bleton's alleged failures, 44
Fire, the dowsing-rod as a symbol ot

divine, r
Fireclay at Haddington, r59
Fisher, Rev. Osmond, otr Seology

and dowsing, 6r
Fiske, John, on the origin ol tle

dowsing-rod, r-z
Fissure-water,58, rr4
Fissures in rocks, SS, 57, 58, s8,

rt4, t44, 195, 2or. 215
Flanagan, H. G,, a dowser, r89
Flint at Blackcap Hill, r44
Fludd, Robert, on dowsing, rr
Folklore, dowsing in, 5, 5 a.r
Foot, use of the, bY AYmar in dow-

sing, 30
Forked-s[ape of the dowsing-rod,

tlle, r--2, g,rg, 17, 74, 77,8r,87,
89, 95, ro3, 106, rrr, rr5, 116,
rr8, -t23, t28, t4t, r47, r48,
t5o, r'z, r53, 160, 164, 165'
1Zg, t82, 2o4, 20,6, 217, 22o-,
2i6, z2Z, 232, 234, 235, 236,
239, 24o, 24t, 242, 25t' 255,
27t, zgo, Figs. r, 3-r3, 3r-34,
36, 5t, 3-58,6447

Fox, Dr., dowsing for, ro8
France, dowsing in, vii, x, g-rt, t7'

2t, 2445, 26, 2?-54, tg4-196,
263,268

France, Queen of, dowsing for, 4z
FranQois, Jean, on dowsing, 15

Frauil as an explanation o{ dowsing,
viii, 16, 40, 45,62,2t9

Freiberg, translation o{ Paramelle's
book by Professor at, 5r

Fry, Lord Justice, dowsiog for, ro5
Fuller's eaittr in Somerset, rz8

G., P. I., dowsing for, 4r ; his exPeri-
merts with Bleton, 4r

Gallows Hill, 85
Galvanized-wire dowsing-rod, zz6
Gambia river, dowsing uP the, 4
Gorilen, Thc, rr9
Garner, Hon, Joha N., on a case of

dowsing, r98
Garnett, Edward Oscar, a dowsor,

266-126?
Garoett, Prbfessor E., on a case of

dowsing, 266-267
Garraa, Ed., a dowser, 286

Gassend, Pierre, on dowsirg, r3
Gatacre. Saa Gataker
Gataker, Leicester, a dowser, zr8,

234; his wile, r5z; his geffta-
tions, r5o,245 ; bisfailures, r53 ;
examples of his successm, r53-
rsg ; 

-his 
Portrait.FE'40

Gault clay at Shanklin, 2o9,2t3
Gazettc ili sanll ot dowsi-ng, 46
Geake, John, dowsing for, r54-r55
Gearing's, ?o
Geikie,-Sir Archibald, on dowsing, 63
General Carbonic Co., 283
Geogoostic, 49
Geological SocietY, The, 64
Geological SurveY, 87, ztz
Geolofrcal SurveY of Irdand, 64,

'13-75
G€olffichl works, dowsing in, 60
Geologists' Association of London,

6r, 69
Geolosists on dowsing, Passim;

w-here they should tre emPloYed,
56

Geology of water-suPPlY, the, 48-
SS"; of Somerset, 56-59 ; and
Passim

Gere, C. M., r+9
German translatiou of Paramelle'r

book, 5r
Germanic literature, the divining-rod

itr,6
Germans, dowsing bY, r, rr
Germany, dowsing in, vii, x, fu,

r7, rq,26, z5o, 268
Cillingiham, G., a dowser, rfu
Gilmour, James, on dowsing among

the Mongols, 4
Gioetz, Dr, on dowsiog, 42-43
Glacial drift in the RockY ValleY,

98, roo
Glanvil, Joseph, on dowsing, 14

Glasbury, dowsing at, r85
Glasebrook, R. T-, on a case ol

dowsing, rz9
Glass Mourtaius, Texas, dowsing at,

r97
Gloucester, dowsing r.ear' t7+-r75i

T. Wiilis of, t74-r75
Gloucestershire, dowsing ia, ro3, ro5'

rro, t2r-t23, t29, r74-r75;
geologY ol, rzr-rz3

Glouieste6hire Dairy Coapeny, dow-
siug for, ro5

Gltichrbt, 7
Glnade, dowsing near, r45
Goid discovered bY dorsing, t2o..

t23,257458
cold diq;'diJcovered bY dowsing,

rr ; dowsing used in, 16
Golacn ioa, the, -of the Nibclungslietl,

6
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Gottfried
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H.W a dowser,

of
Haddirrgton, dowsing at, r5g_r59
Hales, Frank N., on- a casi of-dow-

H.rift:'fii* M. craigie, on a qrso
ot dowsing. 24r

Halle, dowsin{in,'r9
Hampton Court, Leominster, dow_

sing at, r54
Ham-pton_ Court, near 'Worcester,

Miss Turner of. z6o
Handle- of a bucket as a dowsing-

rod, rg, Fie. 8
Harlren, Sir_.frenry, dowsing for,

Qs-zl, Fig. rj ; on cais oi
dowsing, jan.z- rrz

l{ard_shay fritiolt, dori,'sing at, r55
Hareby Estate, dowsing oi tU6, iio_

r4r, Fig. 35
Hares, Thomas, a dowser, ry6_r7g,Fig. 4r
Harington, Sir Richard, a dowser,

r8g, z7o
HarmonJbloael King-, adowser, rg9
Harriss, Mr, dowsing-for, zz6_zz7
Harriss, Miss, a doiser, zz7
Harriss, Mrs., zzz
Harz.Mountains,'dowsing in the, x
Eastrngs, dowsing at, r-32
Hastings Board of Guardians, dow_

sing for, rtz
Hastings_Beds it Horsham, 69
Hatton, Hon. Harold FiucL.,ize_rza
Hatton, IIon. M. B. C. fiich-,"1c#

the Earl of Winchilsea, g.u.
Hauff,_ G., dowsing for, r7o
Haverholme kior!, aowslin g at, :r-3_

r25
Hawker, Thomas, a dowser, r74
}lazel, a dowser. e<e
Haze.l_ dorrrsing-.oi"s, 6, tr, 74, 72,6t, to3, to4,^to6, to7, r47, 164,

r()5, r60, tE7_, tgt, tg5, zo4,
2oo, 22o, zz6, 232,, 235, 46,

" H::i':{ke spring,,, rompkius,s
elPressroD, !49, r49 n.,, 52rrcaro, lom, a dowser, I74

Hedgecocks, near Ruig6ri,ick, dow_
srng at, ro6_rog, roz z.

H:lgiEI; llT;t lT*:;#i,,.,,
Ergs, 43_44,245Hellier, W. G.. dowsing for, 176_
tc8

Ilgogi*t John, and Co., Z4Henfield. Roberts of, t74, ztg
flentrrg, tt,, on dowsing, z6g
Hereditary nature oftowsiug, rg3,

r85
Hereford,-dowsing near, t42-r44
Herefordshire, do-wsing- it, r 4z_r 44,20V2O7

Great Westeru Railway, dowsing
for, ros

!::i}"a,.aaS, dowsing tor, zo5_zo6ureatwood Copse, zo9 -
ureenmount -Agricultural College,

^ dowsing for, r9o_rgrt reensand at Shanklin, zo9ureenstone, a non-water-bearing
_ rock,55
cree1,- Capjai" J. H., dowsing for,

160, 16r, t6z_r6a
Greer, Mrs., 16r, t6z"
cregory, qir W. F. Welby_, on a

g."tffi;*'I .tr#f: Iif, ;;, : " n "'
urenoble, Symar,s f.eat - it, 2? iljletort born near. , <
Gresham,-Sir Th;;: ;;3
t;resso.n, Mrs, dowsing foi, zogcrey_" claybats,,, r5lo; marl, aearlauntoD. IOO
Griqualand Wdt, Aowsing in, 166_

c.it'li waterford, 8z
urov.1 G_.- Trotste-Chapyn-, dowsing

tor, I2q
Guilleumot] M., his experiments with

Bleton- ar
Gurney, Eriduad, ou dowsing, rzg

INDEX
Hermes, tte wand of, r
Herschel, Sir John, on scientific

method, ix
Hertfordshire, dowsing in, q8-

r79,263
Hessle, J. Stears of, r79-r8rc
Hetzel, Mr, a dowser, 168
Heytesbury, Lord, dowsing for, ro5,

t3r a.l
Hickes, T, J., on a case of dowsing,

rr5-r16
Hidden articles found by dowsing,

29, 31, rzo-r23, r78, 253, 256-
z6o

Higginbottom, Mr, dowsing for,
r 35-r 36

Hightoynton, dowsing at, 2zg
Hill and Son, r8o
Hill-house farm, Yewhurst, dowsing

on the, rr4, rr5
Hippisley, E. M., a dowser, r89
Historii aot helkog Reynfid oort

Bruunsahweiig, allusions to a
wishing-rod in the, 6

Hodgesfield, Waterford, dowsing in,
8r

Hoe Benham, dowsing at, 165
Hoernl6, Prof. R. F. A., on a case

of dowsing, z6r-z6z
Hoghtoo, Sir James de, dowsing

for, r55
Hoghton Station, r55
Hoghton Tower, dowsing at, r55
Holoslzt placenta, 146
Holland, dowsing in, r&r7
Holland, J. E,, on a case of dowsing,

125
Hollands, Mrs Minnie, on a case of

dowsing, z4r
Hollands, Miss, a dowser, z4r
Hollies; The, Burghfield, dowsing at,

6243
Hollow Cottages, dowsing at the,

I13
Holmes, Sherlock,85
Holmes, T. V., otopriori conclusions,

6r ; cases of dowsing submitted
to,62:' on dowsing, 64 ; on the
Horsham case, 68 ,t., @-73;
on a case at CheUord, t27 i on
a case at Horncasfle, r38; on
a case at oxford, r49 ; otr a case
at Welwyo, rZ9; on Sir R.
Lankester's experiment, 223424

Home, Lord, dowsing for, r59 r.
Home Farms, rzs
Homestead, The, KimberleY, dow-

sing at, 166-167, r$
Hooker, J. Steason, a dowser, r89
Hooson, William, on dowsing, zr
Hope Farm, Kimberlen dowging at,

,6yt7o

325
Horncastle, dowsingat, r38 ; near,22g
Horseshoe.shalxd dowsing-rod, ro5
Horsham, dowsing near, 65-73, 73 n.'

Fig. r5, ro6-ro8, ztg, 22o i tbe
geology of,69-72

Horsham Stone,69
Hoskins, Sir John, 16
Hoskyns, H. W., dowsing for, rz7-

tz8, zzg,-2,32
Hot springs, dowsing for, 43
How, Henry, dowsing for, ro6-ro8
Howson, R., a dowser, 254-256, z7o-

27r
Howth, the Beology of, g8
Hull Field Naturalists' Society, r79
Humphrey, A. P., r87, r88
Humphreys, G. H. l{ard-, a dowser,

r89
Huntingdonshire, dowsing in,zr6-z r 7
Hurst Hill, 7o
Hutton, Charles, on dowsing, r7-r9
Huxley, T.H., ZS
Hydro-geologist, Paramelle becomes

a, 49
Hydro-geologists, 54 ; where should

be employed, 56; not more
successful than dowsers, 57

Hydromancy aot to be confused with
dowsing, z

Hyil/oplretu, 45
Hydroscope, 47, 49
Hynes, Mr, zr8
H54rerasthesia, z6r
Hyslop, J.H.,287
Hythe, A. Butcher of, r74

Ibbetson, Sir W. S., dowsing for, ro5
Igneous rocks in Cornwall, 58; at

Waterford, 85
Ilfracombe, dowsing at, r53
Ilfracombe Local Board, dowsing Ior,

r53
Illiteracy of dowsers, 24, 34
Illness, its influence on dowsing, 33
Ilminster, Mr Batten of, r89
Impermeable and permeable rocks, 55
Independent dowsers, exPeriment

ivith two or more, 86-roz, tt7-
rr8, r4r, r5r, 167-168, r99-
zzr, Figs. 46-5o,286

India, dowsring in, viii, xi, tt.a, 3 |
W. N. Pogson oI Kilpauk, r74

Induction and conduction, electrical,
45,252

Inferior oolite in Somersetshire, rz7
Inquisition, dowsing in the " moral

world " forbidden by the, 3z
Instruments used for the finding of

undergtound water, minerals,
etc., rr

Insulation, its alleged efiect on dow-
sirg, 35, +o, 15,252
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Inkudes, 85
InvoluntarXr,rnuscular action. See

Unconscious muscular action
Ipswich, Sufiolk, S. T. Chilal of, 186-

r88
Ireland, Gataker's agent in, r53
Irish Geological Society, 64
Irish Geological Survey, 6+, ?1, 7+, I S
Iron mines discovered by dowsing,'r r
Islo of Wight, dowsing ia ttre, r33-

r34, zo8, z16
Italn dowsing in, vii, 7, 34Ivy Lodge, the horne of Tonpkius,

l4r

Jacobsdaal, dowsing ln, r7o
Jadelot, Prof., on dowsing, 36
James, A. A., dowsing fr:lr, zoz
James-Lange theory, tL:e, 246
latet, Piene, 246
Jefirey, John, dowsing for, 169117o
Jelf, General R. H., dowsing for,

t56-r57
Jenkins, E. Vaughan-, on dowsing,

Kilroe, J. R., cases of dowsing sub-
mitted to, 62, 64 ; on the Water-
ford case, 73, ?4, ?S,8zJ5; on
the Corrigoona case, 99-ror ; on
an alleged failure of Mullins, r3z

Kilruddery,99
Kimberley, dowsing at, 167-173
Kinahan, G. H., cases o{ dowsing sub-

mitted to, 62,64 i on the Water-
ford case, 75, 77, 82,85, Figs,
t6, t7

King, J. J. T., dowsing for, 167-168,
r69

Kingstown, dowsing at, zz7-zzg,
Fig.5z

Kiugwood House, Lambourn, dow-
sing at, 63

Kircassock, dowsing at, t2S
Kircher, Athanasius, oo dowsing,

I2-r3, 15, 25, z8o
Kirk aod Parry, Messrs., r13
Kitcher, Rodney, a dowser, r74
Klinckowstroem, Count C. von, on

dowsing, z5r
Knachutwst, as a dowsing-rod, rg
Knapp, Rev. Martin R., on a case of

dowsing, 239
Knife and fork as a dowsing-rod,

19, Fig. 8
Knutsford, Lord, dowsing 1or, r3r n.2
Kock, J. W. de, dowsing for, r73
Komgha, H. L. Flanagan of, r89
Kuhn, Adalbert, on the origin of the

dowsing-rod, r

La Blanche, Count of, dowsing for, 36
La Borde, M. de, dowsing for, 36
La Fond, Sigaud de, on dowsing, 36
I-ake District, the geology of the, 58
Lalande, tle astronomer, on the

rotation of the dowsing-rod, 33;
his criticisms of Bleton, 45-46;
his criticism discussed, 45

Lambourn, dowsing at, 63
Lamoignon, President of, dowsing for,

36
Lancashire, dowsing said not to be

found in, 14; dowsing in, r55
Lancaster, dowsing at, r57-r58
Lance-wood too stifi for use as a

dowsing-rod, r16
Lang, Andrew, on dowsing, z5; a

dowser, r89; Ietter to, z3o,254
Lang, Samuel, dowsiag for, ro9
Lankester, Sir Ray, his experiment

iu dowsing criticised, 223-224,
zz3 n.r

Lansdowne, Lord, dowsing for, r4z
Laon, Bishop of, dowsing for, 36
Latimer, Charles, a dowser, on dow-

sing, z5
Launceston, dowsing at, r54-t55

26, r93 rr.; c.rses collected by,
ro7-ro9, r16-r19, 123-t25, tgt-
r93, Zo5-ao8

enkins, Rev. J. G., a dowser, rfu
ennans, Mr, a dowser, 258
ersey, Earl of, dowsing for, rzg-

J
J
J

r30, 13r
Jewel, dowsing lor a, zfu
Joints in rocks, 55, 7r, t46
Jones, J. II., a dowser, r$g, zrg, z7z,

2731 atCarrigoona, 89rroz ; on
a case of dowsing, tz6

Journal d'agriculture pratique, on
dowsing, 5o

Journal ile Pois on dowsing, 4r-42,
44

Joumal de PhTsique on dowsing, 44
Joutnal. d,es S1aaans on dowsing, 45-

46
Journal ilas Spectacles on dowsing, 4z
Jowsers, zz
Jurassic rocks in Somerset, 57

Kaap Plateau, 167
Kabbalists, 277
Karrepan, Barkly West, dowsing at,

t69
Keary, C. F., on the origin of the

dowsing-rod, r
Kelby, dowsing at, rr3
Kemp, Mr, a dowser, r9o
Kentucky, dowsing in, 289
Kilkenny, County, dowsing in, zr8-

2r9
" Killas," clay-slate, ln Cornwall, 58
Killough, valley of, 99
I(ilmacanoge, vale of, grgr

Kilpauk, W. N. Pogson of, r74
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Lawrence, William Scott, a dowser,

2.r-, ro3-ro9, 224, 239, 245 ; his
life and character, ro3-ro5; ex-
amples of his successes, 106-109,
2O2,2O2-4O3

Lawson, Miss Mary, dowsing for, zfu
I,awsuits, dowsing to settle, 32, 4o
Lead mines discovered by dowsing, r r
Leadenham, dowsing at, rr3-rr4
I*brun, Pierre, on towsing, r7, 25,

30 ; his correspondence' wifh
Malebranche, 17, lo

Ledbury, dowsing nbai, r43, zo6
Lee, Rev. A. C., on a case oI dowsing,

207
Leeuwkop, or Leukop, farm, Orange
_ _ Free_State, dowsing at, fi7, rjr
Lefroy, C. St G,, on the Carrilooia

case, 87, 89, g3 n., gs-g?
Leigh House, Walton-le-Dale, dow-

sing at, r55
Leigh, Lord, dowsing for, rzg, r3r n.2
Leipsic, a paper devoted to dowsing

io,, z6
Le Lorrain de Vallemont, P. de, on

dowsing, 25, 30; his experi-
ments with Aymar, 3o

Leominster, dowsing near, r54
I-etts, John, dowsing for, r8o, Fig. 4z
Leukop, oz Leeuwkop, farm, Orange

Free State, dowsing at, fi7, t7r
Leviathan belching dowsing-rods, r9,

Fig. 8
Lias in Somerset, 57, 58 n.r ; at

Shepton Mallet, r 15 ; near
Campden, t2t i at Uppingham,
r38 ; at Street, zot-zoz', at
Warleigh HiIl, zo4

Light, t}re dowsing-rod as a symbol
of divine, r; its properties in
connection with dowsing, 4o

Lightning, the dowsing-rod sym-
bolical of, z

Lilac-wood dowsing-rod, zz6
Limestone, a permeable rock, 57,

7r i at Carrigoona, roo; at
Rauceby, tt2, tr4; at Sher-
bura-in-Elmet, t37 i at Upping-
ham, r38 ; at Kimberley, r7z;
at Congresbury, zr8

Lincolnshire, dowsing in, nz-rr3,
_. l3q:\7, r38, r4o-r4r, r87, zzg
Little, W. D., on a case'of dowsing,

r29-r30
Little Mays, 69
Little Sugarloaf Mountaiu, 99-roo
Littlehampton, H. Farndell of, 258
Llandrindod Wells, T. Heighway of,

r85
Llauelly, the geology of, 58 a.!;

R. W. Robertsoa of, r74
Llanvair, dowsing at, 146-148

Llanvair Grange, dowsing at, r 46-1 47
Llanvair Rectory, dowsing at ,t47-r48
Lloyd, Captain Penay, dowsing for,

r85, Figs. 43, 44
Lloyd and Yorath, Ltd., Messrs,

dowsing for, 156
Load-stone, its properties compared

to dowsing, tt,2So
Loam, a non-water-bearing rock, 55 ;

near Taunton, r9o
Local authorities entitled to employ

dowsers, xi
Local Government Board dowsing, xi
Locke, John, his use of the word

Deusing, 16
Locking, dowsing at, 59, r77,Fig.4r
Lockyer, a dowser, r9r-r93, Fig.+5
Lockyer, George, r9z
Lodge, Sir Oliver,254, z69
Londesborough, Lord, dowsing Ior, r 4z
London clay in Berks, 6z
Loadonderry, Marquis of, dowsing

for, r5g n.
Long, Lord, dowsing f.or, r4z
Long Cross Vicarage, dowsing at,

z59-260
Long Valley, Albert, dowsing in,

rg4-tg6
Lorraine, dowsing in, 35
Lot, the Department of, water-supply

io, 47-49; dowsing in, 49-52
Louis XVI, Thouvenel commissioned

bv, +3
Love, R. P., dowsing lor, r7z-r73
Lower greensand at Shanklin, zrz
Lower lias, the, in Somerset, 57
Lowther, Colonel W. G., dowsing

for,254
Lugwardine, dowsing at, zo5
Lunatic Asylum, tlre Brislington,

dowsing for, ro8
Lurgan, dowsing in the, rz5
Luther, Martin, on dowsing, 7
Luxembourg, the experiments with

Bleton at the, 4r-43
Lyons, a commission otr dowsing

appointed at, z6; Aymar born
near, 27; the murder of a mer-
chant at, z7 ; Aymar traces the
criminal through, z9; the case
noted in the records of, zg-3o;
Bleton in the Charterhouse of,
3z ; the Prior of this on Bleton,
32, 31, 38; a book on dowsing
publishedat,33 ; dowsingin,3T ;
dowsing near, 40

M,, Bishop of, on experiments with
Bleton, 38-39

M., Chevalier de, dowsing for, 38;his experimetts with Bleton,
38
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M., Count de, dowsing for, 38; his

experiments with Bleton, 38, z4z
Macedonian miners stated iot to

dowse, g
McQueen, Walter, a dowser, 286
Madras coast,dowsing by native from,3
Madresfield, dowsin{ ai,, ttg-rzo
Mafeking, 2istrict oi, dowsing in, r 73Maganja, Central Africa, Eowsin!

among the, 3
Mager, Henri, a dowser, his mechaui-

cal water-finder, 233
Maggs, Charles, dowsing-for, t4t-t4z
Magic, ix, 14, 79
Magical rod, the, ol the Eilda, 6
Magic blanche dCuoilCe, La, 46-47
Magnesian limestone at She;b*'n-in-

Elmet, r37
I\fagnetism, its alleged connection
- - _ 

with dowsing, ry, 35, 2So
Malaise, the, of the dowser. 2tq-2a,,
Malays, dowsing among the, 4'"
Malebranche, oi dowsiig, r7
Malham Tarn water sinki, 5O
Malvern, dowsing at, r rg
Mametz, dowsing Dear, r95, rg5 ,r.
Manchester ThirlmereWateiwoif s, r 5 

g
Manikin, direcfions for making'oie

dowse, 46-47
Mansfield's " Patent Automatic Wa-

ter Finder.', zat
Marcellus, 279
Marl, a non-water-bearing rock, 55 ;

near, T4:ominster, r5J; at Wil-
tonle-Dale, r55 ; at Haddiog-
ton, _r59; at Meredith, ,Zi;
near Taunton, rgo ; at f.iewpoit,
Mon., r93; at Warleigh Hil;
2o4i at Congresbury, zr8

Marlborough, Duk=e of,do.fuiin g f.or ; 4zMarlstone, a water-bearing r5ck,-5j ;at Grantham, rr6 z.
Marshbanks, Mr, a dowser, zrz
Y:^n-n{a, W. Edwards of, r74
Martel, E. A., on dowsing, 6o '
Martell, S., on a case of d"owsing, ro7
Martin, Gilson, dowsing for, r55'
"_Matidre meurtriCre,,, ir, 

"4sMaxwell, Sir Herbert,- on dowsing,
t3t,254-256

Maxwell, Major J. H. Wedderburn, a
dowser, t8g, z7o

May, H.,258
Mayfield, dowsing at, zot
Mayo, Rev. C.H., rzt -
Mayo, Herbert, on dowsing, z3-24,

z4 n.r, 244
Mechanical water- and mineral-

finders, 233,25o-z5r
Mechanism of dowsiogf the, 233-247
Medicinal waters- /r -
Medieval times, doJsing in, O

Mediterranean idols, r
It{e!-an9sia, use of rods io, 4
Melksham, 4owsing at, t4r-142
Melksham Dairy -Co., dbwsiirg for,

t 4t-t42
Menai Bridge Diskict C.ouncil, dow-

sing for, r59 a.
Mendips, dowsing in the, 14, s7,

g*.If; 1?,'.iT"*,tffl ,:t_*", 
l'

Mercurial rods, 6, 9
Meredith, dor[sing at, t74-t71
Mereleigh, CheHoid, dori,sing it, rz6-

t27
Mereweather, W., a dowser, ry4;on a case of dowsing, ro8
Mereweather, Messrs, ro6 2..
" Merry thought,', r64
Metal dowsing-rods, z,'r9, 46, ro3,ro5,

to7-, r52, r6p, 175, 176, rB7, rg4,

,w,, ii"t;,1i! ;i 12' " 
t' z 7 r' Figs' 5 8-6o

Metals, dowsing Ior, 74, rr, 14, 30,
-_ . 43, r79,248,249,254,257-260
Metamorphic rock at Wlierfoia, 7A
M-ethuen, Lord, dowsing !or, r4i'
M-i.cra s ter cor anguineml r 46
M iuastu cor-tesiudinariui, r 46Middel P.laats North, Kimberley,

dowsing at, t7r-172
Middlesex, dowsin! in,' r3o
Middleton Park, d6wsinsat, r 1o-r rr
llidford Sands at Bath,-r83 ' "
Ilfilbanke, Lady, a dowser, ry, 43n.,

239,24o
Miles, Miss Clarissa, a dowser, 16o-

t66, 26t
Miles, Colonel, r6t
Milham,_Charles, i dowser, r74
Miller, W. Christie-, dowsing for,

73-86, rz5-rz6
Millways, Launceston, dowsing at,

r54-r55
Mineral-waters,-34, 43 ; dowsing for,

43, r3r n.2_, rB5, Figs. +J-++,
2o3, 254, 283-z|l

Minerals, dowsing tcir, 7-9, tt, t4,
2t, 57, tos, rtt, 176, t7g, 233,
235, 236, 2s3, zs4

Mines, submarine, dowsine for. z<t
Il{ining, dowsing in conneiUon iiih,
__. .x, 7, 9, tt, t4, t6, zo-zt, zS, 26
Mining-rod, 7Ministry of Agriculture, France,

appoint a sub-committee to
investigate dowsing, z6

Ministry of Finance, Northern lre-
laod, r9o

Minor, J. -C., on a case of dowsing,
283--287

Minor, Miss, a dowser, 283a,84
Minting, Horncastle, ioGing Lt, r3a

INDEX

with

r56,

329

Mole, Mr, 273
Molten, dowsing near, r8o
Mongez, Abb,6, his exPeriments

Bletotr; 43-44
Mongols, dowaing among the, 4
Monkswood Reservoir, r84
Monmouthshire, dowsing ia,

Mullins, fohn, and Sons, a firm of
dowslrs and well-sinkers, ro9

Mullins. IosePh, ttt n.' 2o5 n'
Mullins, ihe Young, dowsers, failure

of one oI, in Berks, 6z-63 ; suc-
cesses of one of, near Horsham,
?3 n,r; apt to take credit for
their father's successes, ro9'rro

Munn, Miss, a dowser, r2o
Munn, Rev. G. S., on a case of dolv-

sing, rzo
Mtinster, Sebastian, on dowsrnS, 7
Murchison, Sir Roderick, r43
Murderers traced by dowsitrg, 27-3r
" Murderous matter," 3r
Muscular sPasms Produced bY dow-

uyai'rtfiJ,"snichard, dowsios for,
r65-r66

Myers, F. W. H., zz4

N., Surgeon-Major, dowsing for, 4o
Nancy, dowsing near, 34
Nasmith, c. w., dowsing 1or, rz6-tz7
Nassau, dowsing ir-, z4 n.r
Needham' T. T., on dowsing, 46
Necro dowier, a,288, z8g-zgo
Ne6comian formation at Shanklin,z r 3
Netherleigh, Street, dowsing at, 2ot-

202
Itevitt, l-adY DorothY, on a case of,

dowsing, zo3
New River ComPanY, 65
New red marl at-Coirgresbury, zr8
Newbury, Berks', dowsing at, 56,

r6s I Stokes of, r74
Newcaitle-on-Tyne, dowsing at, r35-

r36
Newhaven, dowsing aear' r45
Newhaven Water Co., r45
Newoort, Essex, H' Bacon of, r74
Newiro*, Monmouth, dowsing at,

156, r9r-r93
Newrv. dowsing near, r39Fr4o
Newt6ir, F. W.l testimonial to W' S'

La,wrence, ro9
Nibclungslicit, the golden rod of tle, 6
Nicol, W., a dowser, t68, t7t' 

-
NieremUeig, J. E., on the Za'horis,

279-280
Nimes, dowsingat,39
Nod". tt u, welwviJdowsitgat, r78-

r?9
Norfoi( Dairy Farmers' Association,

dowsing tor, t4z
NorfolkshLe, dowsing iu, r4z
Norman, tr/(ark, ztz
Norris, ilr Foxlen Dean oI West'

minster, a dowser, r89)
North Perrott, dowsing at,23t432
Nortb Perrott Manor, C,rewLorao,

dovsiag a,t, t27-rz'8

r9r-193
Mono-ideism, 246,247
Monteasle. I-ord. 16o, 16r
Montgoirerie and Co., dowsing for,

r58-r 59
Montiht iiieu, The, l};te views of a

writer in, on dowsing, 32, 42,
44,44n.

Montuctd,'J. E., his edition o{ Ozan'
atn, 17

Moore, F. i(., dowsing tot, ry7
" Moral world," dowsing forbidden

in the, 3z
Moni*g Posl, Thc, t34
Morse code, 267
Mortillet, Gabriel de, a dowser, z4 ;

on exDeriments with indePendent
dows6rs. r99; the rod as held
by, Figs. 67-69

Mortimer, dowsing at, 6z
Morton, Duncan, bn a case of dow-

M -;:iE' ;l:.otnshit e A tmanoa, zzs
Moses, the feat of, in the wilderness

not to be confused with dowsing, z
Motion of the rod, the, 33' 39, 45-

46, ro5-ro6, rro, rrr, rr4, rr5,
izo, rz3, t2g, t34, t47-t48, r4&-'
r49, i5r-t52, t52-153, r6o,
r7S, r7g, r87, r9r, t95, N7,
zob, ziz, zr7, zrg, 22+, 226-
227, 22g, 239-243, 255, 256,
zsg,268,27v2,75' z8g, z9-z9r ;

transmission of , t29,227,242443
Motor automatism, 246
Mountain limestone,- a Permeable

rock, 57
Mowbray,-E. W., dowsing for, 166-

16?, 169
Mullinabro,-dowsing at, n6; l. H-

Jones of, 8g-toz, t26, t89
Mullins, H. W., a dowser' ttt ,r.,

t83-r85,2o3
Mullins, Johu, a dowser, 2t, 1o3,

r4r, r54, t83, zz4,22y232' 237,
z3g, ,42, 243, 256-257; 4t
Iiorsham, 6s-zs, Fig. 15 ; at
Waterford, 65, 73-86, Figs. 16'
ro: his business and life, rogP
r i i ; tris Dzuurer of boldiag the
rod, rrr-rr2, Figs. 3z-33, 56;
examples of his success€s, rrz-
ru. iot+r6; his failures, r3r-
riz'; in auogea fuilure, r3z;
his portrait, Fig. 3r

ij:

H
s{?
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Oxfordshire, dowsing in,

r49

330
Northamptonshire, dowsins in- r6e
Northern Ireland, an offic"ial 'oi-ihe

.,,9or:.np"n_tof, a dowser,rgo_r9r
Northumberland, dowsing in, i39 -
Northumberland, Duke "oi, aoGirg

for, r33
Norton Fitzwarren, Mr Kemp of,r9o; dowsing at, r9o
Norton, Hall, d.owiing at, rzt_t 23Norwtch, dowsing at, ttz
Norwich, F. H. Euckiniham of, r74
Notker on volatile and mircuriat iods,o
Nut-wood dowsing-rod, rzg
N uthurst, dowsing at, zr g_zzo, Fig. 5oNuthurst Rectorf, zig

O.,,President d,, dowsing for, 39_4oLrak GraDge, near Rudgwick, aow_
^ . sing_at ro6-tog, ro7 n.
Oakwood. House, near' Rudgwick,
^ ..doysing at, ro6-rog, to7 n.
Oatlands, Lancaster, dow6ing at,

r57-r58
Observato.ry, The, Crowborough Hill,

oowsrng at,2o7_2og
Ochorowicz, Dr, zt6
O'Connell, Mr, zrq
Od-force as an eiplanation of dow_

srng,249
Oficote Hurst, Ashbourne, dowsing

at, 156-157
Office of Works, Northern Ireland, r9o
Official of the Government of Nort-h-
^ - ern freland, a dowser, r9o_r9r
Ogden, J, Basil, on a c.se ofto*iirg,

r 83-r 84
Oil, dowsing for, r97,253,254
!|a,nagan, Judee Spink-o"t zii
olghlmpton, Mrs Greig of, r8iOld Red Sandstoue, "a permeable

rock, 57
Ollivant, Color,r.gl E. A., dowsing for,

2tg-22o, Fis. so
Oolite in Somerlei, 57, rz7; near

ljlppAurr, tzr; at Warleigh
Hill, zoa

Orange Free Slate, dowsing in the,t67-t7t, z6r--z6z
Ordoviciari shale at Waterford. z6 :

^ rock at_Waterford, gz, g5 '
Ornacieux, president d;, dowjing for,

36
Osterley Park, experiments in dow_
_ srEg at, r3r
Osterreichisches Verband zur KIdr_

ugg . de1 Wtioschelrutenfrage,
_ 26 i its Mittciturrscn, 26
Ould, Sir Johu, dowsiig io., r ro
Xv9ndsn,- .Deau, a dowser, rgg, z7o
9*lo.q, do.',vsing_at, r48_r49
uxto_rd-clay, at Oxford, t4g_r4g; at

Yelling, z16

Ozanam, Jacques, on dowsing, 17

Paarl, dowsins. at.26t
Paleozoic rocls, in the Mendios. <,r :

i3, Cornwall, 7g; in Coi"*"aif,
wales, the Lake District, 5g i

_ ._water abundant in, 59Pall M.all Gazette, zo3,'243
Ialladius_on water-fi;deis, 6
Palmer, G. W., on dowsing, 63
Palmer, W. J., dowsing foi, 6i
Paracelsus on dowsing-, 7jParadisial wishing-rod'of'G6ttfried of

Strassburg, 6
Paramelle, AEb6, his achievements

in water-lnding, zr, 47_54; his
Dte, 47-46; studies water_sup-
Ply, 47-49; is very ro"""trfo^I,
49-5r; publishes Lis theories;
5r-52; ascribes his success to
his theories, 5z-53; his tfreories
cnticised and his success as-

",*ilJ3:l it"f :x.H*,:i, ;1,,,,yarrs,-congress of dowsers held-in,

P",fft i;H*L':i;?' 3o' 4'-42' 44

Parsons, Mr., zrz
!at!mor_e, John, a dowser, r74
Paulet,-Dl., on dowsing, 46 

' '
Pavey, R., a dowser. r-ra
Peach-tree dowsing-iods', 166, zgo
Ieak, Sir H. W., diwsini tor,'roi
Pease, E. R., on dowsin"g, ,iii;" his

paper orr dowsing, z6; on prof.
_ _ Sollas's experiment, 59

i:fl,?i:',ffi 'm: T :Z,"aiff"#..",,,
rend,ute e*plotateuf , its affinity to the

dowsing-rod, t2_t3, 24, 233,
2o7, 274

Pennant stone at Brislington, rog
Pertg.t, a dow.ser, .zr, 4j, 44, z4z;
_ nrs portratt, .t-ig. 14
Iepper-tree dowsing-rods, 166
Permeable.and impermeable rocks, 55I'ershore, dowsing at. 2b
Persimmon-tree d-owsing-rod, z g9
t'eru, trgures on the carved rock! of,r_; dowsing in, 254

5:Eoleulo, dowsing_for, 2 53, 2 54reucer, uaspar, on dowsing, 9Pewter, dorisine lot. ztu
IflUip., Williai, ou dowsiug, zr
Ilippen, Francis, on dowsingl-zz, 237
Physiological efiect of aowii"S,' v"ii',

3o-3r,.32, 3.Q_31, zlJ_247. Sce
sensations, the dowser,s 

--

il:ltr8: {:w::$sIiltE Isr: r;Hi8

r3o, r48-

INDEX 33r
Queen of France, dowsing for, 4z
Questionnaire, a dowsing, 288
Quick, Messrs, zo9
Quicksand at Walton-le-Dale, r55

Radio-activity as an explaaatioo of
dowsing,249

Rainfall, its importaace iu water-
suppln 48-49, 55

Ramsden, Lady Gwendolen, 16r ;
on a case of dowsing, 163

Ramsden, J. F., dowsing tot,r6z-t63
Ramsden, Miss, 16o
Rathfrilaod, dowsing near, r39Fr4o
Rathmay, C.aptait, zr7
Rationale of dowsitrg, the, 17, 248-276
Rattom. See Rotan scga
Rauceby, dowsing at, lz-tr3
Ray, Joha, otr dowsitrg, 14
Ra5rmond, Rossiter, on dowsing, z5-

z6; on Bleton's alleged failures, 44
Reading, dowsing near, 62 i G.

Gillingham of, r89
Rectory, the, Winterbourne, dowsing

at, ro3
Red clay,69; nearTaunton, r9o
Red loam near Taunton, r9o
Red marl at Meredith, r75; near

Taunton, r9o; at Congresbury,zr 8
Red sandstone, a permeable rock, 57
Redford, dowsing at, il4
Redruth, dowsing at, zr
Reeve, Col. John, dowsing for, r r 3-r r 4
Reichenbach, von, his theories assimi-

lated to dowsing, 24, z4g
Reims, the Acad6mie of, appoint a

committee to investigate dow-
ing, 5o, 5z

Rensburg, J. J. van, dowsing tor,tTr
Renton, J. T., dowsing for, ro6-ro8
Retreat, The, zo9
Rhabdomancy not to be conlused

with dowsing, x,2 ; in Germanic
literature,6

Rhoades, a dowser, rz5
Rh6ne, dowsing along the, z8-29
Rhutcnois, Ia, oa dowsing, 5z
Richardson, Messrs., dowsing at their

works, 73-86
Richelieu, Cardinal, a book on dow-

siog dedicated to, 9
Richet, Charles, 258, 267, 268, 2? 5
Richmond, dowsing Lt, r54
Rillingtou, dowsing at, r8o, Fig. 4a
Ring Ior use in dowsiag, 233
Rio, Martin del, on the Zahoris, 278-

279
Riondet, M., his lost papers ou dow-

stng, 24
Rivers Pollution Commission, 58
Roberts, a dowser, t74, ztg
Roberts, Dr. zo8

Piedmont, dowsing in, 253
Pilton, C. Sims of, t7S-176
Pim, Mrs Henry, a dows6r, r89
Pipes, smoking, as a dowsirg-rod, 19,

Fig.8
Pipes, water-, traced by dowsing,

34-35, 38, 39, 4r, 42, 44, tt3-
tt4, tt7, trg, !2o, t2r, 124,
t36-t37, r5r, r57-r58, 165,
t79,2o5, 27o

Pipplepen farm, dowsing at, z3r
Planchette, 234,266
Plants as indicators oI underground

water and minerals, rr
Plateanus, P.. his reference to dows-

ing, 7
Plattes, Gabriel, on dowsing, r r
Pliny's ignorance of dowsing, 5
Plowman, T. Forder, otr a case of

dowsing, 256-257
Plum-wood dowsing-rod, zz6
" Pocket " of water, rz8
Pogson, W. N., a dpwser, r74
Poitou, dowsiag in, 36
Pope, G. H., 176
Porcelain identffied by dowsing, 256
Portugal, dowsing in, i, vii, 186, r88,

263
Posewitz, T., oadowsingin Borneo, 4
Potable water supply depends on

rainfall,55
Poynder, SirJ. O.,dowsingfor, r3r z.t
Preece, Sir W. H., on dowsing, z5r,

26o-26t
Preston, dowsing near, r55
Preston Hall, Uppingham, dowsing

at, t37-r38
Price, Montague, dowsing tor, t78-

t79, 24o
Priestly condemnation of dowsing,

r7-zo, Figs. 8, 9
Prince, C. Leeson, dowsing for, zo7-

zoB
Ptoceedings of the Sociely fot Psy-

chiaal Rescatah, rgt
Protrudes, 85
Provence, dowsiog it, 43 n.
Pryce, William, oa dowsing, z, zr,

236--237, 249
Pulse affected by dowsing, 30, 33,

34, 38,244
Pulsometer, 163
Purser, F., oo a ca{ie of dowsing,

272473

Q".Iily of water estimated by dow-
srD8, 52

Quantocks, tho geology of the, 58, r9o
Quailrly Rcoicu, Thc, 277
Quartzite rock at Carrigoona, 87,

9r, 98, roo, ror, ror r.
Queen of England, dowsing for, r33
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Robertson, R., a dowser, r8g, 234,

238,264; his rod, Fig. 58
Robertsoo, R. W., a dowser, r74
Robertson, W., a dowser, r74
Rockford, dowsing at, tzo-tzr
Rocks, permeable and impermeable,

55-57
Rocky Valley, the, dowsing in, 8G-

roz; the geology of, 98, ror z.
Rodiginio, C*lio, z7g
Rodwell, Fred, a dowser, 223424,

zz3 n.t,234 : his portrait, Fig.5r
Roe, Rev, John, dowsing for, zr8--zrg
Rogers, Fergus Carstairs, a dowser,

t66-r73
Roles, W., and Son, dowsing for, r8o
Roper, Sir Robert, dowsing for, r3t n.t
Rose, Colonel Hugh, a dowser, 194-196
" Rose Water Point," dowsin! at,

r95, 196
Ross, dowsing near, r43
Rosses Point, dowsing at, t6S
Rol,an sega, a variety of cane, used

for dowsing, 4-5
Rotation of the dowsing-rod, 33, 39,

45-46
Rothwell, R., a dowser, t74, 2o2
Routt, W. Pole, oa hazel,253
Rowberrow, Charles Adams of, 24,

tron.t, r74i Thomas young
ot, zr7 ; Thomas Day of., zt8 -

Royal Anthropological Institute, The,
paper on dowsing read before, 69

Royal Geological Society of Cornwall,
6+

Royal It{ilitary Academy, Wool-
wioh, experiments in dowsing at
the, 19

Royal Society's Philosophical Ttan-
sactions, discussion of dowsing in
ttre, 14

Rudford, dowsing et, t7s
Rudgwick, dowsing near, ror-ro8
Rutland, Dukeof, dowsingfor, r3r z.t
Rutlandshire, dowsing in] ISZ-iSA

S., Chevalier de, dowsing for, 39-4o
Sablon, dowsing at,29-
Sachel Court, dowsing at, 73 n}
St Andr6, dowsiag ne.rr, 39
StCEr6,47
9t 9"qy Laval, dowsing at, 40St Hilaire, Geoffroy, on paramelle,

Salutators, 277
Sand. a water-bearing rock, 55, 7r;

Tunbridge Wells, 6g; at Carri-
goona, 98, roo; at Oxford, r48;
at Waltonle-Dale, r55 ; at

_ Iladdingtoo, r59; atBath, r83
Sande,rson, Texas, dowsing iD, r98 -
Sandford Green, Winscohbe, dow-

sing at, r78
Sandstone, a water-bearing rock,

55, 57; at Warnham, 69; at
Waterford, 74, 75, 82; at Car-

_ rigoona, 98; at Haddington, r59
SantoTeodora, Duchessof, io7 a, -'
Sanzio, a dowser, 244
Saratoga Springs, dowsing at, 283-281
Sausage as dowsing-rod, z, tg, 234
savages, dowslng amoug, 3-5
Saxo! Erzgebirge, dowsing in the, 9
Scandinavia, dowsing in, vii, 6
Schmidt's " Apparatus," 233
Schmidt's. Drift Road, Kimberley,

dowsins in. rzo-rzr
Scientists oi aow6ing,'ix, rz-r4 and

Passim
Scissors qs a dowsing-rod, 19, Fig. 8
Scoones, T. 1., zr7
Secpndary rocks iir Somerset, 57, 59
Seddon, Rev. W. H., a d-dwser,
_ - dowsrng for, r49-r5o, Fig. 3S
Seebold, Edward; a dowser, z4 2.1
Seepage, 58
Seltzer_water spring, r3r n.r, zo3
Sensations, the dowser's, vii, 3o-3r,

33-35, ro5, t25, t5t-t52, t52-
t53, t67, r79, r85, 232, 233,
24t,243-247

Seymour, Simon, a dowser, 2ot-2oz
Shale-, beds of, Zo; at Waterford, 76,8r ; at Carrigoona, 98
Shaley sandstone at Waterford, 8r
Shalford, dowsing at, r8z-r83
Shanklin, dowsinig at, zo8-2i6, Figs.

48-49
Shanklin Down, zog, zrt
Shanklin reservoirs, zog
Shattered rocks, 56
Sheppard, Samuel, his epigram on

dowsing, rz
Shepton Mallet, dowsing at, tr5,

175-176; J.H.White of, r8s
Sherburn-in-Elmet, dowsing at, r 3j
Sherington, Sir Charles, oo aowsiig,

275
Sherlock, Mr., t44 tt.
Shingle, at Waterford, 8r ; at Carri-

goona,92. 93
Shrewsbury, dowsing in, rz8
Shrine, H. D., on a case ol dowsing,

2o4-2o5
Shropshire, dowsing in, rz8
Sic&ness produced 6y dowsiag, r5z

st
st
St
st

5r-52
Jean-en-Royant, dowsing in, 37
Je:rtr L'resPrna$e, 47
John's Church, Shauklin, zr3
Marcellin, the birttrplace ot Ay-
mat,27

Stc Geuevidve, dowsing in the church
aad garden of, 44

Selisbury, Lord, dowsing for, r3r n.t

INDEX
Siluriao formation, z5S ,t. i at Water-

ford,8z, 85; atWoolhope, r43
Silver, mines, discovered by dowsing,

rr; dowsing used in, rr, 16;
dowsing 1or, z5g

Silverwell, spring, ror a.
Sims, Charles, a dowser, q1-t76
Sinnett, A. P., z6g
Skeat, W. W., on dowsing among the

Malays, 4-5
Shctch, The, z4r
Skyrne, a dowser, z7o
Slate, Mr., 23t,232
Slate, at Carrigoona, 98, roo
Slate, blue, at Waterford, 75, 8z
Slate, clay-. in Cornwall, 58
Slat5r sandstone at Waterford, 74
Sleaford, dowsing neat, t23-r21
Sleight of hand ia dowsing, 33, 45-

47, 2r9
Sligo, dowsing at, 165
Smart, Henry, a dowser, r8o
Smell, dowsing as an atavistic sense

ol, z5r
Smith, a dowsor, 286
Smith and Marshall, dowsing for, r4r
Smythe, Sir Greville, dowsiag for, ro5
Snuffers as dowsing-rods, 2, 19, Fig. 8
Snyman, W. M., dowsing for, 169
Soci6t6 d'agriculture, scieDces et in-

dustrie de Lyons appoints a
Commission to investigate dow-
sing, z6

Soci6t6 Centrale d'Agriculture, a
paper on dowsingread before, 5z

Society for Psychical Research, The,
aranges an experiment in dow-
sing, 59; letter to, 85 tt., zz4-
225

Society of Friends, r89, zor
Solea, Andreas de, on a mining-rod,7
Sollas, W. J., his experiment in dow-

sing, 59; his conclusions criti-
cised, 59

Somctsct anil Dorcet Nolas anil Quer
ics, tz7

Somerset aud Dorset Railway, dow-
sing for, rr5

Somersetshire, dowsing ftr, r.4, zz-23,
56-59, rz7-t28, r77-t78, r8o,
2ot-2o2, zr7-2t8, 229-232, 2+t,

- 27t-212,273i geolory of,56-59
Somerton, polluted water at, 58;

T. Hawker of, r74
Sourciet, 3r n,r, 32, 38, 39, 4r, 44
South Africa, dowsing in, 42, 166-
- !73,26r-262,266-267
South Down, dowsiug in, r4o
South-eastern couotieg oI England,

the geology of the, 58
Southampton Common, a well on, 56
Spain, dowsing in, vii, 16,277-aBz

333
Spanish Ministry order every muaici-

pality to purchase a copy of
Paramelle's book, 5r

Spanistr translation of Paramelle's
book, 5r

Spasms produced by dowsiug, 33, 35,
to5,243

Spcclator, The,277
Spencer, Lord, dowsing for, ro5
Spilsby, dowsing at, t3Lr37, t4o-

r4r, Fig. 35
Spink, Judge William Ward, a dow-

ser, r89, 224-225
Sprague, Rev. W. E., a dowser, 287
Spring, watch-, as a dowsiag-rod,

ro3, ro4, to7, tZ6, tg7, t9+,
234,27r

Spring Valley, Mafeking, dowsing in,
r73

Springs found by dowsitg, passim
Spur-shaped dowsing-rod, 234, Fig.

53
Spurr, Councillor A. G. F., on a case

ofdowsing, r84-r85
Stagnant water and dowsing,34, 106,

tr?, r23
Stalbridge, R. A'Barrow of, r74
StanhopC, Lord, dowsingfor, r3r z.!
Stapleton,W. S. Lawrence lived at,ro4
Stears, John, a dowser, r79-r8o,

Fig. 42, 2ot-2o2, Fig. 47, zz7-
229, Fig. 52,245

Steel dowsing-rod, ro3, ro4, tos, to7,
,75, 234

Steele, the Rev. Mr, a dowser, zz
Stephen and Barstow, Messrs, dow-

sing for, ro6-ro8
Steverritt, Mr, dowsing for, r38
Stokes, William, a dowser, L74,232 ;

his rod, Fig.SS
Stoleo articles found by dowsiug,3-4
Stone, beds of, 7o
Stone, Councillor, r84
Stone, E., 89
Stone, William, a dowser, tgt, 2t9,

zzg, 238, 27t i at Carrigoona,
SLroz; his life, r33 ; his
account of himself, r34-r35;
examples of his successes, r35-
r4r, Fig.35 ; hisportrait, Fig. e+

Stoneware identified by dowsing, 256
Strahan, A., zrz
Straight dowsing-rods, 32, 33, 41,

t75, 238
Strathmore, Lord, dowsing for, r59 n.
Street, dowsing at, zot4o2, Fig, +Z
Subconscious suggestion as an in-

fluence on dowsiog, 47
Submarines, dowsing lor, 254
Sufiolk, dowsing ia, 16o, 16r, r87
Sugarloaf, the, geology of,98, 98n.
Sugarloaf Mountains, 98 n., grgr-roo
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Suggestion, the influence of, in dow-

s,r,'ll*1.]t;!T,3!*u
Sulphur spring dlscovered by dow-

sing, r85
Sumner, a dowser, t14
supernormal faculty of the dowser,

the, 6r, 62, zzi
" Super.pervious,, series of rocks,

57
Surface indications of underground

water, f.assittt
lurrey, douising in, rr4
Sussex, dowsing in, 6j-73, Fig. 15;

oowstDg in, ro6_rog, 144_146,
Figs, 37-38, zo3, zo7_zod,' zrg_zzo: Fig. 5o, zzo_.z.zr ; tire

- geology ol.,6g-zo
Sweden, dowsing in, 17
Swettenham, Sir Frani, on dowsing

^ .-allongtheMalays,4sult, L)eaD, his lines on dowsing. rz
Switzerland, dowsing in, vii, z6l
sycamore dowsiug-rod, r 16
Sympathy as aa explanation of

oowsrng, tt, t3, z4g

Table-turning, tts affinity to dowsing,
21

Taming-wand, the, of tbe Eitda, 6
I'anyot, dowsing at. ar
Taste of surfaci waie, as indicator

of underground water and miner-
als, r r

Tauaton, T. Heard of, r74; Mr.

r',,[:t3,:1;% : f:il'ffi i tmlx;
for, zoo--zot

,.rrro#rr, 
"ougresbury, 

dowsing on,

Tebb, Mrs Tebb and their childrea;
dowsers, rr4, r15

remperature affected by dowsing, 3oTerfiary rocks, 59
I'exas, dowsing in, 196_19g ; Guy

Th""::ri:Ir'rrd 
r 8e' r e6-r e8

Theorie^s iu-iriplanation of dowsing,
2t8-2,r6

Thesd, 
. dbwsing tlu subject of

academic, t6. r6fn*. u -

TI:g1rId., the lome.of Tompkirs, t 4r
+ilJ:'#:::X bY dowsiug, 3-4
Thomastown, dowsing at, zrg-atgraompson, General, dowsing for,

*"T3f."*J,rWxclifie, on a case of
Thomson, Al-J., dowsing for, r@
rnorn,dowsrng-tod,, t47, r4g, r5o
rnought-transference, r6F, 2Zo

Thouvenel- Pierre, his experimenta
with Bleton, 21, 32-4?, 242, 244 ;his life, 34 ; his,:off"iUb"' bi
evidence, 36-4r; his views ona,nonymity, 37, 37 n.; his theo-
119s, +S ;. criticism of, 45-46;nls exDerrments with pennet, 

47Thun, dow-sins at. a6
Th-u-rgovia, dolwsin{ in, zo3
Tiddington^ House,- Oxford, dowsing

at, r48-r4g
Timmins, Mesirs, rz6
Tin, dowsing !.or, zb
Titus, Silas W., a dowser, zg6-zg7
Tiverton, dowsing at, ro5; iapt.

J. P, Dixon o-f, r8o
Tiverton Town Council, dowsing for,

ro5
Tompkins, lenjamia, a dowser, xi,

z.oo, zr6-2t7, 237-239,239 ; hisule, r4r ; examples of his
successes,. 56, r42_tSt, Figs.
37-39; his sensations and thC-o-

r. "*T;li 1,.',,J.1#s 
Portrait' Fig' 3 6

Tongs as dowsing-iods. z
Topley, W-illiam,-on tLe geology of

parnla_m, 6sro; oi the"i,eo_
logy_of Shanklin, zrr--zrz, zi5

I'orey, Marquis de. dowsins for_ ai
Toronto- f[eteorological OU"servl ttry,
_ F. N. Denisonbf, zz5
Torres Straits, use of rodi in. a
Tosswill, R. G. D., a dowslr', rgq,

258
Totnes, Archdeacon of. See Earle
Toulon, dowsing at, z9
l ou/?reu/, 32, 33 rr.
Toutneus de buiuctte. ro
Towers, Joseph", a dowser, rrg'I'ownsend, C. E., Gataker,s agent in

Ireland. r<e
Toy Tarm,' do-wsing on, 144-146,
_ .r,rgs.37_3E
lransmission of the motion of the
_ rod, r29,22?,242-z43
Treasure found 6y d6wsing, 3rTregelles, G. F., on 

" 
c.se 6i do*sing,

r53
Treach, ql. H. le p., dowsing for,

r63-165
Triauon, dowsitg at, 4zlnas tn Somerset. s"
Tringham,-Re". ft:J. T., a dowser,

259-z6o
Tristar, Count J, de, oa dowsing,

250
Tunbridse Wells sand. 6o
Turner, Miss p. M., a doiser, z6o
Turwestou Manor, Brackley, dow_

sing at, 163
Tylor, Sir E. 8., on dowsing, 252-zS3

INDEX 335
Unconscious iadications, 35, 73 n.r,

225
Unconscious muscular action in dow-

sing, 33, 47, ?9, t23, rzg, 2zZ,
229, 232, 239-243, 252, 27o-

__ . 275; discovered by Kircher, 13
United States, dowsing in the, vji,

22, 25-26, 233, 254, 283-zgr ; a
rod as held in the, Fig. 57upper greensand at Shankliu, zo9,
212

I]pper lias at Uppingham, r38
-lPPingham, dowsing at, r37-138
Urtariz, G. de, z8r
Uvalde, Guy Fenley of, 196-198 ;

dowsing near, 196, r98
Uz6s, Duke d', dowsing for, 36

Vallemont, Abb6 of. See Le Lor-
rain de Vallemont, P. de

Van Sickle, Judge W., on Guy Fen-
ley, rg7-tg8; dowsing for, rg7

vapours as indicators of under-
, grouad water and minerals, rr
Varro's lost Virgula diuina, 5
Verband zur Kiarung der Wiinschel-

rutenfrage, 26
Verga. lucenta and other Italian uames

- of the dowsing-rod, rr
Verge de Jaeob, La, t7, 33

_V_erDo!r, Judge Spink of, zz4
Versailles, letter to the prefect of, 5o
Vervains, Abb6 of, dowsing lor, 4o'
Vervains, dowsing at, 4o
Y:!1, P. J., on dowsing in Borneo, 4" Vibrator," 233
Victoria, Queen, dowsing for, r33
vrenna, a dowsers' organisation in, z6
Virga Diuina, 4
Viryila iliuina,'16
Virgula, z4g
Virgula aurifera, rz
Virgulo diuiita, 3, 7, 235
Virgula diuinatoia, rz, t+
V irgula metcurialis, t6
Vitruvius on water-finders, 6
Volatile rods, 6
Volume of water, estimating the,

by dowsing, 6o, 67 , 77,87, 88, 89,
rt7, t25, tz8, rzg, t4t, t42,
r53, r56, t57, r58, .162, t63,
r67-t73, r83-r85, z9o

Waite, A. E., on dowsing, z5o
Wales, the geology of, Ja i Nortfr,

dowsing in, r6s-r66
Walker, T. A., dowiing for, rr5
Walkeringham, do*-sin"g at, rz9
Walking-itick as a -dowsirig-rod,

236-237
Wallace, A.'R., z6q
WaIIooa dowser, a, zz

Walton-le-Dale, dowsing at, r55
Waring, Col. Thomas, on Mullins,s

marner of holding his dowsing-
rod, rrr

pgrleigh Hill, dowsing on, 2o4
Warnham, dowsing at, 65-23; tho

geology oL,69-72
Warnham Court, 69
Warnham Lodge, near Horsham,

dowsing at, 65-73, Fig. 15
Warnham Park, 72, Fig. 15
Warwickshire, dowsing in, r3o
Watch-spring as a dowsing-rod, ro3,

ro4, to7, 176, r87, t94,234,27t
Water, dowsing for, rr, 14-16, ind

passim
Water-diviner. SeaDowser
Water-divining. SeaDowsing
Water-man, 7)
Water-pipes, traced by dowsing, 34-

35, 38, 39, 4r, 42, 44, rr3-rr4,
tt7, tt9,12o, t2t, t24, r36-t37,
r5r, r57-158, 165, r79,2o5,27o

Water-supply, passim; the geology
of, 48-59

Water-witch, z9o
Waterford, dowsing at,\65, 73-86, z4o,

Figs. 16-19; near, 126
Weald clay, 69
Weather, its influence on dowsing, 33
Webb, F., a dowser, r74
[ebster, John, on dowsing, 14
Wedderburn, Sir W., dowsing for,

r7 4-r75
Weedon, Rev. J. R. Blunt of, zzo
Weilbach, dowsing at, z4n.r
Weir Hill farm, dowsing on the, rz8
Well-sinker, where he can be relied

upon, 56; {ailures of,65, rzz
Wellington, Bob, a dowser,288, z8g,

290
Welsh silver-mines, dowsing in, r r
Welwyn, dowsing at, t78-t7g
West Keal Hall, Spilsby, doivsing at,

t36-137
West of England,the geology of the,58
Weslern Gazette, The, t8o
Westlake, E., on geology and dow-

{ng' 56-57; on the geology of
Somerset in relation to dowsing,
57-59; cases of dowsing sub-
mitted to, 6z; on dowsing, 64 ;
on the Horsham case, 68 n., 69;
on a case near RudgwicL, ro8;
on a case near Campden, rzr;
on a case at Crewkerne, rz7;
on a case at Arretotr, r34; on a
case at Blackcap Hill, 144-146 ;
on a case at Shanklin, 2o8-4t6 i
experiment at Crewkerne, zzg-
z3r ; experiment at North
Perrott, 23r-232
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Westminster, Dr Foxley Norris,

Dean of, a dowser, r89
Westminster, Duke of, dowsing {or,

r59 n'
Weston, Sir Joseph, dowsing for, ro5
vVeston-super-Mare, Gataker first es-

tablished at, r53; dowsing near,
t77, Fig. 4r

Wethersfield Place, near Braintree,
dowsing at, r8z

Whalen, Frank, on a case of dowsing,
283-287

Whitaker H. W., on dowsing, 63-
94; on the dowsing ol W. S.
Lawreuce. roi-ro6

White, J. H., a doivser, r89
Whitethorn dowsing-rod, i 47, r4},r 5oWhitfield, dowsiug-at, io5-2o6 -
Whittington, Mr.,-zr t'
Whittle-le-Woods Parish Council,

dowsing for, r59n.
Wicklow,-County, dowsing i n, 86-toz
Wicklow Mouutiins, sq
Willis, Thomas, a dowier, q4-r75
lVillow dowsing-rod, r 5-t6,'rb7,'iz6\Vills. A. W.,-a doriser, zS+ i f,is

failures, r54 ; example5 
'of 

his
successes, r56-r.58, zt8-ztg

Willson, Sir Mi[dm+,-on a case of
dowsrng. Ir2-rr<

Wiltshire, dowsing in, r5-r6, rz5,
13o, t4t-t42

Winchcombe District Council, dow-
sing for, r59 z.

Winchilsea, Lord, dowsing {or, rr3,
723-125, 224 n.

Windsor, Lord, dowsing f.or, r5gz .

W_inscombe, dowsing ai, ryb "'Winterbourne, dows"ing'at, ro3
Winwood, Rev. H. Hi on a dase of

dowsing, zr8
Wire dowsing-rod, ro6, rSz, t66, r75,

22O, 255
Wirral and Birkenhead Agricultural

Society award a n-redal for dow-
srng, r5r

Wishing-rod, the, in Germanic litera-
ture, 6

Withnell, F. C., on a case of dowsing,
229

Wittegberg, dowsing as the subject
of academic theies at, 26, r6h.s

Wood. _dow-sing-rods, passim; any
kind of, suitable, ir6

Wood, George, on a case of dowsing,
205408

pgod, May, a dowser, 2o1-2og
Woodhall Spa, dowsing at-, rg6

Woodlands, Congresbury, dowsing at,
zr7-z18

Woods and Forests Department, 16z
Woolhope, dowsing at, r4z-r44
Woolley, Reginald, on a dise of

dowsing, rz9
Woolley, T. C. S., on cases of dowsing,

r29, 243
Woolmers, zr7
Woolwich, dowsing at, 19
Worcestershire, dowsing h, 26c, 27o
Wordsworth, Miss, a dowser, rt4, t24
Wringtgn, the Vale of, dowsing in, zi
Wiinschehisz, 6
Wiinschehuele, 6
ll/ tinscheltule, Die, z6
Wiinschehuthe, W ianschellute, 4, 6
Wyburn, Walter, a dowser, rtig-rgo,

20t-202

X-ray sight, r97
Xylomancy not to be confused with

dowsing, x, 2

Yaos,- Lake Nyanz4, dowsing amoug
the, 3

Yarborough, Lord, dowsing for,
t3t n.a, t4z

Yelling, R. Anthony of., r?8-t7g i
dowsing at,2t6-2t7

Yellow clay at Warleig[ HiIl, zo4
Yellow sandstone at Waterford, 7 5,8r
Yellow shaley sandstone at Water-

ford, 8r
Yeovil, F. Webb of., r74; dowsing

near, r89-r9o
Yewhurst, dowsiug near, r15
Ygdrasill, the fabulous ash, r
Iorath, H. D., onacaseof dowsing, r56
Yorltshire, dowsing in, r37, t42,18o;

the geology of, 7o
Ioung, Colonel, dowsing for, 2r7-2tg
Xoung, J . D., on a case of dowsing, r 84
Young, J. F., a dowser, 189,-238,

245,258,264, z7r; his dowsing-
rod, 238; on the geology of
Llanelly, 58 z.r

Young, Mr, zr5
Young, Robert, a dowser, 245
Youug,Thomas, a dowser, 59, zr7-zr8

Zahoris, the, 16, 263,277-z8z
Zeidler, J. G., on dowsing, tg, 268
Zevenfontein, dowsing at, 168
Zimmerisahcs Cfuonih, its allusion to

dowsing, g
Zohat, the, 277
Zulus, dowsing among the, 3
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